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Preface
Since most samples encountered in a chromatography laboratory are not in a form to be directly placed into the
analytical instrument, some form of preparation is required for nearly every sample. The sample preparation could be
as simple as “dilute and shoot” or as complex as multistage sample handling. The analytical cycle represents all of the
steps from the point of collection to the final analysis and data output. Although sample preparation is an important
part of this analytical cycle, it doesn’t always get the respect as does the separation and measurement instrumentation
and the data handling aspects. Oftentimes, the task of sample preparation employs decades old technology that is
often manual, time-consuming and uses a lot of glassware and other devices, and some older technologies use copious
amounts of solvent that must eventually be disposed of, creating expense and safety issues. Because of the use of
multiple sample preparation steps in an attempt to simplify and/or isolate the desired analytes from a complex matrix,
errors tend to creep into the assay and analyte recoveries may suffer.
The purpose of this book is to outline some of the most popular sample preparation technologies in current use today.
Since sample preparation technologies is represented by tens of possible sample manipulations (e.g. weighing,
dissolution, extraction, trapping, etc.), I didn’t set out to cover every single sample prep category. The book started out
to be a small handbook like the popular The LC Handbook: Guide to LC Columns and Method Development (Publication
Number 5990-7595EN) but soon blossomed into a 350+ page book covering many different sample preparation
technologies. Since the book was written for Agilent Technologies, many of the methodologies covered are those within
Agilent’s chemistries portfolio, but for the sake of completeness, I have covered a number of technologies outside of
Agilent’s immediate areas of interest. Examples of applications are provided throughout the book and many of them
are web-accessible.
Since this book is primarily designed for the chromatography laboratory and to keep the length reasonable, I had to
confine my coverage to organic and biological sample preparation and thus inorganic sample prep, although important
in chromatographic and obviously the spectroscopic analyses of many sample types, was omitted. Many of the techniques
covered, however, such as ion exchange SPE, liquid-liquid extraction and microwave-assisted extraction are equally
applicable to inorganic samples for further analysis by ion chromatography or for spectroscopic measurements.
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I have written the book in a slightly different format than might be typical. After an introductory Chapter 1 on the
sample prep process, in Chapter 2, I decided to tabulate most of the methodologies that will be covered in the
remainder of the book. That way, the reader, rather than wading through all the various chapters, can get an overview
of possible sample preparation methods that are most applicable to gases, liquids, suspensions, gels and solid
materials. So the reader can get directly to the sample prep methodology that may suit his/her particular sample. In
subsequent Chapters, rather than repeating all the information, I refer back to these tables. The book is organized by
the flow of sample preparation process (sampling, transport, storage all the way up to sample filtration and, in some
cases, sample introduction).
The Chapters are further organized by sample types so that gaseous samples are first (Chapter 6) followed by liquid
samples (or samples put into a liquid form) (Chapters 7-12), solid samples (Chapter 14), biological samples (nucleic
acids and proteins)(Chapter 15), biological fluids/tissues (Chapter 16) and then special topics such as sample prep for
mass spectrometry, membrane applications, chemical scavengers, and derivatizations. Finally, Chapter 21 covers a
new concept of “Just Enough” sample preparation that seems to be today’s trend relying heavily on the increased use
of hyphenated-chromatography/tandem mass spectrometry techniques. To aid the novice (and maybe some of the
experts!) on the terminology associated with sample prep, the final Chapter 22 includes a Glossary.
I wish you good reading and hope that the material within provides you with a good foundation on how to best approach
your sample preparation challenges.
Ronald E. Majors, Wilmington, DE
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The major stages of an analytical process are depicted in Figure 1.1. The proper choice of the measurement technique is only one
step in the development of a successful application. All of the steps leading up to the measurement are as important. The sampling
and sample preparation process begins at the point of collection and extends to the measurement step. The proper collection of
sample during the sampling process (called primary sampling) is the initial contact with the sample and it is imperative that this
sample represents the entire lot being investigated. The storage, preservation and transport of this representative sample from the
point of collection to the analytical laboratory must occur without any changes in the physical and chemical makeup of the original
sample. The proper selection of the laboratory sample itself (termed secondary sampling) represents another challenge since the
final sample used for analysis may be a tiny fraction of the original collected sample, yet serves as a subset. Finally, the sample
preparation methodology necessary to convert the sample into a form suitable for the measurement step must also be performed
without loss or any unplanned modification of the secondary sample. All of these pre-analysis steps can have a greater effect in the
overall accuracy and reliability of the results than the measurement itself.

Figure 1.1
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Sample preparation is an essential part of chromatographic and spectroscopic analyses. The process is intended to provide a
representative, reproducible, and homogenous solution that is suitable for injection into the column for chromatographic analysis,
or into an ICP-MS/atomic adsorption source, or into a cuvette or NMR tube for further characterization. The aim of sample
preparation is to provide a sample aliquot that (a) is relatively free of interferences, (b) will not damage the column or instrument
and (c) is compatible with the intended analytical method. In chromatography, the sample solvent should dissolve in the HPLC
mobile phase or be injectable into a GC column without affecting sample retention or resolution, the stationary phase itself, and
without interfering with detection. It is further desirable to concentrate the analytes and/or derivatize them for improved detection
or better separation. In spectroscopy, the sample solvent should be free of particulates, compatible with the spectroscopic source,
and be of the appropriate viscosity to flow into a nebulizer for on-line methods. Sometimes, depending on spectroscopic sensitivity,
preconcentration is needed and chromatography or liquid-liquid extraction is sometimes used prior to introduction of the sample
into the instrument.
Although many of the sample preparation protocols used in chromatography and spectroscopy are similar, it is beyond the scope of
this book to address the various differences between sample preparation procedures for these diverse methods. Therefore, we will
limit the topics in this handbook to the popular sample preparation methods for chromatographic analysis with emphasis on Liquid
Chromatography (LC)/High Performance LC (HPLC)/Ultra HPLC (UHPLC), and Gas Chromatography (GC).
A more detailed depiction of the various operations in the analytical cycle is summarized in Table 1.1. If particular attention is not paid
to all of these operations, sample integrity may be sacrificed and the analysis data affected, compromised, or rendered invalid. Steps
1-5, which include 1) sample collection, 2) storage and preservation, 3) sample transport, 4) preliminary processing and laboratory
sampling, and 5) weighing or dilution, all form an important part of sample preparation. Although these steps in the chromatographic
assay can have a critical effect on the accuracy, precision, and convenience of the final method, space limitations preclude us from
addressing all of these areas in detail. Only steps 1 and 4 (sample collection and preliminary sample processing) will be briefly
explained here. See References 1-4 for an explanation of steps 2, 3, and 5. The bulk of this book will be devoted mainly to Steps
6-9 of Table 1.1, which encompasses what is usually meant by sample pre-treatment or sample preparation (“sample prep”).
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Table 1.1

Sample Pre-treatment Options
Step

Option

Comment

1

Sample collection

Obtain representative sample using statistically valid processes.

2

Sample storage and preservation

Use appropriate inert, tightly-sealed containers; be especially careful with volatile,
unstable, or reactive materials; stabilize samples, if necessary; biological samples may
require refrigeration or freezing.

3

Sample transport

The act of transporting the sample from the point of collection to the laboratory can be an
important step. Transportation conditions should maintain its integrity, samples should not
have rough handling, be dropped, or be allowed to be exposed to the elements; the
timing may be important for samples – undue delays may cause sample degradation
as in step 2 above.

4

Preliminary sample processing

Sample must be in form for more efficient sample pre-treatment (e.g. drying, sieving,
grinding, etc.); finer dispersed samples are easier to obtain representative sample and
to dissolve or extract.

5

Weighing or volumetric dilution

Take necessary precautions for reactive, unstable, or biological materials; for dilution,
use calibrated volumetric glassware.

6

Alternative sample processing methods

Solvent exchange, desalting, evaporation, freeze drying, etc.

7

Removal of particulates

Filtration, centrifugation, solid phase extraction.

8

Sample extraction

Method for liquid samples (Table 2.4) and solid samples (Tables 2.2 and 2.3)

9

Derivatization

Mainly to enhance analyte detection; sometimes used to improve separation, extra step
in analytical cycle adds time, complexity, and potential loss of sample (See Chapter 20).

Whereas GC and HPLC are predominantly automated procedures, sample pre-treatment is often performed manually. As a result,
sample pre-treatment can require more time for method development and routine analysis than is needed for the separation and
data analysis (see Figure 1.2). Sample pre-treatment may include a large number of methodologies, as well as multiple
operational steps, and can therefore be a challenging part of chromatographic method development.
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Figure 1.2

Time Spent on Typical Chromatographic Analysis

Data management (27%)
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Finally, method precision and accuracy is frequently determined by the sample pre-treatment procedure (see Figure 1.3), including
operations such as weighing and dilution. For all of these reasons, the development of a sample pre-treatment procedure deserves
careful, advance planning.

Figure 1.3
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A sample pre-treatment procedure should provide quantitative recovery of analytes, involve a minimum number of steps, and (if
possible) be easily automated. Quantitative (99+%) recovery of each analyte enhances sensitivity and assay precision, although
this does not mean that all of the analyte present in the original sample must be included in the final injected sample. For example,
in a given method, for a series of sample pre-treatment steps, aliquots of intermediate fractions may be used for further sample
preparation or for an intermediate injection. If recovery is not 100%, the sample pre-treatment must be reproducible. The use of
internal standards or standard addition are approaches to aid in better quantitation, when recovery is not complete. As implied in
Figure 1.3, a smaller number of sample pre-treatment steps plus automation reduces the overall time and effort required, and
decreases the opportunity for imprecision and accuracy errors by the analyst. Thus, depending on the chromatographic and
detection selectivity available, one should attempt to use as few sample pre-treatment steps as possible. In other words, sufficient
sample preparation should be performed to meet the goals of the analysis, dependent on selectivity available in other parts of the
analysis system (e.g. chromatography, detection), sufficient sample preparation may entail multiple steps and techniques. This
concept is thoroughly explained in Chapter 21.
Many sample preparation techniques have been automated, and usually appropriate instrumentation is commercially available.
Approaches to automation vary from use of a robot to perform manual tasks to dedicated instruments optimized to perform a
specific sample preparation technique. While automation can be expensive and elaborate, it is often desirable when large numbers
of samples must be analyzed and the time or labor per sample is excessive. The decision to automate a sample pre-treatment
procedure is often based on a cost justification, the availability of instrumentation to perform the task at hand, or in some cases,
when operator safety is involved (i.e. to minimize exposure to toxic substances or other possible health hazards). Sample
preparation instrumentation for automation will be briefly addressed here, but it is beyond the scope of this book to elaborate
further on the details of commercial instrumentation. Refer to textbooks on the subject listed under references 5-7.
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Table 1.2
As you embark on using the remainder of this book, there are many questions that you must consider before deciding which sample
preparation technique may be the best for your particular sample. Table 1.2 is a sample preparation worksheet that provides some
guidance in consideration of the goals of your analytical method and sample preparation including analyte and matrix questions.
Because there are so many terms associated with sample preparation, a Sample Preparation Glossary is provided in the Appendix
of this book. For abbreviations and definitions that you may encounter, please refer to the Glossary.

Sample Preparation Worksheet
Sample Preparation Questions

Example/Considerations

Comments

What is analytical measurement technique?

LC-UV, LC/MS, GC/MS, etc.

Final sample must be compatible with
analytical technique.

What is your optimal analytical run time?

1 min, 10 min, .5 hour, longer

Sample prep time may exceed run time; can
you batch samples?

What level of recovery is required to meet
LOD/LOQ?

100% only, less than 100%

100% recovery is ideal, but the more sample
prep steps you have, the greater opportunity for
loss; even so, RSD may still be acceptable at
lower recovery if “loss” is reproducible.

How do you plan to quantitate?

External standard or internal standards?

Are standards available? Can you find internal
standard(s) that are resolved from analytes of
interest? Do you need multiple internal
standards?

What is your required accuracy and precision?

Consider both inter- and intra-day values

For trace levels (e.g. sub-ppb) RSDs may be
greater than you expect; must determine
recovery, precision and accuracy at levels
expected in your samples (minimum of 3 levels).

What is the sample matrix?

Organic, biological, inorganic, solid, semi-solid, Must choose sample prep technique that can
liquid, gel, gas, etc.
selectively remove analytes of interest from
the matrix.

How much do you know about the
sample matrix?

Oil-based vs. aqueous-based, high salt content, Must begin early to think about sample prep
volatile, unstable; is the sample matrix polar or technique to best differentiate the properties of
non-polar, ionic, ionizable?
your analyte and matrix.
(Continued)
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Sample Preparation Worksheet
Sample Preparation Questions

Example/Considerations

Comments

What is the sample volume/mass?

Microliter vs. liter, mg vs kg, etc.

Must have equipment and glassware available
to handle size of sample required.

What key interferences are endogenous
to the sample?

Are interferences more like matrix
or like your analytes?

May require more than one sample prep
technique for cleanup of interferences that are
similar to your analytes of interest.

What functional groups on your matrix,
interferences and analyte(s) of interest may
influence choice of sample prep technique?

Influences solubility, polarity, ionization states
(pKa)

Often don’t know the actual structures of
matrix and interferences to help make
rational decision.

What else is already known about
analyte(s) itself?

Water-octanol partition coefficients,
concentration range, chemical structure

May allow you to direct your attention to
capturing the analyte itself and rely upon the
chromatography and/or detection step(s) to
resolve it from any co-extracted interferences
and matrix components.

What is level of interference removal required
for analysis?

Depends on selectivity of chromatography
separation and detection

Must avoid ion suppression/enhancement
effects in LC/MS (and MS-MS); for UV and less
selective detectors, and other, must have better
sample prep and chromatography selectivity.

What sample pre-treatment steps
may be required?

Dilution, clarification, filtration,
pH adjustment, etc.

May be required for best overall selectivity, but
each additional step can lead to analyte loss
and affect accuracy/precision.

Is a concentration step required
for optimal analysis?

Solvent evaporation, purge and trap, etc.

Concentration steps add time to analysis but
may be required to meet LOC/LOQ.

What solvent should the analyte(s) be in
for optimal analysis?

Avoid solvents that may cause UV interference, Choice of solvents for sample prep final step
MS ion suppression, GC stationary phase
may be limited; can always evaporate to
compatibility, or non-volatile
dryness and re-dissolve in compatible solvent;
increases time and number of steps.

What resources are available for method
development and routine analysis?

High sample loads may require some level of
Sample prep may require more personnel since
automation; do you have the right sample prep it is often more labor intensive and time
tools available in your lab?
consuming than the analytical measurement.
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Chapter 2

Types of Samples
and Overview of Approaches
to Processing
Sample matrices can be broadly classified as organic, biological or inorganic, and may be further subdivided into solids, semi-solids
(including creams, gels, suspensions, colloids), liquids, and gases. For nearly every matrix, some form of sample pre-treatment, even
if it is just simple dilution, will be required prior to chromatographic analysis.
Gaseous samples usually are analyzed by gas chromatography, rather than HPLC. Techniques such as canister collection, direct
sampling via sample loops, headspace sampling and purge and trap are used to collect and inject gases. In Chapter 6, we will
briefly cover those sampling/sample prep techniques primarily used for gas samples. Table 2.1 provides an overview of typical
sampling, sample introduction, and sample preparation procedures used for gaseous volatile samples.

Table 2.1

Typical Sampling and Sample Pre-treatment Methods for Gaseous Samples
Method of Sample
Pre-treatment

Principles of Technique

Comments

Grab Sampling

Gaseous sample is pulled into an evacuated glass, metal Used mostly for volatile compounds in air; samples are
bulb or canister, or by a syringe; gas can also be pumped returned to laboratory and analytes are isolated and
into plastic bag or other inert container.
concentrated by cold trapping techniques.

Solid Phase Trapping

Gaseous sample passed through tube packed with
adsorbent (e.g. silica gel, activated carbon); trapped
analytes are eluted with strong solvent.

Used for semivolatile organic compounds in air; control of
gas flow rate is critical for trapping efficiency; watch for
aerosol formation, adsorbent overloading, and irreversible
adsorption of reactive analytes; popular sorbents include
silica gel, alumina, porous polymers (Tenax, polyurethane
foams), or carbon; chemical or physical complexing
reagents may be useful to improve trapping efficiency.

Liquid Trapping

Gaseous sample is bubbled through solution that is a
good solvent for analytes; analyte has higher affinity for
solvent than it does for gas.

Flow rate should be low enough so as not to create
foams or aerosols; complexing agents may be added
to solvent to aid trapping; temperature can be lowered
for very volatile species; sometimes process IS
called “impinging.”
(Continued)
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Table 2.1 (Continued)

Typical Sampling and Sample Pre-treatment Methods for Gaseous Samples
Method of Sample
Pre-treatment

Principles of Technique

Comments

Headspace Sampling

Sample (solid or liquid) is placed in a closed,
thermostated glass vial until equilibrium is established; at
equilibrium, analytes partition themselves between a gas
phase and the solid (or liquid) phase at a constant ratio;
gas phase is sampled and injected into GC for analysis.

Used primarily for determination of trace concentrations
of volatile substances in samples difficult to handle by
conventional GC techniques; sensitivity can be increased
by heating (<100 °C), salting out, adjusting pH, and other
means to shift equilibrium; sometimes water or solvent is
added to aid in sample dispersion and/or to free organics
from the matrix, especially for soils and sediments; can be
manual or automated.

Purge and Trap (Dynamic
Headspace)

Sample (solid or liquid) is placed in closed, thermostated
container and the headspace vapors are continually
removed by means of inert gas flow with subsequent
trapping of sample components by solid phase extraction
or cold trapping; then thermally desorbed into GC
injection port (thermal desorption).

Used when analytes are too low in concentration or have
unfavorable partition coefficients in static headspace (HS)
sampling (sometimes called gas phase stripping) can
provide more sensitivity than static HS by accumulating
the volatiles until concentration is sufficiently built up for
thermal desorption and GC analysis; can be manual or
automated.

Thermal Desorption

Used in conjunction with purge and trap and solid phase
microextraction to concentrate volatile analytes; sorbent
is rapidly heated to transfer concentrated analytes to GC
by purge gas.

Typical adsorbent resins include Tenax TA, glass beads,
Carbosieve, Carboxen, and Carbotrap. Sorbent choice
based on specificity, breakthrough volume, water affinity,
bed volume, and range of organics sorbed/desorbed
from resin; can be cyrogenically cooled to trap volatile
organics.

Direct Thermal Extraction

A form of dynamic headspace, but the sample is heated
(controlled) to much higher temperatures, up to 350 °C.

System must be constructed of fused quartz or fused
silica so that extracted analytes do not react with hot
metal surfaces; system cold spots should be avoided;
used primarily for semi-volatile compounds.

Pyrolysis

Non-volatile large molecule sample (e.g. polymer, plant
fiber) is thermally degraded to cleave linkages and
produce smaller, more volatile molecules that are swept
into GC or to adsorbent trap (cyrogenic) for separation
and identification.

Degradations often have defined mechanisms and
sample may break apart in a predictable manner; can
lead to structural information about starting compound or
provide “fingerprints” for comparative profiles; pyrolysis
can be performed in inert or reactive atmosphere.

Solid Phase Microextraction Fused silica fiber coated with polymeric stationary phase
(SPME)
is placed in headspace above sample or directly into
liquid sample; analytes diffuse and partition/adsorb onto
stationary phase; analytes are thermally desorbed by
placing fiber into GC injection port or displaced by means
of a liquid to a column for HPLC analysis.
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SPME is an equilibrium sampling method and can be
used for gases, solids (Headspace) and liquids (direct);
various polymer coating formulations available (e.g.
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), polyacrylate, Carbowaxdivinylbenzene, Carboxen-PDMS); can work with small
sample sizes, is field transportable, and uses no organic
solvent; very volatile analytes can sometimes be lost and
quantitation is problematic.

Volatile analytes that are labile, thermally unstable, or prone to adsorb to metal surfaces in the vapor state are sometimes better
handled by HPLC. Trapping is required to analyze gaseous samples by HPLC. The gas sample is either (a) passed through a solid
support and subsequently eluted with a solubilizing liquid, or (b) bubbled through a liquid that traps the analyte(s). An example of
the HPLC analysis of a gaseous sample is the American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM) Method D5197-03 and United States
Environmental Protection Agency Method TO-11 for volatile aldehydes and ketones1, 2. In this example, an air sample is passed
through an adsorbent trap coated with 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine, which quantitatively converts aldehydes and ketones into
2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazones. The hydrazones are then eluted with acetonitrile and separated by reversed-phase HPLC.
Sample preparation for solid samples can often be more demanding. Samples that are solid (or semi-solid) must usually be put into
a liquid form – unless the volatile portion only is of interest and then headspace, purge and trap, or thermal desorption techniques
(covered in Chapter 6) are used to isolate, and perhaps concentrate, that portion of the sample. In some cases, the sample is easily
dissolved and is then ready for injection or further pre-treatment. In other cases, the sample matrix may be insoluble in common
solvents, and the analytes must be extracted from the solid matrix. There are also cases where the analytes are not easily
removable from an insoluble matrix because of inclusion or adsorption. If the solvent-extractable portion of a solid sample is of
interest, then techniques such as liquid-solid extraction, supercritical fluid extraction, microwave-assisted extraction, Soxhlet
extraction, or pressurized fluid extraction can be used (see Chapter 14). Here, the solid material is exposed to a solublizing liquid or
supercritical fluid (usually carbon dioxide, often doped with a polar solvent such as methanol), sometimes with added heat and/or
pressure. Sample components soluble in the liquid eventually are totally or partially leached out of the sample. Obviously, the more
porous the sample and the more finely divided the solid sample, the easier it is to extract components.
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If the entire solid sample is to be analyzed, more drastic dissolution techniques or stronger solvents may be required. For example,
a rock sample or metal may require digestion with a strong acid to completely solubilize it and then the liquified sample further
treated to isolate components of interest. Table 2.2 lists some traditional methods for the recovery of analytes from solid samples,
while Table 2.3 describes additional recent procedures. Once analytes have been quantitatively extracted from a solid sample, the
resulting liquid fraction can either be injected directly into the HPLC or GC instrument, or subjected to further pre-treatment. Chapter
14 provides more details on the extraction of solid samples while Chapter 16 provides information on the extraction of solid- and
semi-solid-biological samples, such as tissue.

Table 2.2

Traditional Methods for Sample Preparation of Solid Samples
Method of Sample
Pre-treatment

Principles of Technique

Comments

Solid-Liquid Extraction

Sample is placed in closed container and solvent is added
that dissolves/extracts/leaches the analyte of interest;
solution is separated from solid by filtration (sometimes
called “shake/filter” method).

Solvent is sometimes boiled or refluxed to improve
solubility; sample is in finely-divided state to aid leaching
process; sample can be shaken manually or
automatically; sample is filtered, decanted, or centrifuged
to separate from insoluble solid.

Soxhlet Extraction

Sample is placed in disposable porous container
(thimble); constantly refluxing fresh solvent flows through
the thimble and dissolves analytes that are continuously
collected in a boiling flask (see Chapter 14).

Extraction occurs in pure solvent; sample must be stable
at boiling point of solvent; slow but extraction is carried
out unattended until complete; inexpensive; best for
freely flowing powders; excellent recoveries (used as
standard to which other solid extraction methods are
compared).

Homogenization

Sample is placed in a blender or a mechanical
homogenizer, solvent is added, and sample is
homogenized to a finely divided state; solvent is
removed for further workup.

Used for plant and animal tissue, food, environmental
samples; organic or aqueous solvent can be used; dry ice
or diatomaceous earth can be added to make sample
flow more freely; small dispersed sample promotes more
efficient extraction.

Sonication

Use of ultrasound to create vigorous agitation at the
surface of a finely divided solid material; direct method:
uses a specially designed inert acoustical tool (horn or
probe = sonotrode) placed in sample-solvent mixture;
indirect method: sample container is immersed in ultrasonic
bath with solvent and subject to ultrasonic radiation.

Dissolution is aided by ultrasonic process; heat can be
added to increase rate of extraction; safe; rapid; best for
coarse, granular materials; for indirect method, multiple
samples can be done simultaneously; efficient contact
with solvent.

Dissolution

Sample is treated with dissolving solvent and taken
directly into solution with or without chemical change.

Inorganic solids (e.g. minerals, metals) may require acid
or base digestion to completely dissolve; organic samples
can often be dissolved directly in solvent; biological
samples may not fully dissolve; for many sample types,
filtration may be required after dissolution.
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Compared to gases or solids, liquid samples are much easier to prepare for chromatographic analysis.

Table 2.3

Modern Extraction Methods for Solid Samples
Method of Sample
Pre-treatment

Principles of Technique

Comments

Pressurized Fluid Extraction Sample is placed in a sealed container and heated to
(PFE)/Accelerated Solvent above its boiling point causing, pressure in vessel to rise;
Extraction (ASE)
extracted sample is removed and transferred to vial for
further treatment.

Greatly increases speed of liquid-solid extraction process;
may be automated; vessel must withstand high pressure;
extracted sample is diluted and requires further
concentration; safety provisions are required because of
overpressured, high temperature solvents.

Automated Soxhlet
Extraction

A combination of hot solvent leaching and Soxhlet
extraction; sample in thimble is first immersed in boiling
solvent, then thimble is raised for conventional Soxhlet
extraction/rinsing with solvent refluxing and finally
concentration.

Semi-automated and automated versions available; uses
less solvent than traditional Soxhlet, solvent is recovered
for possible reuse; decreased extraction time due to twostep process.

Supercritical Fluid (SF)
Extraction

Sample is placed in flow-through container and
supercritical fluid (e.g. CO2) is passed through sample;
after depressurization, extracted analyte is collected in
solvent or trapped on adsorbent followed by desorption
by rinsing with solvent.

Automated and manual versions available; to affect
“polarity” of SF fluid, density (vary temperature and/or
pressure) can be varied and solvent modifiers added;
collected sample is usually concentrated and relatively
contaminant-free because CO2 volatilizes after extraction;
matrix affects extraction process; thus method
development may take longer than other modern methods.

Microwave-Assisted
Extraction

Sample is placed in a solvent in an open or closed
container and contents heated by microwave energy
causing a temperature rise and extraction of analyte.

Extraction solvent can range from microwave absorbing
(MA) to non-microwave absorbing (NMA); in MA case,
sample is placed in high pressure container and heated
well above its boiling point as in PFE/ASE; in NMA case,
microwave absorbing device placed container so solvent
is indirectly heated; safety provisions are required with
organic solvents in microwave oven (MA/NMA) and high
pressures of MA example.
(Continued)
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Modern Extraction Methods for Solid Samples
Method of Sample
Pre-treatment

Principles of Technique

Comments

Gas Phase Extraction

After equilibrium, analytes partition themselves
between a gas phase and the solid phase at a constant
ratio; static headspace: volatiles sampled above solid;
dynamic headspace (purge & trap): volatiles sampled
by continuously purging headspace above sample
with inert gas and trapped on a solid medium, then
thermally desorbed into GC; membrane can be used
as interface between sample and flowing gas stream
for added specificity.

Headspace techniques used for volatile analytes in solid
samples; heat (usually <100 °C) can be applied to sample
to speed up volatilization process; sometimes water or
solvent is added to aid in sample dispersion and/or to free
organics from the matrix, esp. for soils and sediments;
both static and dynamic headspace techniques have been
automated; dynamic techniques are more sensitive;
microwaves have been used for heating.

Matrix Solid Phase
Dispersion (MSPD)

Technique uses bonded phase supports as an abrasive to
produce disruption of sample matrix architecture and as a
“bound” solvent to aid complete sample disruption
during the sample blending process.

Solid or viscous sample (approx. 0.5 g) is placed in
mortar with about 2 g of SPE sorbent (e.g. C18) and is
blended to homogenized mixture; sometimes solvent is
added to aid extraction process; blend is transferred to
column and analytes are eluted with solvent, sometimes
to an SPE layer for further cleanup prior to injection; a
“solid-solid” extraction process.

Many HPLC analyses are based on a “dilute and shoot” procedure, where the solubilized analyte concentration is reduced by
dilution so as to not overload the column or saturate the detector. Often, liquid samples can be directly injected into a gas
chromatograph and the volatile compounds separated and detected. In some cases, non-volatile compounds of the liquid sample
may deposit in the injector, retention gap, or at the head of the column. Special GC conditions may be required to remove or
eliminate this possibility. An overview of popular sample preparation methods for liquids and suspensions are listed in Table 2.4.
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Table 2.4

Typical Sample Preparation Methods for Liquids and Suspensions
Methods of Sample
Preparation

Principles of Technique

Comments

Solid Phase Extraction
(SPE)

Similar to HPLC, sample is applied to, and liquid is passed
through, a column packed solid phase that selectively
removes analyte (or interferences); analyte can be eluted
with strong solvent; in some cases, interferences are
retained and analytes allowed to pass through solid
phase unretained (Chapter 9).

Wide variety of stationary phases are available for
selective removal of desired inorganic, organic, and
biological analytes; specialty phases exist for drugs of
abuse, carbohydrates, catecholamines, metal ions, trace
enrichment of water, and many other classes of
compounds.

Liquid-Liquid Extraction

Sample is partitioned between two immiscible phases
which are chosen to maximize differences in solubility;
interference-free analytes are then recovered from one of
the two phases (Chapter 7).

Beware of formation of emulsions – break them with
heat, addition of salt; values of KD can be optimized by
the use of different solvents or additives (such as buffers
for pH adjustment, salts for ionic strength, complexing
agents, ion pairing agents, etc.); many published
methods; continuous extractions for low KD values.

Dilution

Sample is diluted with solvent which is compatible with
HPLC mobile phase or GC stationary phase; used to avoid
column overload, to decrease solvent strength, or for the
output signal to be within the linear range of detector.

To avoid excess peak broadening or distortion, dilution
solvent should be miscible with, and preferably weaker
than, the HPLC mobile phase; “dilute and shoot” is a
typical sample prep method for simple liquid samples
such as pharmaceutical formulations; for GC, too strong
or an incompatible solvent should be avoided to protect
coated stationary phases.

Evaporation

Liquid is removed by gentle heating at atmospheric
Do not evaporate too quickly; bumping can lose sample;
pressure with flowing air or inert gas; vacuum is useful for watch for sample loss on wall of container; do not
low volatility liquids.
overheat to dryness; best under inert gas like N2; rotary
evaporator works best; automated systems evaporation
systems available.

Distillation

Sample is heated to boiling point of solvent and volatile Mainly for samples which can be easily volatilized; some
analytes in the vapor phase are condensed and collected. samples can decompose if heated too strongly; vacuum
distillation can be used for low vapor pressure
compounds; steam distillation is rather gentle since
maximum temp is 100 °C.

Microdialysis

A semi-permeable membrane is placed between two
aqueous liquid phases and analytes transfer from one
liquid to the other, based on differential concentration.

Enrichment techniques such as SPE are required to
concentrate dialyzates; microdialysis is used for
examination of extracellular chemicals in living plant and
animal tissue, in fermentation broth; it has been used online with microLC columns; dialysis with molecular-weight
cutoff membranes can also be used on-line to
deproteinate samples prior to HPLC; ultrafiltration and
reverse osmosis can be used in a similar manner.
(Continued)
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Typical Sample Preparation Methods for Liquids and Suspensions
Methods of Sample
Preparation

Principles of Technique

Comments

Lyophilization

Aqueous sample is frozen and water removed by
sublimation under vacuum.

Good for non-volatile organics; large sample volume can
be handled; possible loss of volatile analytes; good for
recovery of thermally unstable analytes, especially
biological analytes; inorganics can be concentrated.

Filtration

Liquid is passed through paper or membrane filter or SPE Highly recommended to prevent HPLC backpressure
cartridge/disk to remove suspended particulates.
problems and to preserve column life; keeps particulates
out of capillary GC columns (Chapter 5)

Centrifugation

Sample is placed in tapered centrifuge tube and spun at
high force (thousands to hundreds of thousands times
gravity); supernatant liquid is decanted.

Centrifugation is used to remove particulates as an
alternative to filtration; ultracentrifugation normally not
used for simple particulate removal.

Sedimentation

Sample is allowed to settle when left undisturbed in a
sedimentation tank; settling rate dependent on Stoke’s
radius.

Extremely slow process; manual recovery of different size
particulates at different levels, depending on settling rate.

Solid Phase Microextraction see Table 2.1
(SPME)

see Table 2.1

Stir Bar Sorbent Extraction
(SBSE)

SBSE is also an equilibrium method, but because of the
larger mass of sorbent on the coated bar, the sample
capacity (and hence, sensitivity) of this technique may
exceed the SPME technique by a couple of orders of
magnitude; SBSE requires a special larger volume
thermal desorption apparatus while SPME uses the GC
injection port for thermal desorption. The technique is
more difficult to automate than SPME.

Analogous to SPME except, the phase ratio is much
larger; a magnetic stirring bar usually encased in glass is
coated with a polymeric stationary phase. The coated stir
bar is placed in a liquid or semi-liquid sample and
analytes diffuse and partition/adsorb onto the stationary
phase; after removal from the sample, stir bar is dried and
like SPME analytes are thermally desorbed in a special
desorption unit for GC or washed with an appropriate
solvent for HPLC.

References
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Chapter 3

General Considerations
in Sampling
The first stage in the analytical cycle is sampling (see Figure 1.1). The objective of sampling is a mass or volume reduction from the
parent batch, which itself can be homogeneous or heterogeneous. Primary sampling is the process of selecting and collecting the
sample to be analyzed. At first glance, the sampling of gases and liquids seems trivial, while the sampling of solids can represent a
formidable task. Books have been written on the theoretical and practical aspect of the sampling process and how to collect a
statistically representative sample1-4. It is beyond the scope of this chapter to provide primary sampling theory and methodology,
but it suffices to say that it is one of the most overlooked sources of error in analysis.
Unfortunately, sampling is sometimes left to those unskilled in the proper methodology, and the analytical chemist in the
laboratory may not be directly involved in the process, yet is left to provide a precise and accurate analysis of the provided
sample. In the last several decades, sampling theory and practice have been largely ignored in the education process, especially
for non-analytical chemists.
It is advisable to develop a well thought-out sampling plan as part of the overall analysis. Equally important to note is that sample
information flow parallels sample flow throughout the analytical process from collection to report generation. For example, sample
tracking begins at the point of collection and can be considered as part of the overall analysis process. Proper identification of the
collected primary sample by handwritten labels, application of a bar code for automatic reading, writing on sample container with
indelible ink, incorporation of RFI devices, or other means of documentation must be performed properly to ensure that later stages
of processing can be traced unequivocally to the original primary sample. Likewise, each stage along the analytical process will
require proper sample and sub-sample tracking to ensure that Good Laboratory Practices (GLP) are achieved.
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Sample Transport and Storage
Once the primary sample is taken, it must be transported to the analytical laboratory without a physical or chemical change in its
characteristics. At first glance, this may seem to be a trivial task, but when the system under investigation is a dynamic entity, such
as samples containing volatile, unstable, or reactive materials, the act of transportation can present a challenge, especially if the
laboratory is a long distance from the point of collection. Even if a representative primary sample is taken, changes that can occur
during transport can present difficulties in the secondary sampling process. Preservation techniques can be used to minimize any
changes between collection and analysis. Physical changes such as adsorption, diffusion, and volatilization, as well as chemical
changes such as oxidation and microbiological degradation, are minimized by proper preservation. Examples of preservation
techniques that can be used between the point of collection to the point of sample preparation in the laboratory are:

• Choice of appropriate sampling container
• Addition of chemical stabilizers such as antioxidants and antibacterial agents
• Refrigeration or freezing the sample to avoid thermal degradation
• Adsorption on a solid phase
Once the sample has been brought into the laboratory, prior to analysis, storage conditions are equally important to maintain
sample integrity. For thermally labile or volatile samples, the samples should be kept in sealed containers and stored in a refrigerator
or freezer. Liquid samples should be kept in a cool, dark area (not exposed to sunlight) until ready for analysis. Samples that may be
prone to oxidation or other chemical reaction should be stored in a vacuum desiccator until it is time for further sample handling
and/or analysis.
For more information, references 4-7 address sampling and sample preparation of volatile samples, references 5-7 for water, air,
and soil samples, and references 5, 8, and 9 for biological samples. Often, prepared laboratory standards, surrogate samples, and
blanks are carried through the entire preservation, transport, and storage processes to ensure that sample integrity is maintained. A
recent trend in both the industrial and environmental analyses has seen the analysis moving closer to the sample or the process. For
example, portable field instruments are becoming more popular in the screening of environmental samples at the site of interest.
Likewise, the movement of analytical measurements to at-line or on-line locations may have a profound effect on how samples are
collected and analyzed in the future.
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Chapter 4

The Sampling and Sample
Handling of Solid Materials
As indicated earlier, the sampling process is extremely important in order to ensure that the sample actually injected into the
chromatograph represents the original sample that was collected in the field, on the production line, in the patient’s body, or in the
atmosphere. In this chapter, we will provide a basic review of the sampling process and discuss ways to put the sample in a form
suitable for analysis.

Sampling
Most solid materials occurring in the real world are heterogeneous. In almost every analysis, a representative sample of the solid
material must be taken in order to attain a satisfactory answer of its composition. The proper sampling of such materials represents
an area of great importance in analytical chemistry. Obtaining a non-representative sample initially can negate the analytical results
obtained later, no matter how careful the experimental work is performed. As shown in Figure 4.1, how does one represent a
large, non-uniform whole with a small solid sample needed for analysis? There are two approaches: 1) take minute quantities of
the solid material and blend them to represent the whole, or 2) take a quantity of material large enough to be compositionally
representative and reduce it to a fine homogeneous powder. In the first case, it is statistically difficult to obtain a representative
sample since so many small samples must be taken to get an adequate representation of the whole material that the time required
would take too long. The second approach is most often used to obtain a representative sample. During a mass-reduction stage,
every particle in the sample before mass-reduction should have an equal probability of being included in the sub-sample retained
after mass-reduction. A defined sampling plan is important to ensure the best possible sample of the original lot. The various
techniques for particle size mass-reduction of solid materials will be covered in this section.

Figure 4.1
Lot 10 t
Sample

Pretreated
sample

Analysis sample – 5 g

The final sample used for analysis must be representative of the original lot
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Particle Size Reduction
It is usually desirable to render solid samples into a finely divided state for the following reasons:

• Finely divided samples are more homogeneous, allowing more representative sub-sampling with greater precision and accuracy if
carefully mixed.

• Finely divided samples dissolve faster and are easier to extract because of their greater surface area.
General methods for reducing the particle size or grinding of solid samples are outlined in Table 4.1. Sometimes, depending on the
particle size, a coarse reduction may be required initially, followed by a fine particle size reduction. For example, chopping a bunch
of carrots into sufficiently small pieces to place into a laboratory blender where they are reduced to a finely-divided, semi-solid is a
simplistic approach for the particle size reduction of soft samples. As the material gets harder and the initial particle size gets larger,
approaches that are more drastic are required. Laboratory crushers, mills, pulverizers, and grinders are more appropriate for these
samples. The choice of device is determined by the following parameters:

• Type of material based on its hardness (Moh number for hard materials or degree of softness for samples such as tissue, plastics,
plant material, paper, leather, etc.)

• Initial particle size (e.g., chunks or powder)
• Final desired particle size (e.g., mm or micrometer)
• Sample quantity or throughput required
• What contamination may interfere with the subsequent analysis
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Table 4.1.

Methods for Reducing Sample Particle Size of Solids
Particle Size Reduction
Method

Description of How Sample Reduction is Performed

Blending

A mechanical blender is used to chop a semi-soft substance into smaller parts; can also refer to the process of
blending a heterogeneous sample into a more consistent and uniform sample.

Chopping

Process of mechanically cutting a sample into smaller parts.

Crushing*

Tungsten-carbide variable-jaw crushers can reduce large, hard samples to smaller diameter particles.

Cutting

Cutting mills can reduce soft-to-medium hard materials (<100 µm diameters).

Grinding*

Manual and automated mortar and pestles are the most popular; both wet and dry grinding are used; particles
of approximately 10 µm diameters can be achieved.

Homogenizing

Process of making a sample more uniform in texture and consistency by breaking down into smaller parts
and blending.

Macerating

The process of breaking down a soft material into smaller parts by tearing, chopping, cutting, etc.

Milling*

Disk mills pulverize <20 mm diameter hard samples by feeding between stationary and rotating disks with
adjustable gap settings; generally reduced to 100 µm in diameter. Rotor-speed mills combine impact and shearing
processes to grind soft-to-medium hard and fibrous materials down to 80 µm; balls mills grind material to sub-µm
fineness by developing high grinding energy via centrifugal or planetary actions using agate, tungsten carbide, or
PTFE-coated stainless steel balls; a soil mill will gently pulverize dried samples of soils, sludges, clays, and similar
material by rotating nylon brushes throwing a sample against a chamber wall.

Mincing

The process of breaking down a meat or vegetable product into smaller parts by tearing, chopping, cutting,
dicing, etc.

Pressing

Generally, the process of squeezing liquid from a semi-solid material (e.g. plants, fruit, meat).

Pulverizing*

Electromechanically-driven rod or vibrating bases used to reduce particle size of wet or dry samples; freezer mill
can be used with liquid N2 to treat malleable samples or those with low glass transition temperatures.

Sieving

Process of passing a sample through a metal or plastic mesh of a uniform cross-sectional area (square openings
from 3-123 µm) in order to separate particles into uniform sizes; both wet and dry sieving can be used.

*The mechanical devices generate a considerable amount of heat and high shear forces that may be detrimental to the integrity of certain samples, such as polymers, which may undergo molecular weight degradation.
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Another choice is whether the sample must be reduced continuously or in batches. Of course, this choice is somewhat dependent
on the size of the initial sample, but there are cases where downstream continuous analytical measurement dictates continuous
particle size reduction. Most size reduction techniques are performed in a dry state, but for certain samples, such as those that tend
to agglomerate during grinding or may change their crystalline structure due to heating effect, wet (or slurry) grinding is an
alternative. Here, the particle size reduction is carried out in the presence of water or other liquid. Obviously, to use wet grinding,
the presence of liquid must not cause any chemical or physical-chemical alterations to the sample. Wet grinding is generally less
convenient and more time-consuming than dry grinding and requires leak-proof grinding containers. Sometimes other additives aid
the grinding process such as dry soaps, detergents, and graphite. Even special blends of an abrasive, lubricant, and binding agent
are available as grinding aids for specialized applications.
Since all particle size reduction involves some sort of abrasion, contamination by the grinding tools is always a constant threat.
Selection of a suitable set of grinding materials – with surfaces that are of similar composition to the sample or constructed with
materials that will not interfere with the analysis – is an important decision that must be made. Typical materials that make up particle
size reduction tools include stainless steel, tungsten carbide, agate, sintered alumina, hard porcelain, and zirconia. Obviously, choice of
a tool with a surface hardness greater than that of the sample is desired and will minimize sample contamination. The abrasion
resistance of grinding tools is important for wear. Grinding without losses of even minute amounts of sample is not possible because
some of the material adheres to the grinding surface. This material is lost during the cleaning process unless the grinding surface is
cleaned and washed after grinding and the solid particles suspended in the washing liquid are recovered.
Details on equipment available for reduction of particle size is beyond the scope of this section. Readers are referred to literature on
the subject1-3 as well as manufacturer's literature. Companies active in this area include Retsch Technology (Haan, Germany), Spex
SamplePrep (Metuchen, NJ, USA), Fritsch (Idar-Oberstein, Germany), and Buehler (Lake Bluff, IL, USA), among others.
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Practical Aspects of Particle Size Reduction
If the sample contains thermally labile or volatile compounds, it is important to minimize heating during the grinding process.
Sometimes, to keep the sample cool during grinding, dry ice can be added directly to a mortar or ball mill. Note that the dry ice
should be prepared from carbon dioxide that is free from impurities that might contaminate the sample. Some ball mills can be fitted
with a cooling block to permit the circulation of cool liquid during grinding. As mentioned earlier, when lower temperatures are
required to solidify the sample, pulverizing the sample under liquid nitrogen can be carried out in a freezer mill. The material may
then be sieved to further break it up and achieve a more homogeneous sample.
For air-sensitive samples, some grinding mills can be fitted with an enclosure that permits the introduction of inert gases during the
grinding cycle. There are mills where the grinding process can be carried out in a vacuum, if the material warrants this condition.
Equipment that is built to crush rocks and other hard samples must have large motors and use mechanical advantage with rotating
blades, rotors, wheels, belts, and gears to accomplish their task. Therefore, they always represent a safety hazard and one must be
very careful, especially when loading sample into the feed hopper. Manufacturers have tried to build safe products that minimize
operator exposure to hazardous conditions. Most doors and lids have safety interlocks and safety switches are installed to prevent
accidental startup if they have been left open or are opened during operation. Centrifugal devices usually have a built-in electronic
brake to slow down the rotor once the unit is turned off. Grinding jars/bowls and their holders are often held in place with clamps to
prevent their coming loose during the grinding process.
Dust is another possible hazard. Since grinding and pulverizing generates micron and sub-micron fragments, this material might get
into the air. Micron-sized particles are especially hazardous since they can easily be breathed in and can lodge in the lungs. Often,
manufacturers have built protection devices such as traps, filter tubes, and covers over the areas of suspected dust generation. It is
also important to prevent the loss of small particles on the surfaces of the tools used for grinding, pulverizing, etc. To recover such
fines, some rinsing of the surface may be required.
When using laboratory crushers, mills, pulverizers, and grinders for hard materials, ensure that the sample is fed in small amounts
rather than all at once to prevent overloading the drive motor. To prevent damage, most modern particle size reduction equipment
has overload protection circuits.
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Secondary Sampling and Sample Size Reduction
Once the samples have been ground and mixed, there may be reasons to further sub-divide them for testing, evaluation, or analytical
purposes. To do this, ensure that the sample portions maintain the same sample integrity as the original. Once particle size reduction
has taken place, another problem arises. Although particle sizes are relatively uniform, there may be far too much sample. We may
have arrived at this point by the processes described in the previous section. Whatever the source and history of our laboratory
sample, the common problem is that there may be tens-, hundreds-, maybe even thousands of grams of sample. Depending on the
analytical technique, only tenths of a gram to grams can be analyzed, further sample size reduction must occur.
Sample size reduction is sometimes referred to as division. As already stated, truly representative sampling for analysis has long
been recognized as fundamental to the production of accurate and useful information. Understanding the importance of this step is
essential when attempting to perform any statistical analyses of a sampling and analysis procedure. Of course, few of us will
become involved in detailed statistical analyses of complex distributions of materials, but in the event that this does arise, references
1-3 provide a good starting point. The challenge is to divide the sample without discrimination with respect to size, density, or any
other characteristic of the particles.
Coning and quartering is one of the oldest methods for sample size reduction. As depicted in Figure 4.2, the finely-divided solid is
poured onto a clean flat surface (plastic sheet) from a fixed position and a cone of material forms in the middle while particles fall
away to each side, hopefully without bias. A quartering device is then applied to the highest point of the cone and pushed down
through it to the flat surface below:

Figure 4.2

Coning and Quartering
B
A

C

Quartering Device

D

“Coned” sample of finely divided solid
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When the quartering device has been applied, again to avoid bias, diagonal sectors are retained (A and C, for example) and the
sectors between (B and D) are discarded. Portions A and C are combined and the coning and quartering process is repeated, often
several times, until a sufficient sample for the final analysis is obtained.
There is a very wide range of other mechanical constructs that have been devised to overcome the problems associated with
sample size reduction. The most popular types of devices are called rifflers. Riffling involves the separation of free-flowing sample
into equal parts using a mechanical device composed of diverter chutes. The simplest of these devices is the stationary riffle, but
more complicated devices are available. Both coning/quartering and riffling approaches are effective but laborious. Therefore,
automated laboratory sample dividers (e.g. proportional dividers such as straight-line samplers or spinning riffle sample dividers)
have been developed to divide granular powders into samples of identical quality and quantity. These laboratory dividers
accomplish the process by repeated dividing and pouring together. In this way, each particle in the sample is given an equal chance
at arriving in any collecting channel and the sample is truly divided. For further reading on these devices, consult references 1-3
and manufacturers' literature.

Further Particle Size Reduction and Classification
Once a sample is crushed and ground into smaller particles, it may be necessary to further classify the particles in the ground
sample. The most popular devices for particle sizing are mechanical sieves, which are classified by mesh size or size of the square
openings in millimeters. The particles are separated by using a series of sieves of known but differing mesh numbers. The mesh
number of a sieve determines the diameter of the holes in the sieve. A higher mesh number indicates a smaller diameter or finer
sieve. If your entire sample passes through a sieve with a particular mesh number, then you know for certain that you have no
particles larger than the diameter defined by that mesh number. If you are attempting to obtain particles of a particular mesh size
and the particles do not pass through a sieve of larger mesh size, you must regrind the sample until it passes. Standard sieves are of
metallic construction – all brass, stainless steel screen/brass frame, and all stainless steel – are round, but come in different
diameters. High tolerance, precision electroformed sieves are preferred, but much more expensive than the standard sieves. Nonmetallic sieves (e.g. nylon) that contribute no metallic impurities are also available.
Both dry sieving and wet sieving may be carried out. Water-jet sieving devices, where the water is forced into each individual sieve
in a stack, provides a rapid fractionation using standard testing sieves. For the tiniest particles down to 5 µm, wet sieving, using
water or solvent, can be performed in an ultrasonic sieving apparatus that is quite efficient for gentle fractionation of particulates
without further crushing. Automated sieve shakers simplify the sieving process and a wide variety is commercially available.
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Sampling Error, Sampling Fraction, and Particle Size
The final key to sampling is getting a representative sample after particle size reduction. But how do we know if we have analyzed a
representative sample? The only sure way to know the answer to this is to take a large number of samples, do the multiple analyses
and find that – within experimental error, or some acceptable level of statistical significance – the same answer is obtained each
time. Sometimes we will be forced to do this, but usually this course of action is too exhaustive, time-consuming, and expensive.
As a guide to the overall outcome of our sampling effectiveness, make sure that we are operating within the limits that are
acceptable to us. Figure 4.34-5 provides the quantitative guidance that we need.
The first thing that Figure 4.3 conveys is common sense, but the process is very inconvenient. The solid lines that correspond to the
percentages of the original material sampled for analysis make it clear that the more sample we take, the smaller the sampling error
will be. Since we cannot work with kilograms, many grams – even hundreds of grams – for analysis, we are stuck on the 1.0% line
at best, and probably on the 0.1% line or worse. Therefore, we must follow the lines down to the right; that is, grind the sample up
as finely as possible to maximize the number of particles and minimize the sampling error for a fixed percentage taken. But how fine
is ‘as finely as possible’? To know where we are on Figure 4.3, we must know the particle size. Ideally, we must either measure it,
or have someone determine it for us. Alternatively, the manufacturers of your particle size reduction device may be able to point you
to data appropriate to your sample and procedure. With the particle size known, the number of particles may be estimated and we
have a fix on the abscissa of Figure 4.3. Then it is necessary to decide on the tolerable sampling error and get our ‘y coordinate’.
The percentage of the sample to take is then known.
Obviously, compromises will often need to be made. We may
need to go up by a factor of 2-3 in analytical scale if the
sampling error is unacceptably large for the minimum
particle size (maximum number of particles) we are able to
generate. Alternatively, for the solution to a long term
problem, investment in a different particle size reduction
device may be necessary. Or, perhaps a second stage of
particle size reduction is justified; e.g., grinding after
crushing. Data of the kind in Figure 4.3 allows us to
understand the limitations of the sample size reduction
process and to be in control of the outcome.

Figure 4.3
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10 8

Drying the Solid Sample
Solid samples are often received for analysis in a damp or wet state. Removal of water and/or drying the sample to constant weight is
usually necessary for a reliable assay. Inorganic samples such as soil should be heated at 100-110 °C to ensure the removal of
moisture. Hydrophobic organic samples seldom require heating, since water absorption is minimal. However, organic vapors also can
be adsorbed by solid organic samples, and a heating step can remove these contaminants. For hygroscopic or reactive samples (e.g.,
acid anhydrides), drying in a vacuum dessicator is recommended. Samples that can oxidize when heated in the presence of air should
be dried under vacuum or nitrogen. Biological samples generally should not be heated to >100 °C, and temperatures above ambient
should be avoided to avoid sample decomposition. Sensitive biological compounds (e.g., enzymes) are often prepared in a cold room at
<4 °C to minimize decomposition. Such samples should be maintained at these low temperatures until the HPLC analysis step. Freeze
drying (lyophilization) is often used to preserve the integrity of heat-sensitive samples (especially biologicals). Lyophilization is performed
by quick-freezing the sample, followed by removal of frozen water by sublimation under vacuum.
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Chapter 5

Filtration
Particulates should be removed from liquid samples prior to injection because of their adverse effect on column lifetime. In addition,
particulates can also affect HPLC hardware (e.g. flow lines, rotary injection valves, and inlet frits) and GC inlets, columns, and
detectors. The most common methods for removing particulates from the sample are filtration, centrifugation, and sedimentation.
Approaches to filtration are given in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1

Filtration
Media

Typical Products

Filter Paper

Cellulose

Recommended
Use

Comments

For removal of larger
particles (>40 µm)

Beware of ﬁlter paper ﬁbers getting into sample; ensure solvent
compatibility of ﬁlter paper.

Membrane Filters Regenerated cellulose,
For removal of small
cellulose acetate, nylon, PTFE, particles (>10 µm)
polypropylene, polyester,
polyethersulfone,
polycarbonate,
polyvinylpyrolidone

For “dirty” samples, preﬁlter or depth ﬁlter may be needed to
prevent plugging; porosities from 0.20 to 2 µm are the most
popular; avoid solvent incompatibility.

Functionalized
Membranes

Ion exchange membranes,
afﬁnity membranes

For “dirty” samples, preﬁlter or depth ﬁlter may be needed to
prevent plugging; avoid solvent incompatibility; primary goal is
for removal of biomolecules from solution.

SPE Cartridges

Silica- and polymer-based

Particles of stationary phase may pass into ﬁltrate; use only
high-purity products with low extractables; beware of plugging.

SPE Disks

PTFE- and ﬁberglass-based

PTFE membranes are delicate, so handle with care; ﬁberglass
disks are more structurally rigid; can pass large volume at
higher ﬂow rate than with cartridges; beware of plugging.

Can remove both
particulates and matrix
interferences
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Paper filtration (Figure 5.1A) is a relatively straightforward technique where a semi-permeable paper barrier is placed
perpendicular to the flow of liquid (and sometimes gas). In laboratories, filter paper is usually placed in a filter funnel, Hirsch,
or Buchner funnel. Paper filters come in a variety of diameters, shapes, and porosities. The lower the porosity of the filter medium,
the cleaner the filtrate, but the longer the filtering time. Vacuum filtration speeds up this process. Fluted filter paper (Figure 5.1B)
allows for faster flow since the wet paper is not pressed against the walls of a filter funnel. Filter paper can be pretreated
depending on its ultimate application. For example, for quantitative gravimetric analysis, ashless filter paper is used; for
base-sensitive samples, acid-washed filter paper can be purchased.

Figure 5.1

Popular Types of Filters for Particulate Removal
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Membrane filters (Figure 5.1C) in a disk format can be purchased loose for placement into commercial filter holders/housings.
However, most users prefer disposable syringe filters (Figure 5.1D) equipped with Luer or mini-tip fittings. The filter bodies are
usually constructed with medical-grade polypropylene or polycarbonate housings, sterilized with gamma radiation, and are
designed with low extractables in mind. Some premium syringe filters are even batch-tested by LC or LC/MS and are certified for
highest purity. The last type of filter (Figure 5.1E) is the filter cartridge. Here, the membrane filter is placed at the base of a
syringe barrel and the setup resembles the popular solid phase extraction devices (see Chapter 9).
To use a syringe filter, the liquid sample is placed in a syringe and filtered through the membrane using gentle pressure. A variety
of membrane materials, nominal porosities and dimensions are available, and the manufacturers’ literature provides specifications.
Filter types should be selected based on sample volume, sample solvent, and size of particulates to be removed.
The large cross-sectional areas of the membrane disk type of filters allow for good flow characteristics and minimal plugging (see
Table 5.2). Typically, for larger volumes of sample (up to 50 mL), membrane filters with a diameter of 30 mm are sufficient. The
holdup volume (filtrate volume that may be lost during use) is only 50 µL. For smaller volumes (up to 30 mL), a 25 mm filter with a
moderate cross-sectional area (3.5 cm2) and less than 50 µL holdup volume should work. For even smaller volumes (up to 10 mL),
the 13 mm diameter membrane filters with holdup volume of less than 10 µL are highly recommended and represent the best
compromise between sample volume and holdup volume. For those that have the least amount of sample (less than 1 mL), 3 mm
filters are available.
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Table 5.2
Diameter
[mm]

Sample Volume
[mL]

Hold Up Volume
[µL]

Effective Filter Area
[cm2]

30

1-50

<50

5.1

25

1-30

<30

3.5

13

1-10

<10

0.75

3

<1

<7

0.0

For most samples encountered in HPLC and ion chromatography, filters in the range of 0.20-2 µm nominal porosity are
recommended. The porosity values are approximate and the type of membrane can have some influence on the filtration range.
The most popular for sample filtration are the 0.20 and 0.45 µm porosities. Membranes with 0.20 µm pores remove the tiniest of
particulates (and large macromolecules). If the sample contains colloidal material or a large amount of fines, considerable pressure
may be required to force the liquid sample through the filter. Sometimes, for these types of samples such as soil extracts or
wastewater, a prefilter or depth filter bed is placed on top of the membrane to prevent plugging with samples containing these
types of particulates. These dual-layer filters are sometimes called 2-in-1 filters.
Typical high recovery membrane filters for use with most common solvents include regenerated cellulose (RA), cellulose acetate
(CA), cellulose nitrate, PTFE, and nylon. Regenerated cellulose is a universal filter because it can be used effectively with both
aqueous and organic sample solvents. It is also a good choice for polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and aqueous
bio-samples. Moreover, membrane filters such as regenerated cellulose and cellulose acetate provide the best sample
performance and lowest protein adsorption, giving excellent high sample recoveries for proteins in biological samples.
For biological samples, the spin filter format is quite popular. These filters consist of polypropylene centrifuge tubes with cellulose
acetate filter membranes that are used to remove particulate matter from samples such as serum, plasma, or protein samples
diluted in aqueous buffers through low-speed centrifugation (maximum 16,000 x g gravity).
An important consideration in membrane filter selection is the solvent compatibility with the membrane. Manufacturers of membrane
filters usually provide detailed information and tables on solvent compatibility of their products (see Table 5.3 for a typical
compatibility chart). If an inappropriate solvent is used, the filter may dissolve (or soften) and the filtrate becomes contaminated.
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Table 5.3

Chemical Resistance Table for Membrane Filters
Substances

Cellulose nitrate

Cellulose acetate

Regenerated cellulose

+
-+
--+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-+
o
+
o
----o
o
+
+
+
+
-o
+
+
o
-+
-+
-+
+
+
o
+

+
-o
--+
+
+
+
+
o
+
-o
o
+
o
--+
-o
+
o
+
+
+
+
o
+
+
o
-+
o
o
-+
-o
o
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
o
+
+
o
+
+
+
+
o
o
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
o
o
+
-+
+
+
-+
o
+

1-Hexanol
1,4-Dioxan
Acetic acid, 10% & 25%
Acetone
Acetonitrile
Aliphatic hydrocarbons
Ammonia, 1 M
Aromatic hydrocarbons
Benzene
Boric acid
Carbon tetrachloride
Carboxylic acid
Chloroacetic acid
Chloroform
Cyclohexane
Cyclohexanol
Diethylether
Dimethyl formamide
Dimethyl sulfoxide
Ethanol = or < 98%
Ethyl acetate
Ethyl chloride
Ethylene glycol
Formic acid, 25%
Hexane
Hydrochloric acid, 25%
i-Propanol
Methanol
Nitric acid, 25%
Pentane
Phosphoric acid, 25%
Phosphoric acid, 45%
Potassium hydroxide, 1 M
Salt solutions, aqueous
Sodium hydroxide, 1 M
Tetrachloroethane
Tetrahydrofuran
Toluene
Trichloroacetic acid, 10%
Trichloroethane
Trichloroethylene
Xylene
Key
+ = Resistance
o = Limited resistance

-- = Not resistant
na = Not available
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Nylon 66 PTFE
+
na
-+
+
+
+
na
+
o
---+
+
+
+
+
na
+
+
+
+
-+
-+
o
-+
o
o
-+
-o
+
+
o
o
o
+

+
o
+
+
-+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
o
+
+
o
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
o
+
+
o
+
+
+
o
+

Although their main purpose is not for sample filtration, the more expensive, functionalized membranes and solid phase extraction
(SPE) disks and cartridges are not only used for chemical interference removal, but also serve to remove particulates.
For automation, particularly in high-throughput laboratories, a popular format is the 96-well flow-through filtration plate (see
Figure 5.2). Basically, this format, usually of polypropylene construction, provides an 8 x 12 array of small membrane filters.
Samples are usually loaded with a multi-pipette capable of handling a minimum of eight wells at a time. For very high-throughput
situations, 96-pipette capability is available for the simultaneous loading of samples by an automated x-y-z liquid handling station.
With the 96-well filtration plates, various membranes are also available in various porosities. For example, Agilent Technologies
Captiva 96-well plate filter materials are polypropylene (0.2, 0.45, and 20 µm porosity), polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), and glass
fiber (10 µm). A particularly useful 96-well plate for removal of proteins and lipophilic substances from plasma is the Captiva
NDLipids, where ND stands for the non-drip membrane configuration. For more information on this plate, see Chapter 16.
When processing larger volumes of sample, or when an automation system is not available, Captiva filter cartridges (tubes) (see
Figure 5.1E) are available with the same functionality of the Captiva 96-well plates, but in a standard SPE cartridge format. The
3 mL volume depth filter cartridges are available with 0.2 µm and 0.45 µm porosity membrane filters. A particularly useful cartridge
filter design for clarifying highly particle laden samples, such as freshly thawed plasma, is the Captiva 10 µm glass fiber filter
cartridge. Such a design prevents sample transfer problems due to pipette tip clogging.

Figure 5.2
Captiva 96-well filtration plate mounted on vacuum manifold
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The filter vial, a unique syringeless membrane filter, capable of handling 0.4-1.0 mL of sample, is pictured in Figure 5.3A. It is a
preassembled filtration device that replaces the combination of syringe filter, syringe, autosampler vial, septum and cap with a
single disposable unit. Filter vials consist of two main sections: a chamber and a plunger. The plunger design incorporates a filtration
membrane on the bottom end and a pre-attached cap with a septum on the top end. The unfiltered liquid is placed in the chamber
(bottom section) (Figure 5.3B) and, once the sample is added, the plunger is fitted into the chamber (Figure 5.3C). By pressing
the plunger through the liquid in the chamber, the positive pressure on the plunger assembly forces the clean filtrate up into the
reservoir of the plunger (Figure 5.3D). Air escapes through the vent hole until the evaporation seal is engaged, providing an
airtight seal. The filter vial can then be placed into any autosampler carousel that accommodates 12 x 32 mm vials for automated
injection into the instrument. The membranes include: PTFE, Polypropylene, Nylon, PES, Regenerated Cellulose, Cellulose Acetate,
and additional depth filters for highly particulate laden samples.

Figure 5.3

Filter Vial in Use
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Chapter 6

Sample Introduction
and Sample Preparation
of Volatile Organic Compounds
Gaseous samples comprise a great number of the samples encountered in typical gas chromatography analyses. Volatile organics
are among the compounds most often analyzed in the petroleum, petrochemical, food, flavor and fragrances, and environmental
segments. In this chapter, an overview is provided of the methods that are used to collect and prepare such samples for introduction
into the gas chromatographic instrument and occasionally into HPLC systems.
One can divide front end of the analysis of volatile samples into sampling (sample collection) techniques, sample preparation
techniques, and sample introduction (injection) techniques. It is useful to distinguish between these three areas of sample handling
prior to analysis. As discussed earlier in Chapter 3, sampling is not only the act of obtaining the sample, but preserving its integrity
prior to sample introduction or sample preparation. For example, capturing a volatile sample by use of an impinger or metal canister
would be a sample collection step. In this chapter, sampling techniques will be briefly covered. Sample introduction is the process of
introducing the sample directly into the GC without any prior treatment. For example, the direct injection of a gas into the injection
port of the GC would be a sample introduction process. Similarly, for a liquid sample, if a large injection volume was used via a
programmed temperature vaporizing (PTV) inlet, this would be considered a sample introduction technique. Sampling of the
headspace above a solid sample with a syringe with a direct injection into the GC, likewise, would be a sample introduction
procedure. A sample preparation procedure would be a modification or treatment of the sample prior to sample introduction for
the purpose of improving the introduction process into the GC. For example, performing a dynamic headspace process with an
intermediate cold adsorbent trap to concentrate the analyte(s) of interest prior to sample introduction into the GC would constitute
a sample preparation procedure. Derivatizing an adsorbed polar compound on a solid material, thereby releasing it into vapor
phase for subsequent sampling, would be a sample preparation process. Whatever you call it, it is most important that the
components of interest be transferred from the point of collection to the GC column without being lost or modified.
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In Chapter 2, Table 2.1 provided an overview of the most popular sampling and sample preparation methodologies used in GC
laboratories. Sometimes these techniques are used in combination. For example, dynamic headspace is a combination of
headspace sampling and adsorbent trapping where a gas is used to sweep the headspace of a solid or liquid sample to concentrate
volatile analytes on a solid sorbent that is eventually heated to thermally desorb the analytes into the GC column. Solid phase
microextraction (SPME) may be used to sample a headspace with subsequent thermal desorption of the analyte(s) in the injection
port of a GC.
The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to the sample and introduction techniques for volatile organic compounds (VOCs).
Semi-volatile organic compounds can also be handled by several of the techniques discussed in this Chapter, but can also be
prepared using those techniques (e.g. liquid-liquid extraction, SPE, etc.) covered throughout this handbook.

Sample Inlet Systems for Gas Chromatography
There are entire chapters of books1-3 devoted to detailed discussions about the various inlet systems in gas chromatography. Only
the highlights will be reviewed here. The most common method of introducing liquid samples into a gas chromatographic inlet is by
means of a microsyringe through a self-sealing rubber septum. Gas-tight syringes are also available for injecting gases and vapors,
but, in general, gas sample valves are more reproducible and are often preferred. Using a loop or a fixed internal volume, gas
sampling valves can also provide a convenient method of automation or when directly analyzing gaseous streams. In all cases,
the objective is to get the volatile sample into the column rapidly and in as small a volume as possible.
In GC, there are two general classes of inlets: 1) hot or vaporizing inlets or 2) cold, cool inlets. The temperature of hot inlets is
generally 50 °C above boiling point of the sample solvent; while cold inlets are below the boiling point of the solvent perhaps at
room temperature, or even below, to condense the sample followed by heating to completely evaporate the sample during the run.
Hot inlets immediately vaporize the sample so that it quickly gets to the column entrance. Too high of a temperature, however, may
degrade the sample and too big of the sample volume may generate too much vapor and overload the finite volume of the inlet
system. Flashback is a phenomenon where these excess vapors may reach the top of the inlet and condense on the cool septum,
back diffuse into carrier gas lines, and condense on cool services, or exit through the septum purge line, leading to undesirable
sample introduction effects.
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Cool inlets minimize sample degradation and sample discrimination since all the sample enters the inlet at low temperature. Table 6.1
provides a comparison of the different types of inlets used in gas chromatography. The most popular capillary column inlet is the
split/splitless inlet. It can be used in the split mode to reduce the amount of sample reaching the column and produces very narrow
initial peak widths. It can also be used in the splitless mode to maximize sensitivity. Split inlets are vaporizing inlets. The sample is
evaporated in the inlet, flows down the liner, and is split between the column and a split vent. The “split ratio” (e.g., the amount of
gas going into the column versus the amount of gas being vented through the split line) determines the amount of sample going onto
the column. At high split vent flow rates, the sample is exposed to the high inlet temperature for a short period of time and is quickly
introduced to the column.

Table 6.1

GC Inlet Comparisons
Inlet

Advantages

Disadvantages

Packed-Column Direct

Vaporizing inlet, likely used with packed columns, easiest Not compatible with capillary columns
to use, least expensive
(maybe 0.53 mm id), possible degradation of sample,
possible needle discrimination

Split/Splitless: Split Mode

Simple, universal capillary column inlet, rugged, ideal for
auxiliary samplers, protects column

Sample discrimination and sample degradation possible

Split/Splitless:
Splitless Mode

High sensitivity capillary column inlet, protects column

Highest sample degradation and ﬂashback, sample
discrimination possible, requires optimization,
maintenance required

Cool On-Column

Sample deposited directly into column (therefore high
sensitivity), least sample discrimination, most inert

Sample overload possible, difﬁcult to use with columns
less than 0.25 mm id, complex to automate

Programmable Temperature Cool injection, most ﬂexibility, low sample degradation,
Vaporization (PTV)
high sensitivity

Complex, many parameters to optimize, most expensive,
possible loss of volatiles (venting mode)

Adapted from Reference 1

In the splitless mode of injection, the split vent of the split/splitless inlet is turned off. Normally, the entire sample vapor enters the
column, but due to the low flow rate in the capillary column, initial sample bandwidth is fairly broad. Usually, some form of sample
focusing at the head of the column must be used.
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The cool on-column inlet allows direct deposition of liquid sample into the column. Both the inlet and the column are below the
boiling point of the solvent during the injection process. Then, both temperatures are increased to vaporize the sample and begin
chromatography. Cool on-column inlets typically have a low thermal mass to facilitate past heating and cooling at the end of the
run. The challenge, of course, is to deposit the sample directly inside the small diameter capillary column. As might be expected,
cool on-column injection is preferred for labile compounds in samples with a large boiling point range. Sample discrimination and
decomposition is minimal. Because the sample is deposited directly into the column, sensitivity is quite high. Cool on-column inlets
are used for the analysis of samples with a wide boiling-point range, or those that are thermally sensitive, and for trace analysis.
Programmable temperature vaporizing (PTV) inlets are a combination of split/splitless inlet and cool on-column inlet. They combine
a cool injection inlet, temperature programming, and have a split/purge vent and a timer/controller unit. Non-volatile sample
complements are deposited in the inlet and do not migrate to the column; thus, dirty samples tend to cause less problems with PTV
injections. During sample injection, the sample is deposited into a packed liner and the inlet temperature is raised, evaporating the
solvent and sample components. When evaporated, the split vent is electronically controlled to be on or off, or some sequential
combination of the two. Thus, the inlet allows a split or splitless injection in combination with temperature programming to optimize
sample transfer, solvent venting, and sample discrimination based on boiling point, solute degradation, and ghosting during the run.
The PTV inlet was developed by Poy and co-workers4, based on the earlier work of Vogt5,6, who first described programmed
temperature sample introduction. The sample was introduced into the inlet liner at a temperature slightly below the boiling point
of the solvent. The low boiling solvent was continually evaporated and vented through the inlet split line. By introducing the
sample at a low initial liner temperature, many of the disadvantages of the classical hot injection technique could be circumvented.
For example, discrimination due to differences in boiling point is minimized by introducing the sample onto a “cool” liner and
subsequently raising the temperature of the liner to the normal temperature of a conventional hot inlet. Compared to hot inlet
injections, reduced thermal degradation of sensitive compounds occurs due to the slower heating.
To illustrate the principle of the PTV inlet, Figure 6.1 provides a schematic drawing of the Agilent Multimode Inlet. As can be seen
from this figure, the PTV inlet closely resembles the classical split/splitless inlet. The present design allows several injection mode
possibilities: hot split/splitless, cold split/splitless (pulsed versions of these), Large Volume Injection (LVI)-solvent vent (an extension
of cold splitless, see next section) with solvent vent timing. The programmable injection slows solvent evaporation and maximizes
analyte transfer into the column. The carrier gas is connected through the septumless sampling head and enters the liner at the top.
Temperature control on the liner is the key to the operation of the PTV inlet. The liner can be rapidly heated (heating coil) or cooled
(peltier-, liquid nitrogen- or liquid carbon dioxide-cooling). In the injection mode, the sample is introduced by a variable-speed
injector at a controlled speed and the inlet conditions are arranged so that the solvent is vented via the split line while the
components of interest are trapped and preconcentrated.
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Figure 6.1

Schematic of Agilent Multimode Inlet
Septum
"Turn Top" Weldment
Split Vent

Cryo Inlet

Inlet Liner

Heating Coils

Column Interface

Large Volume Injection (LVI) Techniques
The demand for lower detection limits is important in many areas of gas chromatography, particularly environmental, food, and
biological analysis. Concentration of samples, by many of the techniques described in this book [e.g. liquid-liquid extraction (Chapter
7), solid phase extraction (Chapters 9-10), and pressurized fluid extraction (Chapter 14)] is one way of increasing method sensitivity
by enriching analyte concentration. The development of improved and more selective GC detectors (e.g. electron capture detector,
tandem mass spectrometry) is one approach in enhancing both selectivity and sensitivity. The lowering of the system background by
providing more inert surfaces throughout the entire GC system can also provide lower limits of detection.
Detection limits can also be improved by injecting larger amounts of analyte solution into the GC injection port. However, typical
capillary columns may only accommodate a few microliters at best. Injection principles such as “pulsed” splitless injection allow up
to 5 µL injections. Going beyond this injection volume can lead to system contamination, non-reproducible results, flashback, and
sample loss.
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Large volume injection (LVI) is an approach to lowering detection limits. With LVI, the bulk of the solvent is evaporated before
transfer of the sample to the analytical column. There are two popular LVI techniques to eliminate solvent: programmed
temperature vaporization (PTV) and cool on-column injection with solvent vapor exit (COC-SVE). Both lead to greatly improved
detection limits and good chromatography with injection volumes of 500 µL or more7.
The technique of PTV was discussed in the previous section. In some injector configurations, a controlled number of multiple
injections from an autosampler can be used to provide a large sample to the column. To illustrate this approach, Figure 6.2
provides an example of the use of multiple injections as a way of introducing larger sample volumes into the inlet8. Using a packed
liner, 25 µL of total sample containing pesticides was injected in five 5 µL portions. Smaller portions ensure that a large volume of
liquid does not run down the liner and enter the column, possibly causing overload, peak splitting, and possible damage to the
stationary phase. Figure 6.2 demonstrates that a good response is obtained from a 0.01 ppm mixture of pesticides.
In the PTV inlet, non-volatile sample components and degradation products remain behind in the inlet, minimizing column
contamination. Thus, the PTV inlet is a good choice for dirty samples compared to the cool on-column and split/splitless inlets.
It is not a good choice when the sample contains highly volatile analytes of interest since they may be vented with the solvent.
A rule of thumb is that the compound should boil at least 100 °C above the solvent to be successfully handled with the PTV inlet.
With modern autosamplers, such as the Agilent 7693, fully programmable, controlled-speed liquid sample injection rate is now
possible and is the preferred approach to perform multiple injections.
In COC-SVE, the COC inlet has a precolumn assembly consisting of a retention gap/precolumn combination placed ahead of the
analytical column. A vent line is attached at the juncture of the precolumn and analytical column as seen in Figure 6.3. Liquid
sample is injected into the precolumn and the solvent evaporates and exits through the vent. Conditions are set that there is a
small volume of solvent remaining in the precolumn. Sample components including volatiles are concentrated in this small
volume of solvent. After evaporating the bulk of the solvent, the vent is closed and the normal oven temperature ramp is started.
The remaining sample is then evaporated and transferred to the analytical column for separation. The entire process can be
automated with most GC units.
Compared to the PTV inlet, with the COC-SVE there is an increased possibility to contaminate the precolumn since non-volatile
compounds remain in the precolumn and may influence later separations. Thus, the precolumn may need more frequent
replacement. This inlet is primarily used for trace analysis in clean matrices such as drinking water extracts. The COC-SVE inlet
is useful for early eluting compounds and has minimal degradation of unstable components. Both the PTV inlet and the COC-SVE
inlet show minimum sample discrimination.
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Figure 6.2

Large Volume Injection with Solvent Elimination PTV
5 x 5 µL Injections
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Figure 6.3
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Headspace Sampling Techniques
Static Headspace
Headspace refers to the vapors that form over liquids and solids. If the sample is in thermodynamic equilibrium with the gas phase in
a closed thermostated vessel, this method of analysis is referred to static headspace sampling. If an inert gas is passed through or
over the sample and the stripped sample volatiles accumulated in an adsorbent trap or cryogenic trap, then the method is referred to
as dynamic headspace or purge and trap. Since only the volatiles are sampled, headspace analysis is ideal for dirty samples (e.g.
blood, plastics, cosmetics), solid materials, samples with high boilers of no interest, samples with high water content, or samples that
are difficult to handle by conventional chromatographic methods. These matrices remain behind since only the volatile portion of the
sample is in the headspace. In headspace sampling, calibrations are performed by preparing a solution of the analytes in a volatile
solvent then injecting a small known amount into the closed headspace container so that the entire solution is vaporized.
Static headspace is basically a very simple sampling technique. The sample is placed in a glass vial of appropriate size that is
closed with an inert septum. The vial is carefully thermostated until equilibrium is reached. A sample is taken either manually with
a syringe or automatically with a headspace autosampler. Balanced-pressure headspace autosamplers have provision to
pressurize the vial at a constant pressure equivalent to the column inlet pressure for better quantitation and an absence of
baseline disturbance upon injection.
However, for valve and loop systems, such as the Agilent 7697, the pressurization option is not required nor always desired.
A gas-sampling valve transfers the headspace sample to the GC instrument. With capillary columns, the sample volume injected
must be limited with headspace samples just like injected liquid samples. Thus, flow splitting may be used to transfer a fraction of
the sample. Cryogenic cooling is also a possible solution for larger headspace injection volume where thermal focusing will allow
vapor concentration.
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Figure 6.4 illustrates a typical example of the use of headspace sampling for the analysis of blood alcohol. Blood is a difficult
substance to work with and thus headspace sampling of a volatile analyte, such as ethanol, is a very convenient and simple-to-use
method. In many countries of the world, an ethanol concentration of greater than 80 mg/100 mL of blood is considered to be the
level of intoxication, while in some countries the allowable concentration is even lower. After headspace sampling in a 20 mL
headspace vial using a headspace autosampler followed by GC analysis, the simple chromatogram in Figure 6.4 shows the
overlapped chromatograms of blank blood and ethanol-spiked blood9. The internal standard was t-butanol. A five-level calibration
curve of ethanol standards showed excellent linearity over the concentration range of 10 mg/100 mL to 160 mg/100 mL. Over that
concentration range, the repeatability was quite good: the average retention time %RSD was 0.03 while average peak area for
ethanol gave a value of 4.6%.
Static headspace is simpler than the purge and trap method in that the headspace instruments are less complex, high
concentrations of water in the sample do not affect the analysis as much, adsorbent traps are not required, there
is no chance of breakthrough of volatile sample components, and repeated sampling can be done. Samples may be heated to
increase the volatility of analytes. In aqueous solutions, the sensitivity can also be increased in some cases by adjusting the pH (shift
equilibrium to undissociated form of an acidic or basic substance) or use salting out to increase the vapor pressure of analytes and
reduce the solubility of the organic in water. For solid samples, increasing the surface area by grinding will increase diffusion of
volatiles out of the matrix. For some samples, the addition of water will cause a competition for active sites and displace certain
organics from the solid surfaces thereby raising their concentration of volatiles in the headspace. Sometimes, derivatization
reactions are used for compounds containing reactive functional groups to generate more volatile compounds, which causes them
to volatilize into the headspace. For example, the formation of methyl esters of carboxylic acids may release the acids from a solid
material where they are tightly held by polar forces. For more detailed information on static headspace sampling for GC, see
reference 10.
An interesting variation of the static headspace approach is the use of multiple extractions from the same vial using multiple
headspace extraction (MHE) systems, which is similar but not synonymous with the purge and trap technique (see Purge and Trap
Sample Preparation). The MHE approach is an absolute quantitative method used in static headspace GC. In principle, it is dynamic
headspace extraction carried out stepwise and establishing equilibrium conditions in each step. The concentration of the analyte in
the headspace decreases exponentially during the series of extraction steps; by proper mathematical extrapolation, the total peak
area proportional to the total amount of analyte present in the original sample can be obtained. MHE is most often used to
determine the amount of analyte present in a complex matrix where calibration standards in that given matrix are not feasible.
Two examples, the determination of leachable compounds in packaging materials11 and residual monomers in polymers12, illustrate
the use of MHE in some actual samples. The reader is directed to references 13-15 for further information on this technique,
including some of the mathematical calculations.
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Figure 6.4
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Headspace Solid Phase Microextraction (HS-SPME)
In Chapter 10, the SPME technique will be explored in more detail, but an adaptation of the classical headspace experiment can be
performed by its use, which will be covered here. SPME is a simple, solvent-free extraction technique that provides high sensitivity,
excellent reproducibility, and low cost16,17. In this technique, a phase-coated fused silica fiber is exposed to the headspace above the
liquid or solid sample. Analytes adsorb to the phase and then are thermally desorbed in the injection port of a gas chromatograph and
transferred to a capillary column. In this technique, selectivity can be altered by changing the phase type or thickness according to the
characteristics of the analytes. For example, the small distribution constants and low polarity of chlorinated and aromatic volatile
organic compounds in environmental samples dictate the use of a thick, non-polar phase for efficient extraction. Multi-layer fibers are
available for samples that contain a wide variety of analytes with varying distribution coefficients.
There are numerous examples of the use of SPME headspace sampling solving “real world” analytical problems. Investigators in a
crime laboratory developed a simple, inexpensive, rapid, and sensitive method for analyzing gasoline in fire debris18. A 20 minute
static headspace sampling using a 100 µm polysiloxane-coated SPME fiber resulted in acceptable chromatograms from as little as
0.04 µL gasoline compared to a 0.1 µL volume required for regular headspace sampling at considerable savings in time, and at
about half the cost. An example of the use of SPME headspace in forensic toxicology analysis was described by Brewer et al19.
The authors investigated two traffic fatalities where in one case the conventional headspace analysis of a urine sample indicated
that the driver had alcohol in his blood. However, a second unknown compound which eluted on the tail of a large air peak could
not be easily ascertained by mass spectrometry. Using headspace SPME-GC/MS, a cleaner chromatogram resulted, allowing the
identification of a toxic level of methylene chloride adjacent to the ethanol peak. The use of a polar fiber (85 µm polyacrylate film)
improved the sensitivity over a non-polar fiber (100 µm polydimethylpolysiloxane) for the analysis of ethanol. In the second case,
the victim had ingested lighter fluid, and headspace SPME-GC/MS of gastric juice was able to determine the presence of the lighter
fluid and trace the source back to a container found in the victim’s bedroom. Since the measured compounds were straight chain
alkanes, a non-polar fiber worked best in this case.
The analysis of various soils for BTEX and other volatile contaminants using SPME headspace analysis showed that each soil
released these volatiles at different rates20,21. The addition of solvents and water served to release these compounds more
effectively by displacing the hydrocarbons from the soil surface. SPME sampling with in-fiber derivatization was applied to the
measurement of formaldehyde in the headspace of vials containing samples of commercial products known to contain
formaldehyde, including hair gel and laminated particle board22. The sampling times range from 10-120 sec and resulted in very
clean chromatograms and high signal-to-noise ratios. A method limit of detection of 2 ppb of formaldehyde was determined with
an RSD of 6.7%.
Headspace SPME was used by chemists at a major pharmaceutical company for the determination of organic volatile impurities in
drug substances as specified by the United States Pharmacopoeia (USP) Method 46723. They compared headspace SPME and
immersion SPME with respect to precision, accuracy, and limits of detection, and found them to be essentially equal. Limits of
detection ranged from 0.06 µg/mL for 1,4-dioxane to 0.002 µg/mL for benzene. Precision was generally in the 2-3% range for most
of the solvents tested. The authors preferred the headspace sampling method since it prolonged the lifetime of the SPME fiber. Finally,
Yang and Peppard24 used SPME headspace sampling to monitor 25 common flavor components in spiked water, ground coffee, fruit
juice, and butter-flavored vegetable oil.
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Headspace SDME
Single drop microextraction (SDME) has been evaluated as an alternative to SPME. In this straightforward technique, a microdrop
of solvent is suspended from the tip of a conventional microsyringe and then immersed in a sample solution in which it is immiscible
or suspended in the HS above the sample (see Figure 6.5). Headspace-single drop microextraction (HS-SDME) is similar to
traditional HS sampling in that volatiles are sampled from the vapors above the sample, thus also avoiding interferences from the
sample matrix. In HS-SDME, the fiber used in SPME is replaced by a liquid microdrop that can also be chosen for its selectivity.
A variety of methods and specialized equipment is available for this purpose.
The extracting solvents that have been utilized for SDME are listed in Table 6.1. A wide range of solvents and polarities is possible.
For HS sampling, the boiling point of the solvent should be high to avoid significant evaporation during sampling. To illustrate the
application of HS-SDME, the analysis of residual solvents (RS) as performed in the pharmaceutical industry will be shown. Methods
for the analysis of RS in pharmaceutical products are presented in the United States Pharmacopeia and include direct-liquid
injection (DLI) as well as HS methods.

Table 6.2

Solvents Used as Microdroplets in Headspace SDME
n-Octane

Toluene

Benzyl alcohol

n-Decane

o-Xylene

Ethylene glycol

Tetradecane

Cyclohexane

Diethylphthalate

n-Hexadecane

1-Octanol

Figure 6.5

The International Conference on Harmonization (ICH) has
classified four classes of RS that must be monitored in
pharmaceutical formulations. Class 1 solvents have
unacceptable toxicity and are to be avoided during
pharmaceutical manufacture. They are not routinely analyzed,
although confirmation of their absence could be part of the
development process. Class 2 solvents are less toxic, Class 3
are “of lower risk to human health,” and Class 4 are solvents
for which no adequate toxicological data were found. These
last three classes of solvents are the ones most commonly
analyzed and have been analyzed using HS-SDME.

Configuration for Single Drop
Headspace Microextraction
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Wood and coworkers25 investigated HS-SDME for the determination of RS in pharmaceutical preparations. The extraction drop
ICH Class 2 solvent chosen was N-methylpyrrolidone (NMP) that has been used as a solvent for RS analysis because it is miscible
with water, able to solubilize many pharmaceutical products, and elutes after most of the other residual solvents due to its
relatively high boiling point (202 °C). The use of NMP precludes its determination in RS samples, as well as that of any other
residual solvents that are higher boiling and elute with or after NMP. One or two µL of NMP was suspended approximately
midway in the HS, as shown in Figure 6.5. After a defined period of time, usually four or five minutes, the drop was withdrawn
back into the syringe, past the original volume mark, and injected into the GC. Using an internal standard, a number of ICH
solvents (ethanol, acetone, 1-propanol, hexane, chloroform, tetrahydrofuran, cyclohexane, and toluene) were quantitatively
analyzed by HS-SDME. RSD values for a manual method averaged around 2.7% and Limits of Detection (LOD) were estimated
to be less than 1 ppm using GC/FID. With automation and GC/MS, limits of detection for HS-SDME were low parts per million
and calibration curves were linear over the expected concentration range [e.g. ethanol’s LOD was 0.08 ppm and its calibration
curve gave R2 values exceeding 0.995 without an internal standard]. An example of a HS-SDME chromatogram is depicted in
Figure 6.625. It was noted that no carryover was observed.

Figure 6.6

Determination of Residual Solvents Using Headspace SDME and GC/MS
TIC: 1000 ppm 6.D
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Purge and Trap Sample Preparation
Dynamic headspace sampling continuously removes headspace vapors above a liquid or solid sample. The flow of gas over the
sample (purging) will further volatilize analytes that can be trapped by an adsorbent or by cryogenic means. The trapping process
will refocus (concentrate) the volatiles which are then re-volatilized into the gas chromatograph by thermal desorption (see Thermal
Desorption and Thermal Extraction). The dynamic process of purge and trap is particularly useful for analytes that are too low in
concentration to be measured by static headspace methods. Purge and trap (P&T), or gas phase stripping, generally refers to the
process where purging gas is bubbled below the surface of a liquid sample using a fritted orifice to produce finely dispersed
bubbles. Traps used in P&T are often the same as used in gas sampling. For volatile analytes, be careful to avoid breakthrough
through the adsorbent trap during the P&T experiment. In addition, transfer lines and valves should be heated above the boiling
points of removed analytes to prevent adsorption or condensation between the sampler and the GC instrument. There are many
automated systems on the market that perform dynamic headspace extraction.
The proper selection of a trap is an important consideration in ensuring that the desired analytes are quantitatively recovered. An
adsorbent trap (typically a glass tube) is filled with porous sorbent material (typically 50 mg to one gram) that could be a polymer
(e.g. Tenax, polystryrene, polyurethane foams), carbon (graphitized carbon black, charcoal, carbosieves), silica gel, or alumina.
Polymeric materials sometimes need to be cleaned prior to use in order to remove residual monomer. Tenax is especially useful
since it is hydrophobic, water is unretained, and it has a high sample capacity. Carbon materials are excellent, high capacity traps,
but sometimes irreversibly adsorb certain classes of analytes. Silica gel and alumina have high capacity but take up water. These
traps containing adsorbent may also be used off-line to collect volatile organic samples from air and then transported back to the
laboratory for subsequent analysis. As mentioned above, analytes are transferred to the GC by thermal desorption (see Thermal
Desorption and Thermal Extraction), perhaps coupled with cold trapping via cryogenics to refocus the analytes.
An especially important parameter of a particular trap is the breakthrough capacity, which determines how much organic material
is trapped from the gaseous sample before it elutes from the opposite end of the trap and is no longer retained. Volatile organics
may pass through a trap very quickly while semi- or non-volatile organics may adsorb strongly and never elute. For volatile
organics, the trap may be cryogenically cooled or a different adsorbent material may be used that has a higher breakthrough
volume for the analyte.
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In general, the dynamic HS methods are best when looking for minor components that are more volatile than the major component,
such as fragrances in beverages. The P&T-GC techniques are especially useful for determining organic volatiles from biological fluids
such as urine, plasma, saliva, and tissue homogenates. In addition, the United States Environmental Protection Agency specifies the
dynamic technique for low concentrations of volatile organics in water under the SW-846 Method 5030A. Other examples where
purge and trap methods are recommended in environmental analyses are for: low concentrations of halogenated volatile
compounds in water, soil, and waste samples (Method 502.1), volatile aromatics in drinking water (Method 503.1), and nonhalogenated volatile organics in the same environmental matrices (Method 8030A). Static and dynamic headspace may be used
for the qualitative and/or quantitative determination of volatile impurities, residual monomers, and other additives in polymers. A
useful application for dynamic HS in forensics has been the investigation of arson accelerants since light and medium petroleum
distillates are cleanly swept away from debris, but recoveries with the higher molecular weight petroleum distillates are usually low.
In a variation of the dynamic headspace experiment called membrane extraction with a sorbent interface (MESI), Pawliszyn and
coworkers26,27 have inserted a silicone hollow fiber membrane in the headspace above the solid or liquid sample. The entire
experimental setup is depicted in Figure 6.7. The membrane extraction module furnishes an interface that effectively isolates
analytes of interest from their sample matrix. In the experimental setup, an inert gas passes through the inside of the membrane.
Analytes that are permeable to the membrane pass from the headspace through the membrane and are swept to an adsorbent
trap. The sorbent interface includes the trap, a heating coil, and a computer-controlled heater-switching device with a power
supply. The module physically connects the membrane extraction module to the GC separation column.
Once a sufficient analyte concentration is accumulated on the adsorbent trap, the analytes are rapidly thermally desorbed into the
GC instrument. The sorbent interface can be operated in the cryogenic mode for better absorption capacity and analyte focusing.
The sensitivity of MESI is directly related to the trapping time that is limited by the breakthrough time of the analytes in the
adsorbent trap. The MESI technique has been applied to a number of environmental samples such as hydrocarbons in rainwater
runoff from a parking lot and BETX in various matrices.
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Figure 6.7

Schematic of a GC Setup for Membrane Extraction with a Sorbent Interface
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Thermal Desorption and Thermal Extraction
Thermal desorption is a widely used technique for liberating volatile analytes from a solid sample or adsorbent. The technique can
be used standalone for solid samples containing volatile compounds (e.g. petroleum hydrocarbons in soil, additives in finely ground
polymers), or in conjunction with a dynamic headspace method (see section 6.4) where an inert gas transfers volatiles from liquids
or solid samples to an adsorbent trap. Thermal extraction is very similar, except that there is not another trapping step in the
volatiles removal (extraction) process. No sample preparation is involved nor is any solvent employed. In thermal extraction, the
solid sample (1-500 mg) is placed in desorption tube between two glass wool plugs. After purging the tube to remove all traces of
oxygen, a preheated heater block or a heating coil is positioned around the desorption tube and the temperature rapidly ramped up
permitting the thermal extraction of volatiles and semi-volatiles from the solid sample. These compounds are swept into the GC
instrument and trapped at the head of the column. Temperature programming is used to separate the compounds of interest. In
thermal desorption for volatile compounds, the temperature of desorption rarely exceeds 200 °C and often lower, while in thermal
extraction, temperatures up to 300 °C may be used. Beyond 300 °C, thermal cracking or pyrolysis may occur.
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In thermal desorption, the time required for the complete desorption of analytes is a function of the sample matrix, sample size,
strength of interaction between the analyte and the solid surface, desorption temperature, and diffusion time of the analytes out of
the sample. In general, thermal desorption is a slow process and generates broad peaks. For this reason, a solute focusing
technique is almost always used to ensure better chromatography. Direct (single stage) thermal desorption is the nomenclature
used when the extracted volatiles are swept directly into the GC column while two stage thermal desorption is the process of using
a cold trap to accumulate and focus volatile analytes on an adsorbent. In all cases, to avoid sample losses for both thermal
desorption or thermal extraction, heated transfer lines, preferably of inert material, are generally used.
Thermal desorption tubes are generally used in the field to collect trace levels of volatile- or semi-volatile organic compounds or they
could be packed with solid sample which are to be extracted in the laboratory. For collection of VOCs in air, the tubes may be
packed with various types of adsorbents (e.g. Tenax, charcoal, inorganic materials, etc.) that are somewhat selective for the organic
compounds to be analyzed. Usually some type of controlled flow system is used to push air through the tubes as a function of time.
Thermal desorption instruments are available which automate the handling of the sample-filled desorption tubes including loading/
unloading the thermal tubes and heating the tubes to a sufficient temperature to remove all analytes of interest. The process has the
advantage of little manual sample preparation, no solvents are used, and therefore there is no analytical interference from solvent nor
solvent disposal costs to consider. Although single stage thermal desorption is possible, some re-focusing of the effluent from the tube
is required. Capillary cryofocusing, cold trapping, or an electrically-cooled sorbent trap is used for this purpose. For cost reasons (liquid
cryogen consumption), the latter approach is preferred. The trap can be re-heated rapidly in a backflush mode and 99+% of the
analytes are desorbed in a few seconds.
Thermal desorption has been used for the analysis of a wide variety of low moisture content solid samples including vegetation,
food products, pharmaceuticals, building materials, forensic samples, and packaging products. Other important application areas
include environmental monitoring, flavor and fragrances, industrial hygiene, and chemical warfare agents. For general overviews
of thermal desorption and its applications, refer to references 28-30.
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The Role of Pyrolysis in Sample Preparation
Pyrolysis is the next stage in thermal extraction techniques, but has one important difference compared to the other thermal
techniques. The temperatures used in pyrolysis are high enough (600-800 °C) to actually break molecular bonds in the molecules of
the solid sample, thereby forming smaller, simpler volatile compounds. Depending on the amount of energy supplied, the bonds in
each molecule break in a predictable manner. By the identification and measurement of the fragments, the molecular composition
of the original sample can often be reconstructed. Pyrolysis may not be thought of as a sample preparation technique, but more of a
sample destructive technique since the actual molecular form of the sample is changed upon heating. Pyrolysis is often used for the
analysis of polymer samples since they are too high of a molecular weight to analyze using gas chromatographic techniques and
they often degrade in a systematic fashion.
Synthetic polymers (e.g. polyvinylchloride, polystyrene, polyesters), natural polymers (e.g. plant fibers such as cellulose and cotton,
and animal fibers such as wool and silk), dried paints, and cosmetic samples are examples of samples that can be characterized by
pyrolysis GC. Using pyrolysis, considerable information may be obtained on the basic structure of polymers as well as polymer
defects, variations, and degradation mechanisms.
Normally pyrolysis is performed in an inert atmosphere so that there is a controlled pyrolysis and predictable degradation. However,
pyrolysis can also be carried out in a reactive atmosphere such as air or oxygen. The degradation mechanisms may be quite different
when compared to those in helium. These studies on materials such as polymers can be useful for combustion studies, toxicology, and
in evaluating the atmospheric stability of a material. The pyrolysis is first performed in a reactive environment and the pyrolysates
collected on an adsorbent trap while the reaction gas is vented. Then, to perform the GC analysis, a gas-switching valve is employed
to divert the GC carrier gas through the trap and thermal desorption to desorb the collected organics to the GC instrument.
Cryogenic focusing may also be used to concentrate and focus degraded volatile fragments and compensate for system dead
volume. Cryofocusing may be used in conjunction with an adsorbent trap or used with on-column concentration followed by
temperature programming. For more information on pyrolysis GC, consult reference 31.
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Conclusions
Methodologies for the sampling, sample introduction, and sample preparation of volatile analytes in conjunction with GC and GC/MS
analysis covered in this chapter have been around for many years and are considered to be mature. However, each year there are
many practical problems solved, applications examples generated, hardware and software improvements made, and new ancillary
techniques introduced to keep these methods on the forefront of analytical technologies. For example, the addition of a hollow fiber
membrane to the dynamic headspace experiment provides an additional level of selectivity in the MESI technique. The introduction of
automated LVI methodologies has given the analyst the ability to introduce greater amounts of liquid sample into the capillary GC
instrument. Thus, there is no doubt that in the future we shall continue to see improvements in the methodology around the sample
handling of volatile organic analytes.
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Chapter 7

Sample Pre-treatment
for Liquid Samples
Previously, in Chapter 2, Table 2.4 provided an introduction to sample preparation methods for liquid samples. Most laboratories
need only a few of these procedures. For example, distillation is limited to volatile compounds, although vacuum distillation for high
boilers in environmental samples can extend the application of this technique. Lyophilization is usually restricted to the purification
and handling of biological samples through the removal of water. This chapter will cover liquid-liquid extractions in more common
use in most chromatography laboratories.

Liquid-Liquid Extraction (LLE)
Liquid-liquid extraction (LLE) is useful for separating analytes from interferences by partitioning the sample between two immiscible
liquids or phases (Figure 7.1). One phase in LLE will usually be aqueous and the second phase an organic solvent. The more
hydrophilic compounds prefer the polar aqueous phase, while more hydrophobic compounds will be found mainly in the organic
solvent. Analytes extracted into the organic phase are easily recovered by evaporation of the solvent, while analytes extracted into
the aqueous phase often can be injected directly onto a reversed-phase HPLC column. In some cases, the aqueous-containing
phase must undergo solvent exchange to a solvent more compatible with the chromatographic approach. The most popular
approach to LLE uses a separatory funnel (Figure 7.2), which has an opening on the top to add the two phases and a stopcock at
the bottom to selectively remove the bottom layer after the partitioning process takes place. A separatory funnel is preferred if the
organic solvent has a higher density than water (e.g. dichloromethane), and thus is the bottom layer.
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Figure 7.1

Typical Liquid-Liquid Extraction
1

2

Aqueous Matrix

Add Immiscible Organic Phase

3

Shake to increase surface contact

4

Siphon off layer(s) and collect

The following information assumes that an analyte is preferentially concentrated into the organic phase, but similar
approaches are used when the analyte is extracted into an aqueous phase.

Figure 7.2

LLE Performed in Separatory Funnel

Less soluble in water

More soluble in methylene chloride
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Figure 7.3 summarizes the workflow steps involved in a LLE separation. Since extraction is an equilibrium process with limited
efficiency, significant amounts of the analyte can remain in both phases. Chemical equilibria involving changes in pH, ion-pairing,
complexation, etc. can be used to enhance analyte recovery and/or the elimination of interferences.

Figure 7.3

Summary of Steps Involved in Liquid-Liquid Extraction (LLE)
Liquid Sample

Yes

No

Is sample
in solution?

Choose solvent
suitable for later
extraction step

Dissolve in
suitable solvent

Make chemical adjustment
(e.g., pH, add complexation
reagent, etc.)

Place sample in
sep funnel

Add immiscible
solvent and
shake vigorously

Measure solute
in each phase

Draw off
each phase

Allow phases
to separate

Yes

Are solutes
extracted
quantitatively?

Are the two
liquids clear?

No

Break emulsion
(see text)

No

Evaporate to
appropriate
concentration

Yes
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Injection or
further sample
pre-treatment

The LLE organic solvent is chosen for the following characteristics:

• A low solubility in water (<10%).
• Volatility for easy removal and concentration after extraction.
• Compatibility with the HPLC or GC detection technique to be used for analysis (avoid solvents that are strongly UV-absorbing or
that may cause GC detection problems, such as chlorinated solvents in conjunction with electron capture detector).

• Polarity and hydrogen-bonding properties that enhance recovery of the analytes in the organic phase.
• High purity to minimize sample contamination.

Theory
The Nernst Distribution Law states that any neutral, non-dissociating species will distribute between two immiscible solvents so that
the ratio of the concentrations (or for the purist, activities) remains constant.

KD=Co/Caq

Equation 7.1

where KD is the distribution constant, Co is the concentration (activity) of an analyte in the organic phase, and Caq is the
concentration (activity) of the analyte in the aqueous phase.
A more useful expression is the fraction of analyte extracted (E) given by Equation 7.2:

E = CoVo/(CoVo + Caq Vaq ) = KD V/(1 + KD V)

Equation 7.2

where Vo is the volume of organic phase, Vaq the volume of aqueous phase, and V is the phase ratio Vo /Vaq.
Many LLE procedures are carried out in separatory funnels, and for environmental samples (e.g. water) typically require tens or
hundreds of milliliters of each phase. For clinical samples, sometimes only a few mL (e.g. 1-3 mL) are required.
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For 1-step extractions, KD must be large (e.g., >10) for the quantitative recovery of an analyte in one of the two phases, since the
phase-ratio V must be maintained within a practical range of values; e.g., 0.1<V<10 (see Equation 7.2). In most separatory funnel
LLE procedures, quantitative recoveries (> than 99%) require two or more extractions. For successive multiple extractions, with
pooling of the analyte phases from each extraction,

E = 1 – [1/( 1 + KD V)]n

Equation 7.3

where n= the number of extractions. For example, if KD = 5 for an analyte and the volumes of the two phases are equal (V=1),
three extractions (n=3) would be required for >99% recovery of the analyte. Several approaches can be used to increase the
value of KD:

• The organic solvent can be changed to increase KD.
• If the analyte is ionic or ionizable, its KD can be increased by suppressing its ionization to make it more soluble in the organic phase.
• The analyte also can be extracted into the organic phase by ion pairing, provided that the analyte is ionized and an ion-pair
reagent is added to the aqueous phase.

• “Salting out” by addition of an inert, neutral salt (e.g. sodium sulfate) can be used to decrease an analyte’s concentration in the
aqueous phase. See Chapter 8 for an explanation of the use of salting out extraction.
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Practice
Table 7.1 provides examples of typical extraction solvents, as well as some unsuitable (water-miscible) extraction solvents. Apart
from miscibility considerations, the main selection criteria is the polarity index P'1 of the solvent in relation to that of the analyte.
Maximum KD occurs when the polarity of the extraction solvent matches that of the analyte (like dissolves like). For example, the
extraction of a non-polar analyte from an aqueous sample matrix would be best accomplished with a non-polar (small P')1-2 organic
solvent. An optimum-polarity organic solvent can be conveniently selected by blending two solvents of different polarity (e.g.,
hexane and chloroform), and measuring KD vs. the composition of the organic phase3. A solvent mixture that gives the largest value
of KD is then used for the LLE procedure. Further changes in KD can be achieved, while improving the separation of analytes from
interferences, by varying organic-solvent selectivity. Solvents from different regions of the solvent-selectivity triangle2 are expected
to provide differences in selectivity; see also the discussion of4. Note that further discussions on the polarity index P' and the solventselectivity triangle are beyond the scope of this book and the reader is referred to the original reference cited above.

Table 7.1

Extraction Solvents for LLE
Water-Miscible Organic Solvents
(Unsuitable for Conventional LLE)

Aqueous Solvents

Water-Immiscible Organic Solvents

Pure water

Aliphatic hydrocarbons (hexane, isooctane, petroleum
ether, etc.)

Alcohols (Low molecular weight)

Acidic solution

Diethyl ether or other ethers

Ketones (Low molecular weight)

Basic solution

Methylene chloride

Aldehydes (Low molecular weight)

High salt (salting out effect)

Chloroform

Carboxylic acids (Low molecular weight)

Complexing agents (ion
Ethyl acetate and other esters
pairing, chelating, chiral, etc.)
Combination of two
or more above

Acetonitrile

ü Aliphatic ketones (C6 and above)
ü Aliphatic alcohols (C6 and above)
ü Toluene, xylenes (uv absorbance!)
ü Combination of two or more above

Dimethyl sulfoxide
Dioxane

*Any solvent from column 1 can be matched with any solvent of column 2; water-miscible organic solvents (column 3) should not be used with aqueous solvents to
perform conventional LLE. However, the addition of high concentration of salts (salting out) or sugars (see Chapter 8) may decrease miscibility of certain solvent
pairs (e.g. water and acetonitrile) so that they may form two layers.
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In solvent extraction, ionizable organic analytes often can be transferred into either phase, depending on the selected conditions.
For example, consider the extraction of an organic acid analyte from an aqueous solution. If the aqueous phase is buffered at least
1.5 pH units above its pKa value, the analyte will be ionized and prefer the aqueous phase; less polar interferences will be extracted
into the organic phase. If the pH of the aqueous solution is lowered (<<pKa), so that the analyte is no longer ionized, the analyte
will be extracted into the organic phase, leaving more polar interferences in the aqueous phase. Successive extractions at high pH
followed by low pH are able to separate an acid from both more- and less-polar interferences. Note that the principles of acid-base
extraction as a function of pH are the same for LLE and reversed-phase HPLC.
If the analyte KD is unfavorable, additional extractions may be required for improved recovery (Equation 7.3). For the case of an
organic-soluble analyte, a fresh portion of immiscible organic solvent is added to the aqueous phase in order to extract additional
solute; all extracts are then combined. For a given volume of final extraction solvent, multiple extractions with smaller volumes are
generally more efficient in removing a solute quantitatively than use of a single extraction volume.
Back extraction can be used to further reduce interferences. For example, consider the previous example of an organic-acid
analyte. If the analyte is first extracted at low pH into the organic phase, polar interferences (e.g., hydrophilic neutrals, protonated
bases) are left behind in the aqueous phase. If a fresh portion of high pH aqueous buffer is used for the back-extraction of the
organic phase, the ionized organic acid is transferred back into the aqueous phase, leaving non-polar interferences in the organic
phase. This latter procedure is similar to successive extractions at high pH followed by low pH described above. Thus, a two-step
back-extraction with a change in pH allows the removal of both basic and neutral interferences, whereas a one-step extraction can
eliminate one or the other of these interferences, but not both.
If KD is very small (not much greater than 1) or the required quantity of sample is large, it becomes impractical to carry out multiple
extractions for quantitative recovery of the analyte. Too many extractions are required, and the volume of total extract is too large
(Equation 7.3). Also, if extraction is slow, a long time may be required for equilibrium to be established. In these cases, continuous
liquid-liquid extraction can be used, where fresh solvent is continually recycled through the aqueous sample.
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Continuous extractors using heavier-than-water and lighter-than-water solvents have been described5. These extraction devices
can run for extended periods (12-24 hours); quantitative extractions (>99% recovery) can be achieved, even for small values of KD.
For more efficient LLE, a countercurrent distribution apparatus can provide a thousand or more equilibration steps (but with more
time and effort). This allows the recovery of analytes having extremely small KD values; countercurrent distribution also provides a
better separation of analytes from interferences. Small-scale laboratory units are commercially available. For further information on
these devices, see reference 6.
In some cases, LLE can enhance analyte concentration in the extract fraction relative to its concentration in the initial sample.
According to Equation 7.2, by choosing a smaller volume of organic solvent, the analyte concentration can be increased by the
volumetric ratio of organic-to-aqueous phases (assuming near complete extraction into the organic phase or large KD). For example,
assume 100 mL of aqueous sample, 10 mL of organic solvent, and a large KD (e.g., KD >1000). The concentration of the analyte in
the organic phase will then increase by a factor of 10. For large ratios of aqueous-to-organic solvent, a slight solubility of the organic
solvent in the aqueous phase can reduce the volume of the recovered organic solvent significantly; this problem can be avoided by
presaturating the aqueous solvent with organic solvent. Note that when the solvent ratio Vo/Vaq is small, the physical manipulation of
two phases (including the recovery of organic phase) becomes more difficult.
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Problems
Some practical problems associated with LLE include:

• Emulsion formation
• Analytes strongly adsorbed to particulates
• Analytes bound to high molecular weight compounds (e.g. protein-drug interactions)
• Mutual solubility of the two phases

Emulsion Formation
Emulsions are a problem that can occur with certain samples (e.g. fatty matrices) under certain solvent conditions. If emulsions do
not “break” with a sharp boundary between the aqueous and organic phases, analyte recovery can be adversely affected.
Emulsions can be broken by:

• Addition of salt to the aqueous phase
• Heating or cooling the extraction vessel
• Filtration through a glass wool plug
• Filtration through phase-separation ﬁlter paper
• Addition of a small amount of different organic solvent
• Centrifugation

Analyte Adsorption
If particulates are present in a sample, adsorption onto these particulates can result in a low recovery of the analyte. In such cases,
washing the particulates after filtration with a stronger solvent will recover the adsorbed analyte; this extract should be combined
with the analyte phase from LLE. A "stronger" solvent for recovering adsorbed analytes may involve a change in pH, an increase in
ionic strength, or the use of a more polar organic solvent.
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Solute Binding
Compounds that normally are recovered quantitatively in LLE may bind to proteins when plasma samples are processed, resulting in
low recovery. Protein binding is especially troublesome when measuring drugs and drug metabolites in physiological fluids.
Techniques for disrupting protein binding in plasma samples include:

• Addition of detergent
• Addition of organic solvent, chaotropic agents, or strong acid
• Dilution with water
• Displacement with a more strongly binding compound

Mutual Phase Solubility
"Immiscible" solvents have a small but finite, mutual solubility, and the dissolved solvent can change the relative volumes of the two
phases. Therefore, it is a good practice to saturate each phase with the other, so that the volume of phase containing the analyte
can be known, accurately allowing an optimum determination of analyte recovery. The simplest procedure for saturation is to
equilibrate the two phases in a separatory funnel without the sample, thereby saturating each phase. Aliquots of either phase can
then be used for LLE. For values of the solubility of a solvent in water (or of water in the solvent), see reference 7.
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Supported Liquid Extraction (SLE)
Earlier, under Problems, some of the problems associated with traditional LLE were addressed. An alternative approach that gets
around some of these disadvantages has been available for some time, yet is relatively unknown – supported liquid extraction (SLE,
sometimes referred to as solid-supported liquid extraction, supported liquid-liquid extraction, or simply, solid-liquid extraction). Its
principles are relatively simple – a chemically inert, high surface area support, highly purified, graded diatomaceous earth serves as
a stationary vehicle for the aqueous phase of the LLE experiment. Water very easily adsorbs onto the surface of diatomaceous earth
particles. The dry solid sorbent (Figure 7.4A) is placed into a cartridge, column, or well of a 96-well plate, the same devices used
for solid phase extraction (SPE). As depicted in Figure 7.4B, the aqueous-based sample (e.g. diluted plasma, drinking water, etc.)
is added to the dry sorbent and allowed to wet (disperse by capillary action and absorb) the diatomaceous earth, a process that
only takes 5-15 minutes under gravity. Oftentimes, the aqueous sample is pretreated (i.e. pH adjustment, ion pairing agent added,
buffered, etc.) such that the analyte(s) of interest is/are in a suitable form to be extracted into an organic solvent, just as performed
for conventional LLE. Pre-buffered SLE cartridges are also commercially available.
Next, a small volume of immiscible organic extraction solvent is added to the top of the cartridge and allowed to percolate by
gravity (or sometimes with gentle vacuum or pressure) through the supported aqueous phase. Because the aqueous sample has
been widely dispersed throughout the solid support, the organic solvent has intimate contact with the thin film of aqueous phase
and rapid extraction (equilibration) occurs (Figure 7.4C). This intimate contact also occurs in LLE due to vigorous shaking of the
separatory funnel. This shaking causes the immiscible organic solvent to disperse into tiny droplets that provide a closer contact to
the surrounding aqueous solvent. The downside of this dispersion process in LLE is that emulsions can form and/or a long time is
needed for the two phases to separate. In addition, as pointed out in Emulsion Formation, it may take some additional time to break
the emulsion.
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Figure 7.4

Supported Liquid Extraction Process
Figure 7.4A
Step 1 Before extraction

Aqueous sample being applied
Dry
sorbent

Figure 7.4B
Step 2 Apply sample

Analyte of interest

Solid support adsorbs
aqueous-based sample onto
high surface area particles

Aqueous
layer

Allow 10-15 min for aqueous phase to
spread out over diatomaceous earth

Undesired matrix compounds
or interferences

The final step in the process is collection of the organic effluent containing the analyte(s) of interest from the outlet of the SLE
device (Figure 7.4C). The aqueous phase remains behind. A phase-separation filter is incorporated into the outlet frit of the device
to ensure that organic effluents remain uncontaminated by aqueous matrix.

Figure 7.4C
Step 3 Extract with organic solvent

Organic extraction solvent

Organic
layer
Analyte of interest
Undesired matrix compounds
or interferences

Collected organic effluent
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With SLE, there is no vigorous shaking and therefore emulsions cannot be formed. In addition, the intimate contact between
the aqueous and organic phases allows very efficient partitioning, thus analyte recoveries can sometimes be higher than in
conventional LLE. Futhermore, the SLE process is more technique independent than conventional LLE, thus, experiments are often
more reproducible. Obviously, the glassware involved in SLE is greatly reduced compared to classical LLE and no cumbersome
washing of the soiled separatory funnel is required. The entire SLE process can be more easily automated than using separatory
funnels in traditional LLE. The 96-well plate SLE format (Combilute) is especially amenable to automation using x-y-z robotics
systems. Prepacked SLE products such as Agilent’s Chem Elut are available in all automation formats. In addition, bulk sorbent
such as Agilent’s Hydromatrix can be purchased for those who wish to make their own customized SLE devices.
The SLE approach can basically duplicate any developed LLE method with a few minor adjustments. In general, 1 g of diatomaceous
earth sorbent is needed for each 1 mL of aqueous sample. Cartridge size is determined by the total volume of sample that needs to be
extracted. The volume extracted is dependent on the concentration of the analyte(s) of interest, the total volume of sample available,
and the sensitivity of the analytical system that will make the downstream measurement. For an environmental sample (e.g. for
screening pesticides in water), cartridge volumes of up to 100 mL aqueous capacity are available. For biological samples (e.g. plasma
or urine), in conjunction with LC-MS/MS (triple quadrupole analysis), the excellent sensitivity would dictate a smaller sample volume.
For example, for 96-well plates with a 2 mL well volume, 200-400 µL (max 500 µL) of plasma can be extracted with pg/mL
sensitivity. For the organic extraction, the volume of organic solvent should be at least equivalent to the volume of aqueous sample.
As a rule of thumb, at least two column volumes of organic extraction solvent are recommended for maximum recovery.
Almost any non-polar solvent can be used as the immiscible organic phase. The organic solvent should be spectroscopic grade or
above, since often the collected fraction is evaporated to dryness. Any solvent containing non-volatile impurities will be unsuitable for
performing clean extractions. Pure organic solvents or organic solvent mixtures can be employed. Table 7.2 provides a list of solvent
mixtures compatible with SLE. The column to the right of each solvent pair indicates the maximum percentage of polar solvent
tolerated. Exceeding the maximum water-miscible solvent percentage may have a detrimental effect on cleanup since some of the
aqueous phase containing impurities may be stripped from the diatomaceous earth.
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Table 7.2

Solvent Mixtures Compatible with SLE
Max %
Water-Miscible Solvent

Mixture

Max %
Water-Miscible Solvent

CH2CI2/MeOH

20% MeOH

Toluene/THF

70% THF

CH2CI2/Acetone

20% Acetone

Toluene/DMF

30% DMF

CH2CI2/DMF

10% DMF

EtOAc/DMF

10% DMF

CH2CI2/DMA

10% DMA

EtOAc/THF

70% THF

CH2CI2/NMP

20% NMP

EtOAc/IPA

60% IPA

CH2CI2/THF

70% THF

EtOAc/MeOH

10% MeOH

CH2CI2/CH3CN

10% CH3CN

Et2O/THF

50% THF

Mixture

Adapted from Breitenbucher, J.G. et al. J. Comb. Chem. 2001, 3, 528-533.

To illustrate an application of SLE compared to LLE, consider the multiresidue confirmation of pesticides in honey8. This application is
very important in the area of food safety. Bees gathering pollen from blossoms treated with various pesticides carry the
contaminated pollen back to their hives. This contaminated pollen could result in the decline of bee populations or in the
development of contaminated honey. Since bees can gather pollen from many different sources, a multiresidue approach is needed
to test honey for possible contamination. The study by Picard investigated 17 pesticides and metabolites from a variety of chemical
classes. The extraction of pesticides was performed by SLE and compared to the results obtained by traditional LLE.
Initially, classical LLE was used to extract pesticides from honey. A 1 g sample of honey was dissolved in 2 mL of water. Next, 6.5 mL
of acetonitrile was added and the mixture mechanically shaken for 30 min. The high concentration of sugar in the honey sample was
analogous to the salting out effect, or in this case, a sugaring out effect (see Chapter 8 for explanation) that caused the two solvents
to layer. The organic and aqueous layers were separated by centrifugation. The organic layer was evaporated down to 100 µL and
added to 100 µL of water. This extract was filtered and injected into an LC-MS/MS system. For the SLE approach, a 1 g sample of
honey was spiked with a surrogate standard before mechanical agitation with 1.25 mL of water and 2.5 mL of acetone for 1 hr.
After adding 1.25 mL of a 20% NaCl solution, the mixture was then loaded onto a 5 mL Chem Elut SLE cartridge. After waiting for
15 min, analytes were eluted by gravity twice with 10 mL of ethyl acetate. Extracts were evaporated to dryness under a gentle
stream of nitrogen and 200 µL transferred to an acetonitrile-water solution (10:90) in vials for LC-MS/MS analysis. The extracts
were analyzed by LC-MS/MS in the ESI mode without further purification. The 17 pesticides were separated by optimizing the LC
gradient. The co-eluted pesticides with different masses were identified using the MRM mode.
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Figure 7.5 shows a comparison between recoveries obtained after SLE on Chem Elut and classical LLE. The comparison showed
that the SLE extraction procedure provided similar or higher extraction efficiency than LLE for most compounds. Note in particular
the surprisingly poor recovery results for Ch, Ri, and TOH for the LLE. For the SLE method, linearity was demonstrated from the
range of 0.1-20 ng/g of raw honey with correlation coefficients ranging from 0.921 to 0.999 depending on the pesticide. Recovery
rates were well above the range specified in the official methodology9. Reproducibility was found to be between 8 and 27%,
acceptable within the concentrations studied. Over 100 samples of raw honey were analyzed to test the method robustness.
More details on the method can be obtained in reference 11.

Figure 7.5

Comparison of Recovery of Pesticides: LLE vs SLE
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Pesticides and Their Levels in Recovery Study
Pesticide
Name

Abbreviation
Used

Level
(ng mL-1)

Pesticide
Name

Abbreviation
Used

Level
(ng mL-1)

Amidosulfuron
Atrazine
Carbofuran
Chlorotoluron
Diethofencarb
Dimethoate
Fipronil
Imidacloprid
Isoxaﬂutole

Am
At
Ca
Ch
De
Dm
Fi
Im
Is

0.4
0.4
0.4
20.0
2.0
2.0
10.0
2.0
2.0

Linuron
Methiocarb
Methiocarb sulfoxide
Metosulam
Pirimicarb
Rimsulfuron
Simazine
2-Hydroxyterbuthylazine

Li
Mh
MhS
Mo
Pi
Ri
Si
TOH

2.0
10.0
20.0
2.0
0.4
0.4
2.0
1.0
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Techniques Related to LLE
The technique of liquid-liquid extraction (LLE) is still among the most popular in routine sample preparation. Classical LLE uses
copious amounts of solvent that are often hazardous and it is time-consuming to perform. Recently, there has been a developing
interest in miniaturization of analytical methods with resultant solvent and sample savings; newer miniaturized approaches to liquid
extraction have been reported. Compared to classical LLE, these approaches have resulted in more efficient sample enrichment,
more rapid sample preparation, and easier automation.

Microextraction
Microextraction is another form of LLE in which extractions are performed with the organic:aqueous phase ratio values in the range
of 0.001-0.01. Using comparatively small volumes of organic solvent decreases analyte recovery, but the analyte concentration in
the organic phase is greatly enhanced. In addition, solvent usage is greatly reduced. The extractions are carried out in volumetric
flasks. The organic solvent is chosen to have a lower density than water so that this small volume of organic solvent accumulates in
the narrow neck of the flask for convenient removal. The salting out effect can be used to enhance analyte concentration in the
organic phase. Internal standards should be used and extractions of calibration standards performed along with the samples.
Remember, as discussed in Mutual Phase Solubility, in order to ensure that the extraction solvents are saturated with the opposite
solvent, the organic and aqueous solvents should be equilibrated with each other before placing the sample into the flask.
A new variation of microextraction, called dispersive liquid-liquid microextraction (DLLME) has been successfully applied to a
variety of analyte-matrix pairs11. The technique is based on a three-component solvent system. In DLLME, the container is
usually a centrifuge tube and the appropriate mixture of immiscible organic extraction solvent (usually a few microliters such as
~8 µL of tetrachloroethylene) and a dispersive solvent (e.g. ~1 mL of acetone) is rapidly injected into an aqueous solution
(approximately 5 mL), containing the analytes of interest, with a syringe (see Figure 7.6). The role of the dispersive solvent is to
ensure miscibility between the organic phase and the aqueous phase. When the solvents are rapidly mixed, a cloudy solution is
formed, consisting of fine particles (droplets) of extraction solvent which is entirely dispersed into the aqueous phase. Since the
solution is already finely dispersed, no vigorous shaking is required. Extraction time is almost instantaneous and much faster
than solid phase microextraction (SPME) and liquid phase microextraction (LPME), which often can require 30 min or longer.
Next, the entire mixture is centrifuged (1.5 min at 6000 rpm), resulting in sedimentation of fine droplets of organic extraction
solvent. They are subsequently removed with a microsyringe or micropipette. The organic solution containing the analyte of
interest can be directly injected or evaporated and taken up in a more appropriate solvent for the chromatographic technique.
In the original work11, the authors were able to achieve enrichment values of approximately 600-1100 for polynuclear aromatic
hydrocarbons from a water sample with excellent recoveries. For further reading, a review article12 is recommended.
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Figure 7.6

Workflow for Traditional DLLME

Aqueous
analyte
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Extraction solvent
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(acetone, methanol)

Turbid
solution

Centrifugation

Aqueous
solution
Sedimented phase

Inject sedimented phase into GC/HPLC
(Courtesy of Jared Anderson, U. Toledo)
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An example of an application of DLLME by Caldas and coworkers13 was able to show excellent extractions of pesticides
(carbofuran, clomazone, and tebuconazole) in aqueous samples using DLLME along with LC-MS/MS analysis. In their work,
they found that a 60 µL portion of extraction solvent (carbon tetrachloride), 2 mL of dispersive solvent (acetonitrile) for a 5 mL
sample of fortified water acidified with phosphoric acid at pH 2.0 gave the best results. Since acetonitrile was too strong of a
solvent for their LC column, they evaporated the solvent to dryness and dissolved the residue in HPLC grade methanol. The
variables in DLLME method development included: choice of dispersion solvent (Figure 7.7) and its volume , choice of
extraction solvent and its volume (Figure 7.8), pH (if necessary), and centrifuge speed. For all three pesticides, the linear
range was found to be 0.001-1.0 mg/L and the limit of quantitation (LOQ) was 0.02 mg/L. Overall, the DLLME technique is
simple, fast, provides good recovery, is low cost, and provides good enrichment factors.

Figure 7.7

Comparison of Dispersive Solvents in DLLME of Pesticides
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Comparison of Extraction Solvents in DLLME of Pesticides
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Single Drop Microextraction (SDME)
The simplicity and relatively low cost of solid phase microextraction (SPME), developed by Pawliszyn and co-workers15 in 1990, has
made it a popular sampling and sample preparation technique for gas chromatography, and to a lesser extent, for liquid
chromatography (see Chapter 10, Solid Phase Microextraction). In SPME, a fiber coated with a stationary phase is placed into a
solution or headspace and analytes diffuse and/or are moved by convection into the stationary phase. The concentrated analytes are
transferred to the chromatography column by thermal desorption (GC) or liquid extraction (LC). The popularity of the technique has
spurred the development of similar technologies.
One such technology termed “single drop microextraction" (SDME) describes a configuration where a droplet of solvent contained
at the end of a PTFE rod or GC syringe needle replaces the coated fiber. The analytes diffuse into this droplet in a similar manner as
the SPME fiber. The original work first described by Cantwell and Jeannot15 was based on the experiments of Liu and Dasgupta16.
The latter investigated gas molecules partitioning into liquid droplets.
Single drop microextraction has also been referred to as solvent microextraction, liquid phase microextraction, and liquid-liquid
microextraction. In the original experiments of Cantwell and Jeannot16, the droplet size was 8 µL of an immiscible organic solvent
(n-octane) contained in a rod-shaped PTFE probe hollowed out at one end. The probe was immersed in an aqueous sample
contained in a 1 mL vial that was agitated with a magnetic stirrer. Since the 8 µL volume was too large to directly inject into a GC,
the authors took an aliquot that limited sensitivity. However, in their next publication17 as well as the similar work of He and Lee19,
the droplet size was reduced to 1-2 µL by using the tip of a GC syringe needle as the drop holder. The entire droplet was then
injected into the GC. A schematic of the single drop microextraction experiment is shown in Figure 7.9.
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Figure 7.12

Experimental Setup
for SDME

Experimental Setup
for Headspace-SDME

Chromatographic
microsyringe

Solvent drop
Extraction vial
Water bath

Table 7.3

In the SDME there are a few experimental parameters that
should be precisely controlled in order to have reproducible
results. Similar to SPME, the partition equilibrium is not reached
during the procedure, so precise timing is essential for good
reproducibility. Cantwell and Jeannot15 found that they could
achieve relative standard deviations in the 1.5 percentile, even
when the extraction was only 38% of the way to equilibrium.
Note that enrichment factors are generally less than 100 in the
SDME experiment. Table 7.3 lists some of the organic solvents
that have been successfully applied to SDME.

Typical Extracting
Solvents for SDME
n-Hexane
n-Octane
i-Octane
Cyclohexane
n-Hexadecane
Toluene
Chloroform
Butylacetate
Diisopropyl ether
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The techniques of SDME to SPME were compared for the analysis of trace organic pollutants19 and nitroaromatic explosives20
from aqueous samples. In summary, the authors found that the techniques are comparable in terms of precision and analysis time.
The small amount of solvent used in SDME is an advantage and the use of various solvents or solvent mixtures allows some
degree of selectivity in the extraction of different organic species. In SPME, selectivity is governed by the selection of the
polymeric coating on the fiber. In contrast to the rapid solvent evaporation of SDME, thermal desorption in SPME (desorption
from the polymer in a hot injector) is a slow process and resulting peaks may tail. While SPME fibers must be replaced
occasionally, SDME uses only standard syringes. Sometimes the stirring or sonication of samples in SDME can cause problems
with the suspended drop. A static or dynamic extraction could be employed as an alternative approach. If the droplet is too large,
it can be dislodged from the syringe tip when stirring. Unlike SPME, the liquid organic drop in SDME may dissolve slightly in the
aqueous sample. This dissolution is dependent on the aqueous solubility of the solvent used for extraction. The longer the
extraction time, the more the droplet size decreases. Most of the extraction experiments are less than 15 minutes and as a result,
dissolution may not be a problem. Additionally, some care must be taken to avoid carryover in the syringe needle.
One advantage of SDME is that the extracted sample contained in a small volume (1 or 2 µL) of organic solvent could potentially be
injected directly into an HPLC injector. Interfacing SPME to HPLC involves a complex instrumental arrangement. The rate of
dissolution of many analytes from the SPME fiber is quite slow resulting in initial band spreading during the displacement to the
HPLC column. A publication described single drop liquid phase microextraction followed by HPLC for the analysis of hypercins in
deproteinated plasma and urine21. Rather than attempting to inject the droplet directly into an HPLC injector, the authors transferred
the droplet to a microvial and diluted the sample to 30 µL with an aqueous compatible solvent (methanol) for injection into a
reversed-phase HPLC column.
In Chapter 6, the technique of Headspace-SDME was introduced. Similar to Headspace-SPME, the fiber is replaced by a microdrop
at the base of a syringe needle and the drop is exposed to the headspace of a solid- or liquid-sample in a vial or other closed
container. At the right hand side of Figure 7.9, the experimental setup for Headspace-SDME is depicted. The reader is referred to
Chapter 6 to get more details of the technique.
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Flow Injection Extraction (FIE)
The FIE technique was first described by Karlberg and Thelander22 and was designed to overcome the disadvantages of
conventional liquid-liquid extraction. In FIE, an aqueous sample is injected into an aqueous flowing stream. Segments of immiscible
organic solvent are then continuously inserted into this stream. After the segmented streams pass through a coil in which the
partitioning occurs, the organic phase is then separated from the aqueous phase and directed to a flow-through cell for
measurement. In some cases, air segments are introduced between segments to allow the smooth solvent passage without undue
mixing. Systems have also been developed where final phase separation is not necessary. Compared to conventional LLE, the
amount of solvent used in FIE is greatly reduced to several hundred microliters per analysis. The technique has been applied
extensively in on-line trace enrichment of metal ions when coupled to atomic absorption or inductively-coupled plasma
spectrometers. Other continuous flowing liquid-liquid extraction techniques appear to have more appeal and provide enhanced
enrichment factors.

Other Techniques Involving LLE Concepts
There has been an increasing interest in combining porous membranes of different configurations (e.g. hollow fiber, cylindrical,
and flat) with the various liquid-liquid extraction techniques. The polymer-based membranes serve as a barrier between the
sample and the extraction solvents. Only certain species are allowed to pass through the membrane pores resulting in increased
selectivity in extractions. These techniques will be thoroughly described in Chapter 18, which is devoted to the use of membranes
in sample preparation.
QuEChERS and related salting out extractions have recently gotten a great deal of attention, especially for the extraction of
pesticides from fruit and vegetable samples.
The QuEChERS technique combines liquid-liquid extraction with dispersive solid phase extraction, somewhat different than
classical LLE approaches outlined in this chapter. Chapter 8 will be devoted to QuEChERS and other salting out techniques for
sample extractions.
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Chapter 8

QuEChERS, Salting Out
Liquid-Liquid Extraction,
and Related Techniques
Salting Out Extraction
Liquid-liquid extraction (LLE) has long been an effective method of separating compounds having different solubilities in two
immiscible liquids (see Chapter 7). The two liquids are typically water, perhaps with some additives or pH adjusted, and a nonpolar organic solvent, such as isooctane or ethyl acetate. Typically, polar compounds prefer the aqueous layer while non-polar
compounds are extracted into the organic layer. A drawback of the use of non-polar, water-immiscible organic solvents is, due
to their low dielectric constants, they are relatively poor at the extraction of very polar or highly charged solutes, particularly for
highly water-soluble pharmaceuticals that may require extractions at very low or very high pH values. More polar solvents, such
as acetonitrile that provides solubility for these more polar compounds, are frequently water-miscible and thus cannot be used
for conventional LLE.
It has long been known that the addition of an inorganic salt into a mixture of water and a water-miscible organic solvent causes a
separation of the solvent from the mixture and the formation of a two-phase system1. Observations of this “salting out” phenomenon
were made for a number of water-miscible organics such as acetone, methanol, ethanol, and acetonitrile. Different salts caused
different degrees of phase separation. The high polarity, water-miscible solvents used in salting out systems have been investigated
for extraction or concentration of many analytes that cannot be extracted by conventional LLE solvents. This salting out effect usually
occurs at high salt concentrations. In some cases, the “salting out” (or perhaps better termed as “sugaring out”) effect can also be
achieved with high concentrations of saccharides2. Since extracts are not particularly clean, relative to other sample preparation
procedures, this simple extraction process is especially useful when very selective detection is used in GC or HPLC.
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Salting out extraction has been used for the preconcentration of neutral polar organics from water. Leggett and coworkers showed
that high recoveries of trace explosive compounds can be achieved from water using acetonitrile/NaCl salting out extraction3. They
initially tried conventional LLE with methylene chloride as an extraction solvent, and for some nitroamines such as HMX and RDX,
extraction efficiency was rather poor. Addition of sodium chloride to the water improved the situation a bit, but the salting out
extraction with acetonitrile gave the greatest overall recoveries. In fact, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Method 8330A
for the isolation of nitroaromatic and nitramine explosives from water at the ng/L level is based on a salting out extraction method4.
The method involves the addition of 251 g of sodium chloride to a 1 L volumetric flask containing 770 mL of water sample. The
addition of 164 mL of acetonitrile with stirring is followed by a phase separation step. Removal of the acetonitrile upper layer is
followed by some additional small volume extractions and a back extraction. Finally, an aliquot is injected into a reversed-phase
HPLC column with a further confirmation on a cyano column.
Extractions using the salting out effect began to be used more extensively in the area of pesticide analysis. First, non-ionic pesticides
in various vegetal food samples were extracted using water-miscible organic solvents like acetonitrile and methanol. The Luke method
showed that acetone-water (65:35, v/v) could also be used for this purpose5. A multi-class, multiresidue method (MRM) was used by
Mills and co-workers to extract non-polar pesticides from various food samples of vegetal origin using acetonitrile6. The addition of
NaCl and water to the acetonitrile extract allowed partitioning into a very non-polar solvent, petroleum ether. The use of acetonitrile
followed by salting out proved to be better suited for the extraction of non-polar and polar pesticides from vegetable samples and has
been adopted today by several regulatory bodies7. However, the extracts were still rather “dirty”.
In 1993, Anastassiades, Lehotay, and co-workers at the U.S. Department of Agriculture in Wyndmoor, PA8 further refined the
acetonitrile extraction by using NaCl salting out plus the addition of a drying agent (MgSO4) to remove the water and force the
pesticides into the acetonitrile phase. Termed the "QuEChERS" technique (pronounced “catchers”) standing for Quick, Easy, Cheap,
Effective, Rugged, and Safe, has quickly received widespread attention since its development9. The QuEChERS technique will be
covered on the following pages.
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QuEChERS, A Simple Yet Effective
Extraction Technique
Since its inception in 2003, the QuEChERS technique has grown in popularity, especially for the sample cleanup for the multi-class,
multiresidue analysis of pesticides in fruits and vegetables. The technique has expanded beyond these traditional samples to include
meat products, fish, blood, and even soil. The simple two-step extraction technique is based on salting out extraction followed by
dispersive solid phase extraction (dSPE) cleanup. Although NaCl was used for salting out in the original QuEChERS method8,
refinements were made when it was discovered that some base-sensitive compounds, such as the fungicides chlorothalonil and
captan, gave poor recovery. This discovery led to the development of two buffered methods for the initial extraction step. One new
method uses a 1% acetic acid/sodium acetate buffer, rather than NaCl10 and forms the basis for the American Association of
Analytical Chemists (AOAC) QuEChERS 2007.01 Method11. The second new method, EN-15662 EU Method uses a weaker
buffering system consisting of 1 g sodium citrate and 0.5 g disodium citrate sesquihydrate (pH 5.5) and, in most cases, is equally
effective as the AOAC Method12. There are slight variations in the two extraction methods, such as slightly different sample
weights, solvent volumes, etc.
Following the acetonitrile extraction step, the introduction of a dSPE step, in which a portion of the raw extract is mixed with bulk
SPE sorbent such as C18, primary-secondary amine (PSA), and graphitized carbon that helps to further clarify the extract, and after
centrifugation, allows the supernatant to be injected directly into a GC/MS, LC/MS, or MS/MS system. In dSPE, the sorbent is
chosen to retain the matrix and undesired components and to allow the analyte(s) of interest to remain in the liquid phase. This is
the opposite from the normal mode of operation of solid phase extraction bind-elute method (see Chapter 9) where the sorbent is
chosen to retain the analytes of interest and not the matrix.
Hundreds of pesticide residues in a wide variety of fruits and vegetables are now isolated routinely using QuEChERS cleanup.
Although one can easily assemble the necessary materials from a general laboratory catalog to perform QuEChERS, many users
prefer to buy pre-packaged kits. Most companies selling QuEChERS extraction products carry all three kits to cover the original
unbuffered method, the AOAC Method, and the EU Method. These kits provide pre-weighed salts and dispersive SPE sorbents in
the proper size centrifuge tubes. Some vendors, such as Agilent Technologies, provide specific dSPE kits depending on the nature of
the fruit and/or vegetable sample (e.g. fatty vs highly pigmented matrices). Individual dSPE sorbents sold in bulk are available for
those who would like to customize their QuEChERS experiments.
Figure 8.1 shows how this simple procedure is performed.
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Figure 8.1
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Vortex or shake

Phase separation of acetonitrile
and aqueous layer

Initial Sample Preparation (Figure 8.1.1)
Into a 50 mL centrifuge tube, weigh a 10 g (AOAC) or 15 g (EN) portion of the homogenized sample. Because this sample mass is
reduced compared to more traditional extraction approaches, it is of utmost importance to ensure that the original sample, that can
be up to kilograms in weight, be extremely homogeneous. Thus, a powerful chopping device is recommended to homogenize the
sample to maximize surface area and to ensure better extraction efficiency. Such a homogenization procedure would help to ensure
that the 10 or 15 g subsample is representative of the original. To prevent loss of more volatile pesticides during the homogenization
step, two additional steps are recommended: pre-freezing chopped samples and dry ice addition. Since water is one of the two
solvents used in the initial extraction procedure, there must be a presence of water at this point of the experiment. Many fruit and
vegetable samples contain between 80-95% water, which is required for the partitioning to take effect. For dry samples such as
beans or grain, an appropriate portion of water should be added.

Extraction – Partitioning Solvent (Figure 8.1.2)
Next, 10 mL (EN Method) or 15 mL (AOAC Method ACN) is added to the centrifuge tube containing the solid sample. Although
other non-halogenated solvents such as acetone and ethyl acetate may be used, acetonitrile is the recommended solvent for
QuEChERS because, upon the addition of salts, it is separated more easily from water than acetone. The polarity of acetonitrile is
higher than that of acetone and ethyl acetate. According to “like dissolves like” theory, the medium to high polarity pesticides have
much better solubility in acetonitrile than in the other two solvents. As a result, the extraction recoveries of polar pesticides are
significantly improved by the use of acetonitrile.
Ethyl acetate has the disadvantages of: 1) a partial miscibility with water (but it could extract lipids and waxes); 2) lower recoveries
for acid/base pesticides; and 3) provides less cleanup in dSPE. However, acetonitrile extracts less of the lipophilic materials.
Compared to acetone, the use of acetonitrile allows for better removal of residual water with magnesium sulfate. It is compatible
with HPLC mobile phases and GC applications, although it tends to give a relatively large solvent expansion volume during sample
vaporization in the GC inlet, interferes with nitrogen specific GC detectors, and is less volatile than other common GC solvents. Thus,
if evaporative concentration steps are required for HPLC solvent reconstitution, or for an increase in concentration (of non-volatiles,
of course), the process is more time-consuming. Prior to the addition of salt (Figure 8.1.4), the sample-acetonitrile mixture is
shaken to wet the entire sample (Figure 8.1.3). This process will also prevent potential labile pesticide loss due to temporary heat
produced when the salts are added (in the next step).
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Addition of Salts (Figure 8.1.4)
The purpose of salt addition is to induce phase separation. The salting out effect also influences analyte partition, which is
dependent on the solvent used for extraction. The concentration of salt can influence the percentage of water in the organic phase
and can adjust its “polarity”. In QuEChERS, acetonitrile alone is usally sufficient to achieve excellent extraction efficiency without
the need to add non-polar co-solvents that dilute the extract and make them too non-polar. In some cases, the pH of the extraction
must be controlled.
Most, but not all, pesticides are more stable at lower pH values. For certain problematic pesticides, such as those that are strongly
protonated at low pH, the extraction system must be buffered in the pH range 2-7 for successful extractions13. Of course, the pH at
which the extraction is performed can also influence the co-extraction of matrix compounds and pesticide stability. For this step, it is
important that the salt be added after the acetonitrile-sample mixture is shaken. If the sample is added to the salt mixture,
exothermic heating may occur which could cause loss of volatile pesticides or cause degradation of labile pesticides. For the salt
addition, handy pre-weighed, pourable packets of the appropriate composition of a salt mixture (anhydrous, packed under nitrogen)
are commercially available. It is advisable to avoid using salt pre-filled centrifuge tubes due to this localized heating effect.

Internal Standard Addition (Figure 8.1.2 and Figure 8.1.5)
To minimize error generation in the multiple steps of the QuEChERS method, an internal standard is often added somewhere in the
process, sometimes earlier in the salting out extraction step. In the original development work, the authors8 used triphenylphosphate
(TPP), which had the right properties to undergo quantitative extraction from low-fat matrices. However, it was later found that the
use of more than one internal standard as a quality control measure enable recognition of errors due to mis-pipetting or discrimination
during partitioning or cleanup14. After shaking the sample- internal standard-acetonitrile-salt mixture for 1 min, the centrifuge tube is
placed in a centrifuge (Figure 8.1.6) and spun for 5 min at 4,000 rpm to ensure phase separation and to allow excess salts and
matrix to be separated from the supernatant liquid (Figure 8.1.7).
To aid in the thorough mixing between the solids and the liquid phases, and to cut down on the shaking time, the use of Agilent
ceramic homogenizers in the 50 mL centrifuge tube during the initial extraction step is recommended. These inert, non-porous, solid
rods have an angled cutting surface that helps to ensure that there is intimate contact with the sample and extraction chemicals
and helps to break up salt agglomerates, if any are present. They have been shown to cut the shaking time considerably15 and
reduce variance between people, since manual shaking by hand can be a variable in the QuEChERS process. The RSDs were found
to be improved.
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dSPE (Figure 8.1.8)
Traditionally, SPE cleanup uses plastic cartridges containing various amounts of sorbent material. In dSPE, an aliquot of sample extract
(for example, 1, 6, or 8 mL) is added to a vial containing a small amount of SPE sorbent (Figure 8.1.8) and the mixture shaken by
hand (1 min) or mixed on a vortex mixer to evenly distribute loose SPE material and facilitate the cleanup process. The sorbent is then
separated by centrifugation (Figure 8.1.9), an aliquot of the supernatant (Figure 8.1.10) is subjected to analysis (Figure 8.1.11).
The sorbent is chosen to retain matrix components, and not the analytes of interest. In some cases, mixed sorbents can be used. For
samples with a high fat matrix, primary-secondary amine (PSA) mixed with C18 sorbent is recommended. For samples with high
levels of chlorophyll and carotenoids (for example, spinach, and carrots), PSA is mixed with graphitized carbon black to reduce these
colored compounds. Although the addition of graphitized carbon black helps with the removal of pigment, there is an accompanying
low recovery of certain structurally planar pesticides, such as Carbendazim and Cyprodinil. The planar pesticide recoveries can be
increased by the addition of toluene in the extraction step16. Newer sorbents that remove chlorophyll without adsorbing planar
pesticides have become available.
Table 8.1 provides some guidance on how to match the dSPE sorbent with the fruit and vegetable sample matrix based on sample
matrix: fat content, waxiness, and the presence and level of pigments. For convenience, the Agilent part numbers for the various
QuEChERS dSPE kits are provided.
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Table 8.1

Selection of dSPE Sorbent Based on Food Matrix
QuEChERS Dispersive Kits, Fruits and Vegetables

Kit
General fruits and vegetables:
Removes polar organic acids, some
sugars and lipids

Fruits and vegetables
with fats and waxes:
Removes polar organic acids, some
sugars, more lipids and sterols

Pigmented fruits
and vegetables:
Removes polar organic acids, some
sugars and lipids, and carotenoids
and chlorophyll; not for use with
planar pesticides

Size
2 mL

Unit
100/pk

15 mL

50/pk

2 mL

100/pk

15 mL

50/pk

2 mL

100/pk

15 mL

50/pk

AOAC 2007.01
Method

European
Method EN
15662

Kit Contents
Part No.
50 mg PSA
150 mg MgSO4
5982-5022
5982-5022CH
400 mg PSA
1200 mg MgSO4
5982-5058
5982-5058CH
50 mg PSA
50 mg C18EC
150 mg MgSO4
5982-5122
5982-5122CH
400 mg PSA
400 mg C18EC
1200 mg MgSO4
5982-5158
5982-5158CH
50 mg PSA
50 mg GCB
150 mg MgSO4
5982-5222
5982-5222CH
400 mg PSA
400 mg GCB
1200 mg MgSO4
5982-5258
5982-5258CH

Kit Contents
Part No.
25 mg PSA
150 mg MgSO4
5982-5021
5982-5021CH
150 mg PSA
900 mg MgSO4
5982-5056
5982-5056CH
25 mg PSA
25 mg C18EC
150 mg MgSO4
5982-5121
5982-5121CH
150 mg PSA
150 mg C18EC
900 mg MgSO4
5982-5156
5982-5156CH
25 mg PSA
2.5 mg GCB
150 mg MgSO4
5982-5221
5982-5221CH
150 mg PSA
15 mg GCB
885 mg MgSO4
5982-5256
5982-5256CH

Part numbers ending in CH indicate tubes containing ceramic homogenizers.

(Continued)
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QuEChERS Dispersive Kits, Fruits and Vegetables
AOAC 2007.01
Method
Kit
Highly pigmented fruits
and vegetables:
Removes polar organic acids, some
sugars and lipids, plus high levels of
carotenoids and chlorophyll; not for
use with planar pesticides

Fruits and vegetables
with pigments and fats:
Removes polar organic acids, some
sugars and lipids, plus carotenoids
and chlorophyll; not for use with
planar pesticides

Size
2 mL

Unit
100/pk

15 mL

50/pk

2 mL

100/pk

15 mL

50/pk

Kit Contents
Part No.

European
Method EN
15662
Kit Contents
Part No.
25 mg PSA
7.5 mg GCB
150 mg MgSO4
5982-5321
5982-5321CH
150 mg PSA
45 mg GCB
855 mg MgSO4
5982-5356
5982-5356CH

50 mg PSA
50 mg GCB
150 mg MgSO4
50 mg C18EC
5982-5421
5982-5421CH
400 mg PSA
400 mg GCB
1200 mg MgSO4
400 mg C18EC
5982-5456
5982-5456CH

Part numbers ending in CH indicate tubes containing ceramic homogenizers.

(Continued)
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QuEChERS Dispersive Kits: Other Food Methods
Other Food Methods
2 mL
Removes biological matrix
interferences, including hydrophobic
substances (fats, lipids) and proteins
15 mL

100/pk

All Food Types
Removes all matrix interfering
materials including polar organic
acids, lipids, sugars, proteins,
carotenoids and chlorophyll

2 mL

100/pk

15 mL

50/pk

15 mL

50/pk

Animal Origin Food
Removes matrix interferences such
as polar organic salts, sugars, lipids
and proteins

50/pk

25 mg C18
150 mg MgSO4
5982-4921
5982-4921CH
150 mg C18
900 mg MgSO4
5982-4956
5982-4956CH
50 mg PSA
50 mg C18
7.5 mg GCB
150 mg MgSO4
5982-0028
5982-0028CH
400mg PSA
400 mg C18
45 mg GCB
1200 MgSO4
5982-0029
5982-0029CH
50 mg PSA
150 mg C18EC
900 mg Na2SO4
5982-4950

Part numbers ending in CH indicate tubes containing ceramic homogenizers.
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“Analyte Protectants” (Optional):
An optional step, mainly used for GC analysis, is found to be very useful for pesticides that are unstable at intermediate pH values
and for sensitive analytes that behave poorly in the GC system, such as response loss, peak tailing, etc. due to GC flow path surface
activities, including active sites on inlet liners, GC capillary column and other interior surfaces. In this case, analyte protectants are
added to the extracts before sample injection into the GC system. The protectants compounds do not interfere with the analysis
of pesticides of interest yet they will reduce the interactions of these sensitive pesticides with the GC flow path active sites, thus
protecting these pesticides from poor chromatographic performance. Thorough studies were devoted to selecting the appropriate
analyte protectants17-18. The results demonstrated that errors in GC analysis caused by matrix effects were also reduced dramatically
with the help of the analyte protectants. Of course, with LC and LC/MS, the protectants are not recommended.

Analysis
After centrifugation (Figure 8.1.9), and ensuring that any sorbent or excess salts are not in the supernatant, the sample aliquot
from the dSPE step can be injected directly into a GC or HPLC system without further workup. For LC/MS analysis, it might be
necessary to dilute properly with acidic water to provide MS chromatographic integrity. For GC/MS analysis, if the instrument is not
equipped with a programmable temperature vaporizer, evaporation of the supernatant with reconstitution in a GC-compatible
solvent might be needed. In general, extracts from the simple QuEChERS process are not as clean as from other more workintensive sample preparation procedures such as SPE. Thus, the use of selective detection is highly recommended.

Applications of QuEChERS
Although the main emphasis of the QuEChERS approach has been the analysis of pesticides in foods and other agricultural
products, the range of applications is expanding greatly. Table 8.2 lists typical published applications of different analytes and
different matrices that show the versatility of this growing sample preparation technique.
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Table 8.2

Selected QuEChERS Application Notes
Analyte(s)

Matrix

Reference Agilent Application Note

Acrylamide

Cooking oil

5990-8988EN

French fries

5990-5940EN

Amino acids

Spinach, apples

J.W. Henderson, T. Faye, U. Wittek, and J. Stevens, poster paper presented at RAFA
2009, Prague, Czech Republic

Hormones

Shrimp

5990-6589EN

PAHs

Fish

5990-5441EN, 5990-4248EN, 5990-6668EN, 5990-7908EN, 5990-7714EN

Soil

5990-5452EN (AOAC), 5990-6324EN
5990-6324EN, 5990-5452EN

PCBs

Fish

5990-6263EN, 5990-7908EN, 5990-7714EN

Pesticides

Apple

5990-4468EN, 5990-6558EN, 5990-3937EN

Rice

5990-8034EN

Green tea

5990-6400EN

Lemon oil

5990-6432EN

Spinach

5990-4305EN (AOAC), 5990-4395EN, 5990-4247EN, 5990-4248EN, 5990-9317EN

Lettuce

5990-6558EN

Baby food

5990-5028EN

White ﬂour

5990-9317EN

Pepper
Orange
Carrot

5990-Si-02213

Green pepper

5990-8067EN, 5989-8614EN

Cucumbers

5990-8067EN, 5990-6323EN

Tomato

5990-8067EN, 5990-6323EN, 5989-8614EN

Tea (green & black)

5990-9865EN

Beans

Si-02213

Avocados

Avocado_poster_EPRw2006.pdf

Fish

5990-7908EN, 5990-7714EN, 5990-6595EN

Olive oil

5990-5553EN, 5990-7722EN

Strawberry

5990-7706EN, 5590-9317EN

Pear
Banana
Pharmaceuticals

Whole blood

5990-8789EN

Quinolone antibiotics

Bovine liver

5990-5085EN

Sulphonamide antibiotics

Bovine liver

5990-5086EN

Chicken muscle

5990-5395EN

Animal origin foods

5991-0013EN

Veterinary drugs
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To illustrate the application of this technique, we will show some results obtained for the extraction and analysis of 16
“representative” pesticides in apples using the AOAC methodology19. The representative list chosen by Lehotay et al20 included
nine different pesticide classes, including acidic, basic, neutral, base-sensitive, and acid-labile pesticides suitable for LC-MS/MS
analysis. Figure 8.2 illustrates the QuEChERS workflow used in this study.

Figure 8.2

Workflow for Pesticides in Apple QuEChERS Extraction
Accurately weigh 15 g homogenized sample (±0.05 g) in 50 mL centrifuge tubes

Spike samples with 100 µL of IS solution and vortex for 1 min

Add 15 mL of 1% acetic acid in ACN and shake vigorously for 1 min

Add Bond Elut QuEChERS AOAC salt packet, cap tubes, and shake vigorously for 1 min

Centrifuge at 4000 rpm for 5 min

Transfer upper ACN layer to Bond Elut QuEChERS dispersive-SPE tube,
1 mL/2 mL tube or 8 mL/15 mL tube

Vortex 1 min then centrifuge

Transfer 200 µL extract to autosampler vial, dilute with 800 µL appropriate solution if necessary

Samples are ready for LC-MS/MS analysis
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In order to get the most reliable statistical results, the initial sample preparation is an extremely important part of the QuEChERS
process. A large enough sample must be used in order to obtain a representative portion and this large sample must be finely
comminuted since only 15 g is required for the QuEChERS extraction. A 15 g sample of comminuted apple (from 3 pounds of
organically grown apples) was placed into a 50 mL centrifuge tube and an internal standard added, followed by vortexing. Next,
15 mL of 1% acetic acid in acetonitrile was added followed by an Agilent AOAC Buffered Extraction packet containing 6 g of
anhydrous MgSO4 and 1.5 g of anhydrous sodium acetate. As noted earlier, it is important to add the buffer salt after the addition
of acetonitrile since the addition of salt is an exothermic reaction and can cause localized heating in the sample, potentially
causing thermal decomposition. Next, the entire mixture was sealed tightly and shaken vigorously by hand followed by
centrifugation. This operation represents the salting out extraction step. Acetonitrile forms a separate upper layer from the water
layer that results from the apple matrix.
The next step was a further clarification using dSPE. A 1 mL aliquot of the upper acetonitrile layer was transferred into a 2 mL
dispersive SPE tube containing pre-weighed 50 mg of primary secondary amine (PSA) and 150 mg of anhydrous MgSO4. The tube
was tightly capped, vortexed, and finally centrifuged. A 200 µL aliquot was transferred to an autosampler vial and diluted with 800 µL
of water. The sample was then analyzed by LC-MS/MS.
The HPLC separation was performed by gradient reversed-phase chromatography on a phenyl-hexyl column. The operating
conditions are given in reference 19. The LC-MS/MS chromatograms of an apple blank carried through the entire QuEChERS
procedure is shown in Figure 8.3A. The final QuEChERS prepared sample will contain food matrix impurities because it is a simple
sample extraction and cleanup procedure. With the powerful selectivity of LC-MS/MS operated in the multiple reaction monitoring
(MRM) mode (see instrument data acquisition settings in reference 19), the extract apple blank did not contribute any interferences
with the target compounds. Figure 8.3B shows the chromatogram of a 10 ng/g (10 ppb) fortified apple extract at the limit of
quantitation (LOQ). This LOQ for the pesticides in apple shown was well below the maximum residue levels (MRLs). Even though
some of the pesticide peaks showed poor chromatographic resolution, the selectivity of electrospray ionization tandem mass
spectrometry permitted the accurate quantitation. Mean recoveries ranged between 76-117% (95.4% on average) with RSD
values below 15% (4.3% on average). Such values are acceptable when performing trace pesticide analysis in food matrices.
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Figure 8.3

LC-MS/MS Chromatograms of Blank Apple Extract
and Spiked Pesticide Extract
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Chromatogram of Apple Extract Blank
No interference was found in the blank
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Chapter 9

Solid Phase Extraction (SPE)
Solid phase extraction is one of the more widely used sample preparation techniques for liquid samples or solid samples that have
been put into a liquid form by dissolution or extraction. SPE can also be used for certain gaseous sample by trapping them on a
sorbent or by in situ derivatization using reactive chemicals.

SPE vs. LLE
Solid phase extraction is an important technique used in sample pre-treatment for chromatographic analysis. SPE can be used in
similar fashion as liquid-liquid extraction (LLE). Whereas LLE is a one-stage separation process, SPE is a chromatographic procedure
that resembles HPLC and has a number of potential advantages compared to LLE:

• More complete extraction of the analyte
• More efﬁcient separation of interferences from analytes
• Increased separation selectivity
• Reduced organic solvent consumption
• Easier collection of the total analyte fraction
• A trace-enrichment process offering inherent concentration potential
• More convenient manual procedures
• Removal of particulates
• More easily automated
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Because SPE is often a more efficient isolation process than LLE, it is easier to obtain a higher recovery of the analyte. LLE procedures
that may require several successive extractions to recover 99+% of the analyte often can be replaced by one-step SPE methods.
With SPE, it is also possible to provide a more complete removal of interferences from the analyte fraction. Reversed-phase SPE
techniques (commonly called non-polar SPE or RP-SPE) are the most popular as only smaller amounts of organic solvent are required,
maintaining a high concentration of analyte. Because there is no need for phase separation (as in LLE), the total analyte fraction is
easily collected in SPE, eliminating errors associated with variable or inaccurately measured extract volumes. In SPE, there is no
chance of emulsion formation. Finally, larger particulates are trapped by the SPE cartridge or other device (see Chapter 5) and do not
pass through into the analyte fraction. Thus, SPE has a dual function of cleanup and particulate removal and may eliminate the need
for filtration prior to injection. In most cases, non-polar SPE offers concentration as an added benefit.
However, there are some disadvantages of SPE vs. LLE that include:

• Mixed mechanisms in SPE can occur
• Irreversible adsorption of some analytes on SPE cartridges
• More complex method development is required (3 or more steps involved)
The solvents used in LLE are usually pure and well defined, so that LLE separations are quite reproducible. On occasion, SPE phases
can result in multiple mechanisms (e.g. reversed-phase and ion exchange) and may confuse the operator. The surface area of an
LLE device (e.g., separatory funnel) is quite small compared to an SPE cartridge, and especially its packing. For this and other
reasons, irreversible binding of analyte (with lower recoveries) is less likely with LLE vs. SPE. There are four steps in a typical nonpolar SPE: conditioning, loading, washing, and elution – each of which requires some degree of optimization while solvent selection
in LLE may be more straightforward.
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SPE vs. HPLC
In its simplest form, SPE employs a small plastic disposable column or cartridge, often the barrel of a medical syringe packed
with 0.1-10.0 g sorbent. The sorbent is commonly a reversed-phase material, e.g., C18-silica, and reversed-phase SPE (RP-SPE)
and resembles both LLE and reversed-phase HPLC in its separation characteristics. More selective SPE phases (e.g. ion
exchange, affinity) can sometimes be a better choice than RP-SPE, which mainly distinguishes analytes and matrix in terms of
their relative hydrophobicity.
For simplicity, in the following explanations, we will assume that RP-SPE is being used, unless noted otherwise. Although silica
gel-based bonded phase packings are the most popular, polymeric sorbents have become available in recent years and have
been gaining in popularity. Compared to silica-based SPE packings, polymeric packings have the advantage of higher surface area
(thus higher capacity), chemical balance of hydrophilic-hydrophobic properties (better wettability and can dry out somewhat after
the conditioning step without affecting recovery and reproducibility), absence of silanols (less chance of irreversible adsorption of
highly basic compounds), and wide pH range (more flexibility in adjusting chemistries).
In its most popular configuration, the SPE packing is held in the syringe barrel by frits, just like an HPLC column. The particle size
(40 µm average) is typically much larger than that in HPLC (1.5-10 µm). Because of shorter bed lengths, larger particles, and less
well packed beds, SPE cartridges are much less efficient (N <100) than an HPLC column. For cost reasons, irregularly-shaped
packings (rather than spherical particles) are usually used in SPE. Recently, spherical silicas for SPE have come onto the
marketplace but have not impacted the sale of the most popular products. Polymeric sorbents are generally spherical but usually
more expensive than silica-based packings. Some of the SPE disks do, however, use the more expensive spherical SPE packings
with particle diameters in the 7 µm range.
Overall, the principles of separation, phase selection, and method development for SPE are similar to those for HPLC. One major
difference between SPE and HPLC is that the SPE cartridge is generally used once and discarded, since potential interferences may
remain on the cartridge. Of course, HPLC columns are used over and over again.
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Uses of SPE
SPE is used for six main purposes in sample preparation:

• Removal of interferences
• Concentration or trace enrichment of the analyte
• Desalting
• Phase exchange
• In situ derivatization
• Sample storage and transport

Interference removal
Interferences from matrix or undesired compounds in the sample that overlap analyte bands in the HPLC or GC separation
complicate method development and can adversely affect assay results. In some cases, especially for complex samples (e.g. natural
products, food, protein digests), a large number of interferences in the original sample may make it almost impossible to separate
these from one or more analyte bands with only one HPLC or GC separation. SPE can be used to reduce or eliminate those
interferences. Some samples contain components, e.g., hydrophobic substances (e.g. fats, oils, greases), proteins, polymeric
materials, particulates that can either plug or deactivate the HPLC column. These detrimental compounds can often be removed by
RP-SPE. In GC, high boilers can lodge at the head of the column and slowly bleed off giving extraneous peaks and baseline drift.
SPE can help remove these interferences prior to injection as well.

Trace enrichment/analyte concentration
SPE can often be used to increase the concentration of a trace component. If an SPE cartridge can be selected so that
k >>1 for the analyte – a relatively large volume of sample – can be applied before the analyte saturates (overloads) the stationary
phase and begins to elute from the cartridge. The net result is a considerable increase in the concentration of analyte when eluted
with a strong solvent (k <1), which implies an increase in detection sensitivity (called trace enrichment). An example of trace
enrichment is the use of SPE to concentrate sub-parts per billion concentrations of polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons1 or
pesticides2 from environmental water samples using an RP-SPE cartridge. A strong solvent (e.g., ACN or MeOH) elutes these
analytes from the cartridge in a small concentrated volume, which also saves on evaporation time. If taken to dryness, the sample
residue can then be redissolved (reconstituted) in a solvent compatible with the subsequent HPLC or GC separation. Alternatively,
a miscible weak solvent can be added to the SPE eluant to dilute the stronger solvent and perhaps allow direct injection of the
resulting sample into an HPLC column.
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Desalting
RP-SPE is often used to desalt biological and other high-salt samples, especially prior to ion exchange HPLC. Conditions of pH and
%-organic are selected to retain the analyte initially, which allows the inorganic salts to be washed from the cartridge with water.
The analyte can then be eluted (salt-free) with organic solvent3.

Phase exchange
Although used less frequently than the previous uses, phase exchange can be performed by isolating the analyte of interest
on the SPE cartridge, then by flowing air or dry nitrogen through the cartridge to remove the initial liquid. Next, a second
non-compatible solvent can be used to elute the analyte into a collection device for further sample preparation or injection
into a chromatograph.

In situ derivatization
In one of the procedures of in situ derivatization, an active derivatizing reagent is sorbed onto an SPE cartridge and a sample
containing an active analyte is passed through the cartridge. Depending on the reaction kinetics, the analyte can be simultaneously
derivatized and concentrated. A strong solvent can then be used to elute the derivatized compound which can then be handled
chromatographically. One example of such a procedure in practice is the in situ derivatization of carbonyl-containing compounds
with 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine4. Another approach to in situ derivatization involves the in-solution derivatization in the presence of
a SPE sorbent that isolates the derivatized analyte in solution. Subsequently, the derivatized compound is eluted for analysis. An
example of this approach involved the thermal hydrolysis and direct methylation of bacterial fatty acids with tetramethylammonium
hydroxide from a sample of bacterial lipids. The derivatized fatty acid methyl esters were then subjected to GC-ion mobility mass
spectrometry for analysis5. Another example of this approach is the in situ derivatization of acidic pesticides that were reacted with
butylchloroformate in an aqueous environment and then extracted using on-line SPME cleanup using a PDMS fiber with
subsequent thermal desorption into a GC/MS6.

Sample storage and transport
Sample storage and/or transport is an interesting application of SPE cartridges. Oftentimes, analytes adsorbed to a solid support
are stabilized relative to their stability in solution. This observation allows samples to be stored on a cartridge sorbent allowing for
storage and for transport (through the mail, for example). Before using this approach, individual set of analytes should be tested in
terms of longterm stability when sorbed to a solid support.
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SPE Devices and Formats
There are several designs that are used for SPE:

• Cartridge (Figure 9.1)
• Disk (Figure 9.2)
• Pipette tip (Figure 9.3)
• 96-well plate (Figure 9.4)
• Coated ﬁber (solid phase microextraction, SPME, Figure 9.5)
or coated stir bar (stir bar sorbent extraction, SBSE, Figure 9.6)

Figure 9.1

Typical Syringe Barrel Cartridge Design

Syringe barrel

Frits

SPE packing

Luer tip
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SPE cartridges
The most popular configuration for an SPE device is the cartridge. A typical SPE disposable cartridge (syringe barrel format) is
depicted in Figure 9.1. The syringe barrel is usually medical-grade polypropylene, chosen for its purity. If trace levels of impurities
such as plasticizers, stabilizers, or mold release agents are present in the plastic used for cartridges, they may be extracted during
the SPE process and contaminate the sample, perhaps giving improper results or causing ion suppression in mass spectrometry.
The outlet of the syringe barrel normally has a Luer tip so that a needle can be affixed to direct effluent directly into a small
container or vial.
The frits maintaining the particle bed in the cartridge are of PTFE, polyethylene, stainless steel, or titanium (rarely) construction with
porosity of 10-20 µm that offers little flow resistance. SPE cartridges may vary in design to fit an automated instrument or robotics
system. More expensive but more inert cartridges of glass or virgin PTFE are available for ultratrace analyses (sub-parts per billion)
when the standard syringe barrel plastics may produce unacceptable concentrations of extractable interferences or adsorption on
the plastic walls.
With the exception of special cartridges referred to above, in general, SPE cartridges packed with bonded silica or sorbent
packings are relatively inexpensive. They are generally used a single time and discarded because of the potential of sample
cross-contamination.
To accommodate a wide range of SPE applications, standard cartridges are also available with reservoir volumes (the volume above
the packing in the cartridge) of 0.5-10 mL with packing weights of 35 mg-2 g. For very large samples, “mega” cartridges have up
to 75 g of packing and a 150 mL reservoir. These cartridges can also be considered for use in flash chromatography applications
(see Chapter 12), although flash chromatography and “true” SPE differ in theory as well as in practice. Cartridges with a larger
amount of packing should be used for dirty samples that can overload a low capacity cartridge. However, cartridges containing
100 mg of packing or less are preferred for relatively clean liquid samples where cartridge capacity is not an issue, or for trace
analysis and small sample volumes. Due to the higher surface areas of polymeric SPE packings and potentially greater retentive
capacity per unit area, packed bed masses are typically in the 5-60 mg range, which leads to smaller volumes of sample and
solvent. In most cases, it is desirable to collect the analyte in the smallest possible volume, which means that the SPE cartridge
generally should also be as small as possible. Smaller volumes also take less time to evaporate the elution solvent when
reconstituting to a solvent that is more compatible with the analytical method.
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SPE disks
Another popular configuration is the SPE disk (Figure 9.2). SPE disks combine the advantages of membranes (see Chapter 18)
and solid phase extraction. In their appearance, the disks closely resemble membrane filters: they are flat, usually one mm or less
in thickness, with diameters ranging from 4-96 mm. The SPE packing in these disks generally comprises 60-90% of the total
membrane weight. Some disks are sold individually and must be installed in a reusable filter holder. However, the most popular
disks are sold pre-loaded in disposable holders or cartridges with Luer fittings for easy connection to syringes. The physical
construction of the SPE disks differs from membrane filters (see Chapter 18). SPE disks consist of:

• Flexible- or expanded-PTFE networks that are ﬁlled with silica-based or resin packings
• Rigid ﬁberglass disks with embedded packing material
• Packing-impregnated polyvinylchloride
• Derivatized membranes

Figure 9.2

Typical SPE Disk Configuration

Holder

Prefilter (optional)
Sorbent disk

Holder
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SPE disks and cartridges differ mainly in their length/diameter ratio (L/d): disks have L/d <1 and cartridges have L/d >1.
Compared to SPE cartridges, this characteristic of the disk enables higher flow rates and faster extraction. For example, one liter
of relatively clean water can pass through a 45 mm diameter disk in approximately 15-20 min, but may require 2 h when using a
15 mm x 8 mm cartridge bed. “Dirty” water, or water containing particulates, such as wastewater, can plug the porous disks, just
as in the case of cartridges. In either case, a prefilter should be used prior to the SPE treatment if the samples contain substantial
particulates. Some disk products come with a prefilter already built-in. Because the packing material is embedded in the disk
matrix, channeling, which can cause uneven flow characteristics with subsequent lower analytes recovery with poorly-packed
cartridges, is absent. However, due to the thinness of the disk (typically 0.5-2 mm), compounds with low k′ values tend to have
lower breakthrough volumes than for SPE cartridges.
SPE disks have been found to be useful for environmental applications such as the analysis of trace organics in surface water,
which often require a large sample volume to obtain the necessary sensitivity. The United States Environmental Protection Agency
has approved SPE disk technology (Method 3535A) as an alternative for LLE7 in the preparation of water samples for HPLC
analysis. A major advantage of SPE vs. conventional LLE is the reduced consumption of organic solvents. SPE disks and cartridges
require only a few milliliters of solvent per assay, compared to hundreds of milliliters for comparable multi-step LLE separations.
Low-bed-mass, rigid fiberglass disks with 1.5-30 mg of embedded packing material are useful for pretreating small clinical samples
(e.g. plasma or serum). Here, the reduced sorbent mass and small cross-sectional area reduces solvent consumption. An advantage
of this type of disk is cleaner extracts due to reduced elution solvent volume, less interference from weakly retained compounds,
and an absence of frits that are a possible source of contamination. Examples of such disks are the high capacity SPEC phases
(Agilent Technologies) which are available in cartridges or 96-well plates (see Figure 9.4). Reversed-phase (C2, C8, C18, C18AR,
and Phenyl), normal phase (NH2, CN, Si), ion exchange (SAX, SCX) and mixed-mode (non-polar and SCX) are available in the SPEC
disk format.
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Although packing-impregnated polyvinylchloride (PVC) and derivatized membranes available in disk or cartridge format are used in
biological sample isolations, they are used very little in SPE applications and will not be further discussed here.

SPE pipette tip
The move towards miniaturization in analytical chemistry has prompted the development of new formats for SPE. The micropipette
tip (MPT) format (Figure 9.3) permits the handling of sub-microliter amounts of sample such as biological fluids. Solid phase
extraction (SPE) has been performed with various phases packed, embedded, or coated on the internal walls of the pipette. The
open flow architecture allows liquid samples to be moved and transferred without undo pressure drop or plugging. Many popular
SPE techniques have been demonstrated including reversed-phase-, ion exchange-, hydrophobic interaction-, hydrophilic
interaction-, immobilized metal affinity-, and affinity-chromatography. Micropipette tip-based SPE (MPT-SPE) has mainly been used
for purification, concentration and selective isolation (affinity, metal chelate) of proteins and peptides. A unique pipette tip design is
based on monolithic sorbent technology. OMIX tips (Agilent Technologies) are of a small volume (10 µL and 100 µL) and small mass
(0.25-2 mg) primarily designed for proteomics applications. Reversed-phase (C4, C18) and a strong cation exchange phase (SCX)
are available. MPT formats are available for specific automated robots such as the Hamilton Microlab Star Series (300 µL tip
volume) and the Tomtec Quadra (450 µL tip volume).

In recent years, interfacing the small volume MPT-SPE
devices to MS or LC/MS has been a popular isolation/
cleanup and identification technique in proteomics. Two
techniques for the mass spectrometric (MS) analysis of
proteins include electrospray ionization (ESI) and matrixassisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI)8, 9, 10. ESI is
used to ionize biomolecules in solution, while MALDI is used
to sublimate and ionize a sample in a crystalline, dry matrix
via a laser pulse. MPT-SPE is now an essential tool for
MALDI and for other advanced MS techniques11,12. One of
the main advantages of micropipette tips is that they can be
used with micropipettors or in liquid handling automation.
This has resulted in the routine use of MPT-SPE in
bioanalytical labs and it is easily adapted for use in highthroughput screening applications with commercially
available x-y-z liquid handling systems.

Figure 9.3

Solid Phase Extraction Pipette Tip

Pipette tip

Sorbent
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SPE 96-well plates
The 96-well plate configuration (Figure 9.4) consists of an 8x12 array of small, flow-through SPE wells with the packing contained
by top and bottom frits. These plates are quite amenable to automation and most modern liquid handling equipment will
accommodate the various steps required for the SPE operation. There are three types of 96-well SPE plates, mostly based on a
standard external dimension: 1) fixed round well, 2) fixed square well, and 3) removable square well. The round well configuration
comes in fixed volumes (usually 0.5-1.0 mL) with various amounts of SPE packing (silica: 25-100 mg; polymer: 2-25 mg). The
packing in each well is generally the same material. The square well configuration can accommodate larger volumes of sample (up
to 2.0 mL) and usually contains fixed packing material in each well. The removable square well plates, such as the Agilent
Technologies VersaPlate, are suited to those who wish to assemble their own 96-well phase configurations. Using a universal base
plate, small cartridges with the same or different stationary phases and with different masses of packing can be placed in any order.
This type of plate allows one to match the number of cartridges to the number of samples, so an entire plate isn’t sacrificed for
fewer than 96 samples. The unused “holes” can be plugged with available stoppers so that a vacuum can be applied. Such plates
are quite useful for method development when one is attempting to find the optimum stationary phase and/or sorbent mass.
96-well SPE plates for method development are also available. These fixed wells are filled with various sorbents or disks with
different stationary phases. The user can set up various loading, washing, and elution conditions with a series of phases to come up
with the best combinations to isolate analytes from matrix compounds. For example, Agilent’s SPEC method development plates
contain the following silica-based stationary phases: C2, C8, C18, C18AR (acid resistant), cyano, phenyl, MP1 (mixed mode C8 +
SCX), and MP3 (similar to MP1 but with additional polar retention).

Figure 9.4

96-Well SPE Plate
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Solid phase microextraction (SPME)
Coated fibers are used for SPME. In this design (Figure 9.5), a fine, solid fused silica fiber is coated with a polymeric stationary
phase, such as a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) or a polyacrylate13. The fiber is dipped into the solution to be analyzed, and analytes
diffuse to and partition into the coating as a function of their distribution coefficients. Once equilibrium is achieved, which may take
tens of minutes to occur, the fiber is removed from solution and placed into the injection port of a GC inlet where analytes are
displaced by thermal desorption. The SPME-GC technique has proven to be very versatile and has been used for many applications
in environmental and food areas for volatile analytes. For non-volatiles, an HPLC version where analytes are desorbed from the
fibers by solvent desorption (elution) is available, but this method has proven to be less useful than the GC version. For a more
complete coverage of SPME, refer to Chapter 10 of this book or to a general textbook by the inventor14.

Figure 9.5

SPME Syringe Assembly
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Cap

Stir bar sorbent extraction (SBSE)
The concept of a coated stirring bar15,16 is similar to that of a coated SPME fiber but the greatly increased surface area allows for
greater mass sensitivity (see Figure 9.6). The stir bar, with a polymeric sorptive coating, is placed into an aqueous liquid and the
solution stirred while analyte/matrix partitioning takes place. After equilibrium, again requiring tens of minutes, the stir bar is
removed, dried to remove traces of water, and then transferred to a thermal desorption device where the analytes are displaced
into the GC column. For HPLC, off-line solvent desorption is the preferred approach for analyte release from the stir bar.

Both coated fiber and stir bar devices are more popular in
gas chromatography where thermal desorption is more
efficient in volatilizing sorbed analytes into the gas phase
than solvent desorption in the liquid phase. In both devices,
very volatile analytes can be lost due to evaporation during
the transfer process.

Figure 9.6

Coated Stir Bar

Magnet

PDMS

For the purposes of brevity, the SPE separation device
described in the remainder of the SPE section will be referred
to as a typical “SPE cartridge”. In most cases, the other SPE
devices will perform in a similar manner.

Glass
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SPE Apparatus
The equipment needed to perform the SPE experiment can be very simple (Figure 9.7). Gravity can be used as the driving force,
but flow-through the cartridge with “real” samples is sometimes extremely slow and impractical for general use. Thus, the most
useful basic system (Figure 9.7A) employs a syringe to manually push solvent or sample through the cartridge. This method may
be difficult if the sample is viscous or contains particulates. In this case, a vacuum flask that can handle one cartridge at a time
can be used instead (Figure 9.7B). However, when several samples must be processed simultaneously, a vacuum manifold or
positive pressure system for processing multiple cartridges at a time is recommended (Figure 9.7C). Systems are available
that can accommodate up to 24 SPE devices. These manifold systems are constructed of chemically-resistant, vacuum-safe,
see-through glass. The see-through glass allows monitoring of the entire sample collection process. A removable, height-adjustable,
solvent-resistant rack is located inside the vacuum manifold to hold various sizes of test tubes or vials for eluant collection or waste
containers for conditioning, loading, and wash solvents. Delivery needles connecting the cartridges to the collection tubes/vials are
constructed of inert, polypropylene, PTFE, or stainless steel, and are aligned so that solvent is directed to the appropriate collection
device. In this manner, cross-contamination during the analyte elution step can be avoided.

Figure 9.7

In some units, a vacuum bleed valve, a vacuum control valve,
and a vacuum gauge are incorporated to allow better control
of the solvent flow. In the more sophisticated units, individual
controls for each cartridge are provided to ensure that there is
an even flow distribution among all of the cartridges. Finally, a
sidearm vacuum flask is placed between the vacuum manifold
and the vacuum source to collect overflow rinse and wash
solvent and prevent liquids from contaminating the vacuum
pump. There are also positive pressure manifold and constant
flow systems on the market that provide individual flow control
for each of the cartridges. As the degree of sophistication goes
up, so does the price of the apparatus. Centrifugation has been
less commonly used to drive liquid through the cartridge
(Figure 9.7D).

Apparatus of SPE
Figure 9.7A

Figure 9.7B

Pressurization

Vacuum
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If 96-well SPE plates are used, a special vacuum manifold is required. Figure 9.7E shows such a manifold system; in the bottom
figure, an actual 96-well SPE plate is mounted on the manifold, and a 96-well collection plate is used to collect the final eluants.
Special waste containers are also available for the loading and rinsing steps.

Figure 9.7C

Figure 9.7D

Cartridge

Collection tube

Vacuum gauge
Vacuum
Vacuum Manifold

Centrifugation

Figure 9.7E

CaptiVac Vacuum Manifold for 96-Well Plates

96-Well SPE Plate Mounted on CaptiVac Vacuum Manifold

Regardless of the method used to push sample solution through the SPE cartridge or other SPE device, the flow rate should not be
too fast. Otherwise, there may be an insufficient amount of time for interaction of the sample with the stationary phase; the kinetics
of mass transfer in SPE is the same as in HPLC. For typical SPE applications, it is recommended that a flow rate be 10 mL/min or
less for a 6 mL cartridge and 50 mL/min for a 90 mm disk. Otherwise, sample losses may occur due to the slow sorption kinetics.
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SPE Automation
When the number of samples increases such that SPE sample preparation becomes the “bottleneck”, it becomes feasible to
automate the entire process. There are three basic approaches to SPE automation:
1. Dedicated SPE equipment
2. Modified x-y-z liquid handling systems
3. Robotic workstations
The simplest and least expensive instrumentation is a dedicated SPE device that performs conditioning, loading, washing, and
elution. Such systems may use standard syringe barrel cartridges, special cartridges that are designed to fit the apparatus, or
SPE disks. Gilson’s ASPEC, Thermo Fisher Scientific’s AutoTrace 280, and Horizon Technologies’ SPE-DEX fall into this
dedicated category.
Modified x-y-z liquid handling systems are mainly used to perform liquid handling functions such as dilution, mixing, and internal
standard addition. Systems such as the Agilent Technologies Bravo, Agilent PAL sample injectors, Hamilton Microlab Star, Tomtec
Quadra, and Gerstel Multipurpose Sampler (MPS) are very versatile in performing and assisting in various sample preparation
functions. Such units can not only perform up to several sample preparation steps, but can also inject the final cleaned-up sample
into the chromatograph. Solid phase extraction can be performed using SPE micropipette tips (for small volume samples), 96-well
SPE plates and, in some cases, SPE cartridges and disks. This modified liquid handling approach seems to be in favor these days.
Although a full laboratory robotic system can be interfaced to devices which perform all of the steps of the SPE experiment, it may
be more time and cost effective to interface the robot to a dedicated SPE workstation. The robot serves to move sample containers
to and from the SPE workstation, as well as to and from other sample preparation devices (e.g. balances, mixers, dilutors,
autosamplers, etc.) located on the laboratory bench. There are several system integration companies who can assemble a full
robotic system which will fulfill this more fully automated laboratory system. At one time, this approach was more widely used,
but full robotic laboratories are currently less frequent.
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Practice of SPE
An overview of SPE separation: In its most popular form of experimentation, the application of SPE generally involves four steps
(Figure 9.8):
1. Conditioning the packing (Figure 9.8.1)
2. Sample application (loading) (Figure 9.8.2)
3. Washing the packing (removal of interferences) (Figure 9.8.3)
4. Elution and recovery of the analyte (Figure 9.8.4)

Each of these steps must be optimized during the process of method development. First, an overview of this 4-step process will be
provided, and then under the section Practical Guidelines for Method Development, more details will be provided.

Figure 9.8

Steps in SPE Process
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We sometimes call this SPE operational mode the “bind-elute” mode. Since the SPE conditions are selected to bind the analyte and
either allow the matrix and interferences to be less bound (passing through the cartridge unretained) or more bound (remaining on
the cartridge for the rest of the SPE experiment). Then, a suitable solvent system is selected to elute the analyte, but not the more
strongly retained interferences/matrix compounds in the smallest possible volume, ideally in a solvent compatible with the next step
in the analysis. In this initial explanation, it is assumed that RP-SPE is used and the analyte is to be retained initially. In Chapter 10,
other SPE modes such as ion exchange and complexation will be addressed.
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Step 1 – Conditioning
In this step (Figure 9.8.1), performed prior to addition of sample, the packing is “conditioned” by the passage of a few bed-volumes
of solvent “C”, typically methanol (MeOH) or acetonitrile (ACN), through the cartridge. The role of the conditioning step is two-fold:
(a) it removes any impurities that may have randomly collected while the cartridge was exposed to the laboratory environment or
present in the cartridge supplied by the manufacturer, and (b) it allows the sorbent to be solvated. Solvation is important since
reversed-phase silica-based packings (especially C8, C18, or phenyl) that have been allowed to dry out often exhibit a considerable
decrease in sample retention of hydrophobic analytes. In addition, varying states of phase dryness lead to non-reproducible analyte
recoveries. In this respect, polymeric packings, such as Bond Elut Plexa (Agilent Technologies) with a balance of hydrophobichydrophilic surface character, can dry out slightly and still maintain their performance. Plexa is a spherical SPE sorbent with
monodisperse particles allowing very reproducible flow and a hydroxylated surface that displays less binding of matrix interferences.
Following conditioning, it is desirable to flush excess conditioning solvent with an equilibration solvent "D". In RP-SPE, this is usually
water or aqueous buffer, thus equilibrating the SPE device before sample loading. For very low volume SPE devices such as SPEC
disk cartridges, however, where the void volume is far smaller than the sample size, this equilibration step is less important and may
be eliminated.

Step 2 – Sample Loading
This step (Figure 9.8.2) in the SPE experiment involves sample application (loading) where the sample, dissolved in a weak solvent
"L", is added to the cartridge. This weak solvent allows strong retention of the analyte. For RP-SPE operation, a weak solvent is
water or buffer, with up to 10% of added organic. For ion exchange, a similar solvent is acceptable, but the ionic strength of the
sample solution should be as low as possible. See Table 9.1 for further information on loading solvents.
The sample for SPE can be applied with a pipette or syringe (manually or automatically with an autosampler or liquid handling
robot), or pumped into the cartridge. The latter method is more convenient for large sample volumes (> 50 mL) such as when
isolating trace organics from environmental water samples. The sample and cartridge sizes must be matched so as not to
overload the capacity of the cartridge. Remember, the capacity of the cartridge must be sufficient to handle the total mass of
sample (e.g., analytes, matrix, and interferences) that may all be retained during the loading step. The sample solution should
be passed through the cartridge without allowing it to dry out. In most SPE setups, the flow rate is not precisely controlled as in
HPLC, but it can be adjusted by varying the vacuum, the rate at which the contents from a syringe or from a pump is delivered.
Flow rates of 2-4 mL/min are usually acceptable. Because of their larger cross-sectional area, disks can handle higher flow
rates, but one should conduct a study on flow rate versus recovery for the analyte(s) of interest.
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Table 9.1

Typical SPE Phases and Conditions
Mechanism of
Separation

Typical Phases

Structure(s)

Analyte Type

Loading Solvent Eluting Solvent

Normal Phase
(Adsorption)

Silica, Alumina, Florisil

-SiOH, Al2O3, Mg2SiO3

Slightly to
moderately
polar

Small e0, e.g.
hexane,
CHCl3/hexane

Large e0, e.g. methanol,
ethanol

Normal Phase
(Polar Bonded Phase)

Cyano, Amino, Diol

-CN, -NH2, -CH(OH)-CH(OH)-

Moderately to
strongly polar

Small e0, e.g.
hexane,

Large e0, e.g. methanol,
ethanol

Reversed-Phase
(Non-polar
Bonded Phase –
strongly hydrophobic)

Octadecylsiloxane,
Octylsiloxane,

(-CH2-)17CH3,
PS-DVB, DVB

High P’, e.g. H2O,
MeOH/ H2O,
ACN/H2O

Intermediate P′,
e.g. MeOH, ACN

PS-DVB, DVB
(Polymeric)

Hydrophobic
(strongly
non-polar)

Reversed-Phase
(Non-polar Bonded
Phase – intermediate
hydrophobicity)

Cyclohexyl, Phenyl,
Diphenyl

Moderately
non-polar

High P’, e.g. H2O,
MeOH/ H2O,
ACN/H2O

Intermediate P′,
e.g. MeOH, ACN

Reversed-Phase
(Non-polar
Bonded Phase –
low hydrophobicity)

Butyl, Ethyl, Methyl

(-CH2-)3CH3, -C2H5, -CH3

Slightly polar
to moderately
non-polar

High P’, e.g. H2O

Intermediate P′,
e.g. MeOH, ACN

Polymeric
Reversed-Phase
(Hydrophobic –
hydrophilic balanced)

Polyamide, poly
[n-vinylpyrrolidonedivinylbenzene(DVB)],
methacrylate-DVB

Various polymers

Acidic, basic,
neutral

Water or buffer

Intermediate P′,
e.g. MeOH, ACN

(-CH2-)3NH2,

Ionic (ionizable),
acidic

Water or buffer
(pH = pKa + 2)

A.Buffer (pH = pKa - 2)

Anion Exchange (Weak) Amino, 10, 20-amino

(-CH2-)7CH3

(-CH2-)3NHCH2CH2NH2

B.pH value where
sorbent or analyte is
neutral
C.Buffer with high
ionic strength

Anion Exchange
(Strong)

Quaternary amine

(-CH2-)3N+(CH3)3

Ionic (ionizable),
acidic

Water or buffer
(pH = pKa + 2)

A.Buffer (pH = pKa - 2)
B.pH value where
sorbent or analyte is
neutral
C.Buffer with high
ionic strength

Cation Exchange
(Weak)

Carboxylic acid

(-CH2-)3COOH

Ionic (ionizable),
basic

Water or buffer
(pH = pKa - 2)

A.Buffer (pH = pKa + 2)
B.pH value where
sorbent or analyte is
neutral
C.Buffer with high
ionic strength

Cation Exchange
(Strong)

Alkyl sulfonic acid,
Aromatic sulfonic acid

Ionic (ionizable),
basic

(-CH2-)3SO3H,
(CH2)2SO3H

Water or buffer
(pH = pKa - 2)

A.Buffer (pH = pKa + 2)
B.pH value where
sorbent or analyte is
neutral
C.Buffer with high
ionic strength

For ion exchange, 3 possible elution conditions exist:
A: Buffer 2 units above (acids) or below (bases) pKa of analyte;
B: pH where either analyte or sorbent (weak exchangers) is neutral;
C: High ionic strength. P’ represents polarity (octanol-water partition coefﬁcient), e0 is the solvent strength18,19.
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Step 3 – Washing (Rinsing)
This step (Figure 9.8.3) provides for the removal of interferences by washing (rinsing) the cartridge with a solvent “W” of
intermediate strength. Ideally, the choice of wash-solvent strength and volume should be limited; too large a volume or too strong
of a wash solvent may result in the partial elution of the analyte and thus lower overall recovery. Optimally, the wash step (step 3)
is discontinued just before the analyte begins to leave the cartridge. In this way, interferences that are more weakly retained than
the analyte are washed from the cartridge, but no loss of analyte occurs. Water or a buffer is often used for the wash solvent in
RP-SPE, but this may not provide a maximum removal of interferences from the analyte fraction that is collected in step 4
(Figure 9.8.4). A small, controlled amount of organic solvent may be added to the wash solution to aid in the removal of more
hydrophobic substances, but care must be taken that the analyte of interest is not removed at the same time. The breakthrough
volume must be determined experimentally (see Figure 9.11). Because of the possible slight variability of the SPE separation
from cartridge-to-cartridge, there must be some method robustness built in the optimum wash solvent strength used to remove
interferences from the cartridge. Our ultimate goal is collecting 100 percent of the analyte in step 4 (Figure 9.8.4) without the
presence of matrix or undesired interfering compounds; otherwise, poor and/or variable recoveries will result.
Note that for very clean samples such as drinking water, the wash step may be omitted without compromising the extraction
performance (various U.S. EPA Methods omit the wash step and go straight to drying before elution). If the sample is complex
and contains many unwanted matrix components, then the wash step is necessary and should be optimized.

Step 4 – Elution
This step (Figure 9.8.4D) provides for elution and collection of the analyte fraction. If detection sensitivity is a major concern, then
the goal should be the collection of the total mass of analyte(s) in as small a volume as possible. This can be achieved with an elution
solvent “E” that is quite strong, so that k <<1 for the analyte band during elution. Alternatively, the use of a weaker solvent “E” that
still provides elution of the analyte (e.g., k≈1) will minimize the elution of more strongly retained interferences that should remain on
the cartridge. This is an important consideration in HPLC when late-eluters are present in significant amounts, since these compounds
may increase the required run time for the subsequent HPLC separation. Again, in GC, the degree of cleanup must be determined
experimentally. If an intermediate strength elution solvent “E” is used with a resulting large volume of the analyte fraction, it is always
possible to evaporate the eluent to dryness and reconstitute the residue in the HPLC mobile phase or in a GC-compatible solvent in
order to reduce the final analyte fraction volume. Evaporation to dryness is often required in any event, since the elution solvent “E”
for SPE may be too strong a sample solvent for the HPLC separation or may affect the stationary phase in the GC column, especially
for coated phases. For this reason, choose solvent “E” that is relatively volatile; otherwise a long time will be required to evaporate a
large volume or an inconvenient rotary evaporation under vacuum may be needed. Sometimes, using our knowledge of chemistry,
we can use an additive that may make the analyte of interest less volatile, such as adding some HCl to an amine analyte to transform
it into a salt.
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For HPLC, it is desirable to collect the analyte fraction in an elution solvent that will be a weak mobile phase for the subsequent
separation. In this case, larger volumes of the analyte fraction can be injected more conveniently and with greater detection
sensitivity. There are two ways in which this goal can be achieved. First, if the analyte is an acid or base, the pH of the sample
can be adjusted to suppress analyte ionization and maximize RP-SPE retention. Elution of the analyte in step 4 can then be
effected by a change in pH so as to ionize the sample and reduce its retention. After the analyte fraction is collected, the pH of
the fraction can be re-adjusted for optimum retention in the subsequent HPLC separation. A second approach is the use of a
"weak" SPE column packing (cyano or short-chain alkyl), so that the elution solvent need not be so strong. In this case, a
"strong" HPLC column (e.g., C18) would be used to assay the SPE fraction.
In GC, it is best to collect the eluted analyte in a volatile solvent that will be compatible with the GC stationary phase. Many GC
capillary columns will not tolerate injections of large amounts of water, or polar organic solvent, or liquids containing acidic or basic
solvents. If a strong non-volatile solvent must be used, then solvent exchange will be required either by evaporation or use of
another SPE cartridge (see Uses of SPE).
Note that if a small volume of elution solvent is used or if the elution solvent is immiscible with the wash solvent, it is necessary
or at least highly desirable to eliminate the wash solvent from the cartridge before elution. Elimination of the wash solvent is
accomplished by simply passing air under vacuum (or pressurized air or inert gas) through the cartridge until it is dry. This process
may take a few seconds for small volume SPE devices to several minutes for larger SPE tubes or disks.

Matrix Adsorption SPE Mode
In an alternative approach, SPE can also be used to retain impurities and allow the analyte(s) of interest to pass through the
cartridge unretained. This technique is sometimes called chemical filtration since it “filters out” strongly retained sample
components. This mode has also been referred to as the matrix adsorption mode or interference removal mode of SPE. This option
does not provide for any concentration of the analyte in its SPE collected fraction. It is also not possible to separate the analyte from
more weakly retained interferences. Therefore, this SPE mode usually provides “dirtier” analyte fractions and further cleanup may
be required prior to analysis (see reference 20 for other recommended cleanup procedures). The bind-elute procedure illustrated in
Figure 9.8 allows the separation of analyte from both weakly- and strongly-retained sample matrix components. For this reason,
the matrix adsorption mode is used less often for sample pre-treatment and will not be described further.
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SPE Phases and Chemistries
Because SPE is really a low-efficiency adaptation of HPLC, many phases used in HPLC are also available in SPE versions. Table 9.1
lists the more popular SPE phases and the analyte types retained by them. Bonded silicas are still the most popular, but other
inorganic and polymeric materials are commercially available. In addition to the generic phases shown in Table 9.1, specialty phases
are available for specific analytes, which will be covered in detail in Chapter 10.
Silica-based SPE cartridge packings are of somewhat lower quality and lower cost compared to corresponding HPLC packings.
Whereas "basic" column packings with minimal silanol interactions are preferred in reversed-phase HPLC, RP-SPE packings
will generally be more "acidic" (Type A), and their silanol interactions may tend to be more pronounced and more variable from
lot-to-lot. However, because SPE is usually practiced as an "on-off" or “digital” technique, small differences in retention may be
less important than in HPLC where subtle selectivity differences must be exploited to obtain baseline separation.
An SPE packing should be selected (Table 9.1) that will retain the analyte strongly during sample loading (Figure 9.8.2). Ionic or
ionizable samples suggest the use of ion exchange packings, especially since the analyte can often be eluted with an aqueous
mobile phase, by a change in pH, or an increase in ionic strength. For ion exchange SPE applications, the analyte fraction can then
be injected directly onto a reversed-phase HPLC column, after pH adjustment to minimize analyte ionization and optimize its
reversed-phase retention. Neutral analytes can be separated on either reversed-phase or normal-phase SPE packings. Normal
phase or some of the newer hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatography (HILIC)-type packings are recommended for more polar
analytes; RP-SPE packings are best for less polar, more hydrophobic analytes. Normal phase solvent systems are generally more
compatible with gas chromatography columns.
Some polymeric packings with appropriate surface chemistries offer a controlled and balanced combination of hydrophilic and
hydrophobic character, and allow neutral, basic, and acidic analytes to be isolated by adjustment of pH, ionic strength, and solvent
conditions. In addition, the polymeric phases display a wider pH range than silica-based sorbents and therefore offer more flexibility
during method development. In fact, often generic method development protocols can be used with polymeric packings where
there is a high probability of success without rigorous method development investigations.
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Practical Guidelines for Method Development
In order to have a rugged and robust SPE method, a systematic approach should be used to ensure that one reaches the goals of
maximum analyte purity, recovery, and reproducibility. Each of the four steps of SPE must be optimized during the process of
method development. Figure 9.9 gives a generic, systematic approach to addressing each of the steps that should be performed
in successful method development. In SPE, one must consider all of the possible molecular interactions depicted in Table 9.2 and
in Figure 9.10. By choosing the appropriate mode (e.g. adsorption, reversed-phase, ion exchange, etc.), sample capacity and
retention characteristics of the sorbent, choice of the solvents, buffers, pH, etc. used in the various steps, the flow rate, temperature,
and other experimental parameters, one can reach the goals of SPE.

Table 9.2

General Classes of SPE Phases
Non-polar phases (reversed-phase)
Hydrophobic/non-polar interactions
Polar phases (normal phase)
Polar (H-bonding or dipole-dipole) interactions
Ion exchange phases
Electrostatic interactions
Covalent
PBA (See Chapter 10)

Before starting SPE method development, it is important to ask a number of questions about the sample and the goals of the final
analysis. At the end of Chapter 1 in this book, there are worksheets that provide a series of questions that may aid you in setting
up your sample preparation method to meet the needs of the analysis. Answers to these questions can help to facilitate SPE
method development.
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Figure 9.9
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Figure 9.10
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Research the Problem: SPE has been around for a long time and there are thousands of publications in literature, textbooks,
internet, applications bibliographies, and manufacturers' websites. There is a good chance that your analyte (or type of analyte)
and matrix has already been addressed. You can save yourself a great deal of time to start with the SPE conditions already
worked out. A literature search on SPE methods for similar analyte-matrix pairs may also prove to be useful. SPE cartridge
manufacturers have published extensive bibliographies (some in searchable electronic database formats such as the Agilent
Technologies ScanView) that can help to locate publications of interest or provide initial conditions. Also, some manufacturers
provide application notes for the same or similar compounds, and some offer consulting services for SPE method development.
At the end of this chapter, there is a list of books that have been written on the subject – a good place to start for both method
development and applications information.
Characterize the Analyte(s): In many cases, you know the structure and perhaps some of the chemical and physical
properties of the analyte. The analyte’s functional groups and polarity and other chemical properties can dictate the SPE mode
that will allow maximum retention. Parameters such as its solubility in various solvents, stability, pKa, log P (octanol/water
partition coefficient), etc. can help to maximize (or minimize) retention on the selected stationary phase. The concentration of
analyte will have a profound effect on the experimental approach used to isolate it. Analyte concentrations in the parts per billion
or lower present challenges in recovery, purity, and reproducibility while high analyte concentrations simplify method development
and make the task much easier.
Characterize the Sample Matrix: Knowledge of the sample matrix is important in selecting the appropriate loading, washing
and elution conditions. If the matrix is quite different than your analyte of interest, it may make method development easier. Possible
compounds that have similar functional groups or pKa to your analyte can make method development more difficult. Knowledge of
the matrix solubility characteristics, stability, pH, ionic strength, etc. can give one an idea of mode selection.
Develop or Apply Effective HPLC or GC Method: Obviously, one needs an analytical method to monitor the progress of
method development to determine purity, recovery, and reproducibility. Sometimes, because of the similarity of SPE and HPLC, the
development of a successful analytical method for HPLC gives one an idea of the mode, stationary phase selection, and retention
characteristics that can be employed for SPE. Due to its nature, the gas chromatography method is less effective in helping to
decide on a likely SPE stationary phase.
Conditioning the SPE Packing: See earlier in this chapter to review the importance of conditioning the SPE packing (see
Practice of SPE, Step 1) since the stationary phase must be properly solvated to receive the sample.
Methanol is commonly used as the conditioning solvent for RP-SPE packings or polar-bonded phase packings such as cyano,
amino, and diol. However, MeOH should not be used for silica gel, which is strongly deactivated by this solvent; an intermediatepolarity solvent such as methylene chloride or a non-polar solvent (e.g. hexane) is recommended for unmodified silica.
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After the packing is conditioned, the excess methanol (or other conditioning solvent) should be removed by a flow of air through
the cartridge until solvent drops no longer drip from the bottom of the cartridge (step 1A, not depicted in Figure 9.8.1). However,
the air flow should not be continued past this point, as this can affect analysis reproducibility (especially with SPE disks). It is
better to leave a slight amount of conditioning solvent in the bed than risk drying out the bed. If the silica-based SPE packing is
allowed to dry out before the sample is introduced, the conditioning step should be repeated before proceeding. Polymeric
packings such as Agilent’s Plexa products are more forgiving in this respect. With RP-SPE separations, removal of excess
methanol can also be accomplished by purging the cartridge with a solvent that is miscible with the conditioning solvent and the
sample; for example, water or buffer. A preconditioning water wash (step 1, Figure 9.8.1, Solvent “D”) also serves to ready the
SPE cartridge for introduction of an aqueous sample (step 2, Figure 9.8.2). Do not allow too much time (more than a few
minutes) between this water conditioning step and the sample loading step because if the packing sits in water too long the
solvating solvent may slowly be partitioned into the water, thereby “de-solvating” the hydrophobic bonded phase.
Select/Test Sorbents and Loading Solvents: Once the mode is selected, the sorbent that provides maximum analyte
retention in the sample solvent should be determined. There are many different sorbents available for all modes. To maximize
analyte retention in step 2 (Figure 9.8.2), the sample-solvent should be a "weak" solvent for the analyte packing combination.
In some cases, the sample is presented as a solution, and the question is whether to leave the sample "as is” or to exchange the
original solvent for a new solvent. Convenience is usually an important consideration, suggesting use of the original sample-solvent
if possible.
For reversed-phase SPE packings (Figure 9.10A), water (buffered) is the preferred loading solvent, with as little added organic
as possible (remember to consider the added internal standard). Thus, if your sample is an aqueous solution and contains mostly
non-ionic components, RP-SPE is often the preferred choice. For normal phase packings (Figure 9.10B) on silica, alumina, or
polar-bonded phases (e.g. cyano, diol, amino), hexane or another saturated hydrocarbon is the preferred solvent; the less polar
the sample-solvent, the better. Thus, if your sample is dissolved in a hydrocarbon solvent or other non-polar organic, normal phase
SPE can be used. For ion exchange packings, the preferred sample-solvent is water (although small amounts of organic are not a
problem and can be tolerated by the packing material) at the lowest possible ionic strength. If the sample contains ionic or
ionizable analytes that are dissolved in water or a buffer, then either RP-SPE- (Figure 9.10A), ion exchange- (Figure 9.10C), or
mixed-mode- (Figure 9.10D) phases are applicable. The latter phases can help to “fine tune” the SPE cleanup and have become
very popular in recent times. For example, a phase that includes both ion exchange and reversed-phase (RP) characteristics can
be used to advantage in the cleanup of ionizable analytes with hydrophobic functionality using two different mechanisms. Also, an
SPE cleanup that is “orthogonal” to the HPLC analytical column (i.e., has different selectivity or sorption characteristics) is likely to
result in less overlap of analyte peaks by interferences.
For an RP-SPE cartridge, when the sample contains ionizable analytes such as organic acids or amines, a change in pH (rather than
a change of solvent) can be used to retain (steps 2 and 3) and remove (step 4) compounds. For example, an organic-acid analyte
can be retained in its non-ionized (neutral) form (with k >1) by using a low-pH water-organic buffer for the initial wash solvent "W"
(step 3); e.g., 30% ACN/low-pH buffer. Polar, ionic impurities and protonated bases will be washed from the cartridge and
discarded. The analyte can then be eluted in a small volume by increasing the pH of the 30% ACN/buffer wash solvent so that
pH>pKa; the analyte is fully ionized, and k <<1 (step 4).
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Due to the nature of the electrostatic interactions, ion exchange can be a powerful and selective SPE technique for ionic and
ionizable compounds. Cation exchange packings are used for protonated bases and other cations, while anion exchange packings
are used for ionized acids and other anions. Ion exchange packings come in two forms: "strong" and "weak"; strong ion
exchangers are normally preferred, if strong retention of the analyte is the main objective. Retention of weak ion exchangers is a
function of pH. Choice of pH is a compromise between maintaining the ionic character of the stationary phase while ensuring that
the ionic analyte remains in an ionic state. For example, using a carboxylic acid weak cation exchanger for the separation of
protonated amines, the pH must be selected to ensure that the amine is in its protonated form (cationic) while the carboxyl group
is negatively charged (anionic). Thus, pH becomes a powerful variable in optimizing retention or in releasing retained analyte from
a weak ion exchanger. Weak anion or weak cation exchange SPE phases are most effective for analytes that are ionized at all pH
values (e.g. analytes with quaternary ammonium functionality and with sulfonic acid functionality, respectively).
In some cases, to select an appropriate sorbent, an empirical approach is often followed. For example, based on the known
characteristics of the analyte, several SPE phases are possible choices. Each of these phases can be tested for the retention of
analytes and interferences allowing an optimum choice of SPE sorbent. SPE method development kits that provide a number of
phases for scouting are available. These kits provide several different stationary phases and are in all SPE formats: cartridges, disks,
pipette tips, or 96-well formats. With flexible 96-well plates, a user can build a custom plate configuration consisting of different
sorbents in each row of wells. By scouting the different sorbents, an optimum sorbent phase can be chosen. Once the optimum
phase is chosen, the user can then purchase entire boxes of this optimum stationary phase for the final method. To make the
optimum phase and solvent selection easier, automated instrumental SPE systems are also available that can be programmed to
look at a number of SPE phases and automatically investigate not only the various loading solvents, but also the wash and elution
solvent conditions on these phases.
The next consideration is to select the appropriate cartridge size and mass of stationary phase sorbent. The volume of sample that
can be applied to the SPE cartridge depends on (a) the size and type of cartridge (weight of packing), (b) retention of the analyte in
the sample-solvent, and (c) the concentrations of both analyte and interferences in the sample. Often, it is desired to apply as large
a sample volume as possible to maximize the concentration of analyte in its SPE fraction for optimum detection sensitivity in the
following chromatographic separation. Although using a larger cartridge allows a larger sample volume, this may not affect
detection sensitivity, since the maximum analyte concentration in the SPE fraction is determined by the sample-volume/packingweight ratio. Therefore, when the amount of sample available is small, the smallest possible SPE cartridge will be preferred. The
capacity of the cartridge for analyte plus interferences is roughly 10-20 mg per g of packing. For ion exchange SPE sorbents, the
manufacturer usually supplies the total ion exchange capacity in microequivalents/gram so that one can ensure that the sample
load does not exceed exchanger capacity.
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Once the cartridge size has been selected, the maximum sample volume that can be applied must be determined. An important
but often overlooked parameter to be investigated is sample breakthrough. The sorbents used in SPE have a finite sample
capacity. Placing too large of a sample mass or volume on the SPE device can result in loss of analyte, resulting in low recovery.
The “sample” in this case is the total contribution of the analyte, the interferences, and the matrix since all components of the
sample occupy sorbent active sites. To determine the breakthrough, a sample solution is pumped through the SPE device at a
slow flow rate (1-2 mL/min) while monitoring the baseline with a UV detector or other detector that can measure all sample
components. An alternative method is to apply (or pump) a large volume of sample and collect small fractions. The fractions
are then assayed for the analyte by HPLC or GC, to determine the maximum sample volume before breakthrough of the analyte.
When carrying out this experiment, the analyte concentration chosen should be the maximum value expected in the sample.
(If the composition of the sample matrix is likely to vary, the allowable sample volume can also vary).
As Figure 9.11 shows, the sample will eventually saturate the stationary phase and elute from the exit of the cartridge. The
breakthrough volume (VB) represents the point where the breakthrough begins. VM represents the maximum volume of sample in a
particular loading that can be placed onto the SPE device. By knowing the concentration of the sample and the flow rate, one can
calculate the mass of sample that can be handled by a particular weight of sorbent. Ensure that this mass is not exceeded;
otherwise analyte loss may occur and the recovery will be decreased. Note that the final sample-volume selected should be
somewhat smaller than the value determined in this way, to allow for removal of impurities in step 3 without loss of analyte.

Figure 9.11

Breakthrough Curve for SPE Device
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Determine Wash (Rinse) Solvents: The object of this step (Figure 9.8.3) is to remove as much as possible of the early-eluting
interferences. This goal can be achieved by selecting a wash solvent “W” that provides intermediate retention of the analyte; e.g.,
3<k<10 under the conditions of separation (in the presence of the sample matrix). The analyst should use as large a volume of
wash liquid as possible to remove early-eluting impurities while retaining the analyte on the cartridge. This optimum wash-solvent
volume can be determined in the same way that the maximum sample volume is determined (see above), by collecting fractions
and assaying them for the analyte.
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There are two approaches for determining the best composition of the wash solvent:
First, when using HPLC, SPE method development seldom begins before there is a method for the analyte standard. If the same
kind of packing is intended for both SPE and HPLC, the HPLC retention data can provide an initial estimate for the composition
of the wash solvent. If the HPLC mobile phase is 30% ACN/buffer (ACN is acetonitrile), then the analyst should start with 30%
ACN as the wash solvent. If the analyte begins to leave the column before 5-10 cartridge volumes of wash solvent have been
collected and analyzed (1 cartridge volume (µL) = mg of packing), the wash solvent is too strong. Decrease % ACN and repeat
the experiment.
A second approach is to apply the sample, then wash the cartridge with 5-10 bed volumes of successively stronger solvent
(e.g. 25%, 50%, 75%, 100% organic or – in normal phase SPE – a series of pure solvents with increasing solvent power,
higher P’ value). Monitoring the extraction effluent at each concentration will determine the elution profile of the sample.
Remember, the most effective wash solvent is one that will not elute the sorbed analyte yet allow interferences to be removed.
For ionizable interference/matrix compounds, adjusting the pH of the wash solvent can be an effective way to moderate the
retention/release of the interferences (e.g., acidic compounds will be more retained at low pH, and less retained at high pH,
while basic compounds will be more retained at high pH and less at low pH).
Determining the Elution Solvent: The object of this step is to collect all of the analyte in the smallest possible volume, while at
the same time excluding as much as possible of late-eluting interferences. A further goal is to obtain the analyte fraction in a form
that can be injected directly onto the HPLC or GC column. For HPLC analysis, these various goals are mutually contradictory. The
use of a very strong SPE elution solvent "E" (so that k<<1 for the analyte), minimizes sample volume, but makes it less likely that a
large volume of the analyte fraction can be injected onto the HPLC column. An elution solvent just strong enough to elute the
analyte with some retention (e.g., k≈2), minimizes contamination of the analyte fraction by late-eluters, but increases the volume
and makes it less likely that the total analyte fraction can be injected directly. Use of a less hydrophobic RP-SPE packing (e.g.,
cyano) can minimize this problem. When late-eluting interferences are a problem, the best approach is elution of the analyte with
1<k<5. If detection sensitivity is critical so that all the analyte must be injected for HPLC, evaporation to dryness and re-dissolution
of the analyte fraction may be required. Evaporation of aqueous samples is inconvenient, so lyophilization is an alternative. If normal
phase SPE is used, the analyte fraction will be in an organic solvent that is more easily removed by evaporation. Normal phase SPE
separation is also less likely to retain less-polar compounds that tend to elute late in reversed-phase HPLC.
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If the analyte is an acid or base, solvent strength in the washing and elution steps of RP-SPE can be adjusted by means of a change
in pH, as discussed earlier. This approach makes it easier to select conditions that allow direct injection of the total analyte fraction,
without contaminating the analyte fraction with late-eluters that will increase HPLC (or possibly GC) separation times. SPE with ionexchange packings is even more likely to furnish an ideal analyte fraction for subsequent HPLC analysis. Because of packing
dissolution and degradation, users are advised that silica-based HPLC columns generally should not be used outside a pH-range of
about 2<pH<8. However, the one-time use of SPE cartridges allows a wider range of pH. The presence of a tiny amount of
dissolved silica or hydrolyzed bonded phase is unlikely to interfere with the subsequent HPLC or GC analysis. If dissolved silica in the
analyte fractions is a problem, polymeric SPE cartridges are stable for 1<pH<14 and may be a better choice.
Test Blank and Fortified Matrix: Once the method is optimized for analyte recovery, purity and reproducibility, a fortified matrix
as well as a blank should be run using the optimized wash and elution solvents.
When using SPE, it is important to run blanks to rule out potential contamination by extractables from the cartridge body, frits, and
packing materials. If contamination from these materials is suspected, the cartridge should be rinsed with organic solvent (e.g.
methanol, acetonitrile) or dilute acid (e.g. 0.1% formic acid) prior to use.
Test Real Samples and Fortified Samples: The method should now be tested with real and spiked samples to see if analyte
purity, recovery, and reproducibility are affected. If so, further refinements in the method need to be made.
To assist in method development, Figure 9.12 provides a method development flow chart that addresses the basic steps in
performing the SPE experiments. This flow chart guides one through the main steps in developing an SPE method. Using this flow
chart along with Tables 9.1 and 9.2 and Figures 9.8 and 9.9, one should be able to begin the process of method development:
choosing the proper SPE phase, conditioning solvent, loading solvent, washing solvent, and finally, the elution solvent. For very
complex samples, additional sample preparation protocols may be required prior to or after the SPE cleanup. Difficult interferences
can be removed by other sample preparation techniques shown on the left hand side of the flow chart. However, often an
optimized SPE method provides a sufficiently clean sample for direct analysis. The high selectivity and sensitivity of tandem mass
spectrometry has allowed simpler sample preparation protocols to be used.
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Figure 9.12
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Method Validation
Once an SPE method is developed, validation may be required (or to evaluate method robustness if a full validation is not required).
Some of the variables that should be considered when validating a method are depicted in Table 9.3. Figure 9.13 shows one of
the more important investigations that should be conducted – the effect of flow rate and recovery in SPE, especially for the loading,
washing, and elution steps. There is a kinetic element in sorption. The analyte needs time to diffuse into the porous SPE support and
interact with the active functional group. If the flow rate is too fast, there is insufficient time for this equilibrium to occur. Too slow of
a flow rate will just waste time. The flow rate for ion exchange SPE is even more important since ion exchange kinetics can be
rather slow. Typically, a flow rate of 5 mL/min or less for adsorption and normal phase cartridges and 1-2 mL/min for ion exchange
phases is sufficient for a typical cartridge format (e.g. 200 mg/3 mL).

Table 9.3

Variables to Consider in SPE Method Validation
Test Required

Experimental Parameter(s) to be Investigated

Sorbent

Weight, cartridge format, different lots

Conditioning Solvent

Solvent strength (weak or strong solvent), contact time, volume

Loading Solvent

Type, volume, % organic, pH, ionic strength, ﬂow rate, breakthrough volume, analyte
recovery/loss, interference/matrix removal

Wash Solvent

Type, volume, % organic, pH, ionic strength, ﬂow rate, analyte recovery/loss, interference/
matrix removal

Elution Solvent

Type, volatility, solvent strength, volume, ﬂow rate, pH, ionic strength, interference/matrix
retention, analyte recovery/loss

Analyte and Matrix Stability

Tested in each step of method

Sample/Matrix Loadability

Different analyte concentrations

Detectability

Limits of detection (LOD), limits of quantitation (LOQ)

Method Linearity and Range

Tested over expected concentration range of analyte, test as function of matrix loading
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Figure 9.13

Relationship Between Sample Recovery and Flow Rate in SPE
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SPE Application Examples
Some examples of the use of SPE to solve “real world” problems will be covered. Synthetic sweeteners are sugar substitutes
increasingly being used to combat obesity and dental decay. Research has shown that some artificial sweeteners can cause tumors
in certain animals21. Sewage treatment plants do not completely remove artificial sweeteners from wastewater and these
pollutants contaminate waters downstream and may be present in drinking water. Solid phase extraction using a neutral polymeric
sorbent can be very useful for isolating and concentrating organic contaminants in large volumes of water samples. These sorbents
have very high affinity for organics and exhibit good recoveries from an aqueous environment. In the studies of Junginger and
Korte22, they investigated using 200 mg/6 mL cartridges containing the SPE sorbent Bond Elut Plexa (Agilent Technologies) to
isolate four synthetic sweeteners (acesulfame, cyclamate, saccharin, and sucralose) each at the 1 ppb level in water. The SPE
cartridge was first conditioned with 3 mL of methanol followed by 3 mL of acidified HPLC water. The water sample (100 mL) was
acidified with sulfuric acid at pH 2 and loaded at a flow rate of 5 mL per minute. No rinsing step was required in this trace
enrichment experiment. Elution of the analytes from the cartridge was performed with 5 mL of methanol at a flow rate of 2 mL per
minute. The solvent was evaporated to near dryness stream of nitrogen and reconstituted in 1 mL of acetonitrile:water (5:95). Using
an Agilent ZORBAX Eclipse XDB-C18 HPLC column (4.6 x 50 mm, 1.8 µm) and a water-methanol gradient, the four sweeteners
could be separated to baseline in just over 5 min using tandem mass spectrometric detection. Recoveries of the four sweeteners for
a 20 µL injection volume ranged from 74-91% and RSDs averaged around 7%, quite acceptable at these low concentrations.
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Fungi of the genus Alternaria are pathogens of various plants such as fruits and vegetables. Alternaria is a frequently occurring
species of particular interest because it produces a number of harmful mycotoxins, including alternariol (AOH), alternariol
monomethyl ether (AME), altenuene (ALT), tentoxin (TEN) and tenuazonic acid (TEA). These toxins can be found in grain, seeds,
pepper, and various fruits. Their determination is important for food safety. First, these toxins must be extracted from the food
source, then cleaned up and concentrated by the SPE. Reinhold and Bartels23 developed the workflow for the sample preparation
shown in Figures 9.14 and 9.15. Again, the Bond Elut Plexa polymer provided excellent cleanup of toxin extracts from vegetable
and grape juice samples. Using ternary gradient elution and reversed-phase HPLC with mass spectrometric detection, a baseline
separation was achieved in 15 min as depicted in Figure 9.16. The SPE cleanup reduced ion suppression effects in the mass
spectrometer. For the method, the limit of detection was 5 µg/L while the limit of quantitation was 10 µg/L. Typical recoveries for
the alternaria toxins from grape juice ranged from 97-105%. RSDs ranged from 1-3.6%.

Figure 9.14

Initial Workflow for Extraction of Alternaria Toxins
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Figure 9.15

Workflow for SPE Cleanup of Alternaria Toxin Extracts
Use Bond Elut Plexa 200 mg/6 mL cartridge

Condition with 5 mL of methanol; allow to drain

Add 5 mL water; allow to drain

Add the sample extract; rinse the centrifuge tube
with 1 mL water

Wash with 5 mL water

Elute with 5 mL methanol, then with 5 mL acetonitrile

Evaporate eluate to dryness;
reconstitute in 1 mL water/methanol (7:3 v:v)

Inject into HPLC System
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Figure 9.16

LC/MS Chromatogram of Alternaria Toxins from Grape Juice Extract*
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Polymeric sorbents such as Bond Elut Plexa allow the development of generic SPE methods. Generic methods often save time in
applying SPE cleanup to difficult samples. The cleanup of acid, base, and neutral compounds in biological fluids is one area
where these generic methods have found great utility. A significant number of bioanalytical compounds in the pharmaceutical
industry are basic and can be easily extracted using hydrophobic or cation exchange sorbents. However, lipid lowering statins
and anti-inflammatory drugs tend to be acidic and can be problematic when using traditional hydrophobic sorbents. A simple
generic method was developed for the analysis of the acidic compounds statins in spiked plasma using Plexa PAX, a strong
anion exchanger that can operate at high pH values due to its polymeric nature24. The Plexa PAX resin was used in a 96-well
plate configuration. Each well contained 30 mg of the ion exchange resin. The SPE method was rather simple: 100 µL of human
plasma was first diluted 1:3 with 2% ammonium hydroxide solution. Each well was conditioned with 500 µL of methanol
followed by 500 µL of water. The diluted plasma sample containing the spiked statins was added to the resin in the well. After
sample application, the Bond Elut Plexa PAX was washed first with 500 µL of water followed by 500 µL of methanol. Elution
was performed by adding 500 µL of 5% formic acid in methanol to the 96-well plate. The eluate was collected, evaporated to
dryness, and reconstituted in 1 mL of 5 mM aqueous ammonium formate:methanol (80:20). Using a reversed-phase HPLC-LCMS/MS and gradient elution of the following five statin drugs: atorvastatin, diclofenac, furosemide, ketoprofen, and pravastatin
spiked at the 50 ng/mL level were separated in just over 3 min. All five statins showed linear calibration curves over the range
0.5-200 ng/mL. Analyte recoveries were determined by measuring analyte response compared to a spiked mobile phase
standard. Recoveries ranged from 62% for atorvastatin to 96% for furosemide with RSDs (n=6) ranging from 2.3-6.1% at the
50 ng/mL level.
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Recommended Textbooks on SPE
Space requirements allow this chapter to provide only a basic introduction to SPE. Chapter 10 provides information on more
specialized SPE phases. For general reading, entire books have been written on SPE25-32 including its automation33. The reader
is directed to those references for more detailed coverage of the subject.
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Chapter 10

Special Topics in SPE
There are several topics closely related to the operating principles of SPE. These topics have become important in recent years as
workers are seeking sample preparation techniques that use less organic solvent, are more selective, and may be automated for
convenience and better reproducibility. This chapter will cover several of these techniques.

Solid Phase Microextraction (SPME)
Solid Phase Microextraction is a relatively new sample extraction technique first described by Pawliszyn and coworkers in the early
‘90s1. In its most popular format, SPME consists of two discrete steps: solute absorption from the sample matrix into a thick layer of
silicone or related adsorptive material coated onto a solid fused silica fiber (Figures 9.5 and 10.1A), followed by transfer of the sorbed
analytes into a chromatography inlet by thermal- (GC) or liquid-desorption (LC).
SPME has been applied to both gas chromatography (GC) and liquid chromatography (LC) separations but its most successful
application has been in GC. It eliminates the need for large-volume sample transfer into a GC column by concentrating analytes into
the fiber coating while leaving the bulk of the solvent and non-volatile residues behind. In GC, SPME is considered to be a solventless sample preparation technique. In LC, the technique uses orders of magnitude less solvent than in liquid-liquid extraction and
also uses less solvent compared to SPE.
A related technique, stir bar sorptive extraction (SBSE), first described by Sandra and coworkers2 uses a magnetic stirring bar coated
with a thick layer of absorptive polymer (see Chapter 9, SPE Devices). The stir bar is exposed to sample solution for a time, during
which solutes are absorbed into the polymer coating. Subsequently, the stir bar is removed, dried, and then thermally desorbed for GC
injection, or the absorbed analytes can be back-extracted with a different solvent for either LC or GC. SBSE uses a larger volume of
stationary phase than SPME and, thus, is more efficient at extracting analytes with less absorbent solubility. Therefore, SBSE is
generally more sensitive than SPME.
Table 10.1 provides a sampling of the wide range of applications where SPME has been successfully used.
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Table 10.1

Typical Applications of SPME
Analyte(s)

Matrix

Reference

Fragrances

Flowers

3

Chemical warfare agents

Clothing material

4

Process impurities

Pharmaceuticals

5

Organochlorine pesticides

Chinese teas

6

Volatile compounds

Acidic media

7

Cheese

8

Volatile phenols

Wine

9

Environmental pollutants

Water

10

Chloroanisoles

Cork stoppers

11

Volatile aliphatic amines

Air

12

Phenylurea herbicides

Aqueous samples

13

Sub-ppb phthalates

Water

14

Methyl mercury

Tuna ﬁsh

15

Volatile organic compounds

Soil

16

Isobutylpyrazine (MIBP or IBMP)

Wine

17

BTEX

Water

18

2-Methylisoborneol (2-MIB) and Geosmin

Drinking Water

19

Trichloroanisole

Wine

20
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SPME Principles
SPME relies on the extraction of solutes from a sample, usually aqueous, into an absorptive polymeric layer coated onto a solid fused
silica fiber (Figure 10.1A). Table 10.2 provides a listing of some commercially available fiber chemistries. After a sampling period,
which may be of a considerable time (30 min or more) aided by stirring, the extraction reaches equilibrium. Then the SPME fiber and
captured solutes are transferred into an inlet system that then desorbs the solutes into a gas (for GC) or liquid (for LC) mobile phase.
Success relies on choosing conditions so that the desired solutes favor the SPME absorptive layer as much as possible in the presence
of bulk sample. On the other hand, the absorbed solutes should be released during the desorption step as quickly and as completely
as possible. If the desorption is slow and the desorbed solute peaks broad, a secondary trapping to refocus the analytes may be
required. Then, in the case of GC by rapid heating, the refocused analytes are quickly swept into the chromatographic column for
separation and analysis. The choice of the absorptive layer chemistry and film thickness strongly influences the degree of absorption
and the subsequent efficiency of desorption. SPME fibers are available in syringe-integrated assemblies that are conveniently handled
either manually or by robotic autosampling systems. Used fibers often can be cleaned up for reuse by solvent rinsing or baking.
Figure 10.2 depicts the entire extraction transfer and desorption process. Although solvent desorbing in a valve configuration can
transfer solutes to an HPLC column, it is generally more convenient to perform the experiment off-line, then transfer the extracted
contents to a vial or manually to a loop injector.

Figure 10.1

Cross Sectional Diagram of SPME Extraction Devices

A

L

r1

r2

B
SPME Layer

Solid Support

A: Fiber device with external sorptive coating
B: Tube device with sorptive coating on the inside

Adapted from 21
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Figure 10.2

Steps in SPME Process in GC and LC
A: Extraction step for SPME

B: Thermal desorption
on GC injection port
SPME holder

C: SPME LC interface

Desorption chamber
Aqueous
sample

Mobile phase

Waste
Fiber immersed in aqueous sample
To LC column

Table 10.2

Types of Samples and Recommended Fiber Chemistry in SPME
Sample

Recommended Fiber Chemistry

Low molecular weight or volatile compounds

100 µm polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)

Larger molecular weight or semivolatile compounds

30 µm PDMS ﬁber or a 7µm PDMS ﬁber

Very polar analytes from polar samples

85 µm polyacrylate

More volatile polar analytes, such as alcohols or amines

65 µm polydimethylsiloxane/divinylbenzene (PDMS/DVB)

Trace-level volatiles analysis

75 µm PDMS/ Carboxen

Expanded range of analytes (C3-C20)

50/30 divinylbenzene/carboxen on PDMS

General HPLC

60 µm PDMS/DVB

As an alternative approach to SPME, the stationary phase is coated on the inside of an open fused silica column (Figure 10.1B).
Known as in-tube SPME22, mostly used for liquid chromatography, a solution containing the analyte of interest is pumped inside the
coiled coated fused silica tube a number of times until equilibrium occurs. Then, after dispelling the sample liquid from the capillary
tube, a strong solvent is used to displace the trapped analyte from the coated stationary phase into an HPLC loop injector.
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Let’s now look at the details of SPME extraction, transfer, and desorption. The following discussion was adapted from an article by
J. Hinshaw 21.

Step 1: Extraction
For the extraction step with an externally coated SPME absorptive layer, the layer is exposed to sample in the liquid phase
(Figure 10.3A) or gas phase (headspace) (Figure 10.3B). Over time, the amounts of solutes in the SPME layer reach an
equilibrium level with their surroundings, which represents the maximum solute amounts that can be absorbed and withdrawn
under a given set of sampling conditions. The amount of solute in the SPME layer at equilibrium (Mi, SPME) can be approximated
by the following equation:

Mi,SPME~Ki.SPME VSPMECi

Equation 1

where Ki,SPME is an aggregate solute distribution constant between the SPME absorptive layer and the sample, VSPME is the volume
of the SPME layer, and Ci is the solute concentration in the sample before performing SPME sampling.

Figure 10.3

Equation 1 assumes that the sample volume is much greater
than the volume of the SPME layer. SPME coatings typically
have thicknesses of about 10-100 µm typically around 10 times
the film thickness range normally encountered in capillary GC
columns. Standard SPME layers, with smaller volumes, would
imply correspondingly smaller minimum sample volumes.

SPME Extractions in Closed Vial

Headspace

SPME fiber
Liquid sample
A

B

A: Sampling from the liquid phase
B: Sampling from the headspace (gas phase)
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Step 2: Transfer
The next step after sampling is to transfer the SPME layer and absorbed analytes away from sample exposure and into conditions
for desorption into the chromatography mobile phase. For LC-SPME in-tube sampling with a multiposition valve connected to the
SPME tube, there is no need to physically move the SPME layer, but new solvating conditions must be established in place that
promote solute desorption. On the other hand, an SPME fiber device is removed from the sample container and transported over
a distance to where the solutes are to be desorbed – the GC inlet or, in some cases, a solvent wash position. Removal from the
sample environment immediately starts the absorbed solute concentrations shifting away from their in-sample values to lower
levels as solutes naturally desorb into their surroundings. The rate of natural desorption is fairly low for many solutes, but volatile
molecules could experience significant losses during the transfer step. In a laboratory situation, the transfer time from sample vial
to instrument can be short enough so that losses are insignificant. Losses can be minimized during extended transport and storage
by sealing the SPME layer into a small enclosure and then ensuring that the contents are included with the rest of the sample on
desorption. In addition to volatile sample losses, an SPME layer can easily pick up non-sample components from the ambient air,
especially during extended transportation from remote sites. Enclosing the SPME layer prevents the influx of such contaminants.
A number of commercially available SPME devices incorporate such a sealing system.
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Step 3: Desorption
Once in place at a chromatograph, the SPME layer must then be exposed to conditions that cause the absorbed solutes to desorb
with as close to 100% efficiency as possible, and in a sufficiently short time compatible with the chromatography mode in use. In
the case of an SPME layer coated inside a tube, for LC analysis, a simple multiposition valve arrangement can switch from sample
liquid flow to the mobile phase. Stopping the mobile phase flow in the SPME tube allows time for solute desorption to come to
equilibrium between the SPME layer in the liquid mobile phase before the desorbed materials are introduced into the column. This
somewhat cumbersome stop-flow operation may cause undue band broadening and encourages some to utilize an off-line
desorption step.
In GC, desorption from fiber-based external SPME layers is more conveniently achieved by insertion into a standard GC capillary
inlet system in much the same way as a syringe. Several trade-offs arise in the course of thermally desorbing an SPME layer for GC
analysis. First, the desorption temperature must be high enough so that the solutes rapidly leave the SPME fiber. A desorption that
is too slow may lead to peak broadening and tailing unless additional arrangements are made for trapping solutes at the beginning
of the GC column before temperature-programmed elution. Conversely, too high of an inlet temperature may induce thermal
decomposition and introduce some contaminants into the column from septum bleed, as well as from the SPME layer itself.
During sample desorption from an SPME fiber into a split/splitless inlet, the split flow should be turned off so that all of the solutes
may enter the column without splitting, just as would occur in splitless injection. It is unlikely that enough sample mass will be
absorbed on an SPME layer to necessitate sample splitting. A narrow-bore inlet liner (often called a "splitless" liner) helps produce
better peak shapes as well, by limiting the volume into which the solutes may expand. After the SPME device has been withdrawn
from an inlet splitter, the split flow may be turned back on to purge the inlet of any remaining materials and prevent some degree of
peak tailing.
Programmed temperature vaporizer (PTV) inlet systems (see Chapter 6) are well-suited to SPME desorption because of their smaller
internal volumes. For SPME use, they should be operated at the same elevated constant temperatures as conventional split/splitless
inlets because PTV heat-up rates (on the order of several hundred degrees per minute) may not be fast enough to produce
sufficiently narrow peaks without some form of additional stationary phase trapping.
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Pros and Cons of SPME
The primary advantages of SPME are its ability to decouple sampling from the matrix effects that would distort the apparent sample
composition or disturb the chromatographic separation, its simplicity and ease of use, and its reduced or nonexistent solvent
consumption. These characteristics combine to make SPME an attractive alternative to classical headspace or thermal desorption
sampling, solid phase extraction, and classical liquid-liquid extraction.
As with a number of related sample preparation and injection techniques such as headspace GC or thermal desorption, SPME lends
itself well to handling difficult sample matrices, but with the added benefit of low cost and simplicity. SPME does not require
elaborate and expensive instrument accessories for occasional use and yet seems to be capable of delivering very good manual
results in the hands of skilled users. This cannot necessarily be said for manual headspace or thermal desorption sampling.
Autosamplers or robotics systems that perform repetitive unattended SPME sampling are also available; this automation availability
is also a key advantage of SPME.
On the other hand, quantitation is a more difficult process in SPME. Standards must be prepared under the exact same conditions
as samples, and that is not always possible. The fibers themselves are rather expensive and you need replacement on a relatively
frequent basis. As the fiber ages, its behavior may change, resulting in a lower degree of reproducibility. The fibers are somewhat
fragile, therefore method robustness is sometimes questioned. Relative to other sample preparation techniques, obtaining
equilibrium conditions is quite slow, necessitating shorter sampling periods for practical requirements. As mentioned earlier, slow
desorption times may necessitate trapping non-volatile solutes to refocus them for chromatographic analysis.
SPME requires careful optimization and consistent operating conditions for success, but this is true of related techniques as well.
Any poorly characterized sampling technique has no valid use in the analytical laboratory, and the burden of developing an
SPME method is no greater than for the other techniques. SPME has a significant place in the analyst's arsenal of sample
preparation techniques.
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Example of SPME Sample Preparation
To illustrate the application of SPME, a method was developed to determine sub-ppb levels of phthalates in water by Auto-SPME and
GC/MS23. Phthalic acid esters are key additives to many plastics to keep them pliable at room temperature. Due to their widespread
use, relatively large amounts of these compounds are released into the environment. In recent years, considerable attention has been
paid to human exposure to phthalates because of their suspected carcinogenic and estrogenic properties. Liquid-liquid extraction has
been widely used to isolate phthalates from aqueous samples. SPME is an alternative approach to the analysis of phthalates in
aqueous solutions. The extraction of analytes from aqueous samples can be performed by direct immersion of the fiber into the liquid
phase or by headspace sampling. Here, the use of CombiPAL (Agilent Technologies) for the fully automated SPME sample preparation
process is demonstrated. All movements of the SPME fiber are software-controlled for optimum precision and less operator attention.
Since the phthalates are semi-volatile compounds, the immersion extraction mode was selected. First, the effect of extraction time
versus amount extracted at a temperature of 40 °C was studied. Figure 10.4 provides information on the amount extracted (signal
response) versus extraction time for the six phthalates studied. As seen in the figure, when the extraction time was over 20 min, the
responses changed only slightly, which meant that the extraction of most compounds reach equilibrium at this point. Thus, in this
experiment, 20 min was selected as the extraction time.
It is generally known that the addition of salt to an aqueous solution improves the SPME extraction efficiency. Therefore, the
salting out effect was studied by the addition of NaCl to the aqueous solution containing phthalates. Although not shown, the
effect demonstrated that extraction efficiency improvements can be made by the salting out procedure. In the final experiments, a
20% (W/V) salt concentration was chosen. Figure 10.5 shows the LC/MS SIM chromatogram of the phthalates at the optimized
condition. The SPME method for sample preparation combined with GC/MS provided linearity over the range 1-1000 ng/mL with
good correlation coefficients. The RSD's at a concentration of one ppb were less than 10%, except for DPP. Actual samples of tap
water, potable water, and purified water from water dispenser were analyzed for the presence of phthalates. The results showed
that phthalates were detected in all three samples at 24-79 ng/mL levels23.
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Figure 10.4
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Figure 10.5
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Matrix Solid Phase Dispersion (MSPD)
Matrix Solid Phase Dispersion (MSPD) is a sample preparation technique for solid- (e.g animal or plant tissue, milk, vegetables),
semi-solid-, and viscous-samples24. It employs bonded phase solid supports, usually silica-based, as both an abrasive to produce a
disruption of sample architecture and as a bound “solvent” to assist in complete sample disruption during the process of blending.
Figure 10.6 provides a simplified description of the overall process. With this blending, the sample disperses itself over the surface
of the bonded phase/support material providing a new mixed phase for conducting analyte isolation from a variety of sample
matrices. The blending does not have to be performed with rigorous grinding by mortar and pestle, but gentle stirring is sufficient for
most matrices. This dispersed sample provides more access to solvents and reagents used for analyte isolation. After the disruption
process, the blended sample matrix and its distribution onto the bonded phase/support are transferred to a syringe barrel column
fitted with a frit. A second frit is placed at the top of the packed bed. Various solvents, usually of progressively stronger polarity
depending on the analytes to be eluted, are passed through the packed bed. Often, a second cleanup step is required. In some
cases, the effluent from the MSPD column is directed to a conventional SPE cartridge where further purification takes place.
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Figure 10.6
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The MSPD technique has found widespread applications, especially in the food industry, such as for the sample preparation of
pesticides in fruit25, baby food26, fruit juices27, veterinary drugs in tissue28, antibacterial residues in foodstuff29, isoflavones in clover
leaves30, polyaromatic hydrocarbons in bivalves31, and antibiotics in milk32. The advantages of the method are its simplicity, good
extraction efficiencies with reasonable recoveries, solvent savings over traditional extraction methods, and wide application range;
however, automation of the technique is quite cumbersome.
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Specialty Phases in SPE
Specialty phases for SPE are phases that have been developed for specific applications that may be difficult to achieve on a
standard SPE device. However, sometimes manufacturers will use a standard phase, but test it specifically for a certain class of
compounds and provide a recommended set of SPE conditions for their optimum isolation. In some cases, the specialty SPE
cartridges come as part of a “total solution” kit with reagents, standards, and a method. But most specialty SPE phases have been
synthesized with chemical functionality that will specifically interact with solutes of interest. Table 10.3 shows several specialty
phases that are available to deal with specific cleanup tasks. Additional phases follow.

Table 10.3

Specialty Phases for SPE
Functional Group(s)
Bond Elut Name Present

Main Application

Atrazine

C18

Low load, high-ﬂow C18 phase designed for atrazine extraction. Large particle size allows ﬂow of
large sample volumes; Controlled carbon content enhances atrazine selectivity; Large bed mass
offers optimized capacity for atrazine.

Carbon

Graphitized carbon

Non-porous sorbent exhibits high affinity for organic polar and non-polar compounds from both
non-polar and polar matrices, when used in reversed-phase conditions; Recommended for
removal of chlorophyll and other pigments (especially in QuEChERS applications, see Chapter 8).

Carbon/PSA

Graphitized carbon
and primary secondary
amine (layered)

Bond Elut PSA is an alkylated amine sorbent that contains two different amino functionalities: a
primary and a secondary amine. This gives a slightly higher pKa and ionic capacity compared to
Bond Elut NH2. The PSA sorbent has a significantly higher carbon load than most amino
functional sorbents and therefore is a better choice for polar compounds that retain to strongly
on Bond Elut NH2. Bond Elut PSA is an ideal sorbent removing fatty and organic acids as well
as pigments and sugars when performing multiresidue pesticide food analysis.

Carbon/NH2

Graphitized carbon
and amino (layered)

Designed for cleanup of Japanese Positive List for the analysis of pesticides in food;
Bond Elut NH2, a primary amine, is a weaker anion exchanger, than sorbents such as SAX
(a quaternary amine sorbent that is always charged). Therefore, it is a better choice for the
retention of very strong anion such as sulfonic acids that retain irreversibly on an SAX sorbent.
Bond Elut NH2 is an ideal sorbent for removing fatty and organic acids, as well as pigments
and sugars when performing multiresidue pesticide food analysis.
(Continued)
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Specialty Phases for SPE
Functional Group(s)
Bond Elut Name Present

Main Application

Cellulose

Cellulose powder

Cellulose phase stable over a wide pH range and contains an extremely low metal content (Fe
and Cu content less than 5 ppm). The combination of surface area and polymeric structure results
in a sorbent with excellent capacity. The cellulose media contains numerous hydroxyl groups;
because of it polar nature, it is able to accept high loading of many polar substances from
aqueous and organic phases.

EnvirElut

Polymeric

EnvirElut sorbents are specially designed for the extraction of a wide range of compounds from
aqueous matrices, especially herbicides, Polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), and
pesticides.

Mycotoxin

Silica-based
ion exchange

Novel sorbent which cleans up food extracts for improved trichothecene and zearalenon analysis.
Results are comparable or superior to competing methods, including immunoaffinity columns
(IAC) and charcoal/alumina column; acts in a selective non-retention mechanism – the toxin
analytes pass through the cartridge while the food matrix components are retained (Explained
more thoroughly later in this chapter, under Class- or Ion-Specific SPE Cartridges, Mycotoxin
SPE Sorbent).

PBA

Phenylboronic acid

Functionality that can retain analytes via a reversible covalent bond; boronate group has a strong
affinity for cis-diol containing compounds such as catechols, nucleic acids, some proteins,
carbohydrates and PEG compounds. Aminoalcohols, alpha-hydroxy amides, keto compounds,
and others can also be retained; very strong covalent retention mechanism enables high
specificity and cleanliness (Explained more thoroughly under Immobilized Phenyl Boronic Acid
(PBA) Phases).

PCB

Proprietary
dual phase

Specially designed sorbent with optimized bed mass which allows for the facile extraction of
polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) compounds from a variety of matrices; desired analytes can be
loaded and eluted using a simple, single solvent method prior to analysis by GC/ECD.
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Restricted Access Media (RAM)
The RAM is a special class of SPE sorbent used for the direct injection of biological fluids such as plasma, serum or blood. They are
most often used for the analysis of small drugs, their impurities, and metabolites. Over the years, there have been many variations of
these sorbents described as internal-surface reversed-phases, shielded hydrophobic phases, semi-permeable surfaces, dual-zone
phases, and mixed functional phases. For more information on the various classifications of RAM, consult33,34.
The most popular RAM phases are the dual-mode porous packings that are characterized by an outer hydrophilic layer and an inner
surface porosity with a hydrophobic bonded phase (Figure 10.7). The outer hydrophilic surface provides minimal interaction with
proteins and when combined with small pores of the packing that exclude them, the proteins to elute unretained while small drugs
and drug metabolites pass into the pores and are retained by hydrophobic interactions with alkyl bonded phases. Despite being
described as “non-fouling” phases, RAMs have had a reputation for eventual fouling with repeated injections of straight biological
fluids. If the pH and organic solvent composition of the mobile phase are not optimized, protein precipitation can occur in the RAM
causing fouling, so some care must be exercised in their use.

Figure 10.7

Pictorial Representation of Resticted Access Media (RAM)
Internal pores
with bonded phase

Physical Diffusion Barrier

Outer hydrophilic layer

Chemical Diffusion Barrier

The RAM phases can be used in the single column mode or with multidimensional LC-LC. In the single column mode, conditions are
selected to first exclude plasma proteins, then running gradient elution to elute and separate the drug compounds. Although this
approach has worked satisfactorily, because of the increased chances of fouling the RAM due to lack of re-equilibration after gradient
elution or due to inadequate selectivity of the hydrophobic stationary phase inside the pores, multidimensional LC-LC approaches
have proven to be more successful. Here, an additional column (usually a reversed-phase column) is plumbed into the system after
the RAM column via a 6- or 10-port switching valve (see Chapter 13 for more information on column configurations). Isocratic
conditions are used for injection of the plasma onto the RAM, and an additional gradient pumping system is employed for the
reversed-phase chromatographic analysis. In this approach, the trapped drug and its metabolite molecules from the RAM column can
be flushed (or backflushed) into the reversed-phase column and gradient elution is performed to separate the impurities and/or
metabolites. When these multidimensional approaches are employed, the RAM column is often backflushed and regenerated after
each analysis. Longterm stability with repeated usage of the RAM column has been reported for soy isoflavones in rat serum36.
In addition, the secondary reversed-phase column also has a longer lifetime since plasma proteins are not injected onto this second
column but are vented to waste.
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Molecularly Imprinted Polymers (MIPs)
The MIPs are among the most selective phases used in SPE. The technique is sometimes referred to as molecularly imprinted
solid-phase extraction (MIP-SPE). Molecular imprinting is a technique that has been used in areas where selective recognition
is required for complex separations or sample cleanup. An introductory article37 outlined the basics of MIP technology, while
review articles38-41, and a book42 provide detailed information on the use and potential of MIPs in SPE.
A MIP is a highly stable polymer that possesses recognition sites that are adapted to the three-dimensional shape and
functionalities of an analyte of interest. The most common approach through the use of noncovalent imprinting involves the uses
of a print molecule (template) that is chemically coupled with one of the building blocks of a polymer. After polymerization, the
resulting bond must be cleaved to obtain a free selective binding site (receptor). The synthesis process is shown schematically in
Figure 10.8.
The selective interactions between the template and the monomers are based upon hydrogen bonding, ionic and/or hydrophobic
interactions. The most often used monomers are based on methacrylic acid and/or methacrylates. The basic idea of a MIP is the
“lock and key” concept where a selective receptor or cavity on the surface of a polymer perfectly fits the template analyte that
was used to prepare the MIP. The receptor site is complementary to the template in terms of its size, shape, and functionality.
The concept is similar to immunoaffinity (IA) SPE phases (see next section, Immunoaffinity Extraction of Small Molecules) but
obtaining and linking a suitable antibody for these IA sorbents can be very time consuming.

Figure 10.8
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Polymerization

The removal of the template from the polymeric MIP is important, not only to make available the interaction sites for increased
sample capacity, but to also ensure that the analyte to be isolated can be measured quantitatively. The lack of complete removal of
the template molecules, even with exhaustive extraction, has been one of the main problems with the acceptance of MIPs. The
template molecules frequently bleed, sometimes give baseline drifts, and they interfere with the quantitation of the desired analyte,
especially at low levels. One approach to overcome this limitation is to use a template that is similar to the analyte of interest. An
example would be to use a brominated analog template rather than a chlorinated molecule of interest. If the analog can be
separated from the analyte of interest, then the MIP will function as desired.
With aqueous mobile phases, MIPs can display reversed-phase and ion exchange interaction since selective polar interactions are
impaired. The MIP phases show the greatest selectivity when the experimental conditions are chosen that generate the selective
interactions that are usually obtained in organic solvents used for the MIP synthesis. This approach allows the MIP to be used for
trapping analytes from aqueous solution by hydrophobic or ionic interactions, then washed with a solvent that breaks selective
binding of matrix components, and finally with an organic solvent which disrupts the strong bonds between the analyte and the MIP
polymer matrix.
Since the SPE packing material is a polymer, depending on the degree of crosslinking, there may be some swelling or shrinkage
with a change in solvent. Such a physical change can modify the size of the receptor and change the selectivity of the MIP for the
target analyte. In this regard, perhaps the synthesis of molecular imprinted organic-inorganic hybrid polymers43 may generate a
more rigid substructure that does not swell and shrink.
A disadvantage of the MIP approach to SPE is the fact that each sorbent must be custom made. The specificity of the MIP can be
determined by choosing the appropriate template molecule. The MIP can be synthesized in the laboratory using published
procedures, or the template molecule can be sent to a specialty laboratory that will make a custom MIP. Because of the relatively
long process involved in making a MIP for SPE, one can justify it only if the application will frequently be required, or if there is no
other way to perform sample cleanup.
Recently, off-the-shelf MIPs have been introduced. These standard MIP phases have been designed for specific analytes that are
popularly encountered in complex matrices. Among those currently available are sorbents optimized for:

• Clenbuterol in biological ﬂuids
• Beta agonists, multiresidue extractions in urine and tissue samples
• NNAL (4-Methylnitrosamino-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanol), tobacco-speciﬁc nitrosamine in biological matrices
• Riboﬂavin (vitamin B2) in aqueous samples
• Triazines, multiresidue extraction in water, soil, and food products
• Chloramphenicol, antibiotic in biological matrices
• Beta blockers, multiresidue extractions in water, and biological samples
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Immunoaffinity Extraction of Small Molecules
Similar to MIPs, immunoaffinity phases are based upon molecular recognition but use chemically attached mono- or poly-clonal
antibodies rather than surface cavities. Undoubtedly, the immunoaffinity phases are the most selective since they are primarily
designed around biological antigen-antibody interactions that provide high selectivity and high affinity. These sorbents enable the
selective extraction and concentration of individual compounds or classes of compounds from matrices, often in a single step.
Antibodies for large biomolecules are readily available and have been used for many years in immunology and medical research
and in the immunoextraction of enzymes, hormones, and other biospecies (see Chapter 15 for an example of immunoextraction of
proteins). However, antibodies for small molecules are more difficult to obtain, so the development of small molecule immunoaffinity
extraction is more recent and less developed. Some excellent review articles are available for those who would like to understand
immunoaffinity extractions in more detail44-48.
To demonstrate the use of immunoaffinity sample preparation, a sample cleanup of corn and peanut butter samples was performed
for the analysis of aflatoxins using an AflaPrep immunoaffinity SPE cartridge (R-Biopharm, Darmstadt, Germany). The cartridge
contains an anti-aflatoxin antibodies immobilized on a wide-pore silica and is selective for the compound class. Aflatoxins are highly
toxic natural substances and suspected carcinogens produced by mold that can be found on agricultural products such as grains,
corn, peanuts, and seeds. There are four fluorescent aflatoxins that are commonly analyzed: B1, B2, G1, and G2, each with
different structures. The common analysis procedure is to perform liquid-liquid extraction, SPE or column chromatography, followed
by HPLC analysis with fluorescence detection.
Recently, a more selective, straightforward cleanup was introduced using off-line immunoaffinity chromatography50. Figure 10.9
depicts results obtained by immunoaffinity cleanup followed by reversed-phase chromatography and fluorescence detection using
post-column electrochemical derivatization using bromine as a derivatizing agent. The linear range for each of the four aflatoxins
was found to be 0.1-10 µg/L with the R-square value greater than 0.99998. Limits of detection were found to be in the range of
0.004-0.007 µg/L (equivalent to 0.008-0.014 µg/kg content in the samples). Relative standard deviations of retention time and
peak areas for all four aflatoxins were all less than 0.3%.
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Figure 10.9

Determination of Aflatoxins in Corn and Peanut Butter
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The sample preparation procedure for the aflatoxins involved weighing a 25 g sample, adding 2 g NaCl and 125 mL HPLC grade
methanol-distilled water (60:40 v/v) into a high-speed blender jar. Blend for one minute and dilute the extract with 125 mL of
distilled water. After filtration, 10 mL of the filtrate was passed through the immunoaffinity column at a flow rate of 2-3 mL/min.
The column was washed with 10 mL of water. Finally, the aflatoxins were eluted from the cartridge using 1 mL of HPLC-grade
methanol. The methanol extract was diluted with 1 mL of water before injection into the HPLC.
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Class- or Ion-Specific SPE Cartridges
Over the years, specialty phases have been introduced that are compound-, class- or element-specific. Of course, the
immunoaffinity- and MIP-SPE phases are on the extreme ends of the selectivity scale. Specialty phases have special functional
groups that can interact with certain compounds and have found use in niche applications.

Immobilized Phenylboronic Acid (PBA) Phases
When the PBA-SPE phases are treated with alkaline buffer, they become very specific for certain functional groups such as vicinol
diols which are present in sugars and catechols. Other difunctionalities can also be reactive. For example, alpha-hydroxy acids,
aromatic o-hydroxy acids and amides, and aminoalcohol-containing compounds can be retained. They actually form covalent bonds
with these groups (see details in Figure 10.10). When bonded, the sorbents can be washed with any number of solvents to
remove interferences. Once washed, the covalent bonds can be broken by washing the phase with an acidic buffer/solvent that
hydrolyzes the covalent bonds. A popular application of the PBA phases is the isolation of catecholamines in biological fluids52.

Figure 10.10
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An application displaying the unique selectivity of the PBA phase is the determination of Ribavirin in human plasma53. Ribavirin is in
a class of antiviral medications called nucleoside analogues. It works by stopping the virus that causes hepatitis C from spreading
inside the body. The chemical structure (Figure 10.11) shows a distinctive diol group that is well-suited for the PBA’s ability to
covalent bond as indicated in Figure 10.10.
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The sample preparation procedure was simple. The heat-deactivated plasma was mixed with ammonium acetate buffer (250 mM,
pH 8.5) and loaded onto a Bond Elut PBA cartridge (100 mg/1 mL), first conditioned with MeOH, followed by 2 mL of ammonium
acetate buffer. After loading, the cartridge was washed with the same buffer followed by MeOH. Finally, the analytes were
successively eluted with 1 mL of 2.5% formic acid in methanol. After evaporating the eluent to dryness, the dried extracts were
reconstituted with 200 µL of mobile phase, centrifuged, and a portion injected into a reversed -phase column with UV detection.
The PBA method gave better recovery and reproducibility than did LLE with various solvent combinations. The calibration curve was
linear over the range of 0.05-10 µg/mL and the limit of quantitation (LOQ) was determined to be 0.050 µg/mL. This extraction
method can also be modified to facilitate the extraction of ribavirin from foods such as chicken54.

Figure 10.11
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Drugs of Abuse Analysis
Screening for drugs of abuse in biological fluids is an important application of SPE. In this particular analysis, high purity, high
recovery, and rugged methods are essential for an effective screen and to avoid false positives. The Certify (Agilent Technologies)
mixed mode SPE sorbent takes advantage of non-polar, polar, and ion exchange properties. Because the sorbent is capable of
exhibiting a variety of sorbent-analyte interactions, they can be used either as a general screen for several broad drug classes or in
specific extractions for GC and GC/MS confirmation of drugs and metabolites. The use of a bonded phase containing a medium
length hydrocarbon chain (C8) allows for some exposure of the polar silica surface. Therefore, polar and non-polar interactions of
the drugs and matrix interferences with the sorbent are optimized. The second bonded phase, a strong cation exchanger, has been
optimized for capacity.
The Certify cartridge is conditioned first with methanol to open up the coiled hydrophobic portion of the sorbent and activate it
toward interaction with polar matrix. Further conditioning with buffer removes excess methanol and places the sorbent bed in an
environment as similar to the matrix as possible. This allows for maximum sorbent-matrix interaction and reproducible recoveries.
The extraction of drugs from complex biological matrix such as plasma or urine requires that pH, ionic strength, and viscosity be
controlled. This is accomplished by dilution of the sample with buffer.
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Certify is recommended for the cleanup of basic drugs such as amphetamines, phencyclidine, proxyphene, meperidine, LSD,
codeine, oxycodone, and opiates. Although very different in their pharmacology and structure, all basic drugs feature amine
functional groups (NR3, NR2H, or NRH2). This group acts as a base by abstracting H+ and becoming positively charged. Initial
extraction, however, takes place by non-polar mechanism onto the hydrophobic portion of the sorbent. After the drug is retained,
washing the cartridge with water removes polar interferences. Next, the cartridge is washed with acid, completing the elution of
polar interferences and ensuring that the basic drugs of positively charged as ammonium salts. Non-polar, non-basic drugs and
interferences can then be removed with an organic wash. Finally, the basic drugs can be eluted with alkaline organic solvent
[i.e. 2% NH4OH in either methanol, ethyl acetate (EtOAc), or CH2Cl2/isopropanol (IPA)]. The presence of base serves to disrupt
the ionic interactions of the drug with the sorbent since the positive charge on the drug is neutralized. The use of organic solvent
disrupts the hydrophobic interactions, which initially retained the drug from the sample.
Similar to the basic drugs, acidic and neutral drugs, such as barbiturates, phenytoin, methaqualone, benzodiazepines, and D9-carboxy
THC, have widely varying pharmacological and structural properties. They are classed together because they are not retained by a
cation exchange mechanism, although the cation exchange portion of Certify can improve cleanup of samples containing these drugs.
These drugs are characterized by the absence of a basic amine functional group. (Note, drugs such as barbiturates have a nitrogencontaining imine functional group, which is weakly acidic, rather than basic). These drugs are retained by a non-polar mechanism.
Washing the cartridge with dilute acid removes polar impurities and insures that any basic interferences become charged. Thus,
when the acidic and neutral drugs are eluted by disrupting their non-polar interaction with the sorbent, the basic interferences are
retained on the strong cation exchange portion of the sorbent. To handle these acidic and neutral drugs, Certify II was developed. It is
a mixed mode sorbent with a short chain alkyl group (C8) along with anion exchange functionality. Retention of the acidic drugs on
Certify II is initially achieved by non-polar interactions on the hydrophobic portion of the sorbent. Next, polar interferences can be
washed away with the basic buffer. This wash step also ensures that the COOH functional group is deprotonated, forming COO-,
which can then be retained on the anion exchange portion of the Certify II sorbent. The charge on any amine functional groups would
be neutralized by this step as well, preparing any basic drugs present for the washing step. After briefly drying the cartridge, non-polar
basic drugs and interferences can be removed with a non-polar solvent. Finally, acidic drugs such as D9-carboxy THC can be
recovered by elution with a non-polar acidic solvent such as hexane/EtOAc with 1% acetic acid.
To illustrate how the Certify drugs of abuse phases are used in practice, we will look at cleanup of THC and its metabolites in whole
blood55. The traditional analytical technique for screening drugs of abuse is GC followed by GC/MS for confirmation. The key to
reliable THC testing in blood is to have an efficient extraction method. In this example, SPE using Certify II was employed for
cleanup followed by GC-MS/MS for analysis. Only 2 mL of blood sample was required for the assay. Deuterated internal standards
of tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) and its known metabolites 11-hydroxy-D-tetrahydrocannabinol (11-OH-THC) and 11-nor- D9tetrahydrocannabinol-9-carboxylic acid (THCA) were spiked in the blood sample at the 10 µg/mL level. Next, 4 mL of acetonitrile
was added to precipitate the plasma proteins. After centrifugation, the supernatant was transferred and evaporated to about 3 mL
followed by the addition of 7 mL of 0.1 M sodium acetate (pH 6.0).
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High Flow Bond Elut Certify II cartridges were conditioned with 2 mL of methanol, then 2 mL of 0.1 M sodium acetate buffer
(pH 6.0) with 5% methanol. The sample was slowly added to the cartridge. The cartridge was then washed with 2 mL of
sodium acetate buffer, dried under vacuum for 5 min and washed with 1 mL hexane. The THC was eluted under neutral
conditions with 2 mL of 95:5 hexane:ethyl acetate. This was followed by 5 mL 1:1 methanol:deionized water wash. Again, the
column dried under vacuum for 5 min and washed again with 1 mL hexane elution of the metabolites was performed with 2 mL
of 1% acetic acid in 75:25 hexane:ethyl acetate. The THC and metabolites fractions were combined, evaporated to dryness,
and reconstituted with toluene before derivatization. The 3 analytes were derivatized with 40 µL of N,OBis(trimethylsilyl)trifluoroacetamide (BSTFA) and 1% trimethylchlorosilane (TMCS).
Gas chromatography analysis was performed using an Agilent Triple Quadruple GC/MS equipped with a low thermal mass (LTM)
column module which allows very fast temperature ramping and rapid cooling. In addition, the backflushing feature of the gas
chromatograph was used to prevent any carryover of impurities that may have been co-extracted with the analytes of interest.
Details of the chromatographic and mass spectrometric conditions can be found in the original application note55. Using SPE
cleanup, GC column backflushing, and MRM for the triple quadrupole mass spectrometer, signals for the various analytes were very
clean and allowed the detection of very low levels of THC and its metabolites. The resulting linear dynamic range of quantification
was 0.1-50 ng/mL for THC and 11-OH-THC and 1-100 ng/mL for THCA. The LTM module and backflushing facilitated rapid analysis
with a run time of 6 minutes and a cycle time of 8 minutes. An alternative analytical technique for THC analysis that avoids having
to perform derivatization as is required for GC is the use of LC-MS/MS56.

Ion Removal by SPE
In many applications, especially in ion chromatography, high concentrations of ionic components from the sample matrix can be
undesirable interferences. The use of ion exchange resins with specific functionalities can be used to remove these ionic species.
For example, a strong cation exchanger in the barium form will selectively remove high concentrations of sulfate from aqueous
solution. The same can be said for a cation ion exchanger in the silver form for the removal of chloride ion. Chelating ion
exchangers can remove transition metals.
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Mycotoxin SPE Sorbent
Fusarium fungi are probably the most prevalent toxin producing fungi of the northern temperate regions and are commonly found in
cereals grown in the temperate regions of America, Europe, and Asia. A variety of Fusarium fungi produce different toxins of the
class of trichothecenes. These toxins are very detrimental to human health. Twelve type A- and B- trichothecenes and zearalenone
(ZEA) in cereals and cereal-based food can be isolated using Bond Elut Mycotoxin, a specialty SPE phase for these important
compounds57. First, the toxins are extracted from the finely-ground cereal samples using acetonitrile/water (80:20 v/v), which
minimizes co-extractables from the matrix. After filtration, a 4 mL portion of the filtrate is passed through a Bond Elut Mycotoxin SPE
column and the effluent is collected and evaporated to dryness under a gentle stream of nitrogen. The sample was reconstituted in
0.5 mL of acetonitrile:water (20/80 v/v) and a 10 µL portion is injected into the LC-MS/MS for analysis. A wide number of grains
ranging from corn, wheat, oats, bread, etc. were spiked with the 12 trichothecenes and ZEA and recoveries at the part per billion
level were quite acceptable, averaging from 70-95% with RSDs averaging around 5%. Recoveries were better than the
conventional cleanup via charcoal-alumina columns and compared to immunoaffinity columns that were considerably more
expensive since multiple columns were required. An advantage is that the Bond Elut Mycotoxin SPE cartridge allows the isolation
of multiple mycotoxins such as aflatoxins, ochratoxin, fumonisins, and others58.

Multimodal and Mixed-Phase Extractions
Most SPE procedures involve the use of a single separation mode (e.g., reversed-phase) and a single SPE device (e.g., cartridge).
However, when more than one type of analyte is of interest, or if additional selectivity is required for the removal of interferences,
multimodal SPE can prove useful. Multimodal SPE refers to the intentional use of two (or more) sequential separation modes or
cartridges (e.g., reversed-phase and ion exchange). Experimentally, there are two approaches to multimodal SPE. In the serial
approach, two (or more) SPE cartridges are connected in series (see Figure 10.12). Thus, for the separate isolation of acids, strong
bases, and neutrals, an anion- and cation exchange cartridge could be connected in series. By adjusting the sample and wash
solvent to pH 7, both the acids and bases will be fully ionized. As a result, the acids will be retained on the anion exchange
cartridge, the bases will be retained on the cation exchange column, and the neutrals will pass through both columns (separated
from acids and bases). The acids and bases can then be separately collected from each cartridge.
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A second approach to multimodal SPE uses mixed phases. Here, a single cartridge phase might possess two (or more) functional
groups to retain multiple species, or to provide a unique selectivity. Often, a single phase can show multiple interactions. For
example, a polymeric ion exchange phase could show ionic interactions (e.g. cationic or anionic) and hydrophobic interactions with
the polymer backbone (e.g. PS-DVB). One popular application of multimodal SPE is the isolation of drugs of abuse and
pharmaceuticals from biological fluids as mentioned above.
Another version of multimodal SPE is the use of layered packings59 where two or more packings in a single cartridge are used to
isolate differing molecular species. Several methods for pesticides in vegetables rely on layered phases to provide the needed
selectivity for adequate sample cleanup. The most popular method employing layers of SPE phases is the Japan Positive List for
agricultural chemicals in foods60. Many countries that export agricultural products to Japan must test according to this list, which
consists of the total 799 compounds. This list not only includes pesticides, but also feed additives in veterinary drugs. For analysis,
most of these methods require LC/MS (or MS/MS) or GC/MS using reversed-phase HPLC columns. Two detailed multiresidue
screening methods using graphitized carbon/amino layered SPE phases and silica phases for sample cleanup are available for
pesticides in tomato and lemon matrices61.

Figure 10.12

Experimental Setup for Multimodal SPE for Cleanup of Complex Samples
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Chapter 11

Size-Exclusion Chromatography
as a Sample Preparation
Technique
Size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) is one of the main modes of HPLC. Unlike other HPLC modes, in SEC there is no interaction
between the analyte and the stationary phase. Molecules are separated on the basis of size in solution. Packing materials with
various size pores are used for separations. As shown in Figure 11.1, large molecules are excluded from these solvent-filled pores
while small molecules permeate the pores and elute later. Thus, if one is interested in lower molecular weight analytes in the
presence of higher molecular weight species, SEC is an ideal sample preparation technique. If the high molecular weight molecules
are not of interest they can be directed to waste via a column switching valve (see Chapter 13), while the small molecules can be
directed to a second HPLC column for further separation and characterization. The technique can also be performed off-line, by
collecting the fractions of interest and re-injecting them into another column. Both non-aqueous and aqueous size-exclusion
chromatography can be performed in this manner. Calibration curves for SEC columns of molecular weight (size) versus elution
volume are useful to provide guidelines for choosing the best sample cleanup column (see later discussion).

Figure 11.1
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The benefits of SEC are that it allows removal of interferences that can cause poor analytical results. It also reduces the risk of
damage to an analytical column, since it may remove higher molecular weight compounds that may irreversibly bind to the
stationary phase. With column switching valves, the entire process can be automated. When operated in the non-aqueous SEC
mode, sometimes referred to as gel permeation chromatography (GPC), high molecular weight compounds such as lipids,
hydrocarbons, oils, and other interferences can be separated and removed. In the aqueous SEC mode, biomolecules such as
proteins, polymeric materials, and other water-soluble higher molecular weight species can be removed from an aqueous sample.
Aqueous SEC is a useful technique for desalting biological samples since salts are low molecular weight compounds that elute at
the total permeation volume late in the chromatogram (see SEC for Biomolecule Sample Preparation).
An important area in the use of SEC for sample cleanup is the determination of trace levels of priority pollutants in complex
environmental and food samples. For these types of samples, it is necessary to remove high molecular weight interferences such as
lipids, polymers, and pigments before analyzing it by GC or HPLC (and their hyphenated mass spectrometric systems). In fact, there
is a regulated SEC cleanup method recommended by the United States Environmental Protection Agency – EPA 3640A. The
method allows both self-packed and pre-packed size exclusion columns operated in the non-aqueous SEC mode. Important toxic
compounds that are often analyzed include PCBs, PAHs, and pesticides. Figure 11.2 shows the classical EPA method and depicts
the elution profiles of various classes of pollutants. The procedure uses the undesirable chlorinated solvent dichloromethane as the
mobile phase. The EPA GPC calibration mixture consists of corn oil (25,000 mg/L), bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate (1,000 mg/L),
methoxychlor (200 mg/L), perylene (20 mg/L) and sulfur (80 mg/L). Figure 11.3 provides a chromatogram of the resolution test
calibration mixture recommended by the EPA to characterize a SEC column. The chromatogram takes one hour for the separation
using a classical SEC (GPC) column.
One approach to speeding up the EPA method is the use of a smaller particle size SEC material packed in a smaller diameter glass
column. EcoSpheres, supplied by Agilent, are spherical, microporous resins with a low percent crosslinking. These particles are
available as loose microporous media in a dry powder form ready for swelling and gravity packing into glass columns. These
microporous materials have no permanent pore structure. Instead, pores are generated when these materials swell in solvents.
Microporous packings give higher loadings where high resolution is not required. They can be self-packed into an adjustable bed
length glass column. Using the EPA test method, Figure 11.4 shows that the separation of the EPA test mixture can be done in a
third of the time compared to the classical EPA procedure1.
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Figure 11.2
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Figure 11.4
EPA Resolution Mix for Method 3640A Using EcoSphere Column
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An alternative approach uses an even smaller particle size Agilent PLgel polymeric packing (5-7 µm) with a 100Å pore. With the
smaller particle size, resolution is increased, but so is the pressure, and the loading capacity is reduced. However, the particles
themselves are more rigid and can withstand higher pressures, up to 150 bar. The injection of the EPA resolution mixture into
this smaller particle column gives sharper peaks and allows an even faster separation as can be seen in Figure 11.5. Here, THF
was used as the mobile phase, a safer solvent than the chlorinated solvent dichloromethane.

Figure 11.5
EPA Resolution Mixture Uusing 5 µm SEC Column
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To illustrate how the off-line SEC approach is used as a sample prep technique, a soil sample was spiked with the priority pollutant
polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) standards. The soil was first extracted with THF. Two PLgel columns (100 Angstrom pore
size, 7.5 x 300 mm dimensions) were used for the cleanup. In Figure 11.6A, the PAHs were isolated from the injection of a
portion of the soil extract. The two red asterisks represent the point of collection. The large blue baseline drifting upwards is
actually the soil extract UV profile. The red portion represents the portion of the chromatogram where the PAHs eluted. This
fraction was concentrated, taken up with an HPLC-compatible solvent, then re-injected onto a reversed-phase HPLC column.
Gradient elution using water-acetonitrile showed the presence of a number of these priority pollutant compounds (Figure
11.6B). Diode array detection allowed the determination of subparts per million concentrations of these contaminants. To keep
the pressure a bit lower, Agilent’s EnviroPrep, which is a 10 µm macroporous resin in a higher capacity preparative size column
(25 x 300 mm), might be used.

Figure 11.6A
SEC Chromatogram of Soil Extract vs. EPA Resolution Mix (A)
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Figure 11.6B
SEC Chromatogram of Soil Extract vs. EPA Resolution Mix (B)
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Meat samples often contain high amounts of lipid and may be difficult to analyze without some type of sample cleanup. SEC is an
ideal technique for such sample extracts since the lipid material is of higher molecular weight than the small molecules, such as
pesticides or certain toxins in which one may be interested. To test the possibility of using SEC to clean up a fresh pork sausage, a
sample of the meat was spiked with the EPA Resolution test mix and then extracted. The extractable mass from the meat was
consistent with estimated of 25-30% lipid solids.
When dealing with high fat extractable samples, SEC column capacity comes into play and one should make sure that the column
dimensions are compatible with the sample loading. For example, the mass capacity for the column used in this example (PLgel
100Å, 7.5 x 300 mm) with acceptable resolution is approximately 40 mg. So this amount is the upper mass injectable limit for the
entire sample including the lipid extractables. If larger injections are needed for analyte sensitivity, then a wider bore or longer
column may be required.
In Figure 11.7, one can see the UV absorption profile (curve in blue) of the lipid background in the SEC chromatogram2. The bulk
of the lipid would be removed via the SEC route illustrating the cleanup ability of the technique. However, depending on the
collection volume and retention window collected, a small amount of lipid extractables might still be collected for subsequent
injection into another column or for further sample cleanup.

Figure 11.7

Cleanup of EPA Resolution Mix-Spiked Pork Sausage Extract
Using PLgel 5 µm 100Å Column
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To aid in selecting the best organic SEC column for the cleanup of complex mixtures, calibration curves are often used to evaluate its
molecular weight discrimination ability. Here a plot of molecular weight (molecular size) using a series of standards of known
molecular weight versus elution volume (or retention time) is constructed (see next section for more details for aqueous SEC
columns). This calibration curve gives the user a better idea of which pore size SEC to use for the sample cleanup. Since molecules
differ in their molecular sizes defined by their hydrodynamic radius, a calibration plot is only an approximation when dealing with
complex mixtures.
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Size Exclusion Chromatography
for Biomolecule Sample Preparation
Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) can also be used for separating biomolecules such as proteins from lower molecular weight
substances such as contaminants that can include aggregates (monomers, dimers, trimers, tetramers, etc.), excipients, cell debris
and other impurities arising from degradation. It is frequently used for removing salts, a process known as desalting. The mechanism
for the size separation of biomolecules in aqueous solution, sometimes called gel filtration chromatography (GFC), is exactly the
same as when using SEC packings with organic mobile phases, as discussed in the previous section. Larger biomolecules spend less
time in the pores and elute sooner. Smaller biomolecules spend longer in the pores and elute later.
In order to be biocompatible, packing materials used in aqueous SEC often contain water-wettable functional groups such as diol or
glycol that cut down on specific interactions with various functional groups on proteins. Both polymeric- and silica-based packing
materials are available for SEC cleanups. Columns packed with polymer-based sorbents are frequently used for polymeric molecules
with broad molecular weight distributions such as heparin, starch or cellulose. Proteins and molecules which have a discrete
molecular weight are best suited to silica-based stationary phases. It must be remembered that proteins contain numerous amino
acids with differing side chain functionalities: acidic, basic, hydrophobic and neutral/hydrophilic. In order to prevent interactions
occurring with silica columns, sometimes buffers are needed in the mobile phase. Volatile buffers are recommended if mass
spectrometry will be used for downstream detection.
Calibration curves that plot molecular weight (or more correctly size) versus elution volume are useful for determining the proper
SEC column for protein mixture cleanup. A hypothetical calibration curve is shown in Figure 11.8. Standards of known molecular
weight (size) are injected onto the SEC column and their elution volumes determined. Then, when an unknown is injected under the
same chromatographic conditions, one can get a good estimate of the molecular sizes of the molecules in the sample and can use
this information to select the optimum pore size for the best cleanup of the sample at hand. The green region of Figure 11.8 where
the curve is the flattest provides the best overall chromatographic resolution. Figure 11.9 shows some actual calibration curves of
different pore size SEC packings.
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Figure 11.8

Hypothetical Calibration Curve for Aqueous SEC Column
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Figure 11.9

Calibration Curves for SEC Columns with Three Different Pore Sizes
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The measurement and potential removal of protein aggregates is an important sample cleanup activity. The size, type, and content
of aggregates present in protein biopharmaceuticals can affect both efficacy and formulation – or worse, induce an immunogenic
response. Aggregation formations occur through a variety of mechanisms, including disulfide bond formation and non-covalent
interactions. Because the size of protein aggregates, including dimers, is sufficiently different from the protein monomer, you can
separate the various forms using SEC. In fact, SEC with UV or light scattering is a standard technique for quantifying protein
aggregation. Figure 11.10 provides a chromatogram of a CHO-humanized monoclonal antibody where the dimer is well separated
from the monomer. Note that the packing with the 300 Angstrom pore size gave a good separation of the MAb monomer from its
dimer as well as some unknown lower molecular weight impurities.
To desalt biological samples, SEC is a widely accepted method. Analytically, aqueous SEC can distinguish between molecules (e.g.
proteins) with a molecular weight difference of less than a factor of 2. In desalting, the size difference between the substances
being separated is very large (i.e. proteins vs. salts). The pore size of the gel filtration media is chosen so that it completely
excludes the larger proteins while allowing the smaller molecules such as salts and other impurities to freely diffuse into all
of the pore spaces.
The column is equilibrated with a buffer, which may be the same or different from that of the sample. The larger protein molecules
– which can’t enter the pores of the media – elute first from the column, followed by the smaller molecules including the salts that
diffuse into the pores. If there is no interest in the smaller molecules and salts, they can be directed to waste or, if these substances
are of interest, can be directed to a fraction collector for further handling.
Sometimes, it is desirable to have the purified sample collected in a different buffer than the original. If the mobile phase buffer is
different from the buffer the original sample buffer, the larger molecules will elute in this new buffer; hence the process that takes
place is buffer exchange. This approach is particularly useful when volatile buffers are to be substituted for non-volatile buffer for
mass spectrometric compatibility.
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Figure 11.10

Intact MAb Monomer and Dimer Separation by SEC
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Chapter 12

Column/Flash Chromatography
as a Sample Preparation
Technique
Prior to the development of SPE for sample pre-treatment, similar purifications were carried out using low pressure or open-column
liquid chromatography (LC). Figure 12.1 depicts the steps in open column LC. In this cleanup approach, adsorbents such as large
particle silica gel or alumina are packed into large internal diameter (1-5 cm) glass columns. The sample is injected with a pipette
onto the top of the packed bed and solvent is percolated through the column under gravity flow. Fractions are either collected
manually or with a fraction collector. The analyte measurement is performed off-line using a spectrophotometer or colorimeter. If
analyte concentration is too low in the collected fractions for measurement by the secondary analytical technique, they can be
concentrated using other sample preparation techniques, such as evaporation. Relative to HPLC, column efficiency is poor, but the
technique is simple to carry out.

Figure 12.1
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A modern version of column chromatography called flash chromatography has become popular in recent years. Flash
Chromatography was first performed in the 60s and 70s by pressurizing open-column work, but this fell out of favor with the
introduction of 10 µm and sub-10 µm LC columns. Flash was “rediscovered” in the mid 90s as a technique to rapidly purify mg
to g quantities of synthesis mixtures when combinatorial chemistry was “the thing” to do for development of targets for new
pharmaceuticals. Traditional column chromatography was too slow, SPE required multiple fraction collection or risk of loss of
analyte, HPLC did not have high enough loading, and synthetic chemists found the instruments too complex.
In this technique, convenient pre-packed columns with pre-cleaned adsorbent are used and low pressure (a few bar) is applied
to aid flow. A wide variety of pre-packed flash columns are available with diameters ranging from 75-150 mm with masses from
200-9 kg. In addition to the classical adsorbents, newer bonded stationary phases such as C8 or C18 bonded silicas are
available, so besides normal phase separations on silica and alumina (neutral, basic, acidic), reversed-phase chromatography
can be performed. Popular bonded phases that are available for HPLC are now obtainable for flash chromatography.
Instruments are also available to pump mobile phase through the columns at moderate pressures. Modern instruments run
gradients and have various flow-through detector options. They are really a subset of HPLC separation instruments but work at
lower pressures because the particles used are rather large (greater than 20 µm) compared to HPLC/UHPLC columns.
The question arises: where does solid phase extraction end and flash chromatography begin? In terms of the size of the
container, the mass and particle size of packing, large SPE cartridges very much resemble small flash columns and vice-versa.
The main difference is most likely that the flash columns are used for preparative work and large scale cleanup while large SPE
cartridges are used to scale up from smaller sizes due to their capacity limitations. In reality, it doesn’t matter since both are
performing some degree of sample cleanup.
The use of off-line LC (including flash chromatography) as a cleanup technique for GC and HPLC is well documented. In liquid
phase flash chromatography, the cleanup step can be performed in a different mode than the HPLC mode and can therefore be
orthogonal to the subsequent HPLC separation providing a high degree of sample cleanup. This multidimensional flash LC-HPLC
experiment can also provide a cleaner sample to be presented to the HPLC column which serves to prolong its lifetime. Samples
can often be fractionated using step gradients. There are many sample cleanup methods for pesticides in environmental
samples and drugs in biological fluids where the techniques have been used successfully. In GC, adsorbents such as Florisil
and Alumina have long been used for sample cleanup prior to pesticide analysis. In some cases, the use of thin layer
chromatography (TLC) can be helpful in selecting the best set of LC conditions for performing flash chromatography.
For example, TLC can help to determine what solvents can be used for step gradient elution or for solvent selection to
elute analytes but not matrix compounds from a column.
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Chapter 13

Column-Switching
(On-Line SPE) as a
Sample Preparation Technique
Column switching – also called 2D LC, multidimensional column chromatography, coupled-column chromatography, or "box car”
chromatography – is a powerful technique for the separation and cleanup of complex, multi-component samples. In this approach,
all or a portion of the chromatogram from an initial column (Column 1) is selectively transferred to a second column (Column 2) for
further separation (see Figure 13.1). In the context of sample preparation, Column 1 can be an SPE column, cartridge, or disk,
and the technique is referred to as “on-line SPE”.
Column switching (C-S) is used for:

• Removal of sample components detrimental to Column 2
• Removal of late-eluters prior to injection onto Column 2
• Selective removal of interferences that overlap analyte peaks in Column 2
• An alternative to gradient elution
• Trace enrichment, also a sample preparation technique
The achievement of one or more of these goals often results in increased sample throughput versus the use of single-column
operation. The basic goal of C-S is to maximize the transfer of the analyte band into Column 2, while minimizing the transfer of
interfering compounds, i.e., the same goal as in sample preparation using off-line SPE.
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Figure 13.1

Principle of Chromatography as a Sample Preparation Technique
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In HPLC, C-S is achieved by connecting Column 1 to Column 2 via a high-pressure switching valve. In this way, the sample is
partially separated on Column 1, and a fraction containing the analyte(s) of interest is directed to Column 2 for final separation
and subsequent detection. C-S can involve combinations of LC, GC, TLC, SFC, and CE. In this Chapter, only LC-LC methods will
be covered. While C-S is similar to the HPLC analysis of off-line fractions provided by SPE (see Chapter 9), in its usual practice,
several major differences exist:
• SPE cartridges are typically used only once and discarded; Column 1 in C-S is used repeatedly, although often for fewer injections
(e.g., 50-100) than usual for an HPLC column. Therefore, in C-S, extra washing/backﬂushing steps may be required to ensure
interferences are removed from Column 1. Otherwise, these impurities can impair the performance of Column 1 or show up as
extraneous peaks which elute from Column 2 in later analyses.
• Column 1 has a higher efﬁciency (smaller particle diameter, dp in the 3 or 5 µm range) compared to an SPE cartridge (dp in the
40 µm range). Thus, analyte bandwidths from Column 1 are narrower, which allows better resolution on Column 1 compared to
an SPE cartridge, and cleaner samples presented to Column 2 for an easier ﬁnal HPLC separation.
• Since C-S is performed in a closed system, there is less of a chance of sample loss (e.g. oxidation) or concentration change (e.g.
evaporation) than in SPE usually performed in an open-air environment.
• Many valve conﬁgurations are possible for heart cutting, backﬂushing, diverting contaminants directly to waste, etc.
Of course, there are a few disadvantages associated with column switching. First, the system requirements are more complex than
off-line SPE – valves, tubing, precise timing requirements, and electronic interfaces are required. Samples must be particulate-free
since the frits on Column 1 may retain them and eventually block the column, or at least, experience a pressure buildup. Strongly
retained sample components and matrix interferences can build up on the initial column requiring replacement or periodic cleaning.
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Principles of Operation
Column-switching can be carried out either manually or automatically, but most applications of C-S are fully automated.
Low-dead-volume switching valves are used and automatically actuated by timers or time-programmable events from an
HPLC system controller. An important experimental requirement for C-S is the complete transfer of analyte from Column 1 to
Column 2. This requires close control of the switching time. High-pressure switching valves are commercially available with
2 to 10 (or more) ports, 6- and 10-port valves being used most often. C-S can be carried out with a single pump with some
elaborate reconfiguration, but multiple pumps (at least two) are usually preferred.
One frequently used C-S system (see Figure 13.2) employs a two pump configuration with Column 1 placed within a six-port valve
that is placed across two of the ports and before Column 2. In Figure 13.2A, the valve position allows pump A mobile phase from
Column 1 to bypass Column 2 and flow directly to waste. Thus, undesired sample components injected into Column 1 that were
weakly retained can be removed and sent to waste. Next, in Figure 13.2B, the valve position is switched to allow mobile phase
delivered from pump B to pass through Column 1 onto Column 2. Thus, any components remaining in Column 1 could be
“backflushed” to Column 2, rather than eluted in the same direction as the sample was loaded, for further separation and
detection. Forward-elution may be applied if contaminants including particulates are also trapped on the loading end of Column 1,
which would interfere with the analysis on the second column (if backflushing was used) into Column 2. The mobile phase strength
and timing considerations can allow selective elution of sample components remaining in Column 1 after the initial sample loading.

Figure 13.2

Experimental Setup for Sample Prep Cleanup by Backflushing
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Detector

Waste

Examples of Column-Switching
for Sample Cleanup by LC
Sudan Dyes in Spices1: Sudan dyes are azo dyes, and based on findings of the IARC (International Agency For Research on
Cancer), are classified as Group 3 of the potential carcinogenic compounds. These compounds have been banned in food products
in the EU, Japan, and United States since 2004. If these compounds are detected in spices or products containing spices such as
spice blends, the food products must be recalled and destroyed. The following three main Sudan dyes were studied: Sudan Orange
G, Sudan 1 (Sudan I), and Sudan 2 (Sudan II).
In this example, the valving configuration shown in Figure 13.2 is used for sample cleanup. The initial sample preparation of
spice products, such as chili or paprika powder, for subsequent Sudan dye analysis is relatively simple and straightforward. The
powder is extracted with acetonitrile using an ultrasonic bath. The liquid is cooled, filtered, and injected into the HPLC column.
This extract contains a substantial amount of colored and non-colored compounds, and gives a complex LC-MSD chromatogram
as shown in Figure 13.3. On-line sample cleanup is performed by a precolumn (Column 1) – referred to as a cleaning column in
reference 1 – which is achieved by a valve switching between the analytical column (Column 2 in Figure 13.2), and cleaning
column. This process eliminates severe contamination of the analytical column from oils and other residues present in the spices,
as well as minimizing ion suppression in the mass spectrometer.

Figure 13.3

Paprika Powder Extract Analyzed Using MSD in Scan Mode
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Conditions
Columns:
Cleanup Column (Column 1): Agilent ZORBAX RRHT Eclipse Plus C18,
2.1 x 30 mm, 1.8 µm
Analytical Column (Column 2): Agilent ZORBAX RRHD Eclipse Plus C18,
2.1 x 100 mm, 1.8 µm

Analytical Pump Flow:

0.5 mL/min; stop time 15 min; post
time 3 min

Cleaning Pump Flow:

0.3 mL/min; stop time no limit

Gradient for Analytical Pump: at 0 min 5% B, at 5 min 95% B
Isocratic for Cleaning Pump: 5% B

Mobile Phases: A = Water,
B = Acetonitrile (for analytical pump,
the water was modified with 400 µL TFA)
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Column Oven:

40 °C on both sides,
valve switch = next run

Valve Switch:

at 2.0 min position B

Injector:

1 µL injection volume,
needle wash for 6 s

Using the valve assembly setup already shown in Figure 13.2, the workflow used for cleaning the paprika powder extract online is as follows:
1) The sample is introduced into the shorter cleaning column (valve position Figure 13.2A). The mobile phase is provided by
pump A. All compounds eluting within 1 min are sent to waste.
2) The valve is switched after 1 min to operate the cleaning column and the analytical column in series (valve position Figure
13.2B). Pump B now provides the mobile phase. The analytical gradient starts and the peaks of interest elute from the
analytical column (Column 2).
3) The valve is switched again to its initial position and all remaining compounds are discarded (valve position Figure 13.2A).
The acetonitrile strength for the cleaning column is increased to 95% to flush out all remaining compounds. The cleaning
column (Column 1) is then equilibrated to the starting conditions.
Using the Agilent 1290 Infinity UHPLC System equipped with an Agilent 6140 quadrupole mass spectrometer operated
in the SIM mode, the Sudan red compounds were measured with the high sensitivity. The target masses were 215, 249,
and 277. Figure 13.4 shows an overlay of standard and sample extract chromatograms. Compared to Figure 13.3, the
chromatograms were much less cluttered after on-line cleanup and SIM detection, since compounds eluting prior to or after
the Sudan dyes were diverted to waste. Although not depicted here, data was collected showing that the ion suppression
effect of the matrix components was reduced. For the three main Sudan dyes, the Minimum Detection Quantity (MDQ) was
approximately 100 µg/kilogram for each dye1.
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Figure 13.4

Overlay of Standard and Sample Extract
LC-MSD Chromatograms in SIM Mode
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Conditions
Gradient for
Analytical Pump:

Columns:
Analytical Column: Agilent ZORBAX RRHD Eclipse Plus C18,
2.1 mm x 100 mm, 1.8 µm

Gradient
Cleaning Pump:

Cleaning Column: Agilent ZORBAX RRHT Eclipse Plus C8,
2.1 mm x 30 mm, 1.8 µm
Mobile Phases:

A = Water, B = Acetonitrile Analytical
pump water + 400 µL TFA

Flow Analytical Pump:

0.5 mL/min; stop time 9 min;
post time 3 min

Flow Cleaning Pump:

0.5 mL/min; stop time no limit

At 0 min 20% B;
at 6.5 min 20% B;
at 6.6 min 95% B;
at 8.1 min 20% B

Column Oven:

40 °C on both sides, valve switch = next run

Valve Switching:

At 0 min position A, at 1 min position B,
at 6.5 min position A

DAD:

220/20 nm, Ref = off, 450/20,
PW >0.0012 min, 20 Hz, slit width 4 nm

Injector:

1 (standard) or 5 µL (spiked extract) injection
volume, needle wash for 6 s

MSD:

Peak width 0.03 min;
Positive SIM parameters for
Mass 215, 249, and 277, fragmentor = 100;
Actual dwell 45;
Gas temp = 350,
Drying gas = 12 L/min;
Neb pres = 35 psig;
Vcap positive = 3000 V

: shows location of peak for parent Sudan dye
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At 0 min 20% B; at 1 min 20% B;
at 5 min 95% B

Herbicides in Water Using Trace Enrichment: Trace enrichment involves the concentration of small amounts of organics from
a large sample volume (typically potable water or source aquifers) by passing it through a trapping column and transferring the
concentrated analytes into another HPLC column for further separation. Herbicide contamination in water bodies is monitored to
mitigate adverse health impacts. Sensitive methods for detecting and quantifying trace levels of these chemicals are necessary to
meet regulatory requirements.
Using a similar instrumental configuration as depicted in Figure 13.2, eight chlorinated herbicides were isolated on an
enrichment column (Agilent ZORBAX SB-AQ, 2.1 x 30 mm, 1.8 µm) then transferred to an analytical column (Agilent ZORBAX
SB-C18, 2.1 x 50 mm, 1.8 µm) for separation, followed by sensitive diode array detection (DAD)2. Using less than 2 mL of
herbicide-containing water, the entire trapping process took less than 3 min and the full cycle time was only 15 min (see
Figure 13.5). The sensitivity of the method achieved the detection limits prescribed in Method 555 by the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) (0.5 ng/mL for picloram and 1.7 ng/mL for dichlorprop). The RSD values for peak
areas, peak heights, and retention times were all less than 1%.

Figure 13.5
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Other uses of column switching are shown in Table 13.1. The beauty of such systems is that the processes can be automated, thus
improving quantitation and reproducibility, as well as decreasing the labor content of the assay.

Table 13.1

Examples of Column Switching as a Sample Preparation Technique
Analyte(s)

Matrix

Methodology

Immunosuppressants

Plasma
and whole blood

Protein precipitation followed by trapping of IS on Column 1;
backﬂush removal of matrix compounds and elution to Column 2 for
analysis by LC-MS/MS

Reference
5

Neomycin and Screening
Aminoglycosides

Milk

Extraction of ion pairs on short fused silica capillary RPC column;
directly eluted to MS-MS

6

Indometacin

Plasma

Used ISRP (internal surface reversed-phase) Column 1; proteins are
excluded but small drug molecule retained, analyte switched to
analytical column for analysis by LC-DAD

7

Nortriptyline

Biotrap exclusion Column 1 used to remove proteins; drug is eluted
into RP Column 2 and detected by DAD

8

25-Hydroxy Vitamin D2 and D3

Protein precipitation followed by trapping on Poroshell 120 column;
removal of matrix interferences and elution to Column 2 for
separation and analysis by LC-MS/MS

9

Beta-blockers

Groundwater

Large volume injection with preconcentration followed by
LC-ﬂuorescence and LC-TOF MS

10

17b-Estradiol

Plasma

Underivatized estradiol trapping column (reversed-phase)
and analytical column (same)

11

Oxygenates and Aromatics

Hydrocarbon
processing stream

GC-GC application using Dean’s switching for heart cutting analytes

12

Digoxin

Human serum

Restricted access media in Column 1 excludes proteins but retains
small molecule; proteins ﬂushed to waste and small molecule eluted
to Column 2, a short chain reversed-phase column

13
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Related to column switching, comprehensive multidimensional chromatography (sometimes called 2D chromatography if two
columns are being used and referred to as LC x LC or GC x GC) is mainly used when the goal is to analyze every single compound
eluting from Column 1. In comprehensive LC x LC, the flow from either pump is never stopped and separations take place on both
columns simultaneously. The flow of Column 1 is relatively slow since the effluent from that column is continuously collected in one
of two holding loops across ports of a 10-port valve. The two holding loops are of sufficient size to hold the entire output from
Column 1 while a very fast analysis is occurring on Column 2, usually only a minute or two. Once the separation in Column 2 is
completed and the column quickly regenerated, the contents of the initial holding loop is switched to Column 2 and another fast
analysis starts again. This time, the second holding loop begins collecting more effluent from Column 1 and the process repeats
itself. The main difference in column switching experiments is that we may only be interested in one, two, or several bands eluting
from Column 1 and not the entire sample. In GC x GC, a thermal modulator is employed and the effluent gas from GC Column 1 is
cryogenically trapped to collect and concentrate analytes while the separation on GC Column 2 is also performed extremely fast,
often under one minute. The trapped sample is then rapidly heated and directed to Column 2 for further separation while a new
fraction is simultaneously trapped in the cryogenic modulator. For more information on 2D chromatography, see references 3 and 4.

For additional Agilent Application Notes focusing on SPE,
please visit www.agilent.com/chem/online-spe
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Chapter 14

Sample Preparation Methods
for Solid Samples
Usually, a sample must be in a liquid state prior to HPLC or GC analysis. Some insoluble solids contain soluble analytes such as
additives in a polymer, fats in food, and polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in soil. Contacting the sample with solvent allows the
extraction of analytes into the solvent, following which the solvent is separated from the solid residue by decanting, filtration, or
centrifugation. The solution is further treated, if necessary, prior to HPLC or GC analysis. In Chapter 2, Tables 2.2 and 2.3
summarized techniques used for the extraction ("leaching") of soluble analytes from an insoluble solid matrix. We will refer
back to these earlier tables in this chapter.

Traditional Extraction Methods
No one solvent extraction technique can be used for all samples. Table 2.2 listed several traditional methods for the pre-treatment
of solid samples. Most of these methods (e.g. Soxhlet extraction and leaching) have been used for more than 100 years, are time
tested, and accepted by most scientists. Regulatory agencies such as the United States Environmental Protection Agency (U.S.
EPA), the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and their equivalents in other countries readily approve these classical methods for
extracting solid samples. However, these methods often use large amounts of organic solvents, which have encouraged a trend
toward miniaturization in recent years. In addition, some of the older extraction techniques require more glassware and labor.
Solvent extraction can assume many forms. The shake-flask method, which involves addition of a solvent to the sample followed by
agitation, works well when the analyte is highly soluble in the extraction solvent and the sample is quite porous. For fast extraction,
the sample should be finely divided (see Chapter 4, Particle Size Reduction). Heating or refluxing the sample in the solvent can
speed up extraction. For faster and more complete extraction, ultrasonic agitation (sonication) often allows more effective solidliquid contact, plus a gentle heating which aids extraction. Sonication is a recommended procedure for the pre-treatment of many
solid environmental samples, such as the U.S. EPA Method 3550 for extracting non-volatile and semi-volatile organic compounds
from solids such as soils, sludge, and wastes. In this method, different extraction solvents and sonication conditions are
recommended, depending on the type of pollutants and their concentration in the solid matrix.
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In forced-flow leaching, the solid is packed into a short, stainless steel column (e.g., 20 x 0.4 cm), and toluene is pumped under
pressure (40 psi) through the column heated at 100-110 °C. Results are comparable to Soxhlet extraction (below), but the extraction
time is significantly reduced (e.g. 24 hr to 1/2 hr). Good recoveries of polyaromatic hydrocarbons from coal-ash samples have been
demonstrated by this technique1. An advantage of forced-flow leaching is that the sample is subjected continuously to fresh, hot
solvent, and the effluent from the column is easily collected for further treatment.
Soxhlet extraction has been the most widely used method for the extraction of solids. In this procedure, the solid sample is placed in
a Soxhlet thimble (a disposable porous container made of stiffened filter paper), and the thimble is placed in the Soxhlet apparatus.
Refluxing extraction solvent condenses into the thimble and extracts the soluble analytes (Figure 14.1). The apparatus is designed
to siphon the extract each time the chamber holding the thimble fills with solvent. The siphoned solution containing the dissolved
analytes returns to the boiling flask and the process is repeated until the analyte has been removed from the solid sample and
isolated in the flask. Soxhlet extractions are usually slow (12 to 24 hours or more), but the process takes place unattended. The
most common extractors use hundreds of milliliters of very pure (and very expensive) solvent, but small-volume extractors and
thimbles are available for mg-size samples.

Figure 14.1

Diagram of a Traditional Soxhlet Extraction Apparatus

Condensor

Solvent Vapor Tube

Extraction Thimble
Siphon Tube

Sample placed in
thimble

Solvent Flask
Sample Extract
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In Soxhlet extraction, fresh, hot extraction solvent
is always presented to the sample, thus providing
maximum analyte solubility. Since the extracted
analyte is allowed to accumulate in the boiling
flask, it must be stable at the boiling point of the
extraction solvent. Method development consists
of finding a volatile solvent (e.g., boiling point
< 100 °C) which has a high solubility for the
analyte and a low solubility for the solid sample
matrix. As the oldest form of efficient extraction,
Soxhlet extraction is the accepted standard for
comparison with newer extraction technologies
such as SFE, pressurized fluid extraction
(PFE)/accelerated solvent extraction (ASE),
and microwave-assisted extraction (MAE).

Newer Extraction Methods for Solid Materials
For many years, the solvent extraction methods of Table 2.3 proved adequate for most laboratories. The newer methods of
Table 2.4 were developed to address an increasing need for greater productivity, faster assays, and increased automation.
Some of these methods are automated, more convenient versions of the methods of Table 2.3. Other techniques have been
developed which are based on new principles. For the most part, these newer approaches are more expensive in terms of the
initial purchase price of the equipment, but result in lower cost per sample and are faster. Most of these newer methods are
based on performing solid extractions at increased temperatures and pressures. Table 14.1 provides background information
on how these parameters accelerate extractions. The abbreviations used in the table are covered in the following sections.

Table 14.1

Most Modern Solid Extraction Techniques
Use Increased Temperature and Pressure
Influence of Temperature
ü Increased analyte solubility
ü Increases diffusion rates and mass transfer
ü Lowers viscosity vs. room temperature
ü Activation energy of desorption is more readily overcome
ü Kinetics of desorption and solubilization more favorable

Influence of Pressure
ü Forces liquid into pores of porous material
ü Extraction cell fills faster (PFE/ASE, SFE)
ü Extraction cell empties faster

Combined Temperature and Pressure
ü In SFE, varying pressure and temperature changes the density of the supercritical carbon dioxide and therefore changes its solvation power
ü In ASE/MAE, T and P combine to accelerate rate and extent of extraction
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In 1974, Edward Randall made a major improvement in the Soxhlet extraction technique that reduced the extraction time
dramatically2. In his method, the sample was totally immersed in the boiling solvent. Compared to the classical Soxhlet method
where the condensed extracting solvent’s temperature is slightly below the boiling point, the Randall method was faster because
analytes are more soluble in hot solvent than in warm solvent. The operation of the Randall adaptation is depicted in Figure 14.2.
First, the thimble is lowered into the boiling solvent until the appropriate extraction takes place. Then, to flush residual extract from
the sample, a rinse step follows. In this second stage, the thimble is raised above the boiling solvent for a period of time until
residual extract is removed from the solid material by the condensed solvent, just as is performed in the original Soxhlet
experiment. Finally, the drying step removes the solvent from the solvent flask and concentrates the analyte for further processing.
In this step, by closing a solvent return valve, the condensed solvent is redirected away from the sample and boiling solvent and
collected in a reservoir for possible re-use or disposal. In some systems, there is a fourth step where the sample cup is lifted from
the heat source and allowed to evaporate further without the chance of sample overheating, boiling dry, or potential oxidation. The
Randall approach can decrease the extraction time by as much as a factor of 10 compared to traditional Soxhlet extraction.

Figure 14.2

Principles of Operation of a Modern Soxhlet Extraction System
Extraction

Rinse

Concentration

1

2
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Modern Soxhlet extraction systems can run
completely unattended, offer temperature
programming, solvent reclamation, and
numerous safety features. Most solvents
can be used, although diethyl ether is not
recommended for obvious reasons.
Automated Soxhlet extraction is approved
by the U.S. EPA for the extraction of organic
analytes from soil, sediment, sludge, and
waste solids (Method 3541).
Boil

Rinse

Evaporation

With the advent of fully automated systems, much of the drudgery of classical Soxhlet extraction has been reduced. Nevertheless,
some interesting approaches to improve on the technique have been proposed. Focused microwave-assisted Soxhlet extraction
could even speed the extraction time even further with certain microwave absorbing solvents for environmental solid samples3-4.
The further application of using superheated water as an extraction solvent makes the process much more environmentally
friendly5. When pollutants are present in aged soils, they are more difficult to extract by Soxhlet extraction than when present in
spiked soils. An in situ derivatization technique was found to more easily release pentachlorophenol (PCP) from sandy soil6. Using
the acetylation agents TEA-acetic anhydride and pyridine-acetic anhydride, the authors found that the yields were four times
greater and the extraction time shorter with in situ derivatized PCP in soil than by the traditional Soxhlet extraction of nonderivatized PCP in the same soil.
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Supercritical Fluid Extraction (SFE)
The physical state of a substance can be described by a phase diagram which defines regions corresponding to the solid, liquid,
and gaseous states. Points along the curves in the diagram define situations where there is equilibrium between two of the
phases. In the phase diagram for carbon dioxide (CO2; Figure 14.3), the line between liquid and gas has a terminus (the critical
point), unlike the line between solid and liquid. The critical point is defined by the critical temperature Tc and critical pressure Pc;
beyond the critical point (the supercritical region) a gas cannot be converted into the liquid state, regardless of pressure. A SF
exhibits gas-like mass transfer properties and liquid-like solubility properties, enabling it to carry out solvent extractions much
more efficiently and rapidly than a solvent in the liquid state. Today, supercritical fluid extraction (SFE) is used for the extraction
of non-polar and moderately polar analytes from solid matrices. Several references7-11 describe the instrumentation, methods
development, and applications of SFE.

Figure 14.3
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Fluids that can be used for SFE include CO2, NH3, N2O, and pentane. N2O and pentane are flammable, and NH3 is chemically
reactive and corrosive. CO2 is used most often for SFE as it is safe, chemically inert, non-toxic, non-corrosive, and available in
high purity at a reasonable cost. CO2 is easily removed from the collected analyte and it causes no disposal problems. Lowdensity supercritical CO2 has the polarity of hexane; i.e., it is non-polar. However, SF polarity increases with density, especially
near the critical point; so at its highest density, SF-CO2 resembles the polarity of solvents such as toluene, benzene, and ether.
While pure CO2 is able to extract a wide variety of non-polar and moderately polar analytes, it is less effective for more polar
compounds. In other cases, it may not be able to displace analytes that are strongly adsorbed to the solid matrix. The addition of
a small amount (up to 10% by volume) of polar organic solvents (methanol, methylene chloride, acetonitrile, toluene, etc.) to
the CO2 can enhance its ability to dissolve more polar analytes and displace these compounds when they are adsorbed to the
sample matrix. The addition of organic solvents to CO2 has a slight effect on values of the critical temperature and the critical
pressure, so that the temperature and pressure used for pure CO2 may require modification.
For environmental analysis, the U.S. EPA has approved several SFE methods; e.g., total petroleum hydrocarbons, polyaromatic
hydrocarbons (PAH), and organochlorine pesticides in soils and sludge. SF-CO2 is also an excellent solvent for fats, making it
useful for extractions in the food industry. When high-fat solvent extracts contact reversed-phase HPLC mobile phases, fat can
precipitate or strongly sorb to the hydrophobic stationary phase, leading to early column failure. Therefore, SFE can be used as
a selective sample preparation technique to remove some of these “column detrimental sample components”.
SFE is also used to separate classes of analytes by discrete changes in solvent strength; i.e., density stepping or density
programming. The sequential fractionation of hops by density-stepping SFE is one example12-13. In the area of polymers, the
penetrating power of SF-CO2 allows the extraction of polymer additives such as anti-oxidants and plasticizers in less than one hour.
Such extractions formerly required many hours by Soxhlet or ultrasonic extraction methods. Pharmaceutical chemists have found
SFE useful for extraction of drugs from tablet formulations and tissue samples.

SFE Equipment
Figure 14.4 is a schematic of a supercritical fluid extractor. The essential parts include a carbon dioxide source, a pump (syringe or
cooled-head reciprocating), an extraction chamber (or thimble) in which the sample is placed, a restrictor, and an analyte-collection
device (normally a vessel). Temperature is separately controlled for the pump head, the extraction chamber, the restrictor, and the
collection device. The CO2 is pumped as a liquid and remains so until it reaches the extraction chamber where, under the suitable
conditions of temperature and pressure, it becomes an SF. The SF passes through the sample in the extraction thimble for a period
of time sufficient to extract the analyte from the solid matrix. Past the thimble, the SF passes through a restrictor where it
depressurizes and returns to a non-SF state.
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Figure 14.4

Block Diagram of a Supercritical Fluid Extractor
CO2
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Pump
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Restrictor

Analyte
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Selection of the restrictor is critical. Two types of restrictors are mainly used: a fixed restrictor consisting of a piece of capillary tubing
or a variable restrictor controlled by the user. The restrictor serves to control the supercritical conditions in the thimble, and also
controls the precipitation of the analyte as the SF is exposed to atmospheric pressure and the CO2 dissipates as a gas. The rapid
expansion of the SF at this point causes Joule-Thomson cooling, and the restrictor must be heated to compensate for this
temperature drop. Otherwise, the restrictor can plug if large quantities of analyte and/or matrix are extracted.
The analyte is collected just beyond the exit end of the restrictor (impinged surface) as an aerosol. Three collection (trapping)
methods are used: (a) an empty vessel, (b) a packed trap filled with inert material such as glass or stainless steel beads, SPE-types
of packing (20-40 µm), or GC solid packing materials, or (c) dissolution into a solvent. Analyte volatility determines the collection
temperature and most favorable method for collection. For example, empty vessels are not well-suited for collecting certain
aerosols or high volatility compounds since they may be swept along with the CO2 gas. Solvent collection methods may also suffer
from aerosol formation which may occur when high velocity CO2 gas passes through the liquid. A solvent should be selected with
minimal aerosol formation and with good analyte solubility which helps in more effective trapping. Cooling the solvent can aid in the
collection process. Instruments which use a packed trap for collection require a small dispenser pump to rinse analytes into a vial.
The ability to trap the analyte is most critical and often the most difficult step in SFE.
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SFE Method Development
In SFE, analytes extract differently from different matrices. For example, different SFE extraction conditions are required for the
same PAHs found in soils, fly ash, sludge, and sand. Known analytes trapped within an aged soil sample are more difficult to extract
than freshly spiked samples14. Three criteria govern SFE extraction from a solid matrix:

• The relative attraction of the analyte to the matrix
• The rate at which analyte moves from the matrix into the extraction solvent
• The solubility of the analyte in the SF
Temperature affects all three of these factors and is an important variable in SFE method development. When high-density SF-CO2
is unable to effectively extract the analyte of interest from the matrix, the addition of an organic solvent modifier (up to 10% by
volume) can facilitate extraction by solubilization of the analyte, competition with the analyte for the surface of the matrix, and/or
modification of the matrix for release of the analyte. In the latter case, the modifier may “swell” or solubilize all or part of the matrix
to aid penetration of the SF-CO2. In extreme cases, chemical reagents such as acetic anhydride for phenols in soil can be added to
the SF to react the analyte to a more readily extractable form.
Both polar and non-polar solvents have been used as SF-CO2 modifiers ("co-solvents"). The same general rules which guide the
selection of solvent mixtures for non-SF solvent extraction (Chapter 7) can be applied to SFE as well. That is, both solvent
polarity (P') and selectivity are important in affecting analyte recovery and separation from interferences. When selecting the
starting conditions for SFE, the properties of the analyte are important: molecular weight, functional groups, polarity, solubility,
volatility, pKa, thermal stability, and concentration. Equally important are the matrix characteristics: particle size, homogeneity,
porosity, composition, solubility, density, etc. The matrix may also contain its own modifiers such as water, fats, and/or oils. If the
desired analyte is polar, matrix water can facilitate the extraction; fats and oils in the sample may have an opposite effect.
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The physical form of the matrix is important in SFE. Preliminary sample preparation is usually required for bulk materials (e.g., solid
pellets, hard soils, vegetable matter): grinding, sieving, drying, mixing, or wetting. Similar to other extraction techniques, for nonporous or semi-porous materials, a smaller particle size allows for much faster extraction. In some cases, a pH adjustment or
addition of solvent into the extraction cell may aid the SFE process. Wet matrices such as sludge may require prior water removal
for good recovery and reproducibility. The addition of anhydrous sodium sulfate or diatomaceous earth to the matrix to provide a
free-flowing powder is another approach15.
The main variables that affect CO2-SFE are pressure, temperature, flow rate, co-solvents, and extraction time. Pressure operates in
combination with temperature to control the density of the SF. As pressure and density increase, the solvating power of the SF
increases. An unlimited number of combinations of temperature and pressure can provide the same extracting SF-CO2 density
(g/mL). For thermally-sensitive compounds, lower temperatures are preferred, while strongly bound analytes may require higher
temperatures. High flow rates or long extraction times may be necessary to remove all of the analyte from the extraction thimble.
Low flow rates are preferable when the kinetics of the extraction process are slow.
Numerous published methods for matrix/analyte pairs have become available. Often, analysts use “trial-and-error” methods to
optimize extraction-collection conditions. To aid method development, Figure 14.5 provides a generic guide16; however, not every
sample requires attention to all of these steps. The method development guide assumes that the analyst begins with standard
samples investigated in the following order:

• Analytes on an inert matrix (for example, diatomaceous earth, Celite, or ﬁlter paper); this allows the SF-solubility of the analyte to
be determined.

• Simulated samples on blank matrices (some blank matrices are offered as standards by commercial suppliers); alternatively, a
typical “clean” matrix (as close to the actual sample as possible) should be created.

• Simulated samples on real matrices; when developing an SFE method, it is customary to compare the results to "accepted”
sample preparation methods such as Soxhlet or liquid-liquid extraction.
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SFE Method Development Flow Chart

Figure 14.5
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For readers interested in more detail on SFE method development, consult references 14, 15, and 17.
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Microwave-Assisted Solvent Extraction (MAE)
With a microwave source, the sample plus extraction solvent are heated directly, as opposed to conventional heating of the
extraction vessel via heat transfer. This is inherently more effective when using hot-solvent extraction. Two limiting forms of MAE
are used: (a) a microwave-absorbing (high dielectric constant) extraction solvent or (b) a non-microwave absorbing (low dielectric
constant) solvent. In the microwave-absorbing solvent approach, the sample and solvent are placed in a closed non-microwaveabsorbing vessel. Microwave radiation heats the solvent to a temperature higher than its boiling point and the hot solvent provides
a rapid extraction of analyte under moderate pressure [usually a few hundred psi, although specialized vessels for higher
temperatures (up to 300 °C) and pressures (up to 1500 psi) are available]. For these higher pressure extractions, the containers
used are made of PTFE, quartz, or advanced composite materials that combine optimum chemical and temperature resistance and
good mechanical properties. This approach has been used for the extraction of additives in polymers, vitamins in food, and priority
pollutants (PAHs, pesticides, PCBs) in soils and sediments18-20.
In the non-microwave absorbing solvent approach21, the sample and solvent are placed in an open or closed vessel. The solvent does
not become hot, since it absorbs little of the microwave radiation. The sample, which usually contains water or other high-dielectric
components, absorbs the microwave radiation and releases the heated analytes into the surrounding liquid, which is selected for good
analyte solubility. The latter approach is more “gentle” because it is performed under atmospheric or low pressure conditions and can
be used with thermally-labile analytes. Examples of the use of non-microwave absorbing solvents include extractions of lipids from
fish22 and organochlorine pesticides from sediment samples18. In a variation of the non-microwave absorbing approach, an inert, solid
bar selected for its microwave absorbing properties is placed into the extraction vessel along with the finely divided sample and
extraction solvent. The microwave-absorbing bar heats up rapidly thereby transferring the heat energy to the solvent, which in turn
extracts analyte from the sample itself as in other liquid-solid extraction approaches. Microwave ovens are also used for acid digestions,
especially for trace metals in soils and other difficult matrices, and for protein hydrolysis for amino acid analysis.
MAE uses less solvent than conventional Soxhlet or liquid-liquid extractions. Extraction can be controlled by a number of variables:
choice of extraction solvent, heating time, pulsed heating vs. continuous heating, stirring vs. no stirring, closed container vs. open
container (pressure), and external cooling of vessel vs. no cooling. In a typical microwave oven, multiple samples (up to 40) can be
extracted simultaneously for increased throughput. MAE users are not exposed to the (often toxic) extraction solvents. However,
safety precautions should be exercised when dealing with microwave radiation and pressurized closed containers. Additional
information can be obtained in these review articles23-24 and specialized books 17, 26-27.
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Pressurized Fluid Extraction/Accelerated Solvent Extraction
The extraction vessels can also be heated in a conventional oven instead of using microwave radiation. Pressurized fluid
extraction (PFE), also known as enhanced solvent extraction, pressurized liquid extraction, or Accelerated Solvent Extraction (ASE,
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Sunnyvale, CA), is performed in a closed extraction vessel and employs common organic solvents at high
temperature (50-200 °C) and pressure (150-2000 psi) to extract soluble analytes from solid samples 28-29. Analyte recovery is
enhanced and accelerated by the higher temperatures, and solvent volume is reduced due to the high solute capacity of the
heated solvents. The experimental apparatus used in the PFE is similar to that used in SFE – a pump for transporting solvent into
and out of the extraction vessel, extraction vessels with an automated sealing mechanism to withstand high pressures, an oven
for heating the sample compartment, and collection vials to hold the collected extracts. PFE consists of the following steps:
1) sample cell loading (typical sample sizes 5-20 g); 2) solvent introduction and pressurization; 3) sample cell heating (under
constant pressure); 4) static extraction; 5) transfer of extract to sealed vial with fresh vent wash of solid sample; 6) nitrogen
purge of cell; and 7) loading of the next sample. Once the sample is loaded into the extraction cell, the entire process is usually
automated and time programmable. Instruments are available that provide unattended preparation for up to 24 samples serially
and for single or multiple extractions at a time.
Typical environmental applications of PFE includes EPA Method 3545A the extraction of BNA (Bases, Neutrals, and Acids),
polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), organophosphorous and organochlorine pesticides, and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)
from solid waste samples. Other applications include unbound fat in food and PCBs in animal tissue.

Comparison of Methods for Extraction of Solids
Table 14.2 provides a comparison of the popular methods for the extraction of solids. With the exception of microwave-assisted
extractions in open containers and SFE which uses supercritical CO2, the extraction solvents used in these techniques are the same.
Method development times, recoveries, and reproducibility for these methods are roughly equivalent. The main differences are
speed, organic solvent usage, degree of automation, and cost. SFE method development takes longer because of possible matrix
effects and lack of a thorough understanding of the effect of co-solvents on analyte extraction. However, optimized SFE methods
provide recovery and reproducibility equivalent to these more conventional extraction techniques. Pressurized fluid extraction,
modern Soxhlet extraction, and SFE are more automated, compared to MAE. For MAE, sonication, PFE, and some SFE instruments,
multiple extractions can take place simultaneously. Both PFE and MAE do not concentrate the extracted analytes since they end up
in the volume of the original extraction solvent. SFE using a solid trap with solvent elution will allow for a degree of concentration.
PFE sometimes requires that the content of the extraction cell be pumped out with another solvent so that the total extraction
volume dilutes the sample more than MAE. However, all of these newer methods save time, labor, and solvents compared to older
extraction methods.
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Table 14.2

Comparison of Extraction Method for Sample Preparation of Solids
Parameter
Sample size, g (typical)
Solvent volume, mL

Sonication
20-50

Soxhlet
(Traditional)
10-20

Soxhlet
(Modern)
10-20

SFE
5-10

PSE/ASE
1-30

Microwave
(CV)
2-30

Microwave
(OV)
2-10

100-300

200-500

50-100

10-20****

10-45

20-30

20-30

50-150

50-200

50-200

Temperature degrees C

Ambient-40

40-100

40-100

Pressure

Atmospheric

Atmospheric

Atmospheric

Time, hr

2000-4000 psi 1500-2000 psi 1500-2000 psi

40-100
Atmospheric

0.5-1.0

12-24

1-4

0.5-1.0

0.2-0.3

0.1-0.2

Degree of automation*

0

0

++

+++

+++

++

++

Number of samples**

1 (serial)
High (batch)

1 (serial
or batch)

6 (batch)

44 (serial)

24 (serial)
6 (batch)

24 (batch)

6 (serial)

Cost of instrument***

Low

Very low

Moderate

High

High

Moderate

Moderate

CV = closed vessel
OV = open vessel
* For the most complete commercial instrument, 0 = no automation to +++ = full automation
** Maximum number that can be handled in commercial instruments
*** Very low < $1000; low < $10,000; moderate $10,000-20,000; high > $20,000
**** When organic modifier is used to effect "polarity"
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Chapter 15

Sample Preparation
for Biological Samples
In the separation of biomolecules, sample preparation almost always involves the use of one or more pre-treatment techniques.
No one sample preparation technique can be applied to all biological samples. The sample preparation approaches used in
modern biochromatography are often the same techniques that were used in classical biochemistry, such as dialysis, chemical
precipitation, column chromatography, and centrifugation. Currently, there is a growing interest in not only the application of
these classical approaches, but also to newer sample preparation technologies in the fields of molecular biology, biotechnology,
and the various -omics (e.g. proteomics, genomics, metabolomics, etc.). In these areas, samples are often complex, available in
small quantities, and require the utmost care in handling. The requirements for the recovery of biopolymers with structural and
functional integrity often demand that the sample preparation be rapid and gentle.
Since most biological samples require separation by HPLC, capillary, or gel electrophoresis, their complex nature necessitates some
form of preliminary sample manipulation to achieve better separation results; and, in the case of HPLC to prolong the life of the
column. The actual recommended sample preparation technique may depend on a number of variables including the following:
• Molecular weight of sample and interferences

• Presence of antibodies, plasmids, endotoxins, etc.

• Sample volume and analyte concentration

• Presence of radiolabeled compounds

• Presence of buffer salt (anion and cations)

• Type of analysis to be performed after sample preparation
(e.g. chromatography, electrophoresis, mass spectrometry)

• Metal concentration and type

• Presence of organics

• Presence of detergents
• Presence of particulates

In addition to filtration for particulate removal, chromatographic (including affinity chromatography) principles can be used to
cleanup many biological samples. Table 15.1 provides a listing of sample preparation techniques that may be used in the flowthrough mode using cartridge, disk, or column format. Some of the techniques can be performed in a batch mode where the media
is poured into the sample (in a liquid form), allowed to stay in contact usually with agitation, then is removed by filtration or by
decanting the liquid phase, leaving behind the compound(s) of interest sorbed onto the stationary phase or contained in the liquid
phase. Although slower than the column approach, batch sorption is easier to perform.
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Table 15.1

Typical Sample Preparation Techniques in Biochromatography

Most Frequently
Used Approaches

Species
Retained

Antibody
Puriﬁcation

Afﬁnity
Chromatography
Hydroxylapatite
Chromatography

IgG and subclasses IgG concentration in serum,
ascites, and tissue culture
media; ﬂuorescent labeled
antibodies with unreacted
ﬂuorescent tag

Buffer and
Reagent
Ultrapuriﬁcation

Ion Exchange

Trace cations
and anions

Removal of ions that cause
Cation and anion exchangers
band broadening or high
(weak and strong),
background in electrophoresis chelating resins
and HPLC detection

Adsorption

Trace organics

Neutral PS-DVB, alumina,
and silica will remove polar
organics from buffers;
water can be removed
from organic solvents

Neutral PS-DVB,
alumina, silica

Mixed-Bed
Ion Exchange

Ions

Deionization of carbohydrates
before HPLC; separation of
ionic contaminants from
proteins; reagent preparation

PS-DVB with quaternary
Dialysis
ammonium and sulfonic acid
functionalities

Separation of anions from
carbohydrates, dextrans,
and polyhydric alcohols

PS-DVB with quaternary
ammonium functionality

Proteins

Deionization of proteins
containing hydrophobic
molecules

Mixed resin
with dialysis tubing

Ion Exchange

Cations, anions

Desalting amino acids for
better TLC and HPLC analysis

Anion and cation
exchange resins

Gel Filtration/
Size Exclusion

Large molecules
are eluted before
salts and small
molecules

Desalting proteins and nucleic Aqueous-compatible
acids with masses >6,000 Da size-exclusion gels

Ion Retardation

Cations, anions

Removal of salts and ionic
detergent from protein
and amino acid samples

PS-DVB-acrylate with
quaternary ammonium
and sulfonic functionalities

Reversed-Phase

Hydrophobic
analytes

Desalting of
polypeptide solutions

C4 or C8 bonded silicas

Requirement

Desalting and
Buffer Exchange

Typical Applications*

Packing MatrixFunctional Group

Other
Approaches

Afﬁnity gels (agarose,
silica-based) and
Hydroxylapatite
(calcium phosphate)

Electrodialysis
Dialysis,
ultraﬁltration

(Continued)
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Typical Sample Preparation Techniques in Biochromatography
Packing MatrixFunctional Group

Other
Approaches

From proteins,
enzyme reactivation

PS-DVB- and polyacrylatebased strong cation
exchangers or strong anion
exchangers, respectively

Solvent
extraction,
ion-pair
extraction

Nonionic
detergents

Triton X-100 from
protein solutions

Silica, hydroxyapatite,
reversed-phase, PS-DVB or
mixed ion exchange resin to
allow nonionic detergent to
pass through

Dialysis

Ion Retardation

Anionic
detergents

Excess SDS from samples

PS-DVB-acrylate with
quaternary ammonium
and sulfonic functionalities

Solvent
extraction,
Ion-pair
extraction
(with tributylor triethylamine)

Ion Exchange

Cations

Removal of metals and salts
from aqueous medium

PS-DVB or silica-based
cation exchanger

Ion exchange
membranes

Chelating Resins

Polyvalent cations

Removal of copper, iron,
heavy metals, calcium,
and magnesium

Chelating Resins

Adsorption

Metal-organic
complexes

Metals complexed with
polar or hydrophobic
complexing agents

Silica, reversed-phase

Particulate
Removal

Filtration

Particulate matter

Pre-treatment to protect HPLC Hydrophobic and
frits and valves; filtration of
hydrophilic membranes
culture medium
(organic-inorganic)

Plasmid
Puriﬁcation,
Probe Cleanup

Gel Filtration/
Size Exclusion

Low molecular
weight
contaminants

Removal of unincorporated
radioactive nucleotides from
labeling reaction mixture

Agarose, polydextran, and
other aqueous-compatible
polymeric media

Adsorption

Large DNA

Removal of RNA, protein,
and other cellular compounds

Agarose, polydextran, and
other aqueous-compatible
polymeric media

Ion Exchange

Ethidium bromide
or propidium
iodide

Removal from plasmid
visualization experiments

PS-DVB with sulfonic
functionality

Requirement
Detergent
Removal

Metal
Concentration
or Removal

Most Frequently
Used Approaches

Species
Retained

Ion Exchange

Cationic
and anionic
detergents

Adsorption

Typical Applications*

Centrifugation

(Continued)
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Typical Sample Preparation Techniques in Biochromatography
Most Frequently
Used Approaches

Species
Retained

Ion Exchange

Water

Improve sensitivity of
electrophoretic
and HPLC analysis

Proteins

Separation of proteins and low Hydroxyapatite
molecular weight substances

Ultraﬁltration,
chemical
precipitation

Adsorption

Hydrophobic
proteins

C18 solid phase extraction to
remove hydrophobic proteins
from hydrophilic proteins

C18-modiﬁed silica

Dialysis

Removal or
Concentration
of Anions
and Cations

Ion Exchange

Cations, anions

Removal of ions from aqueous
solutions; concentration of
large proteins; removal of
mineral acids

PS-DVB with sulfonic
Ion exchange
functionality (cations);
membranes
PS-DVB with quaternary
ammonium functionality
(anions); weakly basic resins
(tert-ammonium) (anions)

Removal or
Concentration
of Organics

Adsorption

Polar organic

Removal of nonionic
Alumina, silica,
detergents and lipids;
and SPE cartridges
separation of ethidium bromide with bonded phases
from nucleic acid preparations

Requirement
Protein
Concentration

Gel Filtration (Organic)/ High molecular
Size Exclusion/
weight
GPC
compounds are
eluted before
small molecules

Typical Applications*

Separation of soluble organic
compounds with masses
<150,000 Da from complex
sample matrices
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Packing MatrixFunctional Group

Other
Approaches

Polyacrylamide resin
with dialysis tubing

Lyophilization

PS-DVB with various
porosities

The flow-through format is more widely used. Although dilution is a possible consequence, the flow-through column approach is
more useful for removing the last traces of the analyte of interest or perhaps impurities of non-interest. Convenient pre-packed
cartridges and membrane disks, the latter offering less flow resistance due to their large cross-sectional areas, are readily available
from many manufacturers. Sometimes kits are assembled that contain all the media, chemicals, and accessories necessary to
perform a cleanup job, especially in the area of obtaining pure DNA, RNA, and mRNA samples. Liquids can be transported through
the flow-through devices with applied pressure, vacuum or centrifugation. Many of the sample prep techniques of Table 15.1 rely
on retardation of ionic species using the principles of ion exchange or ion retardation. Others use the principle of hydrophobic
interaction and adsorption to retain macromolecules while letting ionic and smaller molecules pass through.
Besides chromatographic principles covered in Table 15.1, cleanup of biological samples while maintaining biological activity can
be accomplished using other approaches. For example, dialysis is a time-tested process using membranes to cleanup and desalt
biological samples. In its classical application (see Chapter 18), dialysis is considered to be a slow technique relative to other
sample preparation techniques. Newer approaches such as the use of disposable mini dialysis kits permit the efficient dialysis of
small sample volumes. In these devices, the dialysis membrane is conveniently incorporated into the cap that screws onto a conical
tube whose bottom maximizes sample recovery.
The use of electrodialysis is a more rapid approach for desalting or buffer exchange. The basis of electrodialysis is the application of
a voltage across a stack of ion exchange membranes that carry a fixed positive or negative charge. The cations and anions in the
solution migrate into zones of concentration and away from zones of depletion. Electrodialysis is a gentle technique and provides
excellent desalting without loss of biological activity of proteins. In addition, transfer of water during the electrodialysis process may
result in a slight sample concentration, depending on the amount of current applied.
Ultrafiltration (UF) (see Chapter 18) is a technique that uses centrifugation as the driving force for membrane filtration. Membrane
filters with molecular weight cutoffs in the tens of Kdaltons are held in a centrifuge assembly. Upon centrifugation, solvent, salts,
and small molecules pass through the membrane while macromolecules larger than the cutoff value are retained and concentrated
above the membrane. Because the membranes are selected to show low non-specific adsorption, UF results in good recovery and
little loss of biological activity. Two or more cycles may be required to totally desalt a sample.
Many of the sample preparation techniques already covered, such as liquid-liquid extraction (Chapter 7) and membrane extraction
(Chapter 18), are directly applicable to the fractionation of biological samples.
Sometimes the combination of two sample preparation approaches results in an overall improvement in cleanup efficiency. For
example, the use of chromatographic media combined with dialysis can provide excellent concentration of protein solutions.
Insoluble polyacrylamide beads, which have a high affinity for water (1 g of resin can absorb 5 mL of water) and low molecular
weight substances, can serve as a concentrator resin. When a dialysis tube or bag containing a dilute protein solution is placed in a
beaker containing the resin, the resin develops a high osmotic gradient that pulls the water from the sample through the dialysis
membrane, thereby concentrating the protein. The water diffusion rate is about 1-2 mL/h/cm2 of tubing. Because the resin beads
themselves do not diffuse through the dialysis membrane, no interaction with the protein itself occurs.
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Sample Preparation for Nucleic Acid Constituents
and Genomics
The modern drug discovery process emphasizes rapid data generation and analysis in order to identify promising new
chemical entities very early in the development cycle. Advances in genetics, genomics, biochemistry, and pharmacology have
accelerated the changing face of drug discovery. These advances include sequencing of the human genome, improvements in
laboratory automation, and advances in the fields of combinatorial chemistry, high-throughput screening, mass spectrometry,
and bioinformatics. The end result of all these process improvements includes much faster compound synthesis and more
efficient evaluation of the greater number of compounds for pharmacological and metabolic activity. The ultimate goal of
modern high-throughput processes, to bring a drug product to market in a shorter timeframe, is already benefiting the
scientific and medical communities.
Traditionally, the term “sample preparation” refers to concentration of analyte, exchange of solvent, and/or removal of interfering
substances prior to analysis. But in a high-throughput laboratory, automation processes exist for a multitude of supporting functions
such as solvent delivery, sample dissolution, sample aspiration and dispensing, sample reformatting from tubes to plates, plate
replication, homogenization, handling microplates, applying a vacuum, washing microplate wells, capping/uncapping, sealing,
digestion, and delivery of sample to the detection system.
One goal of genomic studies is to reveal new biological targets for drug development by identifying the DNA sequence, which then
enables analysis of the genes, the resulting RNA molecules, and/or the proteins. To begin, this task requires the isolation and
manipulation of high quality DNA from the sample. Virtually any cell type or virus from any organism may act as a source for nucleic
acids, but the process of isolating the DNA may differ, based on the physical attributes of the source cell. Once isolated, the DNA
must be made into a ‘library’ containing individual segments that, together, represent each and every nucleotide in that sample
genome. Libraries are often made by inserting fragments of sample genomic DNA into larger pieces of DNA from bacteria or yeast
that are highly amenable to laboratory manipulation. The manipulated DNA carrying the sample insert can then be grown in a
controlled system to increase the yield. For successful genomic sequencing, the subsequent isolation and purification of the DNA
constructs is critical and can be time-consuming. The high-throughput of 96-well format DNA sequencers has created the need for
rapid methods of sample preparation to keep pace. We will briefly look at sample preparation procedures (both traditional and
high-throughput) commonly used for genomic nucleic acids.
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Traditional Nucleic Acid Extraction Techniques
While nucleic acid isolation and purification techniques can vary, they all must accomplish certain objectives.
DNA is generally extracted by cell lysis, separated from non-nucleic cellular components such as proteins,
lipids and carbohydrates, and finally, a series of precipitation and centrifugation steps isolates the remaining
DNA (Figure 15.1). Most protocols also include an RNase digestion to degrade RNA.

Figure 15.1

Typical Series of Sample Prep Steps for DNA Purification
from Bacterial Cells Harboring Plasmids with Inserts
Culture

DNA Isolation

Washing

Culture the bacteria harboring
plasmids with inserts

DNA is isolated by centrifugal
fractionation, adsorption to
a silica matrix or binding
to magnetic beads

DNA must be washed of all salts and
residual cellular contaminants to
prevent sequencing glitches

Cell Separation
Separate cells from media by filtration
or centrifugation

Cell Lysis
Lyse cells via enzyme, detergent, pH
or mechanical disruption

Neutralization
Neutralize lysis to prevent dissociation
of bacterial genomic DNA

Chronology of steps
varies by protocol

Debris Elimination

Elution
Elute the purified plasmid DNA by
releasing from matrix or beads, or
pelleting precipitated mass via
centrifugation.

Cell wall, membrane, lipids,
carbohydrates, proteins and all other
non-DNA particles must be eliminated
via filtration, centrifugation,
supernatant removal, or wash steps
Preparation for
Sequencing
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Phenolic extraction of cell lysates is one of the oldest techniques for DNA preparation. Single cells in suspension are lysed with a
detergent and a proteinase enzyme to degrade protein molecules. Non-nucleic acid components are then extracted into an organic
(phenol/chloroform) solvent, leaving nucleic acids in the aqueous layer. Isopropanol is added to the isolated aqueous phase to
precipitate the high molecular weight nucleic acids. Following precipitation, the DNA is separated from the isopropanol by spooling
or centrifugation, and is washed twice with ethanol. Most organic extraction procedures incorporate a DNase-free ribonuclease
(RNase) incubation step to remove RNA; this step may come before or after the organic extraction. For some applications, a second
organic extraction may be necessary to achieve the desired purity of DNA. Organic extractions are not optimal for plasmid isolation,
but are more appropriate for whole genomic DNA isolations.
Small amounts (~1 µg from each mL of culture) of bacterial plasmid DNA containing the sample insert sequence are isolated from
cell culture using a technique called the “mini-prep." The individual mini-prep procedure provides sufficient DNA for modern
capillary and gel-based sequencers and is much less labor-intensive than the standard “maxi-prep,” which utilizes a cesium chloride
density gradient for isolating milligram amounts of plasmid DNA. Two common methods to lyse cells for mini-prep plasmid isolation
are the alkaline hydrolysis method and the rapid boiling procedure. Plasmid DNA can then be separated from cell lysates or other
reactants, such as unincorporated nucleotides or linkers, using magnetic particles that have both a high binding efficiency and large
capacity for plasmid DNA. These magnetic particle systems work by capturing sequencing extension products and purifying them
through a series of successive washes, culminating in a final release step. The isolated plasmid DNA may then be used for
automated DNA sequencing and additional molecular biological methods, such as PCR amplification.
Size exclusion chromatography (Chapter 11) is another common technique for efficient and rapid purification of nucleic acids.
Gels are available in different porosities that exclude molecules of 10,000-200,000 Da. The purification of nucleic acids from
nucleotides or buffers works well using an exclusion size of 25,000 Da, since the average protein size is about 30,000 Da.
Disposable, economical, and centrifugeable packed gel filtration columns are ideal for the purification of small volumes
(< 100 µL) of nucleic acid solutions and for separating unincorporated radioactive nucleotides from labeling reaction mixtures.
The pre-packaged columns, which eliminate the tedious and time-consuming steps involved in manual column preparation,
ensure a high recovery of DNA and a high retention of unincorporated nucleotides with minimal labor.
While these various techniques have proven successful for isolating DNA for sequencing of certain genes, operons or plasmids, the
advent of whole genome sequencing makes individual sample preparation somewhat obsolete. Even a medium-sized bacterial
genome of 2.5 million bases would require more than 20,000 individual sample preparations to achieve 8-fold coverage using a
random library. Furthermore, the ability of the sequencing instruments themselves to run in a 96-well plate format necessitates a
more rapid plasmid preparation procedure to keep the sequencers running throughout the day and night. As a result, the process of
plasmid purification is increasing its speed through the use of automation.
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High-Throughput DNA Purification Systems
Adsorbents that provide fast and efficient DNA purification are the key to making this procedure amenable to automation. Again,
the exact nature of the process varies from one manufacturer to the next, but the basic process is uniform: once the cells are lysed
using one of the aforementioned techniques, DNA is either adsorbed onto a chemically modified silica matrix contained in 96-well
flow-through plates (see Figure 9.4), or magnetically separated using magnetic or transient paramagnetic bead technology. RNA,
proteins, and other cellular components are filtered out initially or washed free in a subsequent step. The multiple samples of
purified DNA are then simultaneously eluted in a purified form that is ready for batch sequencing. The adsorbents are available in
pre-packaged 96-well microplate kits and spin tubes from a variety of manufacturers. For example, Agilent Technologies offers
several kits for pure genomic DNA and Endoxin-free Plasmid DNA for Transfection. Various RNA kits are also available such as for
pure DNA-free total RNA and highly pure mRNA and miRNA. The silica matrix and magnetic microplate kits offer much greater
convenience and higher throughput than the traditional phenol or gel chromatography methods. The kits also improve upon
individual mini-prep methods by enabling multiple purifications to be generated simultaneously.

Automating High-Throughput Systems
Automated liquid handling workstations involve the movement of multiple probes in Cartesian axes (X, Y, Z) over a deck
surface configured with labware (e.g., microplates, tube racks, solvent reservoirs, wash bowl, disposable tips). These
instruments have proven ideal for aspiration and dispensing of solvents from a source to a destination, and have revolutionized
the process of nucleic acid purification with modifications such as control of vacuum manifolds, heating blocks and shakers
that utilize 96-well plates. The variable tip spacing feature of multiple probe liquid handlers allows them to expand their tip-totip width to aspirate from various test tube sizes, and reduce the tip spacing width when dispensing into wells of a microplate
having 9.0 mm well-to-well spacing. As the need arose to move microplates around on the deck, workstation model lines
were expanded and the functionality and usefulness of an integrated gripper arm became clearly evident. Labware movement
around the deck and into external devices (e.g., microplate stackers, fluorescence readers) is standard.
An example of a modern automated workstation configuration, for rapid isolation and purification of DNA in a Dellaporta-based
nucleic acid extraction assay, the Agilent BenchCel Workstation provides complete automation of a variety of genomic sample
preparation tasks. At the core of the workstation, the Bravo Liquid Handling Platform performs the addition of reagents for lysis
(utilizing Tris-HCl, EDTA, NaCl and 2-mercaptoethanol), followed by precipitation with isopropanol and the removal of
contaminants (utilizing phenol, chloroform, isoamylalcohol). The DNA precipitate is then generated using isopropanol followed
by an RNAse treatment, another removal of contaminants, and a final isopropanol precipitation.
While the above automation systems are practical and affordable for high-throughput genomics labs, ultra high-throughput
laboratories processing more than 5,000 samples per day may need to look beyond these workstation solutions to more
custom configurations. The use of magnetic beads allows for the elimination of buffer exchanges and the acceleration of the
purification process.
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Sample Preparation for Proteins and Proteomics
A rapidly evolving approach for drug discovery is focused on a detailed understanding of the fundamental biological processes
occurring within an organism, specifically the interaction between a genome and its proteome. The term "proteome" refers to the
full complement of proteins expressed by the genome. The human genome sequence has been elucidated, as well as that of many
other organisms. The interactions between and among the genes, RNA molecules, and proteins in each cell of a functioning
organism are highly intricate. Unlike the Human Genome Project, in which the genome is static, the proteome of a cell or tissue is
highly dynamic and constantly changes with respect to its surrounding environment, physiological state, stress, drug administration,
health, or disease. The Human Proteome Project is faced with the challenge to describe all the proteins expressed by the genome
together with their levels throughout the body tissues under various environmental conditions of normal, stressed, and diseased
states. Scientists estimate that while there are 20,000-30,000 genes in the human genome, the number of proteins may be from
50,000-500,000. These greater numbers of proteins result from the many post-translational modifications that may occur, such as
phosphorylation, acetylation, sulfation, and glycosylation, which result in different protein reactivities. However, simply cataloging
proteins is not sufficient because it does not define protein-protein interactions and/or structure-function relationships across
different cell types.
There are many more technical challenges for proteomics than for genomics. While polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technology
works for DNA, there is no similar method to amplify proteins. Therefore, analytical issues must be solved such as sample
preparation, separations of pico- to femto-mole levels of proteins in complex biological matrices, and isolation of the ultra-low
level significant proteins. The high sensitivity of the mass spectrometer has enabled the detection of ultra-low levels of proteins,
but sample preparation remains vital to remove proteins of high-abundance (e.g., IgG, human serum albumin). Additional tools
required for proteomics include protein separation via gels and/or multidimensional liquid chromatography with detection
by mass spectrometry, and the utilization of protein databases and bioinformatics. The industrialization of proteomics is requiring
partnerships and alliances between commercially available systems and technologies linking fluid transport, consumables,
digestions, robotics, detection, and data analysis – all via a common software platform in order for the combined processes
to be automatable.
Today, the overall process for proteomics is generally comprised of manual and disjointed steps for sample preparation, protein
separation and characterization. There is a real need to develop and implement improved strategies for the high-throughput analysis
of protein expression and function in order to quickly realize the tremendous medical advances that are envisioned through
successful utilization of the information gained from proteomics. Here, information is provided on current procedures for the sample
preparation of proteins, the subsequent steps of protein separation, identification and analysis, and the use and/or need for
automated procedures as part of the overall process. We will first look at the classical approaches for protein sample prep and then
consider sample prep in proteomics.
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Traditional Protein Sample Preparation Techniques
Sample preparation is used to isolate proteins of interest from biological cells or organisms prior to analysis and is an important step
toward achieving accurate, reproducible, and meaningful results. Proteins isolated from these sources contain contaminants such as
keratin, albumin, serum proteins, nucleic acids, lipids, carbohydrates, and polysaccharides that are naturally present. In addition,
various inorganic salts, buffers, reducing agents, surfactants, detergents, and preservatives may be added to a sample to retain
enzymatic or biological activity. The presence of these extraneous materials can cause problems in separations by electrophoresis,
e.g., smearing, masking, and poor reproducibility. These materials also affect performance using liquid chromatography techniques
with subsequent detection and/or quantitation by mass spectrometry.
No universal sample preparation procedure exists to isolate all proteins in a mixture because proteins are present in multiple
forms, are found within different cell locations (e.g., membrane or cytoplasm), and have varying solubilities. Common protein
sample preparation processes were briefly outlined in Table 15.1 include desalting, concentration, centrifugation, dialysis,
filtration and ultrafiltration, precipitation and lyophilization. Distinctive characteristics of the protein, such as isoelectric point,
molecular weight, shape, solubility and hydrophobicity guide the design of this purification. Since proteins are very fragile, care
must be taken in the sample preparation process to avoid the introduction of unwanted modifications that may change
conformation and biological activity.
In order to develop a purification strategy, several sample preparation processes are combined (Figure 15.2). Typically, a cell lysis
procedure is initially performed either by sonication, enzyme treatment or mechanical means to release the proteins. A recent
technique entitled pressure cycling technology (PCT) destabilizes molecular interactions by rapidly and repeatedly raising and
lowering pressure in the action vessel from atmospheric to levels of up to 45,000 psi. This approach offers an improved way for
tissue and cell lysis and to aid in the quantitative recovery of hydrophobic molecules, including integral membrane proteins.
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Subsequently, a solubility scheme is used to yield a representative protein sample. Nucleic acids are commonly removed by
precipitation techniques or by sonication which breaks them into smaller fragments. Lipids are removed with excess detergent or
with precipitation. Each cell or tissue type requires a specific methodology. A compilation of the protocols used to isolate protein
from mouse, human tissue, body fluids and microorganisms is available1. Following the initial purification into a soluble crude
sample, a procedure known as prefractionation can enrich and purify specific protein components prior to separation and analysis.
This technique uses various chromatographic and electrophoretic methods2.
An important part of the sample preparation process is to remove extraneous proteins present in high-abundance, e.g., albumin,
IgG. Albumin is the major acidic protein component in plasma and its removal, along with IgG and a dozen or so of the other major
proteins in human and other mammal plasma can enhance the sensitivity of assay techniques and improve the effectiveness and
binding capacity of affinity purification media. Classical techniques for removal of the high-abundance proteins usually only deplete
one or a few of them (see Table 15.2). New affinity-based products can deplete from six to twenty high-medium abundance
proteins leaving the thousands of lower abundance proteins in solution for further pre-treatment3. These phases consist of
antibodies specific for these higher abundance proteins. Both spin tubes and flow-through columns are available. Figure 15.3
shows the mode of operation of a flow-through column available from Agilent Technologies. Up to 14 high-abundance proteins
can be removed using this approach. The plasma sample is injected into the multiple affinity removal system. As depicted in Figure
15.4, the high-abundance proteins are retained on the column while the low-abundance proteins pass through the column. They
can be trapped/collected on spin columns then concentrated by trace enrichment techniques. The high-abundance proteins are
then released by a change of buffer and can be discarded or saved if the need arises. Finally, the column is regenerated and can
be used for several hundred injections. A combination of affinity depletion and multidimensional LC-MS/MS has been used to
investigate trace levels of up- and down-regulated proteins in biological fluids.
Kits are available to remove DNA, salts and buffers, as well as the isolation and solubilization of specific protein groups (e.g., membrane
proteins, acidic and basic proteins, and nuclear proteins). When removing high-abundance proteins from serum, care must be taken to
avoid removal of low-abundant proteins and the newer selective removal kits seem to do a good job. Once proteins are purified, some of
the common separation methods are single- and two-dimensional electrophoresis (2DE), liquid chromatography (LC), size exclusion
chromatography, gel filtration and affinity chromatography.
Other classical laboratory procedures for protein removal are available in texts4-7. In contrast to protein chemistry that studies a
single component, the focus of proteomics is on the interaction of multiple, distinct proteins and the roles they play as part of a
larger system.
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Figure 15.2

Traditional Protein Sample Preparation Processes
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Table 15.2

Classical Methods for Depleting High Abundance Proteins from Biological Fluids
Designed to
Remove

Technique

Type of System

Principle

Reference

Afﬁnity
Chromatography

Cibacron Blue or related chlorotriazine dye Albumin
is bound to chromatographic medium;
some phases are proprietary

Albumin strongly binds to Cibacron Blue
15-19, 47-51
dye that acts as an ionic, hydrophobic,
aromatic, or sterically active binding site.
Proteins that interact with the gel can be
bound or released with a fairly high
degree of speciﬁcity manipulating the
composition of the eluent buffers. Binding
capacity: 10-15 mg/mL.

Single Antibody
Column

a) Anti-HSA attached to porous polymer a) Albumin
b) Anti-IgG attached to porous polymer b) IgG

a) Antibody speciﬁc for HSA
b) Antibody speciﬁc for IgG

16, 19, 5253
16, 54

Protein A-, -G, or -L The protein bound to resin

Immunoglobulins

There is a strong afﬁnity and selectivity of
these proteins for immunoglobulins

Combination of
Afﬁnity Phases

Albumin and IgG

Combination of above to remove both
16, 20,
high-abundant proteins (albumin and IgG) 55-57
from plasma

Albumin, acidic,
and basic proteins

In this membrane-based electrophoresis
system, proteins are fractionated
according to their pI values and end up
separated into compartments for easy
retrieval. Proteins within a mass range
close to that of HSA are excluded. Note
that these instruments are designed for
protein fractionation but can be used to
isolate high-abundance proteins.

Multiple phases bound to resin

Isoelectric Trapping Multicompartment electrolyzer or free
ﬂow electrophoresis

58-59

(Continued)
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Classical Methods for Depleting High Abundance Proteins from Biological Fluids
Technique

Type of System

Designed to
Remove

Gradiﬂow

Preparative electrophoresis

Albumin

Peptide Afﬁnity
Chromatography

Phage isolates coated in 96-well plates

Ion Exchange and
Size Exclusion
Chromatography

Column switching or in-series

Principle

Reference

Proteins are fractionated according to
60-61
their pI value, then further fractionated by
size (molecular weight)
Synthetic peptides chosen from a library
were found to bind well to several
mammalian serum albumins including a
strong affinity for HSA.

62-63

Albumin, IgG, and
other proteins

Ion exchange column separates by charge 64-65
and size exclusion column by molecular
weight (size); sometimes reversed-phase
chromatography has been used in
combination with ion exchange

Multi-Lectin Afﬁnity Lectins sorbed to agarose beads
Chromatography

Glycoproteins

Multiple mixed lectins have afﬁnity for
various glycoproteins and can be used to
enrich them from human plasma; can be
used in combination with multiple afﬁnity
protein depletion columns

Organic Solvent
Precipitation

Proteins larger than Large proteins will precipitate when a
67-68
20 KDa
water-miscible organic solvent such as
acetonitrile is added to serum; the
precipitated proteins can be removed by
centrifugation or ﬁltration; the supernatant
contains the lower molecular weight
proteins for further study.

Organic solvent is mixed with serum
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Figure 15.3

Removal of High-Abundant Proteins from Plasma

Crude Human Serum
• Column and optimized buffers are used to remove the top 14 most
abundant proteins in human serum and plasma samples.
• Attach to HPLC instrument and pump samples through – proteins
of interest are collected and analyzed.
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Figure 15.4

MARS Immunoaffinity Column Elution Profile –
4.6 x 50 mm Column
• Total column run cycle =

Time
(min) %B

20 min for injection, elution, and regeneration
(4.6 x 50 mm column)

• Capacity =

15-20 µL serum per injection
1.2-1.6 mg total serum proteins

Flow
rate

Max.
Pressure
(bar)

1 0.00

0.00

0.250 120

2 9.00

0.00

0.250 120

3 9.01

100.00 1.000 120

4 12.50 100.00 1.000 120
Comparison of Runs #20 and #200

5 12.60 0.00

1.000 120

6 20.00 0.00

1.000 120

2500

Absorbance (mAU)

Flow-through, Low-Abundant Proteins

Bound, High-Abundant Proteins

2000
1500

Injection
0.25 mL/min

1000

Elution
1.0 mL/min

Re-equilibration
1.0 mL/min

End run (20 min)

500
0
0

2.5

5

7.5

10

Retention Time (min)
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12.5

15

17.5

Modern Approaches of Sample Preparation for Proteomics
The major difference between classical protein chemistry and proteomics is that in classical protein chemistry, interest is focused
on isolating an individual protein and identifying its total sequence, whereas in proteomics, the goal is to characterize a complex
mixture of proteins present in various expressed levels and identify them using partial sequence analysis (after digestion). This
identification would not be possible without databases such as expressed sequence tags (EST), protein and peptide sequences,
and powerful data mining algorithms. Agilent’s Spectrum Mill MS proteomics software can be used to perform protein database
searches of MS/MS data.
Proteomics research is actually separated into three areas: functional, structural and expression proteomics, each having its own
set of sample preparation protocols. Expression proteomics is a recognized area of proteomics in drug discovery and
pharmaceutical research. It is defined as the identification and quantitation of proteins present in healthy and diseased tissues.
Functional proteomics analyzes non-denatured proteins under conditions that keep protein complexes together while structural
proteomics aims to elucidate the structures of the functional “active” sites of each human protein. The ultimate goal is to
develop drugs which are highly specific for these active sites. The tremendous analytical challenge of proteomics arises from the
fact that the proteome is a collection of some 30-80% of gene products expressed at both low levels (10-100 copies per cell)
and high levels (10,000-100,000 copies per cell). These numbers represent a dynamic range of at least six orders of magnitude.
As a point of reference, most eukaryotic cells contain about 20,000 different proteins having an average molecular weight of 50
kDa. Enzymatic digestion yields about 30 peptides per protein or about 6,000,000 unique peptides. Certainly, these numbers of
proteins present colossal technical challenges in terms of their analytical sample throughput, detection and data analysis.
The sample preparation techniques of greatest interest in expression proteomics center on prefractionating and enriching proteins
before their separation by preparative electrophoresis or chromatography. Detection is either by matrix-assisted laser desorption
ionization (MALDI) or atmospheric pressure ionization (API) mass spectrometry. A typical workflow diagram of the total process
for identifying differential protein expression levels is shown in Figure 15.5. The classical methods for extracting and isolating
proteins as used in protein chemistry are also used in proteomics. In addition, newer methods such as laser capture micro
dissection8-9 increase the differentiation between diseased and healthy tissues. Labeling with stable isotopes (e.g., 13C, 2H and
15N) or isotope coded affinity tags (ICAT) is commonly incorporated in procedures to affinity capture differentially expressed
proteins at low-abundance.
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Two-Dimensional Electrophoresis (2DE)
Although considered to be a separation technique rather than a sample preparation technique, 2DE is really a technique for isolating
proteins and other biomolecules from complex mixtures by using the principles of multidimensional separation, such as discussed in
Chapter 13. For many years, two-dimensional electrophoresis was the standard way to separate proteins in one dimension by
isoelectric focusing (IEF) based on isoelectric point and in the second dimension by molecular weight using sodium dodecylsulfate
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). Even today, many laboratories are still using this time proven approach for protein
separation. Visualization of the proteins separated in the gels is done by using inorganic and organic dyes. High resolution 2D imaging
and analysis software programs summarize the results and help to identify target proteins for excision and further study. There are
several precautions using 2D gels. One important point is that most biologically significant proteins are present at low levels and
therefore are generally not detected. Efficient sample preparation techniques can remove the majority of high-abundant interfering
proteins (see earlier) and improve reproducibility in 2DE separations. Prefractionation according to a physicochemical parameter such
as isoelectric point is performed to enable a higher loading capacity onto gels and minimize protein-protein interactions. It is also
important to remove insoluble materials from the sample before running the gel since it is known that hydrophobic membrane proteins
or tissue proteins act differently than other proteins. It is critical that the protein be soluble prior to 2DE separation. Various inorganic and
organic buffers must be added to disrupt disulfide bonds and noncovalent interactions. A number of companies manufacture 2D gels,
sample cleanup kits, reagents, buffers, and organic/inorganic dyes to optimize the separation and isolation of targeted proteins.

Extraction and Digestion from Gels
In 2DE, the majority of protein is trapped inside the gel and the challenge is to extract it prior to the analysis step. Enzymatic
digestion (e.g., trypsin) of excised protein spots involves placing the small gel pieces into a centrifuge tube and performing several
steps in sequence: reduction, alkylation, washing, and dehydration. Buffer and enzyme are then introduced and the protein is
digested by incubation at 25 °C or 37 °C overnight. Methods to dramatically reduce the time required for enzymatic digestion by
using very small sample volumes with an on-line enzymatic digestion technique have been developed. After digestion, several time
consuming manual steps to remove the enzyme, buffers, and salts must be completed before the sample is ready for introduction
into a mass spectrometer. In-gel digestion kits designed for up to 96 protein samples in 96-well filtration plates are available. These
kits include enzymes, reagents, and sample cleanup products that desalt and concentrate protein-digested samples for mass
spectrometric analysis.
The procedure of excising protein spots from gels followed by enzymatic digestion presents several opportunities to reduce the loss of
low level proteins and increase throughput. Automated robotic and liquid handling workstations that start with a 2D gel, excise the
targeted protein spots, digest and concentrate them and, in some cases, spot the final samples onto plates for analysis by mass
spectrometry are available. An explanation of how automation, on-line enzymatic digestions and microfluidics are being applied to
significantly reduce analysis time is provided in a following section.
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Detection by Mass Spectrometry
The detection method of choice in proteomics is mass spectrometry using MALDI, nano electrospray ionization (ESI) tandem mass
spectrometry (MS/MS) or reversed-phase micro capillary LC electrospray ionization. Several reviews discuss details of the use of
mass spectrometry in proteomics10-13. Initial applications of MALDI and ESI for protein detection utilized purified single proteins
and peptides for peptide mass fingerprinting and de novo peptide sequence analysis. However, experiments using biologically
significant samples from 2D gels and cell extracts exposed a weakness in the procedure – intolerance to detergents, dyes and
organic/inorganic buffers. The ultra high sensitivity of these techniques also makes them more sensitive to the presence of
abundant concentrations of protein contaminants such as keratin, Protein A, and albumin.
Aside from quantitation, the detection sensitivity and accuracy of mass measurement of proteins and peptides is also affected by
the presence of such contaminants. The challenge faced by mass spectroscopists is to reproducibly remove salt, detergents, lipids,
and high-abundant proteins without eliminating biologically significant proteins present in low copy numbers.
Micro columns and micropipette tips packed with stationary phase sorbent materials, like Agilent’s OMIX monolithic tips (see
Chapter 9) have emerged as cost effective, easy-to-use products for concentrating and desalting protein and peptide samples prior
to MALDI analysis. These products have very small dead volumes and can be used with ultra-small sample quantities and contains
a small bed of C18, C4, strong cation exchange fixed at the end of a 10 µL pipette tip; concentrated, purified samples are eluted in
a volume of 1-4 µL. The OMIX tips are also available in a 96-well format; a protocol combines in-gel digestion with spotting of the
purified and concentrated peptides onto a sample target for analysis by MALDI.

Multidimensional Liquid Chromatography
Alternatives to electrophoresis and gel technology are sought since the sheer numbers of proteins to be separated and analyzed
demand a higher throughput system with greater preparative capacity and reproducibility. Capillary liquid chromatography is a
natural choice since it is a proven separation technique and can be fully automated and interfaced with tandem mass spectrometry
for on-line detection. This combination is also attractive because the mass spectrometer offers additional resolution by mass to
charge ratio beyond the separation achieved on-column. Further explanation of protein separations and interfacing of LC to mass
spectrometry is outside the scope of this text.
Multidimensional protein identification technology (MudPIT) uses two chromatography steps interfaced back to back and various
configurations are in use: (1) separation on the first column with fraction collection, followed by injection of the collected fractions
onto the second dimension column, (2) directly coupled LC columns, and (3) multidimensional LC using column switching (see
Chapter 13).
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A 2D LC separation typically involves an ion exchange, affinity, size exclusion, or chromatofocusing column coupled with a reversedphase column in either the first or second dimension. A mixed bed microcapillary column containing ion exchange and
reversed-phase moieties on a resin bed is also useful. These chromatographic approaches have been used in place of 2D gels and
designed for various analysis protocols, such as: “shotgun” analysis of all proteins (250-5,000 proteins), a single class of proteins
(10-250 proteins) and specific protein(s) (1-10 proteins).
The development of “on the fly” acquisition of tandem mass spectra with data-dependent instrument control and chromatographic
control has greatly increased throughput of mass spectrometers. Intelligent algorithms provide automated analysis of peptide mass
spectra for protein identification. In addition, a comprehensive separation of complex peptide mixtures as well as the resolution of
intact proteins can be accomplished.
This approach by LC has the ability to detect low-copy proteins using nano LC-MS/MS and certain classes of proteins which are not
easily observed on 2D gels (e.g., large proteins, hydrophobic membrane proteins, and very acidic or very basic proteins); however,
the complete resolution of all proteins in a proteome will require the use of more than two dimensions and a prefractionation step.

Automation of Sample Preparation Processes
The purification of proteins consists of manual and disjointed steps as part of a multi-step process. The automation of these individual
procedures is an important goal for proteomics laboratories in order to meet high-throughput demands. The choices for automation, as
well as their size, differ in complexity according to the task required. Common options for automation within the overall process outlined
in Figure 15.5 are: the use of laser capture microdissection to isolate healthy from diseased cells; excision of targeted proteins from 2D
gels; digestion of these excised gel spots or plugs; desalting and concentration following digestion; and spotting of the peptide samples
onto MALDI target plates for analysis.
Automation of these individual steps exists as task-specific modules. The stained spots of interest can be extracted from a gel by
specialized instruments with on-board high resolution cameras that acquires an image of the gel, analyzes via software, and
generates a protein target excision map; selected proteins are excised via a multiple excision head unit in parallel. Extracted protein
plugs can be placed into 96-well (and sometimes 384-well) plates and catalogued. Proteolytic enzymes (e.g., trypsin) are added to
the removed pieces of gel and digested with heat. This type of automation module performs all necessary wash steps and digests
proteins into peptides. Some systems generally utilize an in-gel digestion kit.
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Figure 15.5
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The polypeptide fragments are desalted and concentrated on an automated MALDI preparation station which is essentially a
modified liquid handler (1, 4 or 8-channel pipetting), frequently with a robotic arm which shuttles microplates around and in/out of
the deck; the basics of liquid handling workstations are covered by Wells14. Disposable particle-loaded tips containing solid-phase
extraction media, like the OMIX tips from Agilent are commonly used for this sample preparation step and the tips are compatible
with most liquid handling workstations. The act of “spotting” places the peptide samples onto specific media called a “MALDI
target” and immobilizes them in a suitable matrix for analysis. Workstations can also be used to simply spot target plates with high
positional accuracy. Modules are also available that combine two distinct functions, such as protein digestion with MS sample
spotting.
Multidimensional LC with MS detection is also amenable to automation by the addition of column switching capabilities with
plumbing to accommodate multiple columns in parallel (see Chapter 13). The demand for automated protein processing
methods continues as companies are challenged to meet many needs: greater sample throughput, reproducibility, sensitivity for
low-abundant proteins, enhanced low volume liquid handling, and high density sample spotting onto target plates.
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Peptide Mapping
Once a protein is separated from its source, it must be further characterized. MS/MS is one technique to identify intact proteins
based on their mass spectral characteristics. Peptide mapping is also a very powerful, somewhat selective method, and one of the
most widely used identity tests for proteins. It most commonly involves enzymatic digestion (usually using trypsin) of a protein to
produce peptide fragments, followed by separation and identification of the fragments allowing the detection and monitoring of
single amino acid changes, oxidation, deamidation, and other degradation products. It also enables the direct detection of common
monoclonal antibody variants such as N-terminal cyclization, C-terminal lysine processing, and N-glycosylation, as well as other
post-translational modifications. A peptide map is a fingerprint of a protein and the end product of several processes that provide a
comprehensive understanding of the protein being analyzed. It involves four major steps:

• Isolation and puriﬁcation of the protein
• Selective cleavage of the peptide bonds
• Chromatographic separation of the peptides
• Validated analysis of the peptides
The first two steps would be considered to be part of the sample preparation process followed by the last two steps of separation
and analysis. Reversed-phase liquid chromatography is the preferred technique for determining the progress of the peptide
mapping study. Peptide mapping is considered a comparative procedure that confirms the primary structure of the protein and
detects alterations in structure. A peptide map should include positive identification of the protein, maximize coverage of the
complete peptide sequence, and provide additional information and sequence identification beyond that obtained at the nondigested protein level. A handy “how-to” guide in generating peptide maps is available69.
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Protein Digestion
Table 15.3 shows the five steps in protein digestion that provide selective cleavage of the intact protein. Each of these steps will be
examined separately in order to understand the parameters affecting the final outcome of the digestion process.

Table 15.3

Five steps for protein digestion
Procedure
1. Sample Preparation

Intended Effect
Preparing sample for digestion

General Experiment
Depletion, enrichment, dialysis, desalting

2. Selection of Cleavage Agent

Speciﬁc cleavage requirement

None

3. Reduction and Alkylation

Reduction reduces disulphide bonds
Alkylation caps SH groups

Reduction: DTT, 45 min, 60 °C
Alkylation: IAM, 1 hr, in the dark

4. Digestion Process

Cleavage of proteins

Digestion: pH 8, 37 °C, overnight
Quenching: TFA addition

5. Enrichment/Cleanup

Preparing sample for LC or LC/MS analysis

C18 tips, concentrating, dialysis, afﬁnity columns

Step One: Sample Preparation
Depending on the size or the configuration of the protein, there are different approaches for pre-treatment of your sample. Under
certain conditions, it might be necessary to enrich the sample or to separate the protein from added substances and stabilizers
used in its preparation, especially if these interfere with the mapping procedure. There are many methods for performing these
procedures and each protein has its own set of cleanup measures or processes. Some of the more common approaches used for
sample cleanup prior to digestion include depletion/enrichment, dialysis (see Chapter 18), and desalting by gel filtration (see
Chapter 11). Some depletion strategies were covered earlier (see Table 15.2). These depletion strategies utilize immunoaffinity
techniques (e.g., immunoprecipitation, co-immunoprecipitation, and immunoaffinity chromatography). Alternatively, enrichment
techniques isolate subclasses of cellular proteins based on unique biochemical activity, post-translational modifications (PTMs),
or spatial localization within a cell. Post-translational modifications – such as phosphorylation and glycosylation – can be enriched
using affinity ligands such as ion-metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) or immobilized lectins, respectively.
Whether simple or complex, samples often need dialysis or desalting to ensure they are compatible and optimized for digestion.
For example, because mass spectrometry (MS) measures charged ions, salts – especially sodium and phosphate salts – should
be removed prior to MS to minimize their interference with detection (see Chapter 17). Dialysis and desalting procedures allow
buffer exchange, desalting, or small molecule removal to prevent interference with downstream processes.
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Dialysis is an established procedure for reducing the salt concentration in samples. It requires filling a dialysis bag (membrane
casing of defined porosity), tying the bag off, and placing the bag in a bath of water or buffer where the concentration of salt will
equilibrate through diffusion. Large molecules that can’t diffuse through the bag remain in the bag. If the bath is in water, the
concentration of the small molecules in the bag will decrease slowly until the concentration inside and outside is the same. Once
equilibration is complete, the bag is ruptured and the solution poured off into a collection vessel. Dialysis can be used for volumes
from microliter up to a few liters, but it is usually not practical for large sample volumes because it can take long times (e.g. hours,
even days) for complete salt removal.
To desalt samples prior to digestion, Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC) (Chapter 11), also known as gel filtration
chromatography (GFC), is the most practical laboratory procedure. This method is a non-adsorptive chromatographic technique that
separates molecules on the basis of molecular size. Gel filtration allows samples to be processed using isocratic elution. Analytically,
GFC can distinguish between molecules (e.g. proteins) with a molecular weight difference of less than a factor of 2. In these
applications, the size difference between the substances being separated is very large (i.e. proteins vs. salts). The pore size of the
gel filtration media is chosen so that it completely excludes the larger proteins while allowing the smaller molecules to freely diffuse
into all of the pore spaces. The column is equilibrated with a buffer, which may be the same or different from that of the sample.
The larger molecules – which can’t enter the pores of the media – elute first from the column, followed by the smaller molecules
that diffuse into the pores. If there is no interest in the smaller molecules and salts, they can be directed to waste, or if these
substances are of interest, can be directed to a fraction collector for further handling. If the mobile phase buffer is different from the
original sample buffer, the larger molecules will elute in this new buffer; hence the process that takes place is buffer exchange.

Step Two: Selection of Cleavage Agents
There are two methods employed for the cleavage of peptide
bonds, chemical and enzymatic. Chemical cleavage involves
the use of nucleophilic non-enzymatic reagents such as
cyanogen bromide (CNBr) to chemically cleave the peptide
bond at a specific region while proteolytic enzymes, such as
trypsin, have been proven highly useful for a variety of site
specific cleavage locations. The cleavage method and agent
will depend on the protein under test and the specific outcome
expectations of the analysis. Additionally, the selection process
involves careful examination of the entire peptide mapping
process and considerations for related characterizations. The
most common cleavage agent used for peptide mapping is
trypsin due to its well defined specificity. Trypsin hydrolyzes only
the peptide bonds in which the carbonyl group is followed
either by an arginine (Arg) or lysine (Lys). Several common
cleavage agents and their specificity are shown in Table 15.4.

Table 15.4

Cleavage Methods
Cleavage
Type

Cleavage
Agent

Specificity

Enzymatic

Trypsin

C-terminal side of Arg and Lys

Pepsin

Non-speciﬁc

Chymotrypsin

C-terminal side of hydrophobic
residues

Glutamyl
endopeptidase

C-terminal side of Glu and Asp

Cyanogen
bromide

C-terminal side of Met

Chemical
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Dilute acid

Asp and Pro

BNPS-skatole

Trp

Step Three: Denaturation, Reduction, and Alkylation
For the proteolytic enzyme to efficiently cleave the peptide chains, most samples need to be denatured, reduced, and alkylated
using various well-known reagents. Denaturation and reduction can often be carried out simultaneously by a combination of heat
and a reagent like 1,4-dithiothreitol (DTT), mercaptoethanol, or tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine. The most often used chemical is DTT,
which is a strong reducing agent that reduces the disulfide bonds and prevents inter- and intra-molecular disulfide formation
between cysteines in the protein. By combining denaturation and reduction, renaturation – a problem when using heat solely as the
denaturation agent – due to reduction of the disulfide bonds can be avoided. Following protein denaturation and reduction,
alkylation of cysteine is necessary to further reduce the potential renaturation. The most commonly used agents for alkylation of
protein samples prior to digestion are iodoacetamide (IAM) and iodoacetic acid (IAA).
Figure 15.6 provides a good example of a reversed-phase chromatographic separation method used to evaluate the reduction
and alkylation completeness of a monoclonal antibody prior to digestion.

Figure 15.6

Reversed-phase Liquid Chromatographic Separation of a
Reduced and Alkylated Monoclonal Antibody Prior to Digestion
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Conditions: The separation was performed on an Agilent Rapid Resolution High Definition (RRHD) 300SB-C8, 2.1 x 50 mm column run at
0.5 mL/min, 75 °C, using water (0.1% TFA)/ACN (0.08%) multi-segmented gradient conditions on an Agilent 1290 Infinity LC69.
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Step Four: Digestion
As already mentioned, trypsin is the most commonly used protease for digestion due to its well-defined specificity. Since trypsin is
also a protein, it may digest itself in a process called autolysis. However, Ca++, naturally present in most samples, binds at the Ca++
binding loop in trypsin and prevents autolysis. With the modified trypsin presently used in most laboratories, autolysis is additionally
reduced and not typically a large concern.
Proteins may act differently in different environments and when model proteins were digested in a mixture vs. separately, less
effective digestions have been observed. One reason could be increased competition for the trypsin cleavage sites, when more
proteins are digested together. Additionally, there can be many factors and conditional parameters that could affect the
completeness and effectiveness of digestion of proteins, causing a variety of anticipated outcomes
If these factors are more carefully understood or controlled, the digestion results can be greatly improved. The pH of the reaction,
digestion time and temperature, and the amount of cleavage agent used are all critical to the effectiveness of the digestion.
Tryptic digestion is performed at an optimal pH in the range 7.5-8.5, and commonly at 37 °C. To provide an optimal pH for
the enzymatic cleavage, a buffer is added [usually 50 mM triethyl ammonium bicarbonate (tABC) or 12.5 mM ammonium
bicarbonate (ABC)] prior to the addition of trypsin. A 2-amino-2-hydroxymethylpropane-1,3-diol (Tris) buffer may also be used
for this purpose, but it should be taken into consideration that the Tris buffer is incompatible with certain MS analyses, such as
MALDI and ESI-MS, and needs to be depleted through solid phase extraction (SPE) or with reversed-phase pipette tips (such
as Agilent’s OMIX). To ensure a sufficient amount of enzyme is present to perform the digestion, it is crucial to have the right
enzyme-to-protein ratio. A more detailed discussion of the critical sub-steps in digestion follows:
• Digestion pH. In general, the pH of the digestion mixture is empirically determined to ensure the optimization of the performance
of a given cleavage agent. For example, when using cyanogen bromide as a cleavage agent, a highly acidic environment (e.g. pH
2, formic acid) is necessary; however, when using trypsin as a cleavage agent, a slightly alkaline environment (pH 8) is optimal. As
a general rule, the pH of the reaction must not alter the chemical integrity of the protein during the digestion or the course of the
fragmentation reaction.
• Digestion Time & Temperature. Time and temperature play an important role for optimum digestion. To minimize undesirable
chemical reactions, a temperature between 25-37 °C is adequate and recommended for most protein digestions (e.g., trypsin
digestions are commonly run at 37 °C). However, the type and size of protein will ultimately determine the temperature of the
reaction due to possible protein denaturation as the temperature of the reaction increases. Reaction time is also a factor for
consideration in optimizing the digestion protocol. If sufﬁcient sample is available, an experimental study should be considered in
order to determine the optimum time to obtain a reproducible map while avoiding incomplete digestion. Time of digestion varies
from 2-30 h depending on sample size and type, and the reaction is stopped by the addition of an acid, selected so as to not
interfere in the map or by freezing.
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• Concentration of Cleaving Enzyme. The concentration of the cleaving agent should be minimized to avoid its contribution to
the map patterns. An excessive amount of cleavage agent is commonly used to accomplish a reasonably rapid digestion time (i.e.
6-20 hours); however, careful consideration should be given to these increased amounts. A protein-to-protease ratio between
10:1 and 200:1 is generally used and it is recommended that the cleavage agent be added in two or more stages to optimize
cleavage. In many standard trypsin digestion procedures, the trypsin is added in this manner. Nonetheless, the ﬁnal reaction
volume remains small enough to facilitate separation – the next step in peptide mapping. To sort out digestion artifacts that might
interfere with the subsequent analysis, a blank determination is performed using a digestion control with all the reagents, except
the test protein.
For further detailed information on the commonly used trypsin digestion method, the reader is referred to Reference 69, which
explains the steps, expected digestion times, and a summary of reduction, alkylation and digestion protocols.

Step Five: Cleanup and Enrichment of Digests
Prior to the actual mapping separation, cleanup and/or enrichment is usually required for the successful analysis of peptide maps.
There are many methods to accomplish cleanup and enrichment dependent on sample type and targeted objective. For example,
enrichment for specific PTMs (e.g., phosphorylation, ubiquitination, and glycosylation) is performed by affinity purification using
PTM-specific antibodies or ligands, while phosphopeptides can be enriched by immunoprecipitation (IP) using anti-phospho-specific
antibodies or by pull-down using TiO2, that selectively binds phosphorylated serine, tyrosine or threonine.
After peptide enrichment, salts and buffers can be removed using either graphite or C-18 tips or columns, and detergents can be
removed using affinity columns or detergent-precipitating reagents. Dilute samples can also be concentrated using concentrators of
varying molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) ranges. Once purified, peptide samples are then ready for the final preparation for MS
analysis, which varies based on the type of analysis. For LC/MS (or LC-MS/MS) analysis, the proper choice of mobile phases and
ion-pairing reagents is required to achieve good LC resolution and analytical results. MALDI-MS requires combining the peptide
sample with specific matrices (crystalline energy absorbing dye molecules), which are then dried on MALDI plates prior to analysis.
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Chromatographic Separation for Peptide Mapping
The most widely used peptide mapping chromatographic method is reversed-phase liquid chromatography with low UV
(210-220 nm)-, UV (280-nm)- or mass spectrometric-detection. Modern sub-two micron and superficially porous particle
columns with C18 bonded phases provide excellent resolving power and the use of volatile mobile phase additives that are
compatible with mass spectrometry to allow for rapid separations. The preferred column pore size is 100-120 Angstroms to
accommodate a variety of peptide fragment sizes. The column temperature is generally above 40 °C. The most popular mobile
phase usually has a pH of less than 3 and consists of 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) in water (solvent A) and 0.08% TFA in
acetonitrile (solvent B) and linear gradient elution.
Since TFA is an ion pair reagent and sometime causes ion suppression in the mass spectrometer (see Chapter 17), formic acid
and acetic acids have also been used, but the chromatography separations may not be as clean as those observed for TFA.
Since mass spectrometric detection requires slightly lower flow rates than typically used for 4.6 mm id columns, column id is
usually 2.1 mm with lengths up to 150 mm and flow rates generally being less than 0.5 mL/min. As an example of today’s HPLC
column capability, Figure 15.7 provides a detailed peptide map of a bovine serum albumin digest in just 20 minutes. For further
information on the chromatographic separation conditions, condition optimization and mass spectrometric detection, please
consult Reference 69.

Figure 15.7

Peptide Map of BSA Tryptic Digest on Modern Peptide Mapping Column
2.1 x 150 mm AdvanceBio Peptide Mapping Column (Agilent Technologies)
Mobile phase: A: water (0.1% TFA), B: ACN (0.08% TFA), 40 °C, Flow: 0.52 mL/min
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Automation of Peptide Mapping
Since manual sample preparation of peptides is a time-consuming process and all the steps involved could introduce sample loss
and errors into the analysis, total workflow automation may be the preferred route if many samples are to be analyzed by LCMS/MS. Better reproducibility, increased throughput, rapid method development, decreased reagent and sample volume
requirements, and freeing up the time of the scientist are all benefits to miniaturized workflow automation. AssayMAP peptide
sample prep solution (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) is a miniaturized liquid handling system that has been designed to
perform standardized sample preparation workflow. Here, the digestion, cleanup and fractionation (using reversed-phase and/or
cation exchange SPE cartridges) steps are based on 96-well plate parallel processing using a modern liquid handling platform
(Bravo). Fractionation is off-line to provide increased LC-MS throughput by reducing long LC gradient times.
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Chapter 16

Sample Preparation
in Bioanalysis
Analysis of drugs, their metabolites and low molecular weight biomarkers in biological matrices such as plasma, serum, whole
blood, urine, saliva, tissues, etc., is commonly termed ‘bioanalysis’. Here, we will also consider the analysis of tissue samples as
part of bioanalysis since tissue sample preparation is a key part of pharmaceutical and biological research. We will refer to the
sample preparation of biological samples for high molecular weight constituents (e.g. protein, nucleic acids, etc.) as biological
sample preparation (see Chapter 15). Bioanalysis is an important part of the overall drug development process starting with in
vitro/in situ testing, preclinical studies through to clinical studies. The last decade has witnessed many technological
breakthroughs in analytical methodology and instrumentation. Apart from improved selectivity and sensitivity, modern analytical
instrumentation has provided an edge to fast and cost-effective bioanalytical method development and validation. Among these
modern analytical techniques, liquid chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry is considered to be the benchmark for
quantitative/qualitative bioanalysis, imparting specificity, sensitivity, and speed. However, this most selective and sensitive
analytical technique also suffers from limitations such as matrix effects, compromised selectivity, and a fall in sensitivity of the
analyte of interest in the processed biological matrix.
Sample preparation, also known as sample pre-treatment/sample cleanup/sample extraction, is an integral part of most
bioanalytical methods. In a clinical situation, the drug/metabolite/biomarker of interest is present in biological matrix, which has a
complex biochemical nature and comprises numerous components (e.g. salts, acids, bases, proteins, cells, exogenous/endogenous
small organic molecules like lipids and lipoproteins). However, the biochemical complexity of the matrix may differ (e.g. tissue,
whole blood, plasma/serum, urine, saliva, cerebral spinal fluid, etc.). In simple terms, sample preparation is a process which aims at
selective isolation of the analyte of interest from the matrix, minimization/elimination of matrix components in the processed sample
and, if required, concentration of the analyte of interest. Effective sample preparation is a skill and accounts for up to 80% of the
total bioanalysis time. As mentioned in Chapter 1, sample preparation is the most labor-intensive and error-prone process in overall
bioanalytical methodology.
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Many of the sample preparation protocols covered throughout this book are directly applicable to bioanalytical matrices.
Traditionally, liquid-liquid extraction (LLE, Chapter 7), filtration (Chapter 5), solid-phase extraction (SPE, Chapters 9 and 10),
and “dilute and shoot” have been used as sample preparation techniques. Information on those techniques will not be
repeated since they were already covered in detail. However, new and improved sample preparation technologies are being
developed constantly and more effective ways of extracting the analyte from the biomatrix have become available. Many of
these newly developed sample preparation techniques have been tested, validated, and commercialized. This chapter will
provide a brief coverage of some of the newer or more widely used approaches.

Blood Analysis in Bioanalytical Laboratories
Blood analysis is certainly the most popular martrix for the analysis of drugs and drug metabolites in biological fluids. Most often
blood plasma or serum is the favored matrix for analysis, but often large blood volumes must be collected. In pharmacokinetic
(PK) and toxicokinetic (TK) studies, rodents are the most used animals for preclinical testing. Small rodents such as mice have a
limited blood supply. Typically, samples of between 200-250 µL (total volume up to 1500 µL) is needed per TK testing. In order
to obtain a sufficient supply of blood sample, the animal must be warmed for 10 min prior to sampling. Often, several rats or
mice must be pooled in order to obtain enough blood for testing. Clearly, using less blood for these tests would save on animal
usage. In clinical testing for neonatal humans, a large amount of blood is never available. Thus, using a reduced volume of
blood would enable more pediatric studies for metabolic and other testing.
The question often arises: whether to use plasma or whole blood for analytical measurements? Some studies have shown that a
number of drugs tend to distribute evenly between plasma and blood cells while other studies show that some drugs bind
selectively to plasma proteins. Reports have also shown that drugs such as immunosuppressants bind predominantly to blood cells.
Conventionally, plasma has been used for drug metabolism (DM) and PK/TK studies because of its ease of handling, shipping and
storage, compared to whole blood. However, it is noted by regulatory authorities in both the International Conference on
Harmonization and the United States Food and Drug Administration that blood is an acceptable biological matrix for measurement
of drug exposures. So in some cases, the use of whole blood for analysis in DMPK and TK studies could be preferable.
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Traditional Whole Blood Analysis
Figure 16.1 depicts the various ways to analyze and process whole blood. Traditional approaches are shown in the middle of the
figure. These are dialysis, liquid-liquid extraction, protein precipitation, (hemo)lysis, membrane filtration, and anti-coagulation.
Such approaches generally require larger volumes of blood and multiple, time-consuming steps where analyte losses may occur.
Many of the traditional methods are performed manually, but obviously when faced with large numbers of samples, automation
via robotics or other approaches may be warranted. All of these approaches end up with a matrix-depleted (pre-processed)
sample. Depending on the final analytical technique used for measurement of drugs and metabolites, some additional sample
preparation, such as solid phase extraction (SPE) may be required for final cleanup and preconcentration. In recent years,
LC-MS/MS has been used for further separation and detection. The heightened sensitivity and selectivity of this hyphenated
method has been a boon to trace analysis. In fact, in many fields, this combination has become the norm for trace analysis.
Using LC-MS/MS, one can often determine parts per billion in biological samples, even without extensive sample cleanup.
For quantitative analysis, LC-MS/MS is a must.
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Figure 16.1
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However, these traditional techniques for whole blood analysis still do not meet the needs for small volumes of whole blood
samples. A recent technology that uses a much lower amount of blood sample than previously considered, known as Dried Blood
Spot (DBS) analysis (Figure 16.2, A-D), has drawn a great deal of attention. The technique has been expanded to other biological
fluids [e.g. plasma, saliva, cerebral spinal fluid (CSF)], so the term Dried Media Spot (DMS) analysis has been proposed. An
interesting new approach to whole blood sample preparation is the development of cell-disintegrated blood (CDB, Figure 16.2E).
In this approach, a sample of homogenized blood is passed through a heated (75 °C) stainless steel capillary. The resulting heat
shock induces cell disintegration and generates a novel matrix known as CDB which can be further analyzed. For more information
on this technique, please refer to references 1-3.

Figure 16.2
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Dried Blood Spot Analysis/
Dried Media Spot Analysis
The use of DBS analysis was already described in 1913 by Bang4 in the estimation of blood glucose concentration. However, the
most prominent use of dried blood spots dates to the early 1960s when Dr. Robert Guthrie developed an assay for the detection of
phenylketonuria5. His application of collecting blood on filter paper led to the population screening of newborns for the detection of
inherited metabolic diseases. In recent years, the collection of blood on filter paper has become a significant tool for screening
individuals for clinical purposes, animal testing for preclinical purposes, therapeutic and illicit drug monitoring, and the potential
application to routine drug development.
Today, pressures in the pharmaceutical industry to deliver high-quality PK data in the shortest possible timeframe is requiring
workers in the field to accurately and precisely collect, share, store and analyze thousands of biological samples. In addition, the
movement to reduce, refine and replace the use of animals in drug development is causing challenges to collect adequate samples
while remaining within acceptable total blood collection volumes and avoiding excess animal usage. Thus, dried blood spot analysis
is a way to address these challenges in the pharmaceutical industry. In addition, the use of techniques picked up in performing dried
blood spot analysis is extending this approach to other fields.
As shown in the workflow of Figure 16.2, DBS handling and analysis is fairly simple and involves only a few steps. A finger or a heel
prick followed by blood flow into a glass capillary is the usual method of collection (although sometimes a pipette tip is utilized). For
animal studies, a tail prick is preferred. Thus, use of a syringe for venous blood drawing is not required. Depending on the size of the
capillary, a sufficient amount of blood is drawn to allow multiple spottings. Usually, only a few tens of microliters are needed. Blood is
sometimes collected from the subject in a microvessel.
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A DBS card with a defined size is constructed of filter paper or other non-cellulose material such as the Agilent DMS Card. This card is
used as the device for sample spotting. As shown in Figure 16.2A, after collection, the blood is spotted onto the DBS card. A typical
card allows the application of up to four blood spots (Figure 16.2B). Typically 10-30 µL (average size: 15 µL) of blood are applied for
each spot. The blood is delivered by the capillary (or sometimes a micropipette). It is of utmost importance not to allow the capillary to
touch the filter paper to prevent contamination. A typical blood spot is in the range of 5-9 mm in diameter. Next, the blood spots are
allowed to dry for a period of two hours at room temperature (Figure 16.2C). Drying racks are available for this purpose. When the
blood is treated in this manner, it can be stored for long periods of time at room temperature without degradation. To ship or store
loaded cards, they should be placed in sealable, plastic bags containing a desiccant.
For analysis, a circular portion (disk) of each dried blood spot is punched out (Figure 16.2D) into a vial, centrifuge tube, or well of a
96-well plate. A typical punch size is a 3-6 mm disk, which can be optimized based on the required limit of detection and available
spotted blood volume. With a trained technician, manual punch times are typically 10-15 min. for 96 samples. An organic solvent,
typically methanol or methanol-water mixtures containing an internal standard is used to elute the analytes of interest. For basic
analytes 0.1% formic acid in 80:20 (v/v) methanol:water and for acidic analytes a solution of 1% ammonium hydroxide in 60:40
(v/v) is recommended. Extraction solvent volumes are in the range of a few hundred microliters, typically 300 µL. Studies have
shown that using the DBS technique, spot sample sizes are usually reproducible to +/- 5-10%6. In some instances, further sample
cleanup may be required using protein precipitation, liquid-liquid extraction, or solid phase extraction.
Table 16.1 shows the many advantages of the DBS technique compared to conventional plasma analysis. A disadvantage of the
DBS analytical technique is that it is not a preconcentration technique and thus often requires a highly sensitive analytical technique
(e.g. LC-MS/MS) that may be beyond the capabilities of some laboratories. However, LC-MS/MS is becoming the standard
analytical technique for all sorts of trace analysis. Presumably, using micro-SPE, some additional cleanup of the matrix-depleted
DBS extract could be undertaken. Other considerations are that the technique cannot be used for volatile and air-sensitive
compounds and certain unstable metabolites. Photosensitive compounds may require special handling.
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Table 16.1

Comparison of Conventional Plasma Analysis and Dried Blood Spot Analysis
Parameter

Conventional plasma
analysis
Dried blood spot analysis

Blood volume

>500 µL

Blood collection
technique

Venous cannula
Finger or heel prick using capillary
withdrawal using syringe

Less invasive sampling and patient discomfort
and easier for multiple samples; overall easier
sample collection

Sample processing

Centrifugation, isolation
and cleanup of plasma

Simple three-step procedure; on-substrate
cleanup has the potential to convey greater
analyte stability, especially for enzymesensitive compounds

Fewer steps involved for DBS and therefore
less chance of error; less labor involved; not
easily automated presently; usually manual
punching and extraction

Storage and
transportation

Plasma must be stored
and shipped under
frozen conditions

Room temperature stability in dry state;
can be shipped without biohazard labeling

DBS samples can be stored at room
temperature and shipped without dry ice for
more remote sampling, particularly important
in human clinical trial samples

Cost

Requires freezer, dry ice Reduced shipping costs, storage costs,
for shipment, more
fewer test animals required, non-hazardous
animal use, treatment as shipment requirements.
hazardous material

10-30 µL

Comments for DBS
Fewer experimental animals required; more
consistent data obtained through more serial
sampling from individual animals and less
reliance on composite data; neonatal and
juvenile patients can be studied
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Can lower overall cost of drug development

The DBS sample collection technology has been validated for a number of pharmaceutical compounds and numerous studies
have shown good correlation between DBS results and those of conventional blood plasma analysis methods. For example, one
study showed a direct comparison of conventional blood analysis techniques versus blood spotting techniques for the quantitation
of 12 pharmaceutical compounds tested in vivo in rats7. Overall, an excellent correlation was achieved between DBS and
blood:water samples. Another example where toxicokinetic studies for the drug Omeprazole was performed in vivo in rats and the
results in whole blood and plasma was compared to DBS8. For the conventional plasma analysis 240 µL of blood was used but
only 60 µL was required for the classic DBS card (4 spottings). The analysis of drug eluted from the DBS card was performed by
LC-MS/MS. The ratio of blood to plasma concentrations was calculated by the average of the DBS blood concentration to plasma
concentration and predicted blood concentrations were obtained by applying this ratio to the plasma concentrations.
Because large numbers of samples encountered in DMPK/TK studies, manual loading and punching dried blood spots can become
a tedious task. Thus, some form of semi- or full-automation is desired. Various approaches for automation have been used. One
such robotic automation device punches out 96 blood disks in 15-20 minutes. Other approaches elute the analytes directly from the
card while another ionizes analytes from the card into the gas phase and transfers them to a mass spectrometer. This field is rather
new and giving details of experimental approaches is beyond the scope of this Chapter. Readers are referred to review articles that
further describe the process9-12.

Protein Removal
Urine and blood plasma from humans and a variety of animal species are the most commonly analyzed biofluids. Protein removal is
an essential step in sample preparation for the LC-MS/MS analysis of compounds in biological matrices. One of the main reasons that
many biofluids cannot be analyzed directly by LC-MS/MS is that the high protein content would cause a rapid deterioration in the
performance of the HPLC column and ion source contamination in the mass spectrometer. A variety of techniques can be used to
remove or reduce the protein content of plasma. Table 16.2 lists a number of the more popular protein removal techniques. For
many years, prior to the widespread acceptance of tandem mass spectroscopic techniques, LLE and SPE were the predominant
techniques for removing proteins. However, both of these sample preparation techniques require method development and multistep
processes. For example, LLE may require direct and back extractions to remove proteins while SPE requires investigation of various
sorbents, extraction, washing, and elution solvents and pH adjustment to provide optimum cleanup and recovery of drugs and
metabolites. Protein precipitation has now become more commonplace and works reasonably well as long as contaminants do not
cause undue ion suppression or ion enhancement effects in the MS detector.
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Protein Precipitation
Protein precipitation (sometimes called protein “crashing”) is a popular choice for sample preparation, since some samples can
sometimes be directly injected into the HPLC column after precipitation. Little method development is required and simple
equipment and reagents are used. However, the technique does not concentrate the analytes and, in fact, a dilution occurs. In
addition, sample cleanup is limited. Depending on the precipitation reagent used, experimental conditions, and the species from
which the plasma was derived, up to 98% of the proteins in the sample can be removed. However, other excipients such as salts,
lipids and phospholipids may still remain in the supernatant.
The principle of protein precipitation is very simple (see Figure 16.3). By adding a chemical reagent to the plasma sample, the
objective is to markedly reduce the solubility of the proteins in the sample causing them to precipitate. This precipitate can be removed
by filtration or centrifugation leaving a clear supernatant or filtrate that is usually injected directly into the HPLC or LC-MS/MS system.
The four main reagents used to precipitate plasma proteins are listed in Table 16.3.

Figure 16.3

Protein Precipitation
Sample

1) Add organic or other
chemical reagent and

3) Centrifuge or filter

2) Mix

4) Remove supernatant
5) Analyze supernatant,
often after dry down
and reconstitution
Protein in solution
Analyte
Other interferences
Precipitated
proteins
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Table 16.2

Techniques for Removal of Protein from Biological Fluids
Protein Removal
Technique
Principle

Reference(s)

Precipitation

Organic solvent (e.g. acetonitrile, methanol), acid solution (e.g. perchloric, formic, trichloroacetic) or salt
solution (e.g. sodium sulfate, ammonium sulfate) is added with agitation to a solution of plasma. The protein
precipitates and forms a bead that can be removed by centrifugation or ﬁltration. Supernatant liquid can be
analyzed by HPLC.

13-16

Restricted Access
Media (RAM)
(see Chapter 10)

Solution containing protein is injected into a RAM column which has a short chain hydrophilic bonded phase
like an alkyl diol designed to reject proteins and allow small molecules to diffuse into pores where a bonded
reversed-phase interacts with small molecules; the protein portion can be vented to waste using a switching
valve; a similar material has a hydrophilic polymer that performs the same task by shielding the underlying
C18 phase.

17-21

Turbulent Flow
Chromatography

A large particle (~50 µm) small diameter bonded silica reversed-phase column (1 mm id) is run at very high
linear velocities up to 8 mL/min ﬂow rate; although Reynolds numbers are not in the turbulent ﬂow range,
these high linear velocities do not allow the slower diffusing proteins and other plasma components to
penetrate the pores of the packing and they are ﬂushed to waste; smaller molecules, usually drugs and their
metabolites, can penetrate the pores and are retained by reversed-phase mechanisms. The small molecules
are then eluted with aqueous-organic mobile phase into a mass spectrometer.

22-25

Ion Exchange
(see Chapter 9)

An ion exchange column can be used to selectively retain large biomolecules by adjusting the pH of the
mobile phase to generate a net positive or negative charge on the protein portion of a biological ﬂuid; small
molecules may pass through unretained and may be focused on a secondary column for subsequent analysis
by HPLC. Off-line and on-line approaches can be used.

26-28

Size Exclusion
Chromatography
(see Chapter 11)

By choice of an appropriate small pore size aqueous-compatible packing material, proteins can be excluded
and elute from the column ﬁrst while the small molecular weight compounds elute closer to the total
permeation volume.

29-34

Reversed-Phase
(see Chapter 9)

The use of less hydrophobic short alkyl chain phases like C3 or C4 bonded to wide pore silicas will retain
proteins and have less interaction with polar drugs so that they can be used to retain proteins and allow small
molecules to pass through.

35-36

High-Abundance
Protein Depletion
(see Chapter 15)

High abundance proteins (up to 20) from human and other plasma/serum samples are depleted by antibody
afﬁnity phases bonded to a solid packing; low abundance proteins are collected as unretained peaks since
there is no interaction with the column media. They can be concentrated by trace enrichment techniques and
further investigated. This technique is mostly used for the investigation of low abundance proteins rather than
for the analysis of drugs and metabolites in bioﬂuids.

37-41
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The most popular method is the addition of organic solvent. Organic solvents act by lowering the dielectric constant of the plasma
protein solution, thereby increasing electrostatic interaction between the protein molecules. The organic solvent also tends to
displace water molecules associated with the hydrophobic portion of the protein. By minimizing the hydrophobic interactions and
increasing electrostatic interactions, the proteins aggregate, and therefore precipitate. The acidic reagents form insoluble salts with
the positively charged amino groups in the protein molecules occurring at any pH below their isoelectric point. Metal ions bind to
amino groups on the protein, thereby displacing protons. This also lowers the isoelectric point of the protein and the displaced
protons also lower the solution pH, leading to precipitation. High salt concentrations reduce the availability of water molecules,
dehydrates the protein and, in turn, increases hydrophobic-hydrophobic interactions leading to protein aggregation.

Table 16.3

Chemical Reagents for Protein Precipitation from Plasma
Type of Reagent

Typical Reagents

Comments

Organic solvent

Acetonitrile, methanol, ethanol

Acetonitrile is the most popular; irreversibly denatures
three-dimensional structure of proteins

Acids

Trichloroacetic acid, perchloric acid, tungstic acid

Metal ions

Zinc hydroxide, copper sulfate-sodium tungstate

Irreversibly denatures three-dimensional structure
of proteins

Salts

Ammonium sulfate

Salting out effect; denaturization potentially reversible
by dialyzing out the excess salt

After precipitation, the denatured protein can be removed by centrifugation or filtration to leave a clear supernatant an aliquot of
which can be transferred to another tube or vial. If a centrifuge is used, one should use relatively high g-force (10,000-15,000 g) to
separate the precipitated protein. Centrifugation is not particularly well-suited for high-throughput environments due to the multiple
manual steps involved. For such laboratories, the 96-well filtration plate “flow-through” format has become quite popular and
equipment is available to automate the entire process. Each well in this format contains at its base a small membrane filter which
filters out precipitated protein, allowing the supernatant liquid to be collected at the exit in a 96-well collection plate. With this format,
the “solvent-first” method is the most efficient for precipitation of proteins from plasma. However, in a regular 96-well filtration plate,
low viscosity solvents like acetonitrile will prematurely begin to drip from the plate by gravity before the plasma can be added. Special
new non-drip plates such as Agilent Technologies’ Captiva ND plate have been specially designed using filtration materials that
effectively hold organic solvents used for precipitation with no dripping. Flow-through the membrane only occurs when a vacuum is
applied. This prevents sample loss and enables trouble-free automated methods. Simply add the organic solvent followed by the
biological sample, mix them well, and apply vacuum to filter out precipitated proteins. The result is a particulate-free, protein-free
sample in just a few minutes. For those who have fewer samples and do not want to use a 96-well filtration plate, single membrane
versions of the Captiva filter are available in the SPE cartridge format and disposable membrane filter format.
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An example is shown here of the use of non-drip 96-well filtration plates and centrifugation for the sample preparation of plasma
spiked with beta-blocker drugs42. Table 16.4 provides the steps and time involved in each step when performing the sample
preparation process. The centrifugation process required several manual steps while the 96-well process could be fully automated,
thereby saving considerable time and avoiding much manual manipulation. Several experimental tests were performed to illustrate
the effectiveness of the protein precipitation process using membrane filtration. Over 5,000 injections of the supernatant filtered
sample was injected into a microparticulate 1.8 µm ZORBAX Eclipse Plus HPLC column (2.1 x 50 mm) using gradient elution and the
pressure on the column remained relatively constant, indicating that protein removal was more than adequate. Retention time and
MS peak area data for the beta blockers (Metoprotol, Nadolol, Pindotol, and Propanolol) also remained constant over the same
number of injections.

Table 16.4

Sample Preparation Time Comparison for Protein Precipitation Using Agilent Technologies’
Captiva ND 96-well Filtration and Centrifugation Methods42
Centrifugation

Time (min) 96-well Filtration

Time (min)

Add 0.2 mL of spiked plasma sample and 0.6 mL of the
acetonitrile +0.1% formic acid to centrifugation tube or an
empty 96-well plate

5

Add 0.2 mL of spiked plasma sample and 0.6 mL of
acetonitrile +0.1% formic acid to the non-drip 96-well plate

Centrifuge at 10,000 RPM for 10 min

11

Mix each well with the pipette ﬁve times and apply vacuum

Transfer supernatant to 2 mL injection vials (if tubes were
used) or a new empty 96-well plate for analysis (if plate
format was used)

10

Directly transfer injection plate for analysis

0

Total time required for sample preparation

26

Total time required for sample preparation

5
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5

Removal of Lipophilic Material
Figure 16.4

As stated earlier, protein precipitation, for the most part, only
removes proteins from the plasma sample. Salts, a lesser level
of proteins, lipids, phospholipids, lysophosphatidylcholines, and
other excipients still remain in the supernatant. Since reversedphase HPLC is the main technique for determining drugs and
biological fluids, the salts remaining in the supernatant are not
much of a problem since most salts elute from a reversedphase column with or near the solvent front. However, the
lipophilic compounds can be a problem since they show up
later in the hydrophobic portion of the reversed-phase
chromatogram and interfere with the separation, lodge on the
column and bleed later and/or cause ion suppression with the
MS signal. Solid-phase extraction can be used to remove some
of these compounds, but that adds extra complexity to the
sample prep process.

Captiva NDLipids Lipid/
Protein Removal Filtration Plate
Add Precipitation Reagent

Precipitation
Reagent (e.g.
acetonitrile)

A faster and more cost effective procedure to remove these
lipophilic compounds is the use of the Captiva NDLipids 96-well
filtration plate or its single tube equivalent. Figure 16.4 shows
how this filtration plate is used to remove both precipitated
proteins and lipids from a plasma sample. The device uses a
double filter: initial non-drip filter removes precipitated protein
while secondary filter (proprietary) removes lipophilic
compounds. Normally, a 50-200 µL plasma sample is used.
The precipitation reagent, sometimes called the crash solvent,
methanol or acetonitrile, is added in a 3:1 organic:plasma
ratio. A pH modification can be made to ionize analyte(s) of
interest. For basic compounds, we recommend 0.1%-1%
formic acid in methanol. For acidic compounds, we
recommend 5-10 mM ammonium formate buffer at pH 9. For
more thorough precipitation, pipette mixing is recommended
rather than the use of orbital or vortex mixing. The
filtration/lipid removal step should take five minutes or less.

Sample

Mix

Precipitate

Filter

Key
Salts
Proteins
Lipids
Analyte
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Figure 16.5 shows a comparison of the removal of lipophilic materials from plasma using Captiva ND versus Captiva NDLipids.
Using the 184 → 184 (in-source fragmentation) MRM transition, phosphatidylcholines can be monitored as an indication of ion
suppression. One can see from Figure 16.5 that the majority of the lipid-containing materials are reduced. A further comparison
is shown in Figure 16.6 which uses post-column infusion studies for lipids and compares the various methods used for preparing
plasma samples. It is obvious from this comparison that protein precipitation leaves much to be desired if one is worried about
lipophilic ion suppression during LC-MS/MS. Both SPE and liquid-liquid extraction do a fair job of cleaning up the plasma sample.
But, the combined lipid-stripped protein precipitation procedure gives the best overall baseline. An alternative approach in
removing phosphorous-containing compounds is to use titanium- or zirconium-oxide-based sorbents, which have a high affinity
for phosphorous.

Figure 16.5
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20 min

Figure 16.6

Post-column Infusion Studies: Lipids
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Sample Preparation of Biological Tissue Samples*
Preparation of biological tissue samples remains an extremely tedious and time-consuming laboratory task. From the moment the
tissue is excised, great attention must be paid to how the sample is stored, processed (whether mechanical or chemical),
extracted, and finally analyzed. Once this process is complete, the utility of the data obtained from tissue as well as its analytical
quality (accuracy, precision and reproducibility) is still debatable. Despite the somewhat thankless nature of tissue analysis,
significant progress has been made in the last decade to explore alternative tissue sample preparation approaches as well as
obtain a better understanding of the risks and benefits of conventional methods. An overview of human and animal tissue sample
preparation focusing on quantitative bioanalytical applications will be presented here. However, applications for microscopy,
imaging and elemental analysis will not be covered. Both traditional extraction technologies and new approaches will be
reviewed and compared.
*Partially extracted from Reference 43
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Why Tissue Analysis?
Several application areas for which tissue preparation is needed include pharmaceuticals, molecular biology, food science,
forensics, and toxicology. In pharmaceutical research, quantitative analysis of tissue may be carried out to assess the tissue
uptake at the site of drug action, correlate drug concentration with pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic response, and
predict toxicity and dose. Tissue samples may also be processed to obtain proteins, peptides, purified DNA or RNA for molecular
biology research. Determination of preservatives, pesticides residue, growth hormones and drug residues in feed animal tissues
is important in food science. For example, the use of antibiotics in food animals has generated growing concern since lingering
traces of fluoroquinolone antibiotics may contribute to increased bacterial resistance in humans who consume the meat.
Another important avenue for tissue analysis is forensic or toxicology purposes, whether to confirm the identity of an alleged
suspect from crime scene evidence or to determine if poisoning or overdose has occurred. Because DNA can be extracted from
almost any human tissue, extracted DNA from crime scene evidence can be compared to extracted DNA from known
individuals. For toxicological or DNA testing, tissues are generally utilized together with blood, urine, and hair.

Types of Tissue Preparation Techniques
Tissue preparation techniques can be categorized into mechanical, digestion, or extraction instruments. Some of the techniques
used successfully for other types of solid samples (Chapter 14), such as soil or plant material, may also be used for tissues. Tissue
samples, although solid, should be considered highly aqueous in nature, which can be exploited to rupture cells within the tissue
matrix. Generally, chunks of tissue are snap frozen in liquid nitrogen immediately after sampling, and are stored at very low
temperatures (-20 or -70 °C) prior to processing. Just as with any biological matrix, proper biohazard safety precautions should be
followed. Tissue samples are best processed immediately after removal from the freezer, since thawing will produce a rubbery
nugget that evades slicing or dicing. If a large number of tissues must be prepared, several small batches should be serially
processed rather than allowing the entire set of samples to thaw.
A simple comparison of the techniques is shown in Table 16.5. The workflows for the tissue preparation methods described are
shown in Figure 16.7. Each technique has both advantages and disadvantages, and some may be used in combination for
optimum extraction.
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Table 16.5

Tissue Preparation Techniques
Technique
Homogenizer

Primary
Application

Handles Whole
Analyte
Tissue Chunks Stability Issues

Automation

Inexpensive

High Sample
Throughput

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Ultrasonicator

Small molecules,
proteins, peptides,
DNA, RNA

No

No

No

No

No

Bead Beater

DNA, nucleic acids

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Freezer/Mill
Autogizer

Small molecules,
proteins, peptides,
DNA, RNA

Acid or Base

DNA, nucleic acids

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Enzymatic

Small molecules, DNA,
nucleic acids

Yes

Maybe

Maybe

Yes

Yes

Accelerated
Solvent (ASE) or
Pressurized Fluid
Extraction

Environmental
(soil, foods)

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

MicrowaveAccelerated
Pressure Cycling
Technology (PCT)

DNA, nucleic acids
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Figure 16.7

Workflow Comparison of Tissue Preparation Methods
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Mechanical Techniques
Homogenization or “grinding” remains the most popular and generally practical means of preparing tissues for a range of
qualitative or quantitative applications. Initially, a small stainless steel probe-style blender, containing a generator and a set of
blades, causes vigorous mixing and turbulence as well as physically shearing of the sample into small pieces. Next, a weighed
amount of sample, which may range from 10 mg to 1 g in size, is placed in a vial with a known volume of buffer solution. The pH of
the buffer can be tailored to the desired extraction conditions. The resulting product, or homogenate, is semi-solid in nature and can
be essentially treated in the same manner as plasma. Lengthening the homogenization step, or centrifuging the homogenate and
decanting the supernatant will minimize large particles in the homogenate.
Homogenizers are small, compact, relatively inexpensive, and require minimal training to operate. However, extended exposure to
high velocity blending can be irritating, and ear protection should be worn. The probe should be thoroughly and repeatedly rinsed
between each sample to avoid cross contamination. A parallel homogenizer can be used to speed up the homogenization process
using a multi-probe, parallel processing approach. This type of homogenizer features a 4 or 6 probe assembly of homogenizers or
sonicators with a range of cutter sizes. The probes are cleaned automatically with three programmable wash stations. The sidebar
on page 248, “Homogenization Procedure for Analysis of Desipramine in Rat Brain Tissue” outlines a typical sample preparation
procedure for the analysis of desipramine in brain tissue using homogenization.
Sonication is one alternative to homogenization. In sonication, the tissue sample is snap frozen, and then immediately ground to a
fine powder using a mortar and pestle in a liquid nitrogen bath. The weighed powder is stored and when ready for analysis, mixed
with a known volume of buffer and sonicated using a specially designed acoustical tool, horn or probe placed directly into the
powder-buffer mixture. This method is more straightforward than homogenization, but powderizing tissue requires significant
manual labor and may lead to occupational health problems such as carpal tunnel syndrome. As with the homogenizer, the sonic
probe should be thoroughly cleaned between samples.
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The bead beater represents a more hands-off approach to tissue sample preparation. Introduced 25 years ago by BioSpec Products
(Bartlesville, OK), the bead beater is a unique but simply designed apparatus using small beads and a high-speed rotor to rupture
cells. A solid polytetrafluoroethylene impeller rotating at high speed forces thousands of minute beads to collide in a specially
shaped vessel. Cells are disrupted quickly, efficiently and safely. Each sample is placed in a separate tube with a defined amount of
beads and buffer solution, and then agitated for 15-20 minutes. Homogenization inside disposable microcentrifuge vials guarantees
that cross-contamination of samples is minimized.
A variation of the bead beater is the freezer mill from SPEX Certi-Prep (Metuchen, NJ) which uses small magnetic bars, rather than
beads, to pulverize the sample. Cooling is provided by immersing the sample chambers in a liquid nitrogen bath. The freezer mill is
intended for larger samples (>500 mg) but may be customized for smaller samples. Both the freezer mill and the bead beater
require that the sample be placed in secondary containers, which may or may not be disposable. Cleaning of non-disposable
sample containers can be labor intensive and should be avoided if possible through use of disposable devices.
An innovative technique well-known to the food science community but less to pharmaceutical researchers is Matrix Solid Phase
Dispersion (MSPD, see Chapter 10), pioneered by Steven Barker of Louisiana State University44-45. Similar to mechanical techniques
such as the bead beater, MSPD relies on the shear forces generated by mixing tissue samples with large (>50 µm) silica particles and
grinding with a mortar and pestle. Analytes such as pesticides or drugs can be extracted from tissue using a range of stationary phase
chemistries. The analyte remains on the silica- or bonded-silica particles and can later be eluted with an appropriate solvent. The current
multi-step process requires repeated and careful manual intervention, but could conceivably be automated or combined with some of
the previously described devices.
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An application for the analysis of mycotoxins – not in human but in fish tissue – based on MSPD on-line with SPE cleanup
followed by LC-MS/MS has been published46. In this publication, the authors measured zearalenone (ZON), a non-steroidal
estrogenic macrocyclic lactone mycotoxin in rainbow trout at the ppb level. The fish was first chopped into small pieces,
refrigerated, then placed in a glass mortar. A 2 g portion of C18 SPE phase was added to the mortar and the contents were
vigorously mixed with the pestle to obtain homogeneity. The resulting powder was dried in an oven at 40 °C. Next, the mixture
was packed into a 6 mL polypropylene column fitted with polyethylene fritted disks. The column was then connected in series to
another SPE column packed with graphitized carbon black (GCB). The ZON was eluted from the upper column (from the MSPD
experiment) to the lower SPE column using a methanol-water (70-30 v/v) mixture. The ZON and interferences were captured on
the GCB column. After washing with a series of solvents to remove interferences, the ZON was eluted with dichloromethanemethanol mixture (80-20 v/v). After collecting the effluent, it was evaporated to dryness under nitrogen and reconstituted with
LC-compatible solvent and analyzed by LC-MS/MS. In their method development, the authors also used alumina as a matrix
dispersing reagent, but found that C18 gave superior recoveries and lower % RSDs.

Homogenization Procedure for Analysis of Desipramine in Rat Brain Tissue
1. For samples, place a weighed chunk of brain tissue in a vial. Add an appropriate amount of deionized water to
achieve 0.1 g tissue/mL water.
2. For standards and quality control samples, place a weighed chunk of brain tissue in a vial. Spike an appropriate
volume of 10 mg/mL stock solution of desipramine and deionized water to achieve 0.1 g tissue/mL water.
3. Homogenize at least 300 mg blank tissue in 3 mL deionized water to obtain enough blank matrix for preparation of
the standard curve, quality controls, and blanks.
4. Homogenize samples, initial working standard and quality controls for 3-5 minutes, cleaning the probe after each.
5. Dilute the working standard and quality control with blank homogenate to obtain standards and quality controls over
the desired dynamic range. Vortex well.
6. Mix a 100 µL aliquot of samples, standards, quality control and blanks with 200 µL of 200 ng/mL haloperidol
(internal standard) in acetonitrile (protein precipitation sample extraction).
7. Vortex mix for 5 minutes, centrifuge at 4,000 RPM and 4 °C for 5-10 min.
8. Transfer the supernatants and inject onto the LC-MS/MS system.
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Digestion Techniques
Mechanical techniques might do little to disrupt cellular structure and extract analytes from non-vascularized or low-water-content
tissues such as bone, cartilage or hair. Extreme measures such as digestion with strong acid (e.g. 12 N Hydrochloric acid) are
routinely used for DNA or nucleic acids, which can tolerate the harsh conditions. Alternatively, certain enzymes can be used to
digest tissue samples.
Commercial devices are available which contain digestion bombs fabricated from material resistant to corrosive media. These
digestion bombs can also be used as containers for microwave extraction systems covered later.
Enzymatic digestion, a technique commonly used for tissue dissociation and cell harvesting of proteins and DNA, offers the
advantages of unattended sample preparation, potential automation, and low cost. A range of different enzymes is available with
different digestive properties and efficiencies. The choice of enzyme can be driven by the desired tissue or component, such as
cartilage, to be digested. Although the enzymatic digestion technique has been utilized for decades, very little has been published that
describe enzymatic digestion in tissue sample preparation for small molecules47.
The feasibility of enzymatic digestion has been studied as an alternate tissue preparation technique for bioanalysis of drugs48. Two
different enzymes known to degrade connective tissues to allow tissue dissolution were chosen for evaluation: collagenase and
proteinase K. These enzymes were selected to represent both a more conservative digestive enzyme (collagenase) and a more
aggressively digestive enzyme (proteinase K). Results indicate that enzymatic digestion has comparable extraction efficiency to
homogenization and enzymatic digestion using collagenase or proteinase K can be considered as an alternative sample preparation
method for analysis of small molecules in tissue.
Test compound levels of incurred rat brain tissue samples prepared by enzymatic digestion were in good agreement with the values
obtained by the conventional homogenization tissue preparation; indicating that enzymatic digestion is an appropriate tissue sample
preparation method48. A variety of other enzymes, such as trypsin, papain, or elastase might also be utilized depending on the
degree of digestive strength needed.
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Extraction Instruments
Some of the extraction instruments used for other types of solid samples have been evaluated or at least considered for tissue
samples. However, the intended use may impact instrument design with respect to sample size. The number and size of sample
chambers or vials as well as final extract volume should be considered when using these instruments. Pressurized fluid extraction
(PFE) instruments (Chapter 14) use liquid solvents at elevated temperatures and pressures to extract analytes from solid or semisolid samples in very short periods of time and with small volumes of solvent. With PFE, the sample is enclosed in a stainless steel
vessel filled with an extraction solvent that is pressurized and heated. The sample is allowed to statically extract for 5-10 min, with
the expanding solvent vented to a collection vial.
Next, compressed nitrogen purges the remaining solvent into the same vial. Because the technique uses liquid solvents, it can be
applied to any application in which liquid solvents are currently used. The entire procedure typically requires less than 15 min and
approximately 15 mL of solvent for a 10 g sample49. The technique has been used for extraction of small molecules from animal-,
plant- and fish-tissue, food, polymers, and many types of environmental contaminants in soil.
Microwave-Accelerated Extraction (Chapter 14) has also been widely applied to solid samples as a means to speed
the extraction process. Microwave heating can drive a variety of chemical processes including acid digestion. However, the thermal
instability of most types of tissue and analytes within the tissue has limited the applicability of this technique to tissues.
A new type of extraction instrument is based on pressure cycling technology (PCT). This process uses repeated cycles of ultra-high
and ambient pressure to extract proteins and nucleic acids from tissues50. This new technology has been applied to the quantitative
extraction of nucleic acids, proteins, and small molecules from a wide variety of organisms including, viruses, bacteria, plant and
animal cells and tissues.
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Considerations When Choosing
a Tissue Preparation Technique
How to choose the best tissue preparation technique for application is a difficult question to address. Sample throughput, analyte
recovery, analyte thermal stability, amount of available sample, available sample preparation techniques, precision, accuracy,
manual labor involved, and operator safety are only a few of the parameters that must be considered when selecting the optimum
sample preparation technique. A comparison of the typical preparation times required for 50 tissue samples using various
techniques is shown in Figure 16.843.
In general, the simplest approach, homogenization may be both safest and most cost-effective. However, if your laboratory will
require the analyses of dozens of tissue samples per month, investing in new technologies may be justifiable and cost-effective.
Some of the instruments used for other types of solid samples may be modified to prepare tissues. However, the scientist should
judiciously consider whether the risks (cross-contamination, manual intervention, analyte instability) are outweighed by the benefits.
Carryover between individual samples should be minimized and the technique should be compatible with the analytical method that
you will be using (i.e., GC, LC/MS, etc.). The nature of the tissue itself should also be considered, since more fibrous connective
tissues such as muscle will require more vigorous preparation than highly aqueous tissues such as cornea.
Tissue analysis presents its own set of unique challenges. A universal lack of reference material for any analyte in appropriate or
comparable matrix exists, regardless of the application. Questions around spatial distribution heterogeneity of the analyte within
the tissue matrix are rarely answered, unless an imaging technique such as autoradiography is utilized. Tissue quantitation
requires tedious sample weighing (slicing and dicing), for good accuracy and precision. Thus, techniques that mandate an exact
amount of tissue, such as ASE, will require significant time just to weigh the tissue. Although an internal standard (IS) is routinely
utilized, it is generally added as a solution to the homogenate, digest, or extract after preparation. Unfortunately no physical
means has been discovered to disperse the internal standard into the tissue matrix, and extraction efficiency of the IS in matrix
cannot be determined.
Extraction instruments for other solid samples often exhibit difficulty in scaling up or down between various devices and will require
purchasing sample containers specific to the sample weight range. Correlation of extraction efficiency of the analyte between
analytical standards and samples is always incomplete and often impossible. However, despite these challenges, the scientist has a
choice between tried and true methods such as homogenization and more novel yet cost-effective approaches including enzymatic
digestion and 96-well bead beater apparatus.
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Figure 16.8

Comparison of Total Extraction Times
for Various Sample Preparation Methods
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A sample set of 50 was used for calculations. Times shown are typical and independent of tissue type.

Conclusions
Although traditional biological sample preparation methods have been carried out for years, the demand for increased productivity,
faster and high-throughput assays has driven investigation of new technologies. Compared to these traditional approaches, these
new techniques are expected to be faster and provide at least equivalent, if not superior, reproducibility and analyte extraction
efficiency. Automation using the 96-well plate format has helped to increase overall productivity and more and more sample
preparation techniques (e.g. liquid-liquid extraction, supported liquid extraction, filtration, protein precipitation, etc.) have gone to
this format. For liquid samples such as whole blood, plasma and urine, transfer of manual methods to automated methods can be
fairly easily carried out. In the area of tissue sample preparation, users have many choices from conventional homogenization or
sonication to newer technologies such as enzymatic digestion and pressure cycling technology. These techniques should be
compared in terms of speed, cost, and degree of automation.
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Chapter 17

Sample Pre-treatment
for LC/MS
Massspectroscopyisconsideredtobeahighresolution,sensitivedetectiontechniqueduetoitsspecificityandlowlimitsof
detection.PropersamplepreparationandHPLCoperationcanensurethatitwilldeliverthehighestlevelofqualitativeand
quantitativecompoundmeasurement.Eachyear,massspectrometersbecomeevenmoresensitive,bringingaboutbetteranswers
topressingproblemsinitsapplicationsareas,butanadditionalburdenisplacedonthequalityoftheeffluentcomingintothe
source.Althoughthesamplepre-treatmentsteptakesplacepriortoHPLCdetection,therearerequirementstopresentthesample
totheliquidchromatographthatpermitsamassspectrometertoprovideitshighestlevelofperformance.Samplepreparationisan
integral,butsometimesneglectedpart,ofasuccessfulmassspectrometricexperiment.ThewidespreadadoptionofLC-MS/MSas
amajortechniqueforbioanalysis,proteomics,foodsafety,andothermarketsrequiringhighsensitivityandhigh-throughputanalysis
originallyledtoade-emphasisontheimportanceofsamplepreparation.Atonetime,itwasbelievedthatthesample
prep/chromatographystepcouldbedispensedwith!ItisnaïvetoassumethattheMSalonewillbeabletosolveallseparation
problems,butitisbetterthatthesystemsworkinharmonyandthatoneunderstandswheresamplepreparationcanaidin
providingbettermassspectra.Thus,observationofunseen“matrix”effectsinLC/MSandLC-MS/MShasledresearchersto
rethinktheimportanceofsamplepreparationinsuccessfuluseofthispowerfultechnique.
ThehighestlevelofuncertaintyassociatedwithanLC/MSmethodwilllikelycomefromthesamplematrixsinceitmaycontain
everyknowntypeofinterference.Amongthefactorsthatthesampleanditsmatrix(aswellasthemobilephase)canaffectare:
•Spectralinterference
•Systemcompromise
•Adductformation
•Ionsuppression
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Sampleinterferencesmustbeidentified,removed,reduced–orataminimumaccountedfor–intheLC/MSmethod.
Spectral interference: Ionsthatappearatthesameornearlythesamem/zvalueasthecomponentofinterestcancause
spectralinterference.Ionsofsimilarm/zvaluecangenerallybeseparatedbythechromatographicprocesspriortoenteringtheMS.
Insituationsinwhichitisimpossibletoseparatetheionsfirst,sayonalowerresolutionMSsystemandverycomplexsamplesand
matrices,analystscanusemultiplereactionmonitoring(MRM)withanMS-MSsystemtomakeacleardistinctionbetweenthe
ions.TheMSsystemsusingatime-of-flightanalyzeraregenerallyabletodistinguishmuchbetterthanunitmassresolutionand,
therefore,canpullapartspectralpeaksthatoverlapinlowerresolutionsystems.Thus,theuseoflowerresolutionMSsystemswill
invariablyneedbettersamplecleanupthanhigherresolutionMSsystemsthatcandistinguishbetweencompoundswithveryclose
m/zvalues.
System compromise: Mobilephasecomponents–orsamplecomponentsthatdegradetheperformanceoftheLC/MSsystem–
generallythroughprecipitationintheLC/MSinterface,cancompromisethesystem.Thecomponentsthataremostlikelyto
precipitateintheatmospheric-pressure-orelectrospray-ionizationsourcearebuffersaltsandionpairreagents.Substitutingvolatile
buffersorsimplyadjustingthepHwithavolatileacidsuchasformicacidorbasesuchasammoniumhydroxidewillsolvethis
problem.Trifluoroaceticacid(TFA)isapopularHPLCmobilephaseadditiveforpeptideandproteinseparationssinceitgives
excellentpeakshape.However,itisnotoriousforcausingionpairinginteractionsandmanyworkersprefertouseformicacidfora
betterMSsignalintensityattheexpenseofpoorerchromatographicpeakshape.Samplematrixelementssuchasproteinscanalso
precipitateinthesource.Proteinscanberemovedbyprecipitation,dialysis,SPE,sizeexclusionchromatography,immunoaffinity,
andotherapproaches(seeChapter16,Protein Removal).Lipids,particularlyphospholipids,cancausehavocinthemass
spectrometer;newtitaniaandotherSPEsorbentscanspecificallyremovetheseculprits(seeChapters9,10,and16).InMS-MS
usingMRM,asignalatm/eof184usuallyindicatesphospholipidcontaminationanditisagoodidea,iftheycan’tberemovedby
samplepreparationtechniques,tochromatographicallyresolvethesecompoundsfromyouranalytepeaks.
Thus,usingthetechniquesdescribedinTable 15.1 toremovematrixinterferencessuchassalts,ionpairreagents,andproteins
mayhelptokeeptheionsourcecleanandcontaminant-free.Someoftheneworthogonalionizationsourcescantoleratesome
buildupofcontaminants,butneverthelessitiswisetoremoveundesiredcomponentsbeforepassingthemintotheMSsource.
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Adduct formation: Adductionofanotherionwiththecomponentofinterestshiftsthem/zvalueatwhichthecomponentof
interestappearsinthespectrum.Adductionssuchassodium,potassium,andammoniumcanbepickedupfromthesample
itself,fromreagents,orevenfromthecontainerholdingthesample.Sodiumionsfromsodiumborosilicateglasswareisan
exampleofthelatter.Adductformationcanbeusedasawaytoimprovesignalsformacromolecules.However,uncontrolled
adductformationgenerallyisundesirableandrequiresspecificsamplepreparationprocedurestoreduceoreliminateit.
TechniquesfortheremovalofionswerecoveredpreviouslyinTable 15.1.
Ion suppression/ion enhancement: Unextractedmatrixcompoundsmayco-elutewiththeanalytesofinterestandendupin
theionizationchamberofthemassspectrometer.Ionsuppressionistheresultofthosecomponentsthatsuppresstheionizationof
orcompeteintheionizationprocesswiththecomponentofinterest.Itresultsfromthepresenceoflessvolatilecompoundsthatcan
changetheefficiencyofdropletformationordropletevaporation,whichinturnaffectstheamountofchargedioninthegasphase
thatultimatelyreachesthedetector.Ionsuppressionisthemostcriticaloftheseinterferencesbecauseitisoftenthemostdifficultto
determine.Evencomponentsthatdonotappearinthemassspectrumcancauseionsuppression.Theelectrospraydetectoris
stronglyaffectedbythepresenceofcertainco-elutingcompounds.Ionsuppressioneffectsaremostnoticeablewhentraceanalytes
areinthepresenceofcomplexmatricessuchasbiologicalfluids.Besidescomplexbuffersanddetergentsystemscommonlyusedin
biologicalsamples,materialsshowntocauseionsuppressionincludesalts,ionpairingreagents,endogenouscompoundssuchas
lipids,sugars,andnucleicacids,aswellasdrugs,metabolites,andproteins.Inbiologicalsamples,naturalvariationinendogenous
compoundconcentrationsfromonesampletoanothercancausevaryinglevelsofionsuppression.Thevariationinturncontributes
tounacceptablevariabilityinthesignalresponseforthecompoundsofinterest.Mostoftenalossinresponseoccurs;hencethe
term ion suppression isgenerallyused.Ionsuppressioneffectsimpactreproducibilityandsignalstrength.Insomecases,an
increasingresponseofthedesiredanalytemayoccur; ion enhancement orastronger-than-expectedsignalresults.Atmospheric
pressurechemicalionizationdetectorsarealsoaffectedbyionsuppression,buttoalesserextentthantheelectrospraydetector.
However,forbothqualitativeandquantitativeLC/MSworkwithAPIinterfaces,understandingandeliminatingionsuppressionand
enhancementeffectsisessential.
Thepresenceofionsuppressioncanbedeterminedbytheuseofinfusion.Theinfusionexperimentinvolvesthecontinuousintroduction
ofthestandardsolutioncontainingtheanalyteofinterestanditsinternalstandardbymeansofthesyringepumpconnectedtothe
column.AfterinjectingablanksampleextractintotheLCsystem,adropinconstantbaselineindicatessuppressioninionizationofthe
analyteduetothepresenceoftheinterferingmaterial.
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Althoughbeyondthescopeofthischapter,thereareanumberofstrategiesforreducingionsuppression.Amongthemare
changingtheionizationmode,suchasswitchingfrompositiveionizationtonegativeionization,sampledilutionorvolume
reduction,reducingtheflowrate,improvingchromatographicselectivity,orperformingbettersamplepreparation.Inthelatter
case,manyofthesamplepreptechniquescoveredinthisbook,suchasSPEorliquid-liquidextraction,orevenadditional
techniquesmayberequiredtoprovidethebestpossiblespectraldata.Theuseofformicacid,ratherthantrifluoroaceticacid,in
theHPLCmobilephasecanalsohelp.Formoreinformation,asimplediscussionofionsuppressioneffectsandtheirelimination
waspublishedearlier1.ForfurtherinformationonsamplepreparationforLC/MSandLC-MS/MS,areviewarticle2,atextbook3,
andLC/MStextbooks3-10 areavailable.
ThemostcommonionsformedinAPI/MSareprotonatedmolecules,symbolized[M+H]+.Similarly,deprotonatedmolecules,
[M-H]−,maybeseeninnegativeionoperation.Formationofthesemoleculestakesplacethroughionevaporationinelectrospray
andthroughgas-phasechemicalionizationinAPCI.Understandingthesereactionsisthebasisforunderstandingtheoriginofion
suppressioneffects.Inpositiveionoperation,thegasphaseion-moleculereactionswillresultinformationoftheweakestacid,
i.e.theweakestprotondonor.Forexample,intheAPCIanalysisoftheamineR-NH2,waterisastrongerprotondonorthanthe
amineandthereforereadilygivesupitsprotonfromH3O+ toformtheR-NH3+ ion.However,ifwenowintroducealargeamount
ofanothercompoundwhichcanformanevenweakeracidthantheanalyte(e.g.R3N),thenthegas-phasereactionwillcontinue
ontoformR3NH+,theweakeracid.TheR-NH2 analytewillnotbeionizedorwillbepoorlyionized,andthereforenotseenat
significantlevelsinthemassspectrum.Thesesametypesofprotontransferreactionscantakeplaceinelectrosprayinterfaces.
Ananalogousmodelcanbedevelopedfornegativeionoperationwheretheweakestprotonacceptor(weakestbase),isformed.
Anothertypeofionsuppressionisthoughttooccurwhenverystrongionpairsareformedwhicharenotbrokenapartbythe
conditionsintheAPIinterface.Ionpairingagentsofvarioustypeshavebeenshowntocontributetoionsuppressionandtherefore
theiruseinLC/MSshouldbeavoidedwherepossible.
ThebottomlineisthatpropersamplepreparationcanimprovetheperformanceforLC/MSdespitethehigherlevelofresolution
thatthisdetectiontechniquebringstotheanalysis.Theincreasinglevelsofsensitivityandselectivityinmodernmassspectrometry,
especiallythetandemtechniques,havehadaprofoundeffectonanalysisinboththegasandliquidphase.Formoreinformation,
thereaderisdirectedtoChapter21,whichaddressesthebalancingofachievingselectivityinanalysis(separationanddetection)
andintroducestheconceptof“JustEnough”samplepreparation.
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Solvents and Volatile Buffers
Used in Mass Spectrometry
Althoughsamplepreparationprecedeschromatographicseparation,itisimportanttounderstandwhichsolventsandbuffersmaybe
usedinsamplepreptechniques,since–unlessexchangedorremoved–theseadditivesmaybeinjectedintotheLC/MSsystemand
mayimpacttheionizationofanalytesofinterest.Tables 17.1 and17.2 providealistingofsolventsandvolatilebufferscompatible
withMS,respectively.Non-volatilebuffersshouldbeavoidedsincetheymayfoulinletsystemsandcauseproblemswithMSsources.
Normalconcentrationrangesforbuffersshouldbe1-10mM.
AlthoughTFAisveryusefulasanHPLCmobilephaseadditiveprovidingexcellentpeakshapesforbasiccompounds,itisknownto
suppressionizationinelectrosprayLC/MS,leadingtolowersensitivity,andshouldbeavoided.Formicacidisabetteralternative.

Table 17.1

Typical LC/MS Solvents
Solvent

Formula

MW (Da)

Boiling Point (°C)

Acetonitrile

CH3CN

41.05

81.6

UV Cutoff (nm)
190

Chloroform

CHCl3

119.38

61.7

245

CH2Cl2

84.93

40.0

235

CH3CH2OH

46.08

78.5

210

Ethylacetate

CH3CO2CH2CH3

88.12

77.1

260

Diethylether

(CH3CH2)2O

74.12

34.5

220

Dichloromethane
Ethanol

Heptane

CH3(CH2)5CH3

100.21

98.4

200

Hexane

CH3(CH2)4CH3

86.18

69

200

Isopropanol

CH3CH(OH)CH3

60.11

82.4

210

Methanol

CH3OH

32.04

65

205

n-Propanol

CH3CH2CH2OH

60.11

97.4

210

C4H8O

72.12

66

215

Toluene

C6H5(CH3)

92.15

110.6

285

Water

H2O

18.02

100

none

Tetrahydrofuran
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Table 17.2

Typical LC/MS Volatile Buffers
Volatile Buffer

Structure

pKa

Buffer Range

Triﬂuroaceticacid

CF3CO2H

0.5

3.8-5.8

HCO2H

3.8

–

Formicacid
Ammoniumformate

HCO2NH4

3.8

2.8-4.8

Aceticacid

CH3CO2H

4.8

–

Ammoniumacetate

CH3CO2NH4

4.8

3.8-5.8

Propionicacid

CH3CH3CO2H

4.9

3.9-5.9

4-Methylmorpholine

OC4H8N(CH3)

8.4

7.4-9.4

NH4CO3H

6.3/9.2/10.3

6.8-11.3

Ammoniumacetate

CH3CO2NH4

9.2

8.2-10.2

Ammoniumformate

HCO2NH4

9.2

8.2-10.2

1-Methylpiperidine

C5H10N(CH3)

10.1

10.0-12.0

Diethylamine

NH2CH2CH2NH2

10.5

9.5-11.5

Triethylammoniumacetate

CH3CO2NH(CH3)3

11.0

10.0-12.0

C4H8NH

11.3

10.3-12.3

Ammoniumbicarbonate

Pyrrolidine
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Small Molecules in Biological Matrices
AnareaofpopularuseofLC/MSandLC-MS/MSisinnewdrugdiscovery,wheresmallmoleculessuchasdrugsandtheir
metabolitesareseparatedandidentifiedinbiologicalfluids.Asmentionedearlier,theanalyticalchallengeistobeabletoachieve
goodqualitativeandquantitativeanalysisinthepresenceofendogenouscompounds,whichmayaffecttheMSsignalsduetoion
suppression.Manyofthemethodsthatwehavediscussedthroughoutthebookcanbeusedtoeliminateorreduceundesirable
interferencesfromplasma,urine,CSF,etc.
Thetraditionalmethodforextractingdrugsfrombiologicalfluidsisliquid-liquidextraction(LLE,Chapter7).Withpropermethod
design,LLEcanbeveryselectiveandresultinverycleanextracts.Somedegreeofautomationispossible,morerecentlyusing
supportedliquidextractionin96-wellplates,butgenerallyLLEhasbeenamanualorsemi-manualprocedure.Inrecentyears,solid
phaseextraction(SPE)hasgrowntobecomeaswidelyusedasLLE.Forplasmaandotherbiologicalsamples,experimentaldesign
usuallycallsforretentionofthedrug/metaboliteontheSPEphasewhiletheproteinsandotherendogenouscomponentsare
washedout.Thedrugs/metabolites(andimpuritiesretainedonthesorbent)arewashedoffwithadifferentsolventinasecond
elutionstep.SPEhasconsiderableadvantagesoverLLEintermsofsamplesizerequired,theamountofsolventused,andmost
importantly,theabilitytobeusedinfullyautomated,on-linesystems.Manyofthesesystemsusethesame96-wellformatplates.
ComparedtoLLE,SPErequiresmorestepsindevelopingandoptimizinganSPEmethod.Forbiologicalfluids,ifamethodisproperly
developedandoptimized,SPEextractsareusuallyascleanasLLEextracts,butselectivitymaybelimitedunlessaselectivephase
canbefoundandfines/particulatesfromtheextractioncolumnmayplugtheLCcolumnorMSinterface,althoughthisislessofa
problemtodaythanadecadeortwoago.Proteinprecipitationhasbecomepopularsinceitrequireslessmethoddevelopmentthan
eitherLLEorSPE,buttheextractsarenotascleanasthesetime-testedtechniques.However,aslongasionsuppressionis
minimizedforanalytesofinterestbyhavinggoodchromatography,LC-MS/MSofprotein-precipitatedextractsprovidesdecent
qualitativeandquantitativeanalysis.
ThemostrecentadvanceinSPEphaseshasbeenthecreationofmixedmodesorbents,bothsilica-andpolymer-based.
Developmentofmaterialswhichexhibithydrophobicandhydrophiliccharacteraredrivenbythedemandfora“universal”SPE
phasewhichcanbeusedwithoneorafewextractionmethodsforawidevarietyofcompounds.Polymericsorbentsinthis
categoryareabletowithstandpHrangesfrom1-14,andthis–alongwiththeirbimodalcharacter–providesaflexibleplatformfor
extractionofacidic,basic,andneutraldrugcompoundsfromplasma,serum,andurineusinggenericmethods.
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Reversed-phaseSPEhasgenerallyshownpoorrecoveryforsomebasicdrugsthatmaybindtoresidualsilanolsinthesilica.The
mixedhydrophobic/SCX(strongcationexchange)phaseshavebeendevelopedtoaddressthisproblem.Bothpolymeric-andsilicasorbentsareavailablewithvaryingalkylchainlengthsandwithsulfonicSCXgroups.Itispostulatedthatthedrugcompoundand
otherhydrophobicexcipientsareinitiallyloadedontothealkylportionofthephasewhilehighlywater-solublecompoundsare
washedoff.Aqueous/organicwashisthenusedtoremovethehydrophobicinterferencesandmovethedrugandmetabolite
compoundsontothestrongcationexchanger.Finally,averycleanbasicdrugextractiselutedwithmethanol/ammoniumhydroxide.
Inthequestforevenhigherthroughput,thenaturaldirectionforinvestigatorstogoistowarddirectinjectionofbiological
fluids.Twoapproachesthathaveariseninthisare:restrictedaccessmedia(RAM,seeChapter10)andturbulentflow
chromatography10.Manyrestrictedaccessmediachemistriesarebimodal,likethesorbentsdescribedabove.Themechanism
ofrestrictedaccessdependsonexcludingmacromoleculesfromtheretentivesurfaceoftheSPEparticleeitherbyphysicalor
chemicalmeansoracombinationofthetwo.Essentially,restrictedaccessmediaallowsmallmoleculestopenetratethepores
intheparticlesandthereforecomeincontactwiththereversed-phaseportionofthesorbentwheretheyareretained.
Macromoleculessuchasserumproteinsareexcludedfromtheporesandremainintheexternalportionofthephase,which
hasabiocompatibleorhydrophilicchemistry.Proteinsarenotdenaturedorretainedbythisportionofthesorbentandare
thereforewashedoutwithahighaqueoussolventinthesolventfront.TopreventtheproteinsfrombeingdirectedtotheHPLC
column,columnswitching(seeChapter13)isusedtodirectthemtowaste.Thesmallmoleculesofinterestaretheneluted
fromtheRAMwithincreasingamountsofstrongsolvent.
Turbulentflowchromatographyisatechniquerequiringaspecialcolumntowhichsampleisappliedathighflowratesof
4-8mL/minofwater11.Smallmoleculesareretainedonthecolumn,andatthesehighlinearvelocities,plasmacomponents
arewashedofftowaste.Flowisthenswitchedtoanaqueous/organicelutionsolventandcompoundsofinterestareeluted
intotheMSinterface.Thehighflowratesallowforveryrapidanalyses.
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BothrestrictedaccessandturbulentflowcolumnsmaybeusedbythemselvesfordirectelutionintotheMSinterfaceorinLC/LC
modewhereanalytesarere-focusedonananalyticalHPLCcolumnpriortotheMS.Thislattermodeofoperationisreportedtobe
morefavorableforcomplex,multi-componentsamplessincethesamplepreparationcolumnsgenerallyexhibitlowefficiencyand
arenotcapableofadequateseparationofcomplexmixtures.
TheSPEapplicationsdiscussedtothispointhavebeenpackedcolumnapplications.Ofcourse,diskformatSPEandsolidphase
microextraction(SPME)arealsoapplicabletoanalysisofdrugsinbiologicalfluids.Disksofglassfiber,PTFE,andpolyvinylchloride
havebeenappliedtoSPE.Smalldiameter(~10µm)sorbentbondedphaseparticlesareimpregnatedintothediskorthedisk
materialitselfisderivatized.Smalldiameterparticleshavealsobeenappliedtopackedbedformatstoimprovemasstransfer
efficiency.Disksoffertheadvantageofgreatlyincreasedsurfaceareaofsorbentcoupledwithfarlessnon-specificadsorptionthan
typicalpackedcolumns.Diskformatsthereforerequirelesssampletobeapplied,smallervolumesofsolventused,andfewersteps
tocleanupunwantedcompounds.Veryhigheffectiveflowratesthroughthediskalsosavetime.Lowvolumesarecompatiblewith
micro-LCandsmalldiameterdisksarequiteamenableto96-wellplateformatusedinmanycurrentautomationsystems.
SPME(seeChapter10)hasbeenappliedtoGCandGC/MSanalysisforyearsandhasalsobeenadaptedtousewithHPLC.SPME
reliesonasolidphasesorbentcoatedtotheoutsideofafiberwhichisthenintroduceddirectlytothesampleandallowedtoextract
analyte.CompoundsofinterestaresubsequentlywashedoffinthesamemannerasstandardSPE.SPMEfiberswillonlyadsorb
about20%oftheanalyteinthesample,butwillinjectthisentireamountintothechromatograph.Thisisbycomparisonwith
standardSPE,whichmayadsorb90%oftheanalyteavailable,butwithoutapreconcentrationstep,willonlyinjectafewpercent
ofthatamount.
The“in-tube”SPMEforLC/MShasbeenappliedtotheanalysisofdrugsinurineandserum(seeChapter10).Thismethodusesan
opentubularGCcapillaryintheplaceofthefiber.Asmallvolume,ontheorderof30µLoffilteredserumsample,isrepeatedly
drawnbackandforththroughthecapillary,allowingdrugstoextractintothestationaryphase.Thecapillaryisthenswitchedin-line
withtheLCmobilephaseandLC/MSanalysisofthedesorbeddrugsproceeds.The“in-tube”procedureforLC-SPMEislow-cost
andeasilyautomated.GoodrecoveriesandLOQshavebeendemonstratedforthelowin vivo concentrationlevelsofb-blocker
drugsandmetabolitesevaluated.
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Immunoaffinitysorbents(seeChapter10)havealsoreceivedconsiderableattentionintheLC/MScommunity.Thesesorbentsare
basedonimmobilizedantibodieswhichretaincompoundsofinterestbymolecularrecognition.Subsequentdenaturationofthe
antibodiesreleasestheanalyte.The“classic”affinitycolumnisbasedonSepharose,whichisnotcompatiblewiththehigh
pressuresorflowratesneededforon-lineautomationofLC/MS.However,HEMA(polyhydroxyethylmethacrylate)supports,
whicharemorecapableofwithstandingHPLCconditions,havebeenused.Affinitytechniqueshaverecentlycomeintousefor
environmentalanalysiswheresmallamountsofpollutants,e.g.pesticides,arespecificallyisolatedfrommoderatetosmallsample
volumes.Similarly,thetechniquehasbeenappliedtodeterminedrugsthatoccuratlowlevelsinbiologicalfluids.
MS/MShasbecomeawell-acceptedtechniquefordeterminationoflowlevelsofdrugsandmetabolitesinbiologicalfluids.
MS/MShastheadvantageofexcellentsensitivityforquantitation(especiallywithtriplequadrupoleinstruments),excellent
throughput,andveryhighspecificity.Inprocedurescalledselectivereactionmonitoring(SRM)andmultiplereactionmonitoring
(MRM),anion(orions)canbeselectedinthesecondstageofMS,whichischaracteristicoftheanalyte(s)only.
ThesecondstageofMSisanotherstageofseparationandthereforemayallowasomewhat“dirtier”initialsampletobe
introduced.Iftheanalyteco-eluteswithanothercompoundwhichproducesionsofthesamem/z value,selectionofthisionfor
subsequentMS/MSwilloftenresultinproductionofafragmentionwhichischaracteristicoftheanalyte,butnottheco-eluting
interferent.Thisfragmentionisthenusedforquantitationandqualitativeconfirmationofidentity.
MS/MShoweverisnotanionization technique.Itsadvantagesbeginafterionformation.Therefore,MS/MSusersmuststillbe
concernedwithionsuppressionandcomponentssuchassalts,whichmaycompromisesystemperformance.Inaddition,adduct
formationwillnotbepreventedbytheuseofMS/MS.However,thecomplexityofinterpretinganadductionspectrummaybe
reducedifalladductionsproduceacommonfragmention.AfullscanofthespectrumintheinitialstageofMSwillcaptureall
adductionsforfragmentationandanalysisbythesecondmassanalyzer.ThesecondMSmaythenbesettopassonlythe
characteristicfragmention.
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Biological Macromolecules
ThedevelopmentofelectrosprayLC/MSinterfaces,whicharecapableofputtinglargemacromoleculesintotheMS,hashada
tremendousimpactonthestudyofproteinsandnucleicacids.Molecularweightdeterminations,sequence,andstructural
informationareavailabledirectlyfromelectrosprayMSspectra.Itisbeyondthescopeofthischaptertodescribetheseapplications
butreferencesareavailable3-9.
Duringmethoddevelopmentforintactbiologicalmacromolecules,thesameconcernsaboutinterferencesdiscussedforsmall
moleculeapplicationsmustbeconsidered.However,atthistime,laboratoriesarenotsoconcernedwithputtingthousandsof
samplesthroughinadayasarethelabsworkingonnewdrugdiscovery.Instead,theseworkersaremoreconcernedwith
completecharacterizationofthemolecule,oftenfromverysmallamountsofstartingmaterial.Therefore,samplepreparation
methodsmustshowgoodrecoveriesanddelivercleanextracts.MicrosamplepreparationmethodscoupledtoMicro-LCorCE
arerequiredinmanycases.Studiesonbiomarkersforcancerandotherdiseasesandevaluationofpeptidefragmentsfrom
enzymatically-degradedproteinsareotherareaswhereLC/MSandLC-MS/MSarewidelyused.Chapter15providedexamples
ofthesetypesofapplications.
Forproteinanalysis(seeChapter15),traditionalpurificationproceduresareoftenusedpriortoLC/MSanalysis.Hydrophobic
interactionchromatography,sizeexclusion,ultrafiltration,andHPLChaveallbeenusedtoseparateproteinsforanalysis.SPE
methodsonreversed-phaseandionexchangesorbentsarewidelyusedandgivegoodcleanup,especiallyforremovalofsaltsand
buffers,whichcontributetoionsuppressioneffectsandadductformation.Naturally,manySPEandchromatographicprocedures
havethepotentialforon-line,automatedoperation.
Whilenotstrictlya“samplepreparation”issue,certainmobilephasecomponentsmustalsobeconsideredwhendeveloping
LC/MSmethodsforbiomolecules.Thesameconcernsfornon-volatilebuffersaltsandionpairingagents,describedearlier,isone
consideration.Anotherisionsuppressionproblemsencounteredinuseoftrifluoroaceticacid(TFA)inpeptide/proteinanalysisby
electrospray.TFAisthoughttoimprovepeakshapeinreversed-phasechromatographyofpeptidesbyion-pairingwithbasicsiteson
themoleculetherebyeliminatingmixedretentionmechanisms.However,TFA-Peptideionpairsarenotbrokenupintheinterface
andthispreventsionizationoftheprotein.TheproblemcanbereducedbylimitingtheconcentrationofTFAtounder0.1%orusing
“TFAlight”,whichisareducedamountofTFA–perhaps0.05%–andthesameconcentrationofaceticacid.Thisservestocontrol
pHandpromoteproteinionization,asrequiredforelectrospray,withoutforminganabundanceofionpairs.TheLCpeakshapefor
thepeptideswillbedegraded,butthismaynotadverselyaffectthemassspectra.Insomecases,however,preservationoftheLC
peakshapeandseparationmaybenecessaryandtheamountofmobilephaseTFAcannotbereduced.Fortheseinstances,apost
columnmodificationofthemobilephaseisneeded.AmixingteeisplacedaftertheHPLCcolumn,whichallowsasmallpumptobe
usedtoaddsolventtothemobilephasepriortoitsentryintotheMSinterface.The“TFAFix”involvespumpingin20%propionic
acidinisopropanolatabouthalftheflowratefromthecolumn.ItisbelievedthatinthegasphaseoftheAPIinterface,the
propionicacidreplacestheTFAintheionpairandthispairsubsequentlybreaksdown,freeingtheanalyteion.
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Adductformationinbothproteinsandnucleicacidscanseriouslycompromisetheutilityofthemassspectrumbyspreadingthe
totalioncurrentovernumerouspeaksarisingfrom[M+nX]n+.“X”isusuallyNa+ andK+ ions,whichreadilyformadductsandare
presentinthechemicalenvironmentfromglassware,highpuritysolvents,andevensolidphasesorbentmedia.Reversed-phase
SPEorHPLCgenerallyworkswellforremovingthehighlywatersolublesaltspriortointroductionintotheMS.Cationexchangeand
precipitationprocedureshavealsobeenappliedfordesalting.Foroligonucleotides,additionofastrongbasesuchaspiperidine
reducessodiumadductsignals.
Thesetypesofcleanupproceduresrequirerelativelylargeamountsofsample.Thiscanbeaprobleminbiotechnologyresearch,
particularlyforpolynucleotidesinwhichcationadductionincreasesconsiderablywithmolecularweightlimitingbothsensitivity
andthesizeofmoleculethatcanbeanalyzed.Anapproachtothisproblemisanon-line,microdialysissystemthateffectively
eliminatescationformation10.Theaqueousdialysisbufferhastheadditionalbenefitofmaintainingthebiopolymersintheir
nativeconformation.
Amongthemostwidelyusedproteinseparationtechniqueistwo-dimensionalgelelectrophoresis(seeChapter15).Complex
mixturesofproteinsarefirstseparatedonapolyacrylamidegelonthebasisoftheirisoelectricpointandthenseparatedat90º
totheinitialseparationdirectiononthebasisofmolecularsizeinthepresenceofadenaturingdetergent(usuallysodium
dodecylsulfate,SDS).Finally,proteinsarevisualizedwithanin-gelstainingprocedure.Upwardsof1,000protein“spots”may
beseparatedonastandardgel.
SDS-PAGEcandetermineproteinmolecularweighttowithin5-10%accuracy.Modernelectrospray-TOFmassspectrometrycan
determineproteinmolecularweightstowithin100ppm,whichoftentranslatesto<1Daaccuracy.Furthermore,MScantellus
aboutthesequence,cystinecrosslinkages,locationandtypeofpost-translationalmodifications,ortertiarystructureoftheprotein.
Therefore,removingproteinsfromgelsforLC/MSanalysishasbeenonefocusofproteinresearchers.
ItisessentialtoremovetheSDSdetergentandthestainfromtheproteinpriortoMSanalysisorsevereionsuppressionand
interferenceproblemswillarise.Proceduresforelectroblottingofproteinsfromgelsontomembranesandextractiondirectlyfromthe
gelhavebeendescribed.Gelseparatedproteinsarefurtherpreparedbyenzymaticcleavagewith,forexample,trypsin.The“mass
maps”subsequentlygeneratedbyLC/MSanalysiscanbesubmittedtodatabasesforidentificationofthenativeprotein.MScanalso
beusedtodetermineprimarysequenceofunknownpeptidefragments.
AnMStoolforproteinanalysisisnanoelectrospray,averylowvolume,lowflowversionofelectrosprayinwhichsamplecanbe
infusedtotheMSforlongperiodsoftimetoobtainveryhighS/Nvaluesandconsequentlylowdetectionlimits,highm/zaccuracy,
andhighresolution.Inafurtherexampleoftheblurringofthelinebetweenchromatographyandsamplepreparation,ananoLC
columnisplaceddirectlyinlinewiththecapillaryinlettothenanoelectrospraysystem.Bothstrongsolventelutionofallproteinsat
onceandgradientelutiontoprovidesomedegreeofinitialseparationarepossible.Usinganimmobilizedtrypsin“micro-digestion”
columninlinewithnanoelectrosprayallowsforproductionofMStrypticmapswithouttheoff-linedigestionstep.Bothofthese
methodsarehighlyautomatableandyieldfemtomoledetectionlimits.
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Conclusion
LC/MSandLC-MS/MSarepowerfultoolsthathaveseenanincreaseduseinallareasofanalyticalchemistry.Thisimpactisbeing
seenparticularlyintheanalysisofsamplesfrombiologicalmatrices.Tooptimizethedataobtainedfromtheseanalyses,itis
essentialfortheanalysttounderstandanddealwithmassspectralinterferencesarisingfromthesampleitself,themobilephase,or
theenvironment.Fortunately,chemiststodayhaveawidevarietyofsamplepreparationstrategiesavailabletothemtodealwith
theseissues.Today,whendesigningasampleprep-liquidchromatography-massspectrometrysystem,onemustthinkaboutthe
entireworkflowandusemethodologythateliminatespossiblecontaminantssuchaspolyethyleneglycol(PEG)-baseddetergents
ornon-volatilesaltsearlyintheplanning.
Newer,moreefficient,andmorehighlyautomatedsampleprepproceduresforLC/MSandLC-MS/MSarethetopicofvigorous
research.Asthesenewautomatedprocedurescometomarket,thedistinctionbetweenthatpartoftheanalysiscalled
“chromatographicseparation”andtheparttermed“samplepreparation”willbecomelessimportantandwillbereplacedwith
aconceptofcompleteLC/MSsystemintegration.Solidphaseextractionwillcontinuetogrowinimportancebecauseofits
similaritytoHPLCandtheveryhighdegreeofautomationpossiblewiththetechnique.Parallelingthisdevelopmentwill
continueminiaturizationoftheentireanalyticalsystem,includingsamplepreparation,perhapstochip-based,microfluidic
formats.TechniquessuchasSPME,microdialysis,andnanoLClendthemselvesverywelltothe“instrument-on-a-chip”concept
inwhichamicroautoinjectorwillbeintegratedwithasamplepreparationtechnology,chromatographiccolumn,andMS
capillaryinterfaceinasinglemicro-machineddevicewhichattachesdirectlytoanAPI-MSinstrumentoptimizedforsubmicroliterflowratesandsamplevolumes.
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Chapter 18

Membrane Techniques
in Sample Preparation
Membranes are usually made from synthetic polymers (e.g., PTFE, nylon, or polyvinylchloride), cellulose, or glass fibers.
Filtration (Chapter 5) and solid phase extraction (SPE) with disks (Chapter 9) represent major applications of membranes for
sample preparation. In general, membrane separation techniques have not been widely used for other chromatographic sample
preparation tasks. However, ultrafiltration, reverse osmosis, dialysis, microdialysis and electrodialysis are examples of techniques
that use membranes for concentration, purification, and separation of analytes, especially in the biological world.

Dialysis and Membrane Sample Preparation
Microporous semi-permeable membranes allow the passage of certain compounds and not others. These membranes permit
selective filtration because of the size of their micropores. For example, for separating large macromolecules such as proteins from
small molecules (i.e. drugs or drug metabolites), dialysis uses a microporous, molecular-weight cutoff membrane1 where proteins
are unable to pass through the small pores, yet small molecules can do so easily. As indicated in Figure 18.1, the sample solution
(donor) is placed on one side of the membrane; on the other side is a second liquid (acceptor). In some cases, interferences diffuse
through the membrane, leaving a purified donor solution. More often, analyte passes through the membrane into the acceptor
solution, leaving interferences in the donor solution. Migration of neutral small molecules through a semi-permeable membrane is a
result of a difference in analyte concentration on the aqueous donor side of the membrane to the aqueous acceptor side of the
membrane. Once the concentration becomes equalized, there is no further migration.
Dialysis is not characterized by selective small molecule analyte enrichment. There is only partial cleanup due to lack of a
discrimination mechanism between other small molecules that may have the same size as the analyte molecules2,3. For this
reason, dialysis is not regarded as an extraction technique per se, and often an additional sample cleanup step is included in the
process. However, it has been widely applied to food and biological samples since macromolecules are excluded from passing
through the pores of the membrane. It finds great use in desalting of biological solutions.
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Thus, as implied in Figure 18.1, the successful application of membrane techniques for sample cleanup requires removal of
analyte from the acceptor side by trapping (trace enrichment). If the analyte can undergo a change in its chemical state (e.g.
change from an uncharged to a charged species), then it can continue to be enriched. An advantage of membrane separation
techniques for RP-HPLC analysis is that both the donor and acceptor liquids are usually water or buffer. Membrane separations
can be carried out in either a static or flowing system, with the latter more amenable to on-line automation.
Compared to SPE or LLE, membrane separations are slower and are less likely to enrich the analyte concentration in the sample by
orders of magnitude. If no analyte enrichment takes place, the analyte remains in solution without any further concentration. Thus,
detection limits may be compromised and further sample processing time is required in subsequent cleanup steps. Another danger
with the use of membranes for the cleanup of dirty samples (e.g. wastewater) is that their pores may become fouled with debris
(e.g. microparticulates, colloids, solids). Also, depending on the membrane’s chemical composition, chemical interactions between
the analytes of interest and the membrane itself may occur, thereby affecting recovery and method precision.
Most membrane techniques are not particularly suited to high-throughput sample preparation requirements. However, there has
been a movement to adapting 96-well plate systems for membrane technologies. When evaluated on a per well (sample) basis,
then membrane techniques can become more “throughput competitive” with other sample preparation techniques since all 96
samples can be processed simultaneously.

Figure 18.1

Schematic of a Membrane Operating in a Flowing System
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Membrane

HPLC or Precolumn

Sample
(donor)

Waste
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Membranes are produced in many forms: sheet, roll, disk, capsule, cartridge, spiral-wound and hollow fiber forms. In addition to
differential concentration, analytes can also be moved across a membrane by diffusion as a result of chemical or electrochemical
gradients. Porous, electrically charged, or ion exchange membranes have pore walls with fixed positive or negative charges. Separation
characteristics of ionic molecules are governed by pore size and wall charge. The application of electrochemical forces adds another
dimension to the membrane separation process (see later).
Microdialysis sampling, a specialized application of dialysis, uses small microprobes of fused silica tubing with a membrane at one
end4. These probes can be implanted into living systems (e.g., rat brain), and the diffusion of small organic molecules through the
membrane can be monitored on-line by HPLC without disturbing the animal or plant.

Ultrafiltration
Ultrafiltration (UF) sampling is similar to dialysis and microdialysis, except that the driving force is flow through the membrane (with
300-300,000 mol wt cutoffs) is a result of a pressure differential (10-100 psi) applied across the membrane. As in the case of
dialysis, small molecules collect on the acceptor side. UF membranes are available as self-contained, disposable devices for the
hand processing of aqueous biological samples. UF separation is achieved by first pouring a sample into a filter cup and then
capping and applying air or gas pressure through the top cap.
Concentrated proteins and other molecules greater than the cutoff rating are retained in the filter cup while water, salts, and low
molecular-weight soluble components are collected in the filtrate collection cup. Ultrafiltration concentrates the sample without the
need for harsh chemical conditions that could affect the biological activity of labile compounds like therapeutically active proteins. It
also avoids the use of organic solvents and extreme pH conditions.
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Supported Liquid Membrane (SLM) Enrichment
SLM techniques5-7 are similar to flow dialysis, except that a porous PTFE solvent-filled membrane separates the two aqueous
solutions. The technique is actually a combination of dialysis and liquid-liquid extraction. Initially, the membrane is impregnated with
a water-insoluble organic solvent (e.g., n-undecane) – termed the supported liquid – and is placed in a mounting block. The organic
solvent is held in the pores of the membrane by capillary forces. Compounds are extracted from the donor side into the membrane
as a function of their solubility in the supported liquid where they are then re-extracted from the membrane into the acceptor side.
A simple example (Figure 18.2) depicting the SLM technique is the extraction of an un-ionized carboxylic acid (RCOOH) from the
donor side by first partitioning into the organic impregnated membrane. In a subsequent extraction from the membrane by a basic
solution on the acceptor side, the acid is then ionized and thus cannot be re-extracted into the membrane nor transferred back into
the donor side. Concentration factors of several hundred can be achieved by SLM extraction.

Figure 18.2
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Hollow Fiber Liquid Phase Microextraction (HF-LPME)
Instead of using a flat membrane fitted into a holder, an experimentally more convenient “holder” is the use of a hollow fiber.
Hollow fibers are used in a wide variety of applications, the major one being their use for wastewater treatment; but in the
laboratory, they are used for microfiltration and reverse osmosis. The hollow fibers (HF) are made of organic polymers such as
polypropylene, polyethersulfone, polyester, and other materials, and can also be constructed from inorganic materials such as
titania and zirconia. The HF are relatively inexpensive and can be considered to be single-use, and the materials are recyclable.
Prior to use in any analytical application, the HF should be rinsed in acetone or other compatible solvent several times, then dried
at room temperature.
The principle of static hollow fiber liquid phase microextraction (HF-LPME) is illustrated in Figure 18.3. There are some similarities to
liquid phase microextraction (LPME) discussed in Chapter 7. However, in LPME, handling the “naked” drop at the needle tip poses
some problems. Although the procedure itself is simple to operate, one needs to be careful since the drop can be unstable and the
sample needs to be relatively clean. When the extracting “drop” is placed inside the lumen of a HF, it is mechanically protected
against some of the physical problems that the suspended drop may encounter in LPME. Rather than the spherical configuration of a
suspended drop in LPME, the HF-LPME provides a rod-like shape for the extracting solvent. The rod-like configuration increases the
solvent surface area since the same volume of liquid in the surface area of a sphere is lower. The contact area between sample
solution and the extracting solution is thus much more substantial than if the solvent were spherically shaped. The direct benefit of the
change in solvent configuration is better extraction efficiency. Another significant benefit is that higher stirring speeds can be applied
during the extraction procedure, since the solvent is protected by the hollow fiber and its stability is enhanced. In addition, the
disposable nature of the hollow fiber eliminates the possibility of sample carryover and ensures high reproducibility; and the pores in
the walls of hollow fiber cause it to show some selectivity by preventing the extraction of macromolecules, such as protein, particles,
and so on from sample matrix. Therefore, HF-LPME is no longer just a preconcentration technique, it can provide sample cleanup,
thus can be used for complex sample matrices.

Figure 18.3

Schematic of HF-LPME Apparatus

10 µL GC Syringe

Aqueous Sample
Porous Hollow Fiber
Organic Solvent
Stirring Bar
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Figure 18.4

Characteristics of Hollow Fiber Liquid Phase Microextraction

Syringe Needle

Typical HF membrane
characteristics:
600 µm Iid x 200 µm wall
thickness, 0.2 µm wall pore size

Organic Solvent *
Porous Hollow
Fiber Membrane

Hollow fiber
wall pores are
impregnated with
organic solvent

Hollow fiber channel
is filled with aqueous
solution extractant
(acceptor)

(courtesy of H.K. Lee, National University of Singapore)
* Organic solvent is used as the acceptor phase in two-phase LPME. In three-phase HF-LPME, a second aqueous solvent is used as the acceptor
phase (sometimes this technique is referred to as hollow fiber liquid-liquid-liquid phase microextraction or HF-LLLME).
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Figure 18.4 shows the elements used to construct an HF extraction for HF-LPME. The selection of organic solvent used to fill in
the pores of hollow fiber is a critical parameter in the success of the method. Similar to supported liquid membrane techniques,
there are several requirements for the organic solvent. Firstly, it should be easily immobilized in the hollow fiber pores and nonvolatile. Typically, hollow fibers used in most HF-LPME experiments are made of hydrophobic polypropylene. The solvent selected
should have good affinity for the hollow fiber to prevent solvent loss during the extraction and to achieve stable solvent
impregnation. Secondly, the solvent should be immiscible with water as it serves as a barrier to the aqueous sample. Lastly, the
solubility of analyte of interest in the solvent should be higher than that in the aqueous sample matrix. Usually a relatively nonpolar, high viscosity solvent will meet those requirements, and typical solvents used include 1-octanol, n-hexyl ether, undecane,
toluene, etc. However, these relatively non-polar solvents usually have low solubility for the polar compounds, thus negatively
impact the extraction efficiency for polar compounds.
Ionic liquids have been used as solvents for HF-LPME applications8-12. Ionic liquids are polar and non-volatile, but have been
demonstrated to generate stable solvent impregnation. Figure 18.5 shows scanning electron microscopic images of the inner
surface of the hollow fiber before and after ionic liquid impregnation. By comparing the two photographs, it is obvious that the
ionic liquid was immobilized in the hollow fiber pores effectively and an ionic liquid membrane for extraction formed. The
advantages of using an ionic liquid as the extraction solvent include high affinity for polar compounds and compound-dependent
selectivity. These specific features of ionic liquids have broadened the applications of HF-LPME to polar compound analysis.

Figure 18.5
A

B

Scanning electron microscopic images of the inner surface of the hollow fiber magnified by 5000 times before (A) and after (B) ionic liquid
impregnation13.
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The HF-LPME procedure is simple and includes just a few steps. Prior to extraction, the hollow fiber (typically 1.5-10 cm in length,
200 µm thick, 600 µm id with a 0.2 µm pore size), is closed on one end by flame-sealing. Next, it is soaked in the immiscible solvent
that results in the immobilization of the solvent into the pores of the hollow fiber. The solvent forms a thin layer within the wall of the
hollow fiber. A microsyringe is usually used to support the hollow fiber and also to introduce the acceptor phase into hollow fiber
lumen. The hollow fiber is then placed into a sample vial filled with the aqueous sample, usually several milliliters (mL) in volume. To
speed up the extraction, the sample is extensively stirred. The analytes are extracted from the aqueous sample through the solvent
layer in the pores of the hollow fiber, then into the acceptor phase inside its lumen. After a certain time of extraction to achieve
equilibrium (often in the range of 10-30 min), the acceptor phase is withdrawn into the microsyringe and then injected directly into
the instrument for analysis.
Depending on the mode, the lumen of hollow fiber can be filled with several microliters of the same solvent (two-phase mode), or
an aqueous acceptor phase (three-phase mode). In two-phase HF-LPME, organic solvent impregnated in the hollow fiber segment
is exposed as a solvent rod in a stirred aqueous sample. Non-polar analytes in the aqueous sample can then be largely extracted
through the hollow fiber into the acceptor solvent by diffusion. Since the solvent selected can be GC-amenable, the extracted
sample can be directly injected into the gas chromatograph for analysis. Thus, the two-phase HF-LPME system using non-polar
solvents as the acceptor phase is more suitable for relatively hydrophobic analyte extraction17-19. However, when using ionic liquids
(ILs) as an acceptor phase, two-phase HF-LPME can be made more suitable for hydrophilic analyte extractions. Since ILs risk
contamination of the column and require frequent cleaning of the injection port, they may not be GC-amenable, but can be injected
into an HPLC system where the ionic liquid elutes quickly, thereby posing little or no interference possibilities with an HPLC reversedphase chromatographic analysis.
The three-phase mode of hollow fiber liquid-liquid-liquid microextraction (HF-LLLME) is sometimes referred to as LPME with back
extraction (LPME-BE). In this mode similar to the example cited in Figure 18.2, both donor and acceptor phases are aqueousbased, and the third solvent is an organic phase immobilized into the pores of hollow fiber that serves as a barrier to separate the
two aqueous phases. During the extraction, the target analytes are extracted from the donor aqueous phase through the thin layer
of organic solvent within hollow fiber wall and then into the acceptor aqueous phase. Since the acceptor phase is aqueous, the
extracts can be analyzed by HPLC or CE. This method is usually applied for ionic or ionizable compounds, and mass transfer is driven
by the differences between the donor and acceptor aqueous phases, such as pH adjustment, salting out effect in donor phase, or
addition of proper acceptor reagent like ion-pair complexing reagent for analytes.
As the phase ratio between the donor phase (aqueous sample) and the acceptor phase (solvent or second aqueous phase) is very
large (>100:1), the analytes are concentrated significantly in the acceptor phase, with enrichment factors up to several hundred
times. As a result, the detection limit of the analytical method is greatly improved by this high enrichment efficiency. Therefore,
lower detection limit (lower ppb level or even sub-ppb level) can be easily achieved, even with relatively low sensitivity detectors,
such as the UV detector.
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To illustrate an application of a three-phase HF-LLLME technique, wastewater raw and spiked with polar phenols was studied14.
Since the phenols were quite polar and have a significant solubility in water, they were not directly extractable from the water by an
organic solvent. Therefore, in this example, an ionic liquid was impregnated into the HF. The ionic liquid consisted of a mixture of
nonane and methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate, BMIM[PF6]/acetonitrile (1:1) and provided a good extraction medium for the
phenols. The acceptor phase was aqueous. The experimental setup of Figure 18.3 was employed.
Using reversed-phase HPLC with UV detection to analyze the extracts, Figure 18.6 provides a comparison of the HF-LLLME
extractions of raw wastewater and the wastewater spiked at two levels (5 and 25 µg/L) with the four phenols to be analyzed.
Clearly, the phenolic compounds could be extracted from the wastewater at these very low levels. The large peak at the beginning
of the chromatograms was due to the ionic liquid eluting from the reversed-phase column near the void volume.

Figure 18.6

Ionic Liquid HF-LLLME-HPLC-UV for Determination of Phenols
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HF-LLLM, with nonane and [BMIM[PF6]/acetonitrile (1:1). HPLC-UV traces of wastewater extract. (A) Extract of
wastewater spiked at 25 µg L-1 of each phenol; (B) extract of wastewater spiked at 5 µg L-1 of each phenol;
(C) extract of real unspiked wastewater sample. Peaks: 1) 4-tert-butylphenol; 2) 4-tert-octylphenol;
3) 4-n-octylphenol; 4) 4-n-nonylphenol.
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min

Electromembrane Extraction (EME)
The concept of EME15 combines the technical setup for hollow fiber liquid phase microextraction (HF-LPME)16,17 with well-known
principles for electroextraction18-24. This combination offers a highly selective sample preparation method using simple equipment
and gains a high degree of enrichment within a short period of time.
The EME method extracts charged substances from a small sample volume through a thin membrane of organic solvent
immobilized in the wall of a hollow fiber and into an acceptor solution inside the lumen of the hollow fiber. This extraction process
is forced by an applied potential difference across the membrane. This combination of LLE with electrokinetic migration yields a
rapid and selective sample preparation method for ionic substances. EME has shown to be compatible with a wide range of
biological matrices, e.g. plasma, whole blood, urine, and breast milk, preparing clean extracts in a short period of time with
simple, inexpensive equipment.
The technical setup for the equipment used in EME is based on earlier experiences with HF-LPME and is shown in Figure 18.7.
The hollow fiber used is made of porous polypropylene, which is compatible with a broad range of organic solvents. To make the
supported liquid membrane (SLM), the fiber is dipped in an organic solvent for 5 seconds to fill the pores in the walls, and the
excess of organic solvent is gently removed with a medical wipe. The fiber, connected to the pipette tip, is guided through a
punched hole in the sample compartment cap as illustrated in Figure 18.7A. The pipette tip works as a mechanical support for a
0.5 mm thick platinum wire placed inside the lumen of the hollow fiber. Another platinum wire is introduced directly into the donor
phase through the sample compartment cap. When coupled to a power supply, these inert wires act as electrodes, thus creating an
electrical field across the SLM. In this way, the equipment makes a closed electrical circuit, where the SLM functions as a resistor.
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Figure 18.7

EME Setup (A) and Principle (B), Demerol as the Model Substance
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The volume of the sample varies between 150-500 µL, depending on the sample compartment size. The sample is shaken on a
platform shaker during the extraction to increase the physical movement of the analytes in the bulk donor phase, and to reduce the
thickness of the stagnant layer at the interface between the donor phase and the SLM. The acceptor phase volume is set to 25 µL
and is introduced into the lumen of the hollow fiber by a microsyringe. When the predetermined extraction period is finished
(usually only a few minutes), 20 µL aliquot of the acceptor phase is collected by the microsyringe and transferred to a vial for
analysis in a capillary electrophoresis (CE) instrument25-29 or by HPLC30.
Figure 18.7B also depicts the mechanism of EME. The test substance Demerol is a synthetic opioid containing a nitrogen group
that at low pH is protonated. The pH of both the donor and acceptor phases is 2. When an electric field is imposed across the HF,
the positively charged analyte is attracted to the negative electrode in the EME setup and this strong attraction overcomes any
partitioning into the SLM and the ion is transferred to the acceptor solution. Both acidic and basic compounds have been extracted
with good efficiencies and reproducibility. Variables affecting the extraction efficiency and recovery include: imposed voltage,
chemical nature of the membrane, type of organic solvent in the SLM (with or without additives like ion pair reagents), pH values of
the donor and acceptor solutions, volume of donor solution, the type of sample matrix, degree of agitation, and extraction time.
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Chapter 19

The Role of Scavengers
in Sample Preparation
Scavengers are special types of solid phase particles that perform a similar role as SPE. However, instead of using molecular
interactions, such as hydrophobicity or adsorption, scavengers use chemical reactions to remove undesired species. They are
most often used by organic chemists in removing undesired reaction products or excess starting material from organic synthesis.
Most scavengers operate by the use of covalent bonding. In most scavenging applications, the differentiation between product
and starting material must be well defined. For example, while removal of nucleophiles – like an amine in the presence of an
amide – is simple, the removal of primary amine in the presence of other amine functionalities may cause difficulties. Therefore,
scavengers are made to be very selective. An example is shown in Figure 19.1 where a polymer supported ketoester resin
(PL-AAEM) can be used to selectively remove excess primary amine in the presence of more substituted amine products. The
scavengers are therefore perfectly suited to reductive amination and some multicomponent reaction applications. If both primary
and secondary amines are to be removed, then the less selective polymer supported isocyanate resin (PL-NCO) is available.

Figure 19.1
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The removal of electrophilic reagents from solution using a scavenger resin with an amine group is very simple and effective.
The polymer supported triamine resin (PL-DETA) can be used to remove acid chloride, sulfonyl chloride, isocyanates, and
isothiocyanates according to the reaction scheme shown in Figure 19.2.

Figure 19.2
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A particularly useful application of solid phase scavenger is removal of acidic mobile phase additives from HPLC fractions. The
use of organic acids and HPLC mobile phase to aid solubility of polar molecules, especially biomolecules, is a well-known
technique. Typically, 0.1% TFA in mixtures of water and acetonitrile are most commonly employed. If a compound is purified
using preparative HPLC, the resulting solvent fractions will contain traces of TFA. If the species then undergo evaporation or
lyophilization, the resulting organic species may be present as a TFA salt. Longterm stability of salts, particularly TFA salts, may
be compromised. The use of a polymer supported hydrogen carbonate resin (PL-HCO3 MP SPE, Figure 19.3) packed into a
cartridge can be used for the pass-through removal of TFA and other organic and inorganic acids such as formic acid, acetic
acid, and HCl.
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Figure 19.3

Removal of Formic Acid from Organic Solution Using Stratospheres
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PL-HCO3 MP SPE mediated removal of formic acid from organic solution

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the PL-HCO3 MP SPE resin to remove formic acid from water-acetonitrile mixtures, a series of
HPLC solutions bearing a mixture of water and acetonitrile containing 0.1% v/v formic acid were prepared and passed through a
200 mg PL-HCO3 MP SPE device1. The capacity of the media for TFA removal was determined by measuring the pH of every 2 mL
fraction; when the pH changed to approximately 2.5, the experiment was stopped and the volume of solvent was recorded. Figure
19.4 shows that as the concentration of acetonitrile increases, the observed quenching capacity decreases only slightly. This is most
likely due to a change in the residency time of the solvent mixture, a result of the reduction in viscosity of the sample. However, the
capacity observed at 100% acetonitrile (30 mL) is still ample for most applications.

Figure 19.4
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The experimental procedure for the removal of formic acid from organic solutions is simple. First, precondition the SPE cartridge
with 1 mL of MeOH. Add formic acid containing solution to the SPE cartridge and allow the solution to pass through under gravity.
Once all of the solution has passed through, wash the SPE cartridge with 1-2 mL of suitable solvent (in MeOH, H2O, etc.). Take the
organic solution and remove the solvent in vacuo to yield the desired compound free of residual formic acid.
Polymer-based resin scavengers are available for a wide variety of organic compounds. Compared to SPE sorbents, scavengers are
chemically reactive resins, so one should take extra precautions to store these materials in an inert, refrigerated atmosphere.
The removal of residual metal species, such as catalysts from organic reactions, is essential in providing clean, screenable
compounds. A range of SPE devices have been designed to remove a broad range of metal reagents from organic reactions using a
simple gravity flow method. Unwanted residues are retained by the sorbent in the SPE tube, allowing the desired compound(s) to
pass through.
The StratoSpheres SPE range for metal removal is designed around a specially engineered macroporous particle, which has a
high capacity and can be used in a broad range of solvents. The base polymer is functionalized with a range of ligands designed
to bind metal reagents and catalysts. Table 19.1 provides a listing of the SPE scavenger products and the metals that they will
remove from solution.

Table 19.1

Stratospheres Metal Removal Macroporous SPE Resins
Product

Metals Removed

PL-Guanidine MP SPE

Au, Bi, Cd, Hg, Pd, PT, Re, Rh, Sn, Zn

PL-Thiol MP SPE

Ag, Au, Cu, Fe, Pd, Ru, Rh, Sn, Pb, Cu

PL-Thiourea MP SPW

Ag, Cd, Cu, Pt, Pd, Ru, Rh, Hg, Cu, Ni

PL-Urea MP SPE

Ag, Au, Hg, Noi, Pd, Pt, Re, Sc

To illustrate the use of a metal scavenger, fast and simple removal of Rhodium using Stratosphere SPE is shown. Rhodium-containing
catalysts are used extensively in many aspects of synthetic chemistry – from small-scale applications such as the synthesis of small
molecules for medicinal chemistry – to large-scale manufacturing. Despite the utility of rhodium reagents, the removal of the metal
residues post reaction can cause difficulties. One of the most well-known Rhodium catalysts is Wilkinson's catalyst, a homogeneous
catalyst used in the hydrogenation of alkenes. Another highly useful rhodium based reagent is rhodium acetate, which is used to
initiate carbene formation from a diazo species.
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PL-Thiol MP SPE and PL-Thiourea MP SPE are two metal scavenger products that can effectively remove rhodium residues from
organic solutions in a single pass under gravity. Figure 19.5 shows the structures of these two scavengers. The sorbents are made
from highly cross-linked macroporous polymer that does not swell and can be used for a range of protic, non-protic, polar and
apolar solvents. The conditions that were used for the cleanup are the same to the conditions used earlier for the removal of formic
acid. Starting with a solution of 1000 ppm of rhodium concentration for both the Wilkinson's and the rhodium acetate catalysts,
both scavengers decreased the rhodium concentration to less than 1/10 ppm2.

Figure 19.5

Structures of Stratosphere SPE Phases Used for Rhodium Removal
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Chapter 20

Derivatization for HPLC
and GC Analysis
Derivatization involves a chemical reaction between an analyte and a reagent to change the chemical and physical properties
of the analyte. The five main uses of derivatization in HPLC and GC are to:

• Improve detectability
• Change the molecular structure or polarity of analyte for better chromatography
• Increase volatility
• Change the matrix for better separation
• Stabilize an analyte
Ideally, a derivatization reaction should be rapid, quantitative, and produce minimal by-products. Excess reagent should not interfere
with the analysis or should be easily removed from the reaction matrix. There are many good reference books available for
derivatization procedures for chromatographic separations1-5.
With the increased popularity of MS techniques (e.g. LC/MS, LC-MS/MS, GC/MS and GC-MS/MS), many laboratories prefer an
instrumental approach to high sensitivity and selected detection rather than contend with a relatively time-consuming, labor-intensive
compound derivatization approach. Derivatization is often a last resort when developing a method since it adds to the time of analysis,
adds a degree of complexity, can be a source of error, and it may add undesired components (e.g. reaction by-products of analytes or
matrices) into the chromatography. While derivatization procedures can be automated, the analyst must ensure that the derivatization
step is quantitative (if necessary) and that there are no additional impurities introduced in the analysis. Although, the derivatization
method may have drawbacks, it is still a powerful technique for the separation and detection of trace amounts of substances in a
complex matrix. In fact, in some cases, MS detection derivatization is used to enhance positive (or negative) ionization.
In this chapter, derivatization in HPLC will be covered, followed by derivatization by GC.
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HPLC Derivatization for Detectability
Unlike GC, where derivatization is generally used to improve the volatility or change the polarity of an analyte, derivatization in HPLC
(with the exception of chiral analysis) is predominately used for the enhancement of analyte detectability, particularly for analytes
that possess no chromophore. HPLC offers a wide range of separation mechanisms (i.e., normal and reversed-phase, chiral, and ion
chromatography), types of stationary phases, and mobile phase modifiers which can be added directly to the mobile phase to
overcome interactions with the stationary phase – such as chemisorption, adsorption, and tailing.
The first consideration in choosing an HPLC derivatization method for detection enhancement is to decide if a suitable active
functional group (or groups) is available for chemical reaction. At the same time, one must decide which type of detection principle
is best suited for these derivatized compounds. Of course, that detector must be available in the laboratory. Most popular detectors
for derivatized compounds include UV-visible, fluorescence, and electrochemical. In addition, the choice of whether to use pre- or
post-column derivatization is required (see later in this chapter). Sample components with active functional groups such alcohols,
phenolic, amine, carboxyl, olefin, and others are candidates for derivatization. Several classes of compounds can be derivatized
(Table 20.1) some of these include acids, alkaloids, amines, antibiotics, barbiturates, and related compounds, hydroxy compounds,
and steroids.
The two most common types of derivatization – the addition of chromophore or fluorescent functional group for UV and fluorescent
detection, respectively – allow detection of an analyte that cannot be detected in its normal form or to increase its sensitivity.
General considerations in choosing a derivatizing reagent are:

• The derivatizing agent must be stable.
• The derivatizing agent and by-products formed during derivatization should not be detectable or must be separated
from the analyte.

• The analyte must be reactive with derivatizing reagent under convenient conditions.
• Reagents should be non-toxic if possible.
• The procedure should be adaptable to automation.
Many organic reactions could be used for analyte derivatization. However, for routine use, the best approach is to choose the
proper derivatizing reagent using pre-prepared derivatization kits and step-by-step instructions from various reputable suppliers.
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Table 20.1

Functional Group and Derivatization Reagents for UV and Fluorescence Detection*
Functional Group

UV Derivatives

Fluorescent Derivatives

Carboxylic Acids
Fatty Acids
Phosphonic Acids

PNBDI
DNBDI
PBPB

BrMaC
BrMmC

Alcohols

DNBC
Dabsyl-Cl
NIC-1

Aldehydes
Ketones

PNBA
DNBA

Dansyl Hydrazine

Amines, 1°

Fluorescamine
OPA

Amines, 1° & 2°

DNBC
SNPA
SDNPA
Dabsyl-Cl
NIC-1

NBD-Cl
NBD-F
Dansyl-Cl

Amino Acids
(Peptides)

SBOA
SDOBA
Dabsyl-Cl

Fluorescamine
OPA
NBD-Cl
NBD-F
Dansyl-Cl

Isocyanates

PNBPA
DNBPA

Phenols

DNBC
Dabsyl-Cl
NIC-1

NBD-Cl
NBD-F
Dansyl-Cl

Thiols

Dabsyl-Cl

NBD-Cl
NBD-F
OPA

Chromotags abbreviations

Fluorotag Abbreviations

Dabsyl-Cl

4-Dimethylaminiazobenzene-4-sulphinyl

NBD-Cl

DNBA

3,5-Dinitrobenzyloxyamine Hydrochloride

NBD-F

7-Chloro-4-nitrobenzo-2-oxa-1,3-diazole
7-Fluoro-4-nitrobenzo-2-oxa-1,3-diazole

NIC-1

1-Naphthylisocyanate

Fluorescamine

4-Phenylsprio(furan-2(3H),1'-phthalan-3,3-dione

PBPB

p-bromophenacyl Bromide

OPA

o-Phthaldehyde

PNBA

p-Nitrobenzyloxyamine Hydrochloride

Dansyl-Cl

5-Dimethylaminonaphthalene-1-sulfonyl Chloride

PNBDI

p-Nitrobenzyl-N,N'-diisopropylisourea

BrMmC

4-Bromomethyl-7-methoxycoumarin

DNBDI

3,5-Dinitrobenzyl-N,N'-diisopropylisourea

BrMaC

4-Bromomethyl-7-acetoxycoumarin

PNBPA

P-Nitrobenzyl-N-n-propylamine Hydrochloride

DNBPA

3,5-Dinitrobenzyl-N-n-propylamine Hydrochloride

SNPA

N-Succinimidyl-p-nitrophenylacetate

SDNPA

N-Succinimidyl-3,5-dinitrophenylacetate

DNBC

3,5-Dinitrobenzyl Chloride

* Courtesy of Regis Technologies
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UV-Detection
Typically, a reagent used for UV-visible detection will have two important functional groups. One functional group controls the
reaction of the reagent with the analyte of interest and the second is used for UV detection. The chromophore should have a large
molar absorptivity with an adsorption band that can be used to maximize detection and minimize background noise. Table 20.2
lists some of the common chromophores used for UV detection along with their maximum absorption wavelength and their molar
absorption coefficient at 254 nm. Reagents having a molar absorption coefficient of 10,000 or more allow detection in the low ng
range. Table 20.1 listed some commercially available derivatization reagents for UV detection. The analyte functional groups that
they will derivatize are also shown in the table.

Table 20.2
Chromophores of Interest for Enhanced UV Detection
Chromophore

Wavelength of Maximum Absorption

Molar Absorption Coefﬁcient at 254 nm

Benzyl

254

200

4-Nitrobenzyl

265

620

3,5-Dinitrobenzyl

------

> 10,000

Benzoate

230

low

4-Chlorobenzoate

236

6,300

4-Nitrobenzoate

254

> 10,000

2,4-Dinitrophenyl

------

> 10,000

Toluoyl

236

5,400

Anisyl

262

16,000

Phenacyl

250

10,000

4-Bromophenacyl

260

18,000

2-Naphthacyl

248

12,000

Note that many of the common reagents for introducing nitrobenzyl chromophores (Table 20.2) into a molecule for UV-visible
detection are also suitable for use with electrochemical detection. In addition, OPA derivatives of amines and amino acids can be
determined at very low levels with electrochemical detection. For further information on the use of derivatization for electrochemical
detection in HPLC, consult reference 4.
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Fluorescence Detection
In addition to the considerations above for derivatizing reagents, fluorescent derivatization reagents require a fluorophore that
possesses intense absorption bands and a large quantum yield. Due to the special properties required for strong fluorescence
response, there are fewer fluorescent derivation reagents than there are for UV-Detection (Table 20.1). See Figure 20.1 for an
application of fluorescence derivatization.

Precolumn Derivatization
There are several advantages for precolumn derivatization compared to post-column derivitization. Precolumn derivatization has
fewer equipment and chemicals restrictions since the analysts can perform the derivatization, then transfer the sample to the
appropriate vial for analysis. Precolumn derivatization can be performed manually or automated. Several manufacturers of
analytical instrumentation or robotics offer automated precolumn derivatization. There are no time constraints on the kinetics of
the derivatization reaction, provided all the reagents, analytes, and derivatized species are stable. Finally, sample preparation
procedures described in this book can be used to remove undesired by-products, sample interferences, and if necessary, change
the sample solvent to be compatible with the HPLC mobile phase and the GC stationary phase.
Some drawbacks of precolumn derivatization are the introduction of contaminants and loss of analyte through: adsorption,
undesired side reactions, possible sample degradation, sample transfer, and incomplete reactions. Also, additional time is required
for derivatization and the added complexity can result in poorer method precision.
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Post-Column Derivatization
Post-column derivatization is commonly accomplished using a reaction detector where the analyte is derivatized after the separation
but prior to detection. Reaction detector design takes into account the dispersion of the sample within the reaction system. The
three most common approaches to reactor design are: capillary, packed bed, and air segmented for fast (<1 min), slow (1-5 min)
and slower (5-20 min) reactions rates, respectively. The main advantages of post-column derivatization are: minimal artifact
formation; reaction completion is not essential as long as it is reproducible; and the chromatography of the analyte is unaffected.
The drawbacks to post-column derivatization are band broadening for all but very fast reactions, and the added complexity for
both method development and routine applications. Important considerations are the kinetic requirements (a maximum of 30
minutes for reaction completion) and possible incompatibility between the mobile phase and derivatizing reagents. Ensuring
reagent and mobile phase compatibility also can complicate HPLC method development, because the requirements of the
derivatization must be considered along with those of the separation. The best mobile phase for separation can be incompatible
for the derivatization reaction.
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To illustrate an example of post-column derivatization, the analysis of the pesticides carbaryl and carbofuran in drinking water is
presented6. These N-methyl carbamates (structures shown on left side of Figure 20A) are classified as broad-spectrum
insecticides and are mostly used on rice and corn crops. Excess pesticide can contaminate groundwater, surface water and
drinking water. Low levels of these pesticides in drinking water have been found to create health problems in the neurological
and reproductive systems.
In this application, automated SPE was first used to isolate the trace amounts of these pesticides in water6. After conditioning
the SPE cartridge, a 1 L sample of water was passed through the cartridge concentrating the organic material present.
Dichloromethane was found to be the optimum elution solvent for the SPE cartridge. For the chromatography, reversed-phase
HPLC and post-column derivatization were used. Prior to the derivatization, carbaryl and carbofuran were first hydrolyzed under
basic conditions with an initial post column reaction at high temperature into methyl amine. The methyl amine, in turn, was
reacted with o-phthaldehyde (OPA) and 2-mercaptoethanol (RSH) to yield isoindoles that are highly fluorescent (right side of
Figure 20.1A). The initial compounds had no inherent fluorescence. Figure 20.1B (see next page) shows the strong
fluorescence signal resulting from the carbamates spiked in tap water. Note that to prevent residual chlorine in the water from
affecting the trace concentrations of the pesticides, a small amount of sodium thiosulfate was added to the sample. Postcolumn reaction method showed excellent linearity, very good reproducibility (% RSD less than 2), good recovery (80-110%),
and limits of detection into the parts per trillion range.

Figure 20

Structures of Carbamates and Post-Column Derivatization Reaction
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Figure 20 (Continued)

B) Post-Column Fluorescence Chromatogram of Tap Water Spiked
with ppb Concentrations of Carbamate Pesticides
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Experimental
Instrument:

Agilent 1100 or 1200 with ﬂuorescence detector
(FLD): A multidraw upgrade kit can be installed
when 400 µL injections are needed.

Post-Column Reaction Conditions
Flow Rate of Reagents:

0.1 mL/min

Column:

Agilent TC-C18(2) 4.6 x 150 mm, 5 µm

Reactor Temperature:

95 °C

Mobile Phase:

A: Water, B: Methanol
0 min 42% B, 5 min 55% B,
12 min 60% B
13 min 42% B, stop time 15 min,
post-run 2 min

Derivitization Temperature:

Room Temperature

SPE Cartridges Agilent
Technologies, Inc.

Sampliq C18, 6 mL/500 mg

Flow Rate:

1.0 mL/min

Temperature:

30 °C

Detector:

Fluorescence: Ex 339 nm; Em 445 mm

Injection Volume: 10 µL
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Other Uses for Derivatization
Although mainly associated with GC, derivatization in HPLC for reasons of volatility may be important for the evaporative light
scattering detector or the corona discharge detector, which work best for volatile analytes. Derivatization of polar groups, such as
amines, may cut down on tailing using silica-based reversed-phase columns because of silanol- or ionic-interactions.
Unlike derivatization of non-chiral separations, the major use of chiral derivatization is to enhance the separation, and not to improve
detection. However, the oldest method of chiral separation is derivatization. Thus, there is a wealth of information available, and
several functional groups have been derivatized. Chiral derivatization has been applied to both reversed and normal phase liquid
chromatography. The key to chiral analysis is the ability to react an optically active target molecule with an optically active reagent.
There are several advantages and limitations to chiral analysis via derivatization:

Advantages
• The technique has been studied extensively and there is a wealth of information making the technique easy and accessible.
• The methods use standard HPLC supports and mobile phases.
• If detection is a problem, derivatization for detection and separation can be accomplished in one step.
Limitations
• For enantiomeric compounds, the compounds of interest must be isolated and then derivatized, making automation difﬁcult.
• The purity of the derivatizing reagent is critical, since the presence of enantiomeric contamination can yield false measurement.
• For enantiomers that have different rates of reaction and/or equilibrium, constants results may not provide the true
enantiomeric ratios.

• The possible racemization of the product during sample processing.
In addition to the derivatization of chiral compounds, the use of achiral reagents can increase the selectivity of the chiral stationary
phase (CSP) toward a chiral analyte. Some compounds do not have distinct enough binding sites to obtain adequate resolution on a
CSP, and derivatization with achiral reagents allows their separation.
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Derivatization in Gas Chromatography
In GC, the main purpose of derivatization is to increase analyte volatility. Molecules, especially compounds that are of biological and
environmental interest that are of high molecular weight and/or contain polar functional groups, are thermally unstable at the
temperatures required for their separation by GC are candidates to be derivatized for GC. The main type of derivatization involves
the reaction of protonic functionalities into thermally stable, more volatile, non-polar functional groups. Besides improving thermal
stability, derivatization improves peak shape by minimizing wall and other interactions that could result in tailing and/or irreversible
adsorption. There are a wide variety of derivatizing reagents for GC and some of the more popular are listed in Table 20.3. There
are many publications summarizing the various derivatization methods for GC-amenable compounds1,3,5.

Table 20.3

Typical Derivatizing Reagents Used in GC
Typical Reagent
Class of Reagent Compounds

Compounds
Derivatized

Trialkylsilane

TMCS, HMDS, MSTA,
MSTFA, BSTFA

Alcohols, phenols,
carboxylic acids, thiols,
amines, amides

Most widely used, use anhydrous conditions, rate of
reaction based on steric factors, use of catalysts, choice
of solvent and temperature; few artifacts except multiple
products for sugars; halogenated silanes available for
ECD detection.

Haloalkylacryl

Perﬂuorocarbonacyl
(e.g. triﬂuoroacetyl-,
pentaﬂuoropropionyl-,
heptaﬂuorobutryl- )

Amines, phenols

Prepared from acid anhydrides or acid chlorides
usually in presence of base (e.g. pyridine, triethylamine);
introduction of electron-capturing groups for ECD
detection.

Haloalkylacryl

Alcohols

Carboxylic acids

Reaction performed with excess of alcohol with acid
catalyst (e.g. HCl, acetyl chloride, boron triﬂuoride);
removing water by-products helps derivatization process;
methyl esters most popular.

Alkylation

Alkyl halides,
diazoalkanes, acetals,
N,N’-dimethylformamide
dialkyl acetals

Active hydrogen-containing A catalyst must be present to ensure complete reaction;
typical catalysts include silver oxide, barium oxide,
compounds (e.g. -COOH,
sodium hydride.
-SO2OH, -OH, -SH,
-NH2, =NH )

Pentaﬂuoro (PF)
Phenyl

PF-benzoic anhydride,
PF-benzyl bromide,
PF-benzoyl chloride,
and others

Alcohols, amines, phenols,
carboxylic acids, ketones

Useful for broad spectrum of organic compounds; stable
derivatives, good volatility for derivatives, can be detected
by ECD.

Oximes

Hydroxylamine or
derivatives (Me, Et,
or benzyl)

Ketones, aldehydes

Mainly for protection of keto groups when other
derivatives are being formed

Codes:
TMCMS:

Trimethylchlorosilane

HMDS:

Hexamethyldisilazane

MSTFA:

N-methyl-N-(trimethylsilyl)acetamide

MTBSTFA: N-tert-Butyldimethylsilyl-N-methyltrifluoroacetamide
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Comments

For GC, the silylation reagents are the most popular and universal. They're very reactive, can derivatize most functional groups,
and with most compounds do not form by-products or artifacts. The trimethylsilyl ether derivatives themselves are stable under
anhydrous conditions. New silyl homolog or analog agents have been developed that have improved hydrolytic stability or
better detectability. A typical reaction to perform a trimethylsilyl derivatization for organic acids is shown below.

(CH3)3Si-Cl + RCOOH

(CH3)3Si-COOR + HCl

Silylation reactions are generally performed in glass vials, often at elevated temperatures. Take note of the possible leakage with
PTFE-line screw caps that may occur at elevated temperatures. Sometimes a basic catalyst (e.g. pyridine, diethylamine) is used
to remove the HCl by-product. Occasionally, mixtures of trimethylsilane reagents are used and can be more effective than any
one alone.
Improved detection is another important goal for derivatization in GC. Silylating reagents containing electron capture groups such as
chloro, bromo, or iodo (electron capture detector) and cyano groups (thermionic detector) have been developed for improved
detectability. Virtually all GC derivatization reactions are performed by precolumn derivatization reactions.
Recently, with the increasing importance of tandem LC-MS/MS techniques, gas chromatographers have been switching some of
their analysis to LC to avoid going through derivatization reactions. The sensitivity and selectivity of these tandem MS techniques
rival the selective and sensitive GC detectors (see Chapter 17 for more details).
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Chapter 21

Just Enough Sample Preparation:

A Proven Trend
in Sample Analysis
Sample preparation (and to a lesser extent data analysis) has often been considered to be the rate determining step and errorprone part of an analytical method. If selectivity can be achieved in other portions of the analytical cycle to meet the needs of
the analyst, then the burden placed on sample preparation is decreased. The concept of Just Enough sample preparation is
presented in this chapter and is based on the LCGC No. America1 article that introduced the concept. Just Enough sample
preparation relies heavily on recent advances in the tandem mass spectrometry detection that provides enhanced sensitivity
and selectivity, unavailable in the past. Even so, more sophisticated sample prep protocols may still be required, especially if ion
suppression/enhancement results from co-eluting interferences.
The topic on how selectivity can be incorporated throughout the sample analysis cycle has been discussed previously2. Figure
21.1 illustrates the workflow in a typical sample analysis. In most analytical processes, the chemist is looking for one or perhaps
a few analytes of interest, often in a very complex matrix. Having an analytical method showing sufficient selectivity to analyze
those few compounds of interest with the precision and accuracy required at the concentration level encountered is the desired
outcome of method development. The selectivity can be achieved anywhere within the analytical cycle (Figure 21.1) during
sampling, during sample preparation, sample introduction, the chromatographic separation, at the detector, or even during data
analysis. As long as the analytes of interest can be determined with good sensitivity, the presence of compounds from the sample
matrix can be tolerated as long as those interferences do not cause harm (short-term or long-term) to the analytical instrument or
the column, or if determined to be harmful, they can easily be removed. An example of the latter approach could be backflushing
after each analysis to remove high-molecular-weight contaminants trapped at the head of a GC column. Examples of how
selectivity can be achieved at each step of the analytical cycle for gas chromatography were shown in reference 2.
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Figure 21.1

Steps in Analytical Cycle1
Sample preparation

Sample introduction

Sampling/sample collection
Analyte detection
Data analysis

Carrier gas (GC)
Mobile phase pump (LC)

GC or
HPLC

Analyte separation

Having less selectivity in one portion of the analytical cycle can be made up for by having greater selectivity in another portion of
the analytical cycle. For example, if the analyst only has a fixed wavelength UV detector in his/her HPLC instrument or a thermal
conductivity or flame ionization detector for the GC, there may not be sufficient detector selectivity to provide the necessary
overall method selectivity to measure an analyte of interest without interference from undesired sample components. Therefore,
additional sample preparation or finding a separation column that provides more selectivity during the separation may be required
to make up for the limitations in the detector. In these cases, the analyst may spend a great deal of time and energy performing
one or more sample preparation steps or optimizing the selectivity of the column/mobile phase system (HPLC) to rid of potential
interferences. On the other hand, if one has a very sensitive and selective detector, then perhaps spending a great deal of time
optimizing the sample preparation and/or the analytical separation is unwarranted.
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Since achieving selectivity for the separation column is not an easy task to predict, sample preparation often gets the brunt of the
job to remove interferences from the sample of interest. It is sometimes unfortunate to burden the analyst with this job, but there
are time-proven sample prep techniques available. However, with the advent and widespread use of tandem mass spectrometry for
both HPLC and GC with its high degree of selectivity and sensitivity, sample preparation as well as the chromatographic separation
can sometimes be simplified as long as any interferences carried over from the sample matrix do not interfere with the separation or
detection process. We term this simplified sample preparation process as Just Enough sample preparation.

This Just Enough sample preparation process doesn't always provide the cleanest extract from the sample as more rigorous
approaches such as multimodal solid phase extraction (SPE) or liquid-liquid back extraction might achieve, but as long as the
extractables do not harm separation or detection (and, of course, the column or instrument), that’s okay. In reality, the sample
preparation time can be greatly reduced as long as the final outcome meets the needs of the analyst. Although the mass
spectrometer still represents a much higher priced detector than a UV or FID, many laboratories are finding them to be a cost
effective way to enhance and speed up their analyses, thereby improving overall productivity and lowering costs. Of course, less
expensive selective detectors such as fluorescence in HPLC and electron capture in GC still allow the practice of Just Enough sample
preparation provided the analytes do not need derivatization.
The concept of Just Enough sample preparation does not imply one is cutting corners or that more sophisticated protocols are not
required. It really represents a continuum of sample preparation procedures as depicted in Figure 21.2. This figure represents just
a few of the many sample preparation methods that are in widespread use. Starting at the top of the figure with filtration,
centrifugation, and “dilute and shoot” and moving down, the sample preparation protocols become more selective and more
complex sometimes requiring a greater deal of effort and multiple steps to achieve Just Enough cleanup to meet the analytical
needs. Minimizing the number of sample handling steps in any analytical technique is desirable since the more times the sample is
transferred, the greater the chance of analyte loss (or modification), thereby resulting in poorer analytical precision and accuracy. If
one or two steps meet the needs of the method, that may be sufficient, but in some cases, additional sample preparation steps may
be needed to rid of interferences. The need to eliminate or minimize interferences is no greater than that required for LC/MS and
LC-MS/MS (see Figure 21.2).
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Figure 21.2

Just Enough Sample Preparation Represents a Continuum of Methodologies
Methodology

• Filtration
• Centrifugation
• Dilute and shoot
• Sonication
• Lyophilization
• Protein precipitation
• Distillation
• Dialysis/ultraﬁltration
• Liquid-solid extraction/pressurized ﬂuid extraction
• Soxhlet extraction
• Solid phase microextraction
• Supported liquid extraction
• Liquid-liquid extraction
• Solid phase extraction
• QuEChERS
• Turbulent ﬂow chromatography
• Derivatization
• Column switching/heart cutting
• Immunoafﬁnity sorbents
• Molecularly imprinted polymers

Simpler,
generic methodology

Less selective
Minimal sample cleanup

More complicated
methodology

Greater selectivity
Optimal sample cleanup

Figure 21.3 shows a pictorial representation of the Just Enough sample prep concept that actually applies to the entire analytical
cycle, but is emphasized for the sample preparation portion. It is here that many workers are faced with achieving the bulk of their
selectivity enhancement. Ideally, in an analytical method, one always wants to achieve the best result with the least amount of
effort and investment. On the other hand, the actual data requirement may not need the optimum result, but an acceptable result.
For example, in screening hundreds of urine samples for the presence of drugs of abuse, most samples are negative. Thus, a
qualitative analytical method may be sufficient to rule out the presence of an illicit drug. However, if an illegal drug is spotted
during the screening test, then a more careful and perhaps a more sophisticated look at a positive sample is required for
quantitative analysis.
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Figure 21.3

Striking the Right Balance in Sample Preparation
Ideal

Quality of Results

Just Enough

Unacceptable

Realistic
(acceptable)

Effort and Investment

There are many other factors that may influence the choice of the sample preparation technique(s) used to provide Just Enough
cleanup. The skill and knowledge of the analyst is important. The availability of instrumentation, chemicals, consumables, and other
equipment; the time available to develop the method and to perform the tasks at hand; the complexity and nature of the matrix;
the analyte concentration level and stability; the required sample size; the cost per sample (budget); and the safety of the sample
preparation technique are just a few of the many considerations that must be taken into account. It is the balance of all of these
and other considerations that come into play.
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Examples of Just Enough Sample Preparation
Many sample preparation methodologies have already been discussed throughout this book. Figure 21.2 provides a number of
sample preparation protocols that could qualify as Just Enough procedures. As mentioned earlier, the fewer sample preparation
steps in analytical method, the less chance of errors, better analyte recovery, and less time spent handling samples. However, as
one proceeds down Figure 21.2, Just Enough may require more sophisticated sample preparation processes.
Let’s look at a few examples of sample preparation procedures that may qualify as Just Enough and see if they provide acceptable
results. In recent years, for the determination of targeted drugs and their metabolites in biological fluids such as plasma, many
pharmaceutical companies have switched their sample preparation to protein precipitation (see Chapter 16) and reversed-phase
HPLC analysis, but using a more selective, sensitive LC-triple quadrupole MS/MS detector using Multiple Reaction Monitoring
(MRM) at defined transitions. The first example shows the direct analysis of Fluticasone Proprionate (FP) in human plasma using an
LC-triple quadrupole mass spectrometer system3. The FP is a synthetic steroid of the glucocorticoid family of drugs for treating allergic
conditions. When used as a nasal inhaler or spray, medication goes directly to the epithelial lining of the nose, and very little is
absorbed into the rest of the body. Due to its low systemic levels, a high sensitivity LC/MS assay is required to determine its
concentration in human plasma. Figure 21.4 shows the LC/MS results from a plasma protein precipitation (see Chapter 16, Protein
Precipitation) followed by dilute and shoot using the MRM transition shown in the figure caption. In this case, the dilute and shoot
method has more than adequate sensitivity at the lowest calibration level of 5 pg/mL. Thus, protein precipitation followed by dilute
and shoot sample preparation has an assay performance well within accepted regulatory guidelines and was Just Enough to meet
the analytical needs.

Figure 21.4

Abundance

Measurement of Fluticasone Proprionate in Plasma
Using Dilute and Shoot Sample Preparation3
x101
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Instrument: Agilent Model 6490 LC-Triple Quadrupole LC/MS System (MRM transition 501.2 → 293.1)
for 2.5 femtograms injected on-column; 1 femtogram limit of detection; standard curve was linear over the
range of 5-50 mg/mL
Sample preparation: plasma sample was precipitated with acetonitrile and then diluted 4-fold with water
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A second example of Just Enough sample preparation was shown in Chapter 16, which also showed a protein precipitation, but
considered an area where ion suppression comes into play. The figures will not be repeated here and the reader is referred back to
Chapter 16, Removal of Lipophilic Material. The presence of (phospho)lipids in plasma can cause ion suppression if analytes of
interest co-elute in the portion of a chromatogram where these phospholipids appear. Phospholipid MS-MS selectivity can be
achieved by considering the m/e 184 → m/e 184 transition indicative of phospholipid and lysophosphatidylcholine elution. Figure
16.6.1 showed a typical infusion experiment result that is obtained from protein-precipitated plasma, followed by Captiva filtration
(Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA). If the drug and/or its metabolites were to co-elute with these compounds, ion suppression
may occur and the analytical results jeopardized. Thus, in this case, the simple protein precipitation sample preparation procedure
may not be enough to provide reliable data.
By performing the more complex SPE (Figure 16.6.2) or liquid-liquid extraction (Figure 16.6.3), the extract is now cleaner and
many of the phosphorous-containing lipids are greatly reduced. To get the best overall performance, an even more sophisticated
phospholipid reduction may be achieved with a selective SPE phase that removes the last traces of phosphorylated compounds
(Figure 16.6.4). Luckily, a product called Captiva NDLipids, which is a combined membrane filtration/phospholipid removal 96-well
plate, performs both operations at once and thus is a simple Just Enough solution to this problem.
QuEChERS (covered in Chapter 8) is a sample preparation technique that was originally developed for the extraction of pesticides
from fruits and vegetables4. It is a relatively simple sample preparation procedure involving two steps: 1) a salting out partitioning
extraction involving water and acetonitrile with high concentrations of salts such as sodium chloride, magnesium sulfate, and
buffering agents, and 2) a dispersive-SPE step where an aliquot from step 1 is treated with various sorbents to remove matrix
compounds that could interfere with subsequent LC/MS, LC-MS/MS, GC/MS or GC-MS/MS analysis. The technique has proven to
be widely applicable at trace levels for hundreds of pesticides in a variety of matrices. Standard protocols are available that make it
a generic sample preparation procedure.
Recently, QuEChERS extraction has expanded well beyond the pesticide laboratory and has been used for many matrices ranging
from antibiotics in meat and poultry, veterinary drugs in animal feed, and environmental contaminants in soil. In this third example of
Just Enough Sample Preparation, using the protocol in Figure 21.5, QuEChERS was used for the extraction of polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) in fish. The PAHs are a large group of organic compounds included in the European Union and the United
States Environmental Protection Agency priority pollutant list because of their mutagenic and carcinogenic properties. In the marine
environment, PAHs are bioavailable to marine species via the food chain, as water borne compounds, and contaminated sediments.
This application shows that tandem MS detection techniques are not necessarily required for Just Enough sample preparation.
Most of the PAHs are highly fluorescent and thus, as shown in Figure 21.6, reversed-phase HPLC was combined with fluorescence
detection to determine 16 of these compounds at a spiking level of less than 10 ng/g level5. QuEChERS extraction provided
excellent recoveries with % RSDs below 2.
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Figure 21.5

Flow Chart of QuEChERS AOAC Sample Preparation Procedure5
Weigh 5 g homogenized fish sample into a 50 mL centrifuge tube

Spike samples with 2000 µL spiking solution
Shake vigorously 1 min

Add 8 mL ACN
Shake vigorously 1 min

Add Bond Elut QuEChERS AOAC salt packet
Shake 1 min, centrifuge at 4000 rpm 5 min

Transfer 6 mL aliquot to Bond Elut QuEChERS Dispersive SPE 15 mL tube
Shake 1 min, centrifuge at 4000 rpm 5 min

Filter through a 0.45 µm PVDF syringe filter

Transfer 1 mL extract to an autosampler vial

Samples are ready for HPLC-FLD analysis
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Figure 21.6

HPLC-Fluorescence Chromatogram of Spiked Fish Extract
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Overlay of HPLC-FLD chromatograms of spiked fish sample containing the following PAHs
(at spiking levels shown in parens): 1. naphthalene (20 ng/g); 2. acenaphthylene (20 ng/g);
3. acenaphthene (10 ng/g); 4. fluorene (10 ng/g); 5. phenanthrene (10 ng/g); 6. anthracene (10 ng/g);
7. fluoranthene (10 ng/g); 8. pyrene (10 ng/g); 9. 1,2-benzanthracene (5 ng/g); 10. chrysene (10 ng/g);
11. benzo(e)acenapthylene (5 ng/g); 12. benz(e)acenapthylene (5 ng/g); 13. benzo(k)fluoranthene (5 ng/g);
14. dibenzo(a,h)anthracene (5 ng/g); 15. benzo(g,h,i)perylene (5 ng/g); and 16. indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene (5 ng/g);
the black portion of the chromatogram used the following flourescence excitation/emission wavelengths:
260 nm/352 nm; the red portion 260 nm/420 nm; the blue portion: 260 nm/440 nm. For acenaphthylene,
UV detection at 230 nm was used.
HPLC conditions
Column:
Flow rate:
Temperature:
Injection volume:
Mobile phase:
Gradient:
Time (min):
0
1.5
7
13

Agilent ZORBAX Eclipse PAH C18, 4.6 x 50 mm, 1.8 µm
0.8 mL per minute
18 °C
5 µL
A = deionized water, B = acetonitrile
%B
60
60
90
100
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Conclusions
The selectivity needed for the determination of targeted analytes in a complex matrix can be achieved anywhere in the analytical
cycle. With a focus on the sample preparation portion, the concept of Just Enough sample preparation was presented. This concept
relies heavily on the increased sensitivity and selectivity that can be achieved with tandem mass spectrometry coupled with
chromatographic separation. Provided that ion suppression/enhancement contributions are held to a minimum, Just Enough sample
preparation can provide the recoveries, minimum detectable limits (MDLs), and minimum detectable quantities (MDQs) consistent
with the needs of the assay.
However, as illustrated in the example of PAH analysis in fish, other selective detection principles such as fluorescence can also be
used. A note of caution: in some assays, sample processing (handling) is still the rate determining step and Just Enough sample
preparation may be insufficient to meet the needs of the assay. In these cases, more sophisticated sample preparation protocols,
such as SPE, liquid-liquid extraction, etc. may still be required.
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Chapter 22

Current Trends
and Future Directions
in Sample Preparation
Throughout this book, there are numerous citations on the vast number of improvements that have been made in the area of
sample preparation for chromatography. Compared to a decade ago, many modern sample preparation techniques:

• Are faster
• Are safer
• Are easier to automate
• Have been miniaturized
• Use less organic solvent
• Equal or exceed sample recovery and reproducibility of older methods
However, in many circles, sample preparation is still considered to be the bottleneck in the analytical laboratory. Overall, it has not
received the attention of academics that may consider sample preparation topics as too mundane and less challenging than
focusing on the analysis itself. Nevertheless, workers in the field continue to develop new and improved sample preparation
techniques some of which may provide breakaway performance and acceptance as mainstay, routine methodologies such as solidphase microextraction (SPME), QuEChERS, and pressurized fluid extraction.
Accepted techniques find new applications such as the use of QuEChERS outside of the pesticide in fruits and vegetables domain,
solid-phase microextraction in remote sampling, or dried blood spotting to other biological fluids. New sorbents for liquid-solid
extractions continue to be developed such as the very selective molecularly imprinted polymers and immunosorbent phases. Entirely
new techniques such as dispersive liquid-liquid microextraction, ionic-liquid extraction, and microscale salting out liquid-liquid
extraction could become the next well accepted technique like solid-phase extraction. Automation of many of the time-consuming
sample preparation techniques have been advancing in recent years, freeing up the analyst to spend time performing more
challenging tasks. Full laboratory robotic systems of the 90’s have given way to x-y-z benchtop liquid handling systems which are
closer to and often integrated with the analytical instrument. Autosamplers with sample preparation capabilities beyond injection
have been around for a few years and have proven to be useful for the last few crucial steps prior to injection. Sometimes, for liquid
and solid samples, these autosamplers and benchtop sample preparation systems can provide a complete level of automation, even
weighing the sample.
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As was amply pointed out in Chapter 21, the increasing sensitivity/selectively of mass spectrometers and more efficient and
selective chromatographic separations have, in some cases, provided the selectivity that, in the past, rested on the shoulders of the
sample preparation chemist. Thus, developing an analytical method that combines the optimized elements of sampling, sample
preparation, analysis, detection, and even data analysis can provide a more encompassing robust solution for complex samples. The
increasing popularity of multidimensional on-line column switching systems with orthogonal separation modes can provide a
sample prep/analysis solution where method development may be faster and more selective than spending hours developing the
optimum sample preparation technique.
The whole idea of further miniaturization driven by increased instrument sensitivity can reward the analyst in more ways than one.
Smaller sample amounts are now required. Using 96-well flow-through SPE plates with each well containing only a few milligrams
of sorbent not only speeds up the extraction time, but requires only a few microliters of elution solvent. Thus, solvent evaporation
and reconstitution time is remarkably sped up. Using 96-well evaporation systems and plate handlers, sample preparation no longer
becomes the rate-determining step and high-throughput sample handling is now becoming commonplace. And to top it off, the
amount of solvent used is decreased proportionally to the level of miniaturization thereby lowering purchase and disposal costs.
Although chip-based analysis systems are still not in routine use, there is no reason not to believe that down the road, such
integrated systems may take the place of instruments now consuming entire laboratory benches. Field-portable analytical
instruments, some with simple sample prep capabilities, are already in use and support a trend to bring the analysis closer to the
source or to the manufacturing floor.
While we are on the topic of miniaturization, the future for nanomaterials in sample preparation looks very bright. Due to the
“nanoscale” effect, nanomaterials have unique physical and chemical properties that make them superior candidates as sorbents.
A wide variety of nanoparticles (e.g. metallic, metallic oxide, metal organic framework, siliceous and carbonaceous such as
grapheme and carbon nanotubes) have been the subject of widespread studies, not only as µ-SPE sorbents but also as coatings
for SPME rods and fibers. In the latter case, immobilized nanoparticles appear to be as rugged as existing polymeric phases, have
a higher surface area for increased sensitivity, and can be derivatized to impart new chemistries. Particularly interesting are the
magnetic SPE particles that are directly dispersed into sample solutions to quickly extract analytes since they can be readily
recovered by a magnet. Magnetic handling overcomes the problems of conventional SPE, such as eliminating packing of
cartridges or plates, or the time consuming process of loading large volume of liquid samples.
Green chemistry has been discussed for a long time and there is some evidence that it is catching on in some large companies
and institutions, not only in the manufacturing environment, but also in the chemistry laboratory. In the analytical and separations
laboratory, green chemistry not only means changing solvents to more environmentally friendly and safer ones, but in reducing
solvent consumption, reducing energy consumption, and considering solventless sample preparation techniques. In the latter
consideration, SPME, single-drop microextraction, superheated water extraction, and supercritical fluid extraction (and
chromatography) are just a few of the techniques that almost eliminate the use of conventional organic solvents. The jury
is still out on the increased promotion of ionic liquids and eutectic solvents for greener extractions.
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Chapter 23

Glossary
96-well collection plate

A ﬁxed size polyethylene rectangular plate (127.8 mm x 85.5 mm) consisting of an array of 8 x 12 (96) small
"test tubes" called wells; volumes of wells range from 0.5-2 mL; see Chapter 9.

96-well filtration plate

A fixed size polyethylene rectangular plate (127.8 mm x 85.5 mm) consisting of an array of 8 x 12 (96) small
filter tubes (volumes range from 0.5-2 mL); a membrane filter placed at the bottom of the well is used to
filter liquid samples; sometimes a prefilter is placed above the membrane filter to prevent clogging with
particulate samples; see Chapter 5.

96-well plate

A small, rectangular plastic plate consisting of 96-well individual wells which are small volume test tubes
arranged in an 8 x 12 well pattern; used for liquid handling and other such requirements; see Chapters 5 and 9.

96-well solid phase
extraction plate

A small, rectangular plastic plate consisting of 96-well individual flow-through SPE wells arranged in an
8 x 12 array that have top and bottom frits to contain solid particles of sorbent or resin to perform SPE on a
miniaturized scale; generally 1 mg-0.2 g of packing are placed into the well which can be up to 2 mL volume;
used for automated SPE with x-y-z liquid handling systems or customized workstations; see Chapter 9.

Accelerated solvent extraction

Tradename for a Pressurized Fluid Extraction System introduced by Dionex and now sold by ThermoFisher
Scientific; see pressurized fluid extraction in Chapter 14.

ACN

Abbreviation for acetonitrile, a popular solvent for reversed-phase LC as well as sample preparation.

Active sampling

In active gas sampling, a pump is used to push the sample through a mass ﬂow controller and into the
canister. Additional sample can be collected, relative to the amount that can be collected by passive sampling,
by pressurizing the canister with sample. Commonly, the sample is pressurized to 15 psig, effectively doubling
the sample volume.

Active site

A reactive or strongly attracting site on the surface of a chromatographic packing that may bind analytes or
cause peak tailing; sometimes mobile phase additives (e.g. competing base) can negate the effects of
active sites.

Additive

A substance added to the mobile phase to improve the separation or detection characteristics; examples
would be a competing base to negate the effects of silanols, a chelating agent to block metal sites or addition
of a UV-absorbing compound to perform indirect photometric detection.

Adsorbent

Packing used in adsorption chromatography. Silica gel and alumina are the most frequenly used adsorbents
in HPLC and sample preparation.
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Adsorption

The process of retention in which the interactions between the solute and the surface of an adsorbent
dominate. The forces can be strong forces (for example, hydrogen bonds) or weak (van der Waal's forces).
For silica gel, the silanol group is the driving force for adsorption and any solute functional group which can
interact with this group can be retained on silica. The term adsorption places emphasis on the surface vs.
penetration or embedding in the stationary phase coated or bonded to a surface; see Chapters 9 and 10.

Adsorption chromatography

One of the basic LC and SPE modes which relies upon the adsorption process to effect the separation. Silica
gel and alumina are the most frequently used normal phase adsorbents and molecules are retained by the
interaction of their polar function groups with the surface functional groups (e.g. silanols of silica). Carbon
is also used as an adsorbent in a reversed-phase mode; see Chapters 9 and 10.

Adsorption isotherm

In adsorption, a plot of the equilibrium concentration of sample in the mobile phase per unit volume versus
the concentration in the stationary phase per unit weight. The shape of the adsorption isotherm can determine
the chromatographic behavior of the solute such as tailing, fronting, overload, etc.

Affinity chromatography

A technique in which a biospecific adsorbent is prepared by coupling a specific ligand (such as an enzyme,
antigen, or hormone) for the macromolecule of interest to a solid support (or carrier). This immobilized ligand
will interact only with molecules that can selectively bind to it. Molecules that will not bind elute unretained.
The retained compound can later be released in a purified state. Affinity chromatography is normally practiced
as an "on-off" separation technique; see Chapter 10.

Alumina

A normal phase adsorbent used in adsorption chromatography. Aluminium oxide (Al2O3) is a porous adsorbent
which is available with a slightly basic surface; neutral and acidic modifications can also be made. Basic
alumina can have advantages over silica, which is considered to have an acidic surface; alumina is seldom
used as an HPLC column packing in practice; see Chapter 9.

Amino phase

A phase used in normal bonded phase chromatography which is a propylamino phase. It is a somewhat
reactive phase for any solute molecule (e.g. aldehydes) or mobile phase additive that can react with amines.
The amino phase has found some applications as a weak anion exhanger and for the separation of
carbohydrates using a water-acetonitrile mobile phase. It is a relatively unstable phase; see Chapter 9.

Amphoteric ion exchange resin

Ion exchange resins that have both positive and negative ionic groups. These resins are most useful for ion
retardation in which all ionic materials can be removed from solution since the anionic and cationic
functionalities coexist on the same material; see Chapter 9.

Analyte

The compound of interest to be analyzed by injection into and elution from an HPLC or GC column.

Analyte protectant

In GC, a chemical compound that is added to a sample before injection to cut down on interactions between
analytes that are unstable or behave poorly in the GC flow path on active sites; the protectants are chosen so
that they do not interfere with the analysis of the compounds of interest yet prevent these compounds from
interacting with the active sites in the flow path; these protectants are not generally required for LC and LC/MS;
see Chapter 8.
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Anion exchange

The ion exchange procedure used for the separation of anions. Synthetic resins, bonded phase silicas and
other metal oxides are available for this mode. A typical anion exchange functional group is the
tetraalkylammonium making a strong anion exchanger. An amino group on a bonded stationary phase would
be an example of a weak anion exchanger; see Chapter 9.

Argentation SPE

The incorporation of a silver salt into the SPE stationary phase will help in retaining compounds with olefinic
bonds. Normally used in organic solvents to maximize charge-transfer interactions; see Chapter 10.

Array 96-well plate

A 96-well SPE plate in which the 96 individual wells are removable from the base plate; such a setup allows
the user to place different types and amounts of SPE sorbents into his/her own configuration in each of the
96-wells. This type of 96-well plate has also been referred to as a flexible 96-well plate configuration; see
Chapter 9.

Back extraction

Use in liquid-liquid extraction to perform an additional extraction to further purify a sample; initially the
extraction may take place with an aqueous solvent buffered at a high pH and an immiscible organic solvent;
once the initial extraction takes place and interferences are removed, then by having another aqueous
solution at a low pH, one can back extract the analyte into the organic layer based on the analyte now being
in a neutral form. An example would be for the cleanup of an acidic substance containing -COOH groups;
at high pH the carboxyl would be ionized and prefer the aqueous layer and impurities may migrate to the
organic phase and be discarded; then the pH of the aqueous layer can be adjusted to a low value. Now the
carboxyl group is in an unionized form and readily extracted into the organic layer as a puriﬁed substance;
see Chapter 7.

Backflushing

A column switching technique in which, for LC a four-way valve placed between the injector and the column
allows for mobile phase flow in either direction. In GC, pressure (or Deans) switching is used to control the
direction of flow. Backflushing is used to elute strongly held compounds at the head of the column. It can be
used for analysis of these compounds or merely to remove them from the column. By reversing the flow at
the conclusion of a run, the analytes trapped at the head of the column can be flushed from the column
since they have a shorter distance to travel; sometimes a strong solvent (LC) or higher temperature and/or
flow rate (GC) will be needed to move them along; see Chapters 6, 9, 10, 13 and 21.

Bar coding

A bar code is an optical machine-readable representation of data relating to the object to which it is attached.
Bar codes are sometimes used in chromatographic automation to track the sample through the analytical
process; bar code strips can be adhered to vials, beakers, or other containers; vials can sometimes be given
permanent bar codes; more recently, universal product codes and RFI tags have been proposed; bar code
readers are available for autosamplers to aid in the sample tracking process; they are generally interfaced
directly to the data system.

Bind-elute

In SPE, the normal mode of operation in which upon loading the sample onto a conditioned sorbent or resin,
the analytes of interest are retained (bound) while interferences, and perhaps some of the matrix, is not
retained by the packing; after a wash step to remove some of the undesired sample components, the elute
step uses a strong solvent to elute the analyte(s) of interest in a small volume; see Chapter 9.

Blank

More correctly named method blank: a blank prepared to represent the matrix as closely as possible. The
method blank is prepared/extracted/digested and analyzed exactly like the ﬁeld samples. Purpose: assess
contamination introduced during SP activities.
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Blending

Refers to the process of making a heterogeneous sample into a more consistent and uniform sample by
some type of blending operation; the most popular type of blender is the mechanical blender that chops a
semi-soft material into smaller parts; see Chapters 4 and 16.

Bonded phase

A stationary phase which is covalently bonded to the support particles or inside the wall of a tube (capillary).

Box car chromatography

See column switching; alternate name.

Breakthrough capacity

See breakthrough volume.

Breakthrough volume

The volume at which a particular solute pumped continuously through a column will begin to elute. It is
related to the column volume plus the retention factor of the solute. It is useful to determine the total sample
capacity of the column for a particular solute; see Chapter 9.

Buffer

A solution that maintains constant pH by resisting changes in pH as a result of dilution or addition of small
amounts of acids and bases.

Buffer strength

See ionic strength.

C4, C8, C18, etc.

Refers to the alkyl chain length of a reversed bonded phase.

Canister collection

A stainless steel vessel designed to hold vacuum to less than 10 mTorr or pressure to 40 psig. Canisters are
available in a range of volumes: 400 mL, 1.0 L, 3.0 L, 6.0 L, and 15 L. The size of canister used usually
depends on the concentration of the analytes in the sample, sampling time, flow rate, and sample volume
required for the sampling period. Typically, smaller canisters are used for more concentrated samples, such
as soil gas collection, 3 L and 6 L canisters are used to obtain integrated (TWA) ambient air samples at
sampling times of up to 24 hours, and large 15 L canisters are used for reference standards. Sampling time
will be limited by the combination of canister size and the flow rate at which the sample is to be collected;
see Chapter 6.

Capacity factor

A chromatographic parameter that measures the degree of retention. See k' for calculation method. Now
referred to as k, the retention factor (IUPAC).

Carbon load

For a bonded phase silica, term usually used to describe the surface coverage or the degree to which the
available silanols on the column packing's surface have reacted and been replaced with the bonded phase; the
higher the carbon load, the lower number of residual silanols. The carbon load is normally expressed as a %
carbon (e.g. 12% carbon). In reversed-phase LC or SPE, the higher the carbon load, the greater the analyte
retention.

Cartridge

Generally refers to the container used in SPE or filtration; a cartridge may be as simple as a medical grade
syringe barrel which is filled with packing contained at both ends by frits; it can also be a molded device or
even a stainless steel device that contains simliar sorts of packing material. In SPE, the device is also referred
to as an SPE tube; see Chapters 4 and 9.

Cation exchange
chromatography

The form of ion exchange chromatography that uses resins or packings with functional groups that can
separate cations. An example of a strong cation functional group would be a sulfonic acid; a weak cation
exchange functional group would be a carboxylic acid; see Chapters 9 and 10.
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Centrifugation

A process that involves the use of the centrifugal force for the sedimentation of mixtures with a centrifuge
(see centrifuge). This process is used to separate two immiscible liquids. More-dense components of the
mixture migrate away from the axis of the centrifuge, while less-dense components of the mixture migrate
towards the axis. Chemists and biologists may increase the effective gravitational force on a test tube so as
to more rapidly and completely cause the precipitate ("pellet") to gather on the bottom of the tube. The
remaining solution is properly called the "supernate" or "supernatant liquid." The supernatant liquid is then
either quickly decanted from the tube without disturbing the precipitate, or withdrawn with a Pasteur pipette;
see Chapters 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16 and 21.

Centrifuge

A piece of equipment generally driven by an electric motor (some older models were spun by hand), that
puts an object in rotation around a ﬁxed axis, applying a force perpendicular to the axis; see centrifugation.

Certify

SPE products for drugs of abuse analysis; see Chapter 10.

Chain length

The length of carbon chain in the hydrocarbon portion of a reversed-phase packing. It is expressed as the
number of carbon atoms (e.g. C8, C18). Speciﬁcally excludes the short chains typical methyl, isopropyl, and
sec-butyl groups also attached to the silane.

Chelating resin

Contains functional groups that will interact with cationic species (e.g. metals such as copper, iron, heavy
metal ions); useful for concentrating trace quantities or for separation.

Chemical filtration

A liquid sample is passed through a packing material (e.g. adsorbent, ion exchange, etc.) that selectively
interacts with one or more compounds within the sample and acts as a chemical way to remove and purify
the liquid sample. Regular filtration does not involve any chemical interaction but merely removes particulates;
see Chapter 4.

Chemisorption

Sorption due to a chemical reaction with the packing. Most such interactions are irreversible. Usually occurs
on packings with reactive functional groups such as silanol or bonded amino phases. Chemisorption is
common with metal oxide phases that have strong Lewis acid sites.

Chopping

The process of mechanically cutting a sample into smaller parts; see Chapter 4.

Co-ion

An ion of the same sign of charge as the ionic groups making up the stationary phase.

Column switching

The use of multiple columns connected by switching valves to effect better chromatographic separations or
for sample cleanup. Fractions from a primary column can be switched to two or more secondary columns,
which in turn can be further diverted to additional columns or to the detector(s); sometimes referred to as
multidimensional chromatography; see Chapters 10, 11 and 13.

Concentration

The process of increasing the strength or density of a diluted sample; a more concentrated sample will be
easier to measure; concentration can be accomplished by a wide variety of sample prep techniques such as
evaporation, adsorption, diffusion, etc.
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Conditioning (SPE)

Generally considered to be the ﬁrst step in SPE; the stationary phase must ﬁrst be put into a chemical/physical
state so that it can accept the sample solution loaded in the second SPE step; a conditioning solvent is passed
through the SPE stationary phase where it will solvate the phase so that it will more easily sorb the sample
of interest; for a reversed-phase SPE cartridge, methanol or acetonitrile serves as a conditioning solvent;
sometimes the excess conditioning solvent must be removed but the packing shouldn't be allowed to dry
out since that may affect the "conditioned" phase; see Chapter 9.

Coning and quartering

A sample size reduction technique in which a portion of free-flowing solid material (powder) is systematically
divided into quadrants in order to achieve a statistically representative sample. A method used by analytical
chemists to reduce the sample size of a powder without creating a systematic bias. The technique involves
pouring the sample so that it takes on a conical shape, and then flattening it out into a cake. The cake is
then divided into quarters; the two quarters which sit opposite one another are discarded, while the other
two are combined and constitute the reduced sample. The same process is continued until an appropriate
sample size remains. Analyses are made with respect to the sample left behind; see Chapter 4 .

Continuous liquid-liquid
extraction

Useful when the KD value is very low or the required sample volume is very large when multiple extractions
are impractical; also if the extraction is slow, a long time may be required for equilibrium to be established;
in continuous LLE, fresh solvent is continually recycled through the aqueous sample; continuous extractors
are available for heavier-than-water and lighter-than-water solvents; see Chapter 7.

Cool on-column injection

A technique of introducing a sample as a liquid directly into a GC column; this lack of prior vaporization offers
the following advantages: 1) Eliminates sample discrimination; 2) Eliminates sample alteration; and 3)
Provides high analytical precision. However, there are some special requirements: 1) Requires relatively
clean samples; 2) Real samples are often too concentrated for on-column injection and must be diluted; and
3) Peak splitting or peak distortion can occur due to differing polarities of solvent, stationary phase, and
solutes; see Chapter 6.

Counter-ion

In an ion exchange process, the ion in solution used to displace the ion of interest from the ionic site. In ion
pairing, it is the ion of opposite charge added to the mobile phase to form a neutral ion pair in solution.

Coupled columns

A form of column switching that uses a primary column connected to two secondary columns via a selector
valve. Fractions from column 1 can be selectively transferred to columns 2 and 3 for additional separation
to occur. Term also used to describe two or more columns connected in series to provide an increased number
of plates; see Chapter 13.

Coverage

Refers to the amount of bonded phase on a silica support in bonded phase chromatography. Coverage is
usually described in µmoles per m2 or in terms of %C (W/W).

Crash plate

Refers to the process of precipitating protein from plasma by the addition of a miscible organic solvent such
as acetonitrile; when a 96-well flow-through or fixed-well plate is used for this process, it is referred to as
crashing and the plate a crash plate; see Chapter 16.
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Crosslinking

For resins, during the process of copolymerization to form a three-dimensional matrix, a difunctional monomer
is added in order to form crosslinkages between adjacent polymer chains. The degree of crosslinking is
determined by the amount of this monomer added to the reaction. For example, divinylbenzene is a typical
crosslinking agent for the production of polystyrene ion exchange resins. The swelling and diffusion
characteristics of a resin are governed by its degree of crosslinking.

Crushing

Tungsten-carbide variable jaw crushers for reducing the size of large, extremely hard, brittle samples; see
Chapter 4.

Cutting

Cutting mills can reduce soft-to-medium hard materials (<100 mm diameter); see Chapter 4.

Cyano phase

A chemically bonded phase that terminates with the -CN functional group; can be used in normal phase as
a moderate polarity sorbent and in reversed-phase as a short chain bonded phase.

Deep well plate

A 96-well plate capable of handling up to 2 mL of liquid volume per well; see Chapter 9.

Derivatization

A technique used in chemistry which transforms a chemical compound into a product (the reaction's derivate)
of similar chemical structure, called a derivative. Generally, a specific functional group of the compound
participates in the derivatization reaction and transforms the compound(s) into one with a different reactivity,
solubility, boiling point (volatility), melting point, aggregate state, or chemical composition. The resulting new
chemical properties can be used for quantification (e.g. UV or fluorescence detection) or better separation
properties; see Chapter 20.

Desalting

Technique in which low molecular weight salts and other compounds can be removed from non-ionic and
high molecular weight compounds. For example, use of a reversed-phase packing to retain sample compounds
by hydrophobic effects, yet allow salts to pass through unretained would be an example of desalting. Use of
an SEC column to exclude large molecules and retain lower molecular weight salts is another example;
desalting using dialysis is commonly used in protein purification; see Chapters 9, 11, and 15.

Desorption

The process in chromatography or SPE when a molecule residing on the surface of a packing material
or another solid surface (e.g. column wall, frit, etc.) or stationary phase moves from the surface into the
mobile phase.

Dialysis

Works on the principles of the diffusion of solutes and ultrafiltration of fluid across a semi-permeable
membrane. Diffusion is a property of substances in water, which tend to move from an area of high
concentration to an area of low concentration. A semi-permeable membrane is a thin layer of material that
contains holes of various sizes, or pores. Smaller solutes and fluid pass through the membrane, but the
membrane blocks the passage of larger substances (for example, red blood cells, large proteins). A technique
used in biological sample prep to desalt biological fluids; see Chapters 15 and 18.
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Diatomaceous earth

Also known as diatomite or kieselgur/kieselguhr, is a naturally occurring, soft, siliceous sedimentary rock
that is easily crumbled into a fine white to off-white powder. Diatomaceous earth consists of fossilized remains
of diatoms, a type of hard-shelled algae. It has a particle size ranging from less than 3 micrometers to more
than 1 millimeter, but typically 10 to 200 micrometers. Depending on the granularity, this powder can have
an abrasive feel, similar to pumice powder, and is very light as a result of its high porosity. The typical chemical
composition of oven-dried diatomaceous earth is 80 to 90% silica, with 2 to 4% alumina (attributed mostly
to clay minerals) and 0.5 to 2% iron oxide; highly purified diatomaceous earth is used as a support for
chromatography and for supported liquid-liquid extraction, see Chapter 7.

Diethylaminoethyl

A popular weak anion exchange functionality (typically attached to cellulose or Sepharose, a product of GE
Healthcare) used for the separation of biomolecules; functionality has also been attached to other polymeric
materials and silica gel.

Digestion

The process of treating an insoluble chemical compound with a reactive substance (e.g. for inorganic
compounds it might be a strong acid; for a biological compound it might be an enzyme) that will break it
down or disintegrate the compound into a more soluble form that can be further treated or analyzed; see
Chapters 2, 15 and 16.

Digital chromatography

The process of solid phase extraction (SPE) is sometimes referred to as digital chromatography – a substance
is either on the SPE stationary phase or is off the stationary phase during its retention/elution; in
chromatography, we are often trying to resolve closely related substances by exploiting subtle differences
in retention in more of an analog separation mode; in terms of k values, ideally the solute in SPE has a value
of inﬁnity when on the sorbent and zero when eluted into solution; see Chapter 9.

Dilute and shoot

A simple sample prep procedure in which one merely dilutes the sample with solvent, mobile phase, or a
compatible liquid, and then injects the diluted sample into a chromatograph without any further sample
preparation; see Chapters 2, 16 and 21.

Dilution

Reducing the concentration of a chemical by adding an inert substance; the substance can be a liquid, solid,
or gas.

Diol phase

A hydrophilic phase useful in both normal and reversed-phase. It consists of a diol structure (two -OH groups
on adjacent carbon atoms in an aliphatic chain). In normal phase work, it is less polar than silica, and in
reversed-phase work, has been used for the separation of proteins and polypeptides; see Chapters 9, 10
and 16.

Direct sampling

A method of sample collection in which a sample is taken directly from the source. For example, a canister
may be used to collect a gas sample exactly at its source. A river water sample can be obtained by lowering
a collection vessel directly into the water. A thermal desorption tube can be used to concentrate volatile and
semi-volatile analytes by passing a gas stream through the adsorbent contained within the tube.
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Direct thermal sampling

The process of using temperature as a variable in sample volatile and semi-volatile substances; static
headspace at a given temperature is an example of thermal sampling; by selecting a certain temperature,
certain sample components can be ruled out since they may have extremely low volatility at a selected
temperature; thermal sampling can occur in stages all the way up to pyrolysis when chemical bonds in the
sample are purposely broken in order to access the structure of the material; see Chapter 6.

Disk

A number of SP and separation media take the form of a disk; the most popular disks are used in filtration
and may consist of any number of porous polymeric materials; the most popular types of SPE disks would
have embedded particles in a disk made of PTFE or other inert polymeric material, or a fiberglass matrix with
interdispersed sorbent particles; some biological purification media employ the disk format. The stationary
phases may contain ion exchange groups or other functionality that attracts solutes of interest or impurity
that one may want to discard; see Chapter 9.

Disk cartridge (SPE)

See disk.

Dispersive
liquid-liquid microextraction

Technique based on a three-component solvent system. The container is usually a centrifuge tube and the
appropriate mixture of immiscible organic extraction solvent (usually a few microliters such as 8 µL of
tetrachloroethylene, TCE) and a dispersive solvent (e.g. ~ 1 mL of acetone) is rapidly injected with a syringe
into an aqueous solution (~ 5 mL) containing the analyte of interest. When the 3 solvents are rapidly mixed,
a cloudy solution is formed consisting of droplets of extraction solvent; the entire mixture is centrifuged and
the droplet of solvent containing extracted analytes (TCE) is removed by a microsyringe for direct injection.
Extraction is almost instantaneous and enrichment values are quite high; see Chapter 7.

Dispersive SPE

Method in which loose SPE packing material is added directly to a solution rather than passing it through
the packed material in a cartridge or tube; most often used as the second step in QuEChERS when matrix
compounds are removed from the organic solvent salting out extraction of step 1; see Chapter 8.

Disposable filter

See syringe filter; see Chapter 5.

Dissolution

The process of having a sample dissolve in an appropriate solvent.

Distillation

A method of separating mixtures based on differences in volatility of components in a boiling liquid mixture.
Distillation is a unit operation, or a physical separation process, and not a chemical reaction; it can be used
to purify organic compounds or to remove solvent; fractional distillation is used to separate compounds with
close boiling points; azeotropic distillation is using an azeotrope to remove a solvent that has a boiling point
too close or equal to another compound that cannot be separated.
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Distribution constant
(coefficient) (Kc)

The equilibrium concentration of a component in or on the stationary phase divided by the equilibrium
concentration of the component in the mobile phase; also called the distribution coefficient or in partition
chromatography the partition coefficient; in partition chromatography Kc is used and refers to the case in
which the concentration in the stationary phase is expressed per unit volume of the phase (VR = VM + KcVS);
in the case of a solid stationary phase, Kg is used and is expressed as per mass (weight) of the dry solid
phase; in the case of adsorption chromatography with a well characterized adsorbent of know surface area,
the concentration in the stationary phase is expressed as per unit surface area.

Dividers

A mechanical device used in sub-dividing solid powder samples into smaller units; they can be manual or
automated; sample dividers will subdivide material samples into two smaller portions by a single pass or
further subdivisions can be attained by multiple passes. The important feature sample dividers is that each
subdivision retains the characteristics of the original sample; see Chapter 4.

Dried blood
spot analysis

A newer method for sampling and transporting blood samples; a small (~15 µL) sample of whole blood is
placed on a cellulose or other paperlike material and is dried for 2 hours; the dried blood spot can be extracted
to remove analytes of interest for further workup; has potential to replace drawing large quantities for blood
analysis; used in conjunction with LC-MS/MS for high sensitivity and speciﬁcity; see Chapter 16.

Dried media
spot analysis

In addition to DBS, other biological ﬂuids (e.g. plasma, serum, CSF, saliva) as well as other non-biological
liquid samples have been investigated; see Chapter 16.

Drying

Drying of sample extracts can be accomplished by heating (evaporation), vacuum dessication, and other means;
water can be removed (dried) from organic solvents by using anhydrous sodium sulfate; see Chapter 4.

Dynamic headspace

See purge and trap; see Chapter 6.

Electrodialysis

Used to transport salt ions from one solution through ion exchange membranes to another solution under
the influence of an applied electric potential difference. This is done in a configuration called an electrodialysis
cell. The cell consists of a feed (diluate) compartment and a concentrate (brine) compartment formed by an
anion exchange membrane and a cation exchange membrane placed between two electrodes; can provide
good enrichment factors; see Chapters 15 and 18.

Eluotropic series

A series of solvents (eluents) with an increasing degree of solvent strength generally used in LSC or adsorption
chromatography. In normal phase chromatography and SPE, a non-polar solvent such as pentane would be
at one end of the scale, an intermediate solvent such as dichloromethane would be in the middle of the
scale, and a strongly polar solvent such as methanol would be near the upper end of the scale. In NPC, the
reverse order of strength would be observed; water would be weak and hexane strong. Thus, when
developing a method or running a gradient, an eluotropic series is useful for selecting solvents.
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Elution step (SPE)

Generally considered to be the fourth step in SPE and occurs after the washing (rinsing) step; in the elution
step, analytes are removed from the SPE stationary phase by elution with a strong solvent so that the analytes
are now in a concentrated state; often, the strong solvent is removed by evaporation and reconstituted in a
solvent more compatible with the chromatographic system; see Chapter 9.

Emulsion

A mixture of two or more liquids that are normally immiscible (nonmixable or unblendable). Emulsion is
usually referred to when both the dispersed and the continuous phase are liquids. In an emulsion, one liquid
(the dispersed phase) is dispersed in the other (the continuous phase). Emulsions are bothersome in LLE
since they sometimes are hard to break so that the layers can be separated and further treated, if necessary.
There are numerous ways to break emulsions; see Chapter 8.

End capping

A technique used to remove silanol groups on silica gel that may remain after reaction with a large silylating
agent such as octadecyltrichlorosilane. The column is said to be endcapped when a small silylating reagent
(e.g. trimethylchlorosilane, and dichlorodimethylsilane) is used to bond residual silanol groups on a silica
gel-based packing surface. Most often used with reversed-phase packings to minimize undesirable adsorption
of basic, ionizable and ionic compounds. For polymeric phases with terminal silanol groups, endcapping
reactions are also used to remove them.

Evaporation

The process of removing a volatile compound for the purposes of isolating a compound of interest; solvent
evaporation is one of the most often used sample preparation techniques.

Exchange capacity

See ion exchange capacity; see Chapter 9.

Exclusion chromatography

See size exclusion chromatography and ion exclusion chromatography; see Chapters 11, 15 and 16.

Exclusion limit

In SEC, the upper limit of molecular weight (or size) beyond which molecules will elute at the same retention
volume, called the exclusion volume. Many SEC packings are referred to by their exclusion limit. For example,
a 10*5 column of porous silica gel will exclude any compounds with a molecular weight over 100,000,
based on a polystryene calibration standard; see Chapter 11.

Exclusion volume

The minimum retention volume of a molecule on an SEC packing in which all molecules larger than the size
of the largest pore are totally excluded. These molecules are incapable of penetrating the pores and elute
at the interstitial (interparticle) volume of the column; see Chapter 11.

Extraction

The general term for removing analytes of interest from a matrix.

Fiberglass disks (SPE)

A format in which SPE particles are embedded in a fiberglass matrix; the disk format is especially useful for
processing large volumes of sample (e.g. water) since the larger cross sectional area allows for high flow
rate than can be used for a typical cartridge; see Chapter 9.
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Filter funnel

A laboratory funnel used for separating solids from liquids via the laboratory process of filtering. In order to
achieve this, a disk-shaped piece of filter paper is usually folded into a cone and placed within the funnel.
The suspension of solid and liquid is then poured through the funnel. The solid particles are too large to pass
through the filter paper and are left on the paper, while the much smaller liquid molecules pass through the
paper to a vessel positioned below the funnel, producing a filtrate. The filter paper is used only once. If only
the liquid is of interest, the paper is discarded; if the suspension is of interest, both the solid residue on the
paper and the filtrate are kept for further analysis; see Chapter 5.

Filter holder

Membrane filter or membrane disk are sometimes furnished loose and can be placed in a holder (usually of
stainless steel construction) for processing samples; once the filter is used, the holder is opened and the
used filter replaced with a fresh one; see Chapter 5.

Filter porosity

Pore size relates to the filter’s ability to filter out particles of a certain size. For example, a .05 micron (µm)
membrane will filter out particles with a diameter of .05 µm or larger from a filtration stream. Filter porosity
is typically not related to – nor controlled by – pore size. These two parameters are essentially independent.
Porosity is also unrelated to thickness. Rather, it is a function of the polymer and casting process used in the
manufacture of the filter; see Chapter 5.

Filter vial

A membrane ﬁlter unit that consists of two pieces: the ﬁltration plunger, which contains a membrane ﬁlter
suitable for the solvent being ﬁltered; the second part of the ﬁlter vial is the vial body itself; once the sample
is loaded and ﬁltered, the ﬁlter vial can be placed directly in the autosampler without transferring the ﬁltered
sample to another vial; see Chapter 5.

Filtration

The process of passing a liquid through a paper, membrane, glass, or other type of filter for the purposes of
removing particulates that could cause problems downstream during a chromatographic analysis; a chemical
filter also removes certain chemical species; see chemical filtration; see Chapter 5.

Fixed well plate

A 96-well plate with ﬁxed (non-removable) wells, not an array; see 96-well plate and array 96-well plate.

Flash chromatography

A very fast form of classical liquid chromatography used by synthetic organic chemists to effect rapid
purification. Done primarily in the normal phase mode, sometimes with RPC; see Chapter 12.

Flexible well plate

See array 96-well plate.

Flow injection extraction

An on-line extraction technique in which a sample is injected as a plug into an aqueous flow stream that is
divided into small segments by an organic phase; the aqueous and organic segments are mixed during their
passage down a coil and eventually the phases are separated at the end by a special fitting and the amount
of extract compound can be measured in the organic phase; see Chapter 7.

Fluoro-phase

One of a family of aliphatic and aromatic reversed-phase materials in which a substantial fraction of the
bonded phase is fluorinated. Sometimes called fluorous phases or perflfuoro phases. Typically have different
selectivities than hydrocarbon phases.
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Fluted filter paper

Filter paper which is folded in a systematic manner to allow more air space in the filter funnel; this allows
liquid to flow faster through the filter paper; see Chapter 4.

Forced-flow leaching

Solid material is packed into stainless steel column and toluene (or other extraction solvent) is pumped into
the column under pressure and with heating; hot solvent leaches (extracts) out extractable compounds which
are collected at the exit of the column; see Chapter 14.

Fraction of analyte extraction

The expression is the fraction of analyte extracted (E): E = CoVo /(Co Vo + Caq Vaq ) = KD V/ (1 + KD V) where
Vo is the volume of organic phase, Vaq the volume of aqueous phase, and V is the phase ratio Vo / Vaq; see
Chapter 7.

Fractionation range

In SEC, refers to the operating range of a gel or packing. This is the range in which the packing can separate
molecules based on their size. At one end of the range, molecules that are too large to diffuse into the pores
are excluded. At the other end of the range, molecules that can diffuse into all of the pores totally permeate
the packing eluting (unseparated) at the permeation volume; see Chapter 11.

Freeze drying

The process of removing water, mainly from biological samples, by using vacuum sublimation; see Chapter 4.

Frit

The porous element at either end of a column that serves to contain the column or SPE packing. It is placed
at the very ends of the column tube or more commonly in the end ﬁtting. Frits can be stainless steel or other
inert metal or plastic, such as porous PTFE or polypropylene. The frit porosity must be less than the smallest
particle in the HPLC column, otherwise particles will pass through the frit and packing will be lost.

Gas-phase extraction

See direct thermal sampling.

Gel

The solid packing used in gel chromatography or GPC. An actual gel really consists of two parts: the dispersed
medium (solid portion) and the dispersing medium (the solvent). Also deﬁned as a colloidal dispersion of a
solid and liquid in which the solid is the continuous phase.

Gel filtration chromatography

Also called aqueous size exclusion chromatography; carried out with aqueous mobile phases. Generally
refers to molecular size separations performance on soft gels such as polydextrans but highly cross-linked
polymers, silica gels, and other porous media may also be used. Most gel filtration separations involve
biopolymers and water-soluble polymers, such as polyacrylic acid; see Chapter 11.

Gel permeation chromatgraphy

SEC carried out with organic mobile phases used for the separation and characterization of polymers. SEC
with aqueous mobile phases is referred to as aqueous GPC or GFC; see Chapter 11.

Grab sampling

In gas sampling, an evacuated sample canister can be opened and sample rapidly collected at an uncontrolled
rate, usually over several seconds, until the container reaches equilibrium with atmospheric pressure.
Generally, this qualitative approach is used when unknown analytes must be identified, when the air contains
high concentrations of analytes at certain (short) times, or when an odor is noticed and a sample must be
obtained quickly. Paired grab samples (before/after or smell/no smell) often are employed to qualitatively
diagnose a perceived problem; see Chapter 2.
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Graphitized carbon

A graphitic carbon with more or less perfect three-dimensional hexagonal crystalline order prepared from
non-graphitic carbon by graphitization heat treatment; this packing material has a strong affinity for polar
compounds in aqueous samples and water miscible organic extracts. Commonly used in sample prep for
pesticide analysis for removal of pigment in food samples; also known as graphitized carbon black (GCB);
see Chapters 8 and 9.

Grinding

Both manual and automated mortar and pestles are available; grinding can be performed under wet or dry
conditions; by this process particles of approx. 10 µm can be achieved; see Chapter 4.

Headspace sampling

Headspace (HS) refers to the vapors that form above liquids and solids; if the sample is in thermodynamic
equilibrium with the gas phase in a closed thermostatted vessel, the method is called static HS; if an inert
gas passes over or through the sample and stripped sample volatiles accumulate in an adsorbent or cryogenic
trap, the method is called dynamic HS or purge and trap sampling; see Chapters 2 and 6.

Headspace single drop
microextraction

A single drop of solvent (a microliter or two) suspended in the headspace can partition volatile analytes into
the solvent; the drop can be withdrawn into the syringe and injected into a GC; see Chapters 6 and 7.

Headspace solid phase
microextraction

Instead of a drop of solvent, a polymer-coated ﬁber can be placed in the headspace; once the analytes
adsorb on the polymer coat, the ﬁber can be transferred to a GC inlet and the sorbed analytes volatilized by
thermal desorption; see Chapters 6 and 7.

Heart cutting

In preparative LC, refers to collection of the center of the peak where purity should be maximum. The term
is also used in column switching; see Chapter 13.

High-abundance protein
depletion

Using antibody columns speciﬁc for the highest abundance proteins, they can be selectively removed from
plasma allowing the biochemist to investigate the lower abundance proteins which may be biomarkers or
other compounds of interest; see Chapter 15.

HILIC

Hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatography; a technique using polar stationary phases such as silica,
amino, diol, etc. and polar mobile phases such as water and acetonitrile, at least 2.5% water is needed in
mobile phase; mechanism is thought to involve analyte partitioning into sorbed water layer; high
concentrations of acetonitrile or other water-miscible solvent are used; opposite of reversed-phase (RPC)
LC, water is a strong solvent and a gradient increases its concentration with time; technique is best for small
polar analytes that are weakly retained on RPC columns; see Chapter 9.

Hollow fiber liquid phase
microextraction (HF-LPME)

A hollow fiber (HF) membrane technique in which an HF membrane separates two extraction phases; the
membrane serves as a barrier and can be impregnated with solvent to permit liquid-liquid or liquid-liquidliquid extractions to take place; the membrane can be selected to allow certain analytes to pass through but
not others; see Chapters 7 and 18.
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Homogenization

The process of making a sample more uniform by size reduction and blending; homogenizers with high speed
blades are available to do the job; see Chapter 4.

Hydrophilic (hydrophylic)

"Water loving;" refers both to stationary phases that are fully compatible with water or to water-soluble
molecules in general. Many columns used to separate proteins (ion exchange, SEC, affinity) are hydrophilic
in nature and should not irreversibly sorb or denature protein in the aqueous environment.

Hydrophobic

"Water hating;" refers both to stationary phases that are not compatible with water and to molecules in
general that have little affinity for water. Hydrophobic molecules have few polar functional groups; most
have a high content of hydrocarbon (aliphatic and aromatic) functionality.

ICAT

Isotope-coded affinity tag; a gel-free method for quantitative proteomics that relies on chemical labeling
reagents. These chemical probes consist of three general elements: a reactive group capable of labeling a
defined amino acid side chain (e.g., iodoacetamide to modify cysteine residues), an isotopically coded linker,
and a tag (e.g., biotin) for the affinity isolation of labeled proteins/peptides. For the quantitative comparison
of two proteomes, one sample is labeled with the isotopically light (d0) probe and the other with the
isotopically heavy (d8) version. To minimize error, both samples are then combined, digested with a protease
(i.e., trypsin), and subjected to avidin affinity chromatography to isolate peptides labeled with isotope-coded
tagging reagents. These peptides are then analyzed by liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS).
The ratios of signal intensities of differentially mass-tagged peptide pairs are quantified to determine the
relative levels of proteins in the two samples. The original tags were developed using deuterium, but later
the same group redesigned the tags using 13C instead to circumvent issues of peak separation during LC
due to the deuterium interacting with the stationary phase of the column; see Chapter 15.

Immobilized liquid extraction

Similar to SPE, but a polymeric stationary phase is bonded to the inside of glass vial; experiment performed
within the glass vial; analytes partition into polymeric phase and loading, washing, and elution steps are
performed by addition of various solvents.

Immunoaffinity SPE

Phases based on molecular recognition using chemically attached mono- or poly-clonal antibodies; due to
antibody-antigen interactions, these phases are some of the most selective phases available; immunoafﬁnity
phases are commercially available for small molecules such as pollutants, toxins, etc.; an example of such a
phase for large biomolecules; see high abundance protein depletion; see Chaper 10.

Immunosorbent

See immunoaffinity SPE.

Impinger

Glass bubble tube designed for the collection of airborne hazards into a liquid medium. When using a personal
air sampler, a known volume of air bubbles is pumped through the glass tube that contains a liquid specified
in the method. The liquid is then analyzed to determine airborne concentrations. An impinger may be mounted
on the side of an air sample pump or put into a holster and placed near a worker's breathing zone; see
Chapter 6.
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Imprinted phases

Polymer and silica phases generated in the presence of a "template" or "printing" molecule. Such phases
have enhanced selectivity for the templating molecule; also called molecularly imprinted phases (MIPs); see
Chapter 10.

In situ derivatization (SPE)

The act of derivatizing a compound of interest in its native environment; for example, for a tenaciously held
analyte on a soil sample changing its chemical nature by performing an in situ derivatization, the compound
may be more easily released and isolated for further workup or analysis; derivatization may also be formed
in solution and the derivatized compound extracted by LLE; see Chapters 9 and 20.

Internal standard

In quantitative analysis, precision and accuracy are greatly improved by use of internal standards (ISs). The
procedure involves the addition of a ﬁxed amount of internal standard (IS) to a series of increasing
concentrations of reference sample and to the unknown concentration. The ratio of the areas of the reference
concentrations and the areas of the IS is plotted against the known concentration of the reference samples.
The internal standard should be chemically similar to the substance being quantitatively determined and
should have a retention time fairly close to it.

Ion exchange capacity

The number of ionic sites on the packing that can take place in the exchange process. The exchange capacity
is expressed in millieqivalents per gram. A typical styrene-divinylbenzene strong anion exchange resin may
have 3-5 meq/gm capacity. Exchangers for IC have very low capacity. Capacity of weak anion and cation
exchangers varies dramatically with pH.

Ion exchange chromatography

A mode of chromatography in which ionic substances are separated on cationic or anionic sites of the
packing. The sample ion (and usually a counterion) will exchange with ions already on the ionogenic group
of the packing. Retention is based on the affinity of different ions for the site and a number of other solution
parameters (pH, ionic strength, counterion type, etc.) Ion chromatography is basically an ion exchange
technique.

Ionic strength

A characteristic of an electrolyte solution. It is typically expressed as the average electrostatic interactions
among an electrolyte's ions. It is related to electrolyte concentration but the main difference between ionic
strength and electrolyte concentration is that the former is higher if some of the ions are more highly charged.
The higher the ionic strength of a mobile phase the more the mobile phase competes with the analyte for
ionic or adsorptive sites.

Ion pair chromatography

Form of chromatography in which ions in solution can be "paired" or neutralized and separated as an ion
pair on a reversed-phase column. Ion pairing agents are usually ionic compounds that contain a hydrocarbon
chain which imparts a certain hydrophobicity so that the ion pair can be retained on a reversed-phase column.
Retention is proportional to the length of the hydrophobic chain and the concentration of the ion pair additive.
Ion pairing can also occur in normal phase chromatography when one part of the pair is dynamically loaded
onto a sorbent, but this technique is not as popular as the RPC technique. Also known as ion-interaction
(IIR) chromatography or dynamic ion exchange chromatography stressing the fact that the precise
mechanistic details of how the additive controls retention are not always known.
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Irregular packing

Refers to the shape of a column packing. These irregular packings are available in microparticulate sizes.
The packings are obtained from grinding solid materials into small particles and then sizing them into narrow
fractions using classification machinery. Spherical packings are now used more than irregular packings in
analytical HPLC but the less expensive, irregular packings are still widely used in prep LC and SPE; see
Chapter 9.

Isolate

Analyte to be isolated from matrix background and then analyzed; see analyte.

Kieselguhr

A diatomaceous earth used both in column chromatography and as a sample cleanup media. Only weakly
adsorptive, it is also used as a support in liquid-liquid chromatography and in supported liquid extraction;
see supported liquid extraction. Rarely used in HPLC; see diatomaceous earth and Chapters 2, 7 and 14.

Langmuir adsorption isotherm

A specific form of an isotherm CS = N0 * CM/(Kd + CM) where CS and CM are the equilibrium stationary and
mobile phase concentrations of the solute, N0 the total number of surface sites available for sorption and Kd
the sorption binding constant.

Large volume injection (LVI)

A technique for introduction of larger than normal volumes of sample in a solvent into a capillary GC column;
in this approach, the bulk of the solvent is evaporated before the sample transfers to the analytical column;
there are two popular LVI techniques: programmed temperature vaporization and cool on-column injection
with solvent vapor exit; both are approaches to lowering detection limits; see Chapter 6.

Ligand

In ligand exchange chromatography, refers to the analyte which undergoes ligand exchange with the
stationary phase; in afﬁnity chromatography, refers to the biospeciﬁc material (enzyme, antigen, or hormone)
coupled to the support (carrier) to form the afﬁnity column; in bonded phase chromatography, this denotes
the moiety covalently bound to the surface.

Limit of detection (LOD)

The concentration of the analyte at which the resulting peak can be distinguished from baseline noise.
Literature and norms describe different ways of determination of the LOD.

Limit of quantitation (LOQ)

The minimum concentration of the analyte at which the resulting peak can be quantiﬁed with a deﬁned
security level. Typically 3 to 5 times higher than LOD.

Liquid-liquid extraction (LLE)

An extraction technique for separating interferences from the analyte(s) by partitioning the analytes between
two immiscible liquids (or phases); one phase is usually aqueous and the second phase an organic solvent;
more hydrophilic compounds prefer the aqueous phase while more hydrophobic compounds will be found
in the organic solvent; by the use of additives (e.g. buffers, ion pair reagents, etc.) equilibria can be shifted
to "force" analytes or matrix compounds into one or other of the two layers; see Chapter 7.
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Liquid phase microextraction

A liquid extraction technique when there is a great reduction in the acceptor-to-donor phase ratio; a hollow
fiber is impregnated with an organic solvent used to accommodate or protect microvolumes of acceptor
solution. This novel methodology proves to be an extremely simple, low-cost, and virtually solvent-free
sample-preparation technique, which provides a high degree of selectivity and enrichment by additionally
eliminating the possibility of carry-over between runs; see Chapters 6, 7 and 18.

Liquid-solid extraction

The general expression for extraction techniques that uses an organic solvent to extract analytes from a solid
material. In its simplest form, the "shake flask" extraction takes place at room temperature and works well
in cases when the matrix is porous and the analyte(s) are easily extractable; see Chapters 2 and 14.

Loading step (SPE)

The second step in SPE (after conditioning) when the sample is loaded onto the SPE phase (cartridge);
see Chapter 9.

Lyophilization

The process of dehydrating a sample, often biological, containing water by using vacuum sublimation; also
referred to as freeze drying; see Chapter 4.

Maceration

The process of breaking down a soft material into smaller parts by tearing, chopping, cutting, etc; see Chapter 4.

Macroporous resin
(macroreticular)

Crosslinked ion exchange resins that have both micropores of molecular dimensions but also macropores of
several hundred Angstroms wide. These are highly porous resins with large internal surface area accessible
to large molecules.

Magnetic bead technology

Micro magnetic beads are uniform polymer particles, typically 0.5-500 micrometres in diameter, that have
iron oxide particles (or other particles that may be attracted to magnets) contained within the polymer matrix.
Bio-reactive molecules can be adsorbed or coupled to their surface, and used to separate biological materials
such as cells, proteins, or nucleic acids; by the use of magnets/magnetic fields, the beads can be easily
manipulated in test tubes or 96-well plates. These microbeads are used for isolation and handling of specific
material or molecules, as well as for analyzing sensitive molecules, or those that are in low abundance, e.g.
in miniaturized and automated settings.

Matrix

In sample prep, matrix normally refers to the substance in which the analyst is attempting to measure a
solute or series of solutes; often the matrix is of no interest and its concentration must be reduced or eliminated
in order for a separation and measurement to take place; the matrix can be organic, inorganic or biological.

Matrix adsorption mode (SPE)

A lesser used mode of SPE in which the sorbent is chosen to maximize retention of the matrix and other
interferences while the analyte of interest is unretained; the opposite of the normal process (bind-elute) of
SPE, there is no concentration of the analytes; see Chapter 9.
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Matrix solid phase dispersion

Technique uses bonded phase solid supports as abrasives to produce disruption of sample architecture and
as a bound solvent to aid complete sample disruption during the sample blending process; the ﬁnely divided
sample is gently blended with a mortar and pestle and transferred to a column and analytes eluted with
appropriate solvents; see Chapter 10.

Matrix solid phase extraction

See matrix solid phase dispersion.

Membrane filtration

Membrane ﬁlter; membrane disk.

Method development

A process of optimizing the separation including the sample pre-treatment so as to obtain a reproducible
and robust separation. It usually emphasizes the search for the stationary phase, eluent and column
temperature which provides an adequate separation or sample enrichment.

Method validation

A process of testing a method to show that it performs to the desired limits of precision and accuracy in
retention, resolution and quantitation of the sample components of interest.

Microdialysis

A minimally-invasive sampling technique that is used for continuous measurement of free, unbound analyte
concentrations in the extracellular fluid of virtually any tissue. Analytes may include endogenous molecules
(e.g. neurotransmitter, hormones, glucose, etc.) to assess their biochemical functions in the body, or
exogenous compounds (e.g. pharmaceuticals) to determine their distribution within the body. The
microdialysis technique requires the insertion of a small microdialysis catheter (also referred to as microdialysis
probe) into the tissue of interest. Once inserted into the tissue or (body) fluid of interest, small solutes can
cross the semi-permeable membrane by passive diffusion. The microdialysis probe is designed to mimic a
blood capillary and consists of a shaft with a semi-permeable hollow fiber membrane at its tip, which is
connected to inlet and outlet tubing; see Chapters 15 and 18.

Microextraction

The general process of liquid extraction using small amounts of organic solvent where the phase ratio
Vo/ Vaq is quite low; other techniques using hollow microfibers as a barrier is also referred to as
microextraction; see Chapters 7 and 18.

Micropipette tip

See pipette tip.

Micropipette tip (SPE)

A form of SPE in which the packing material is embedded or adsorbed on the inner walls of a pipette tip;
useful for the SPE of very small amounts of liquid sample; often used with x-y-z liquid handling systems for
automation purposes; see Chapter 9.

Microporous resin

See microreticular resin.
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Microreticular resin

Crosslinked synthetic ion exchange resins which have pores with openings corresponding to molecular sizes.
Diffusion into the narrow pores can be impaired and low exchange rates can occur as well as poor
performance, especially for large molecules.

Microwave-assisted extraction
(MAE)

The use of microwave energy to heat samples in the presence of a solvent allowing for rapid extraction; MAE
can be performed in open vessels where a non-microwave absorbing solvent is used and the sample containing
a substance with a high dielectric constant (e.g. water) is rapidly heated with the extracted analytes passing
into the extraction solvent. A variation of this is the addition of an inert microwave absorbing solid substance
that transfers the heated energy to the surrounding solvent. MAE can also take place in closed vessels which
are non-microwave absorbing containers; in these cases, microwave absorbing is used and the temperature
and pressure inside the vessel rises to assist in the rapid extraction of analytes; see Chapter 14.

Milling

Devices for reducing particle sizes of solid materials. Disk mills pulverize <20 mm diameter hard samples by
feeding between stationary and rotating disks with adjustable gap settings; samples are generally reduced
to 100 µm diameter; rotor speed mills combine impact and shearing processes to grind soft-to-medium hard
and fibrous materials to 80 µm; ball mills grind material to sub-micron size by developing high-grinding energy
via centrifugal or planetary actions using agate, tungsten carbide or PTFE-coated stainless steel balls; see
Chapter 4.

Mincing

The process of breaking down a meat or vegetable product into smaller parts by tearing, chopping, cutting,
dicing, etc; see Chapter 4.

Mixed bed column

Combination of two or more stationary phases in the same column used most often in ion exchange
separations (IEC) (mixed anion and cation resins) and SEC (mixture of different pore size packings). Advantage
in IEC is the total removal of both cationic and anionic compounds; useful in SEC because a wider molecular
weight range can be accommodated by the same column.

Mixed mode separation

A separation that takes place in a single column due to retention and selectivity provided by a dual retention
mechanism. For example, at intermediate-to-high pH values, a reversed-phase column with residual silanols
can separate by hydrophobic interactions as well as ionic interactions by virtual of the ionized silanols;
sometimes mixed mode separations can be quite beneficial to the selectivity (band spacing) but can cause
peak assymetry and the precise balance of interactions may be difficult to reproduce with subsequent batches
of packing. Also useful in SPE.

Modifier

An additive that changes the character of the mobile phase. For example, in reversed-phase, water is the
weak solvent and methanol, the strong solvent, is sometimes called the modifier; sometimes other additives
such as competing bases (triethylamine or ion pair reagents) are referred to as modifiers, but they should
more correctly be called additives; see additives.

Molecularly imprinted polymers See imprinted phases.
(MIPs)
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Multidimensional
chromatography

The use of two or more columns or chromatographic techniques to effect a better separation. It is useful
for sample cleanup, increased resolution, and increased throughput. It can be used off-line by collecting
fractions and reinjecting onto a second column or on-line by the use of a switching valve. Also called coupled
column chromatography, column switching, multi-column chromatography, or box car chromatography;
see Chapter 13.

Multimodal SPE

The practice of SPE when two different phases or modes are used to clean up a sample; the process can
refer to two separate cartridges placed in series and analytes separated on the two different cartridges; a
second process can be used when two different phases are present in the same cartridge or even on the
same packing; sometimes referred to as mixed-mode SPE; see Chapter 10.

Non-polar

A non-polar molecule is one that the electrons are distributed more symmetrically and thus does not have
an abundance of charges at the opposite sides. The charges all cancel out each other. Non-polar compounds,
solvents or bonded phases readily dissolve in organic solvents, such as hexane, or prefer such solvents in
place of water. Non-polar substances do not readily dissolve in water.

Octadecylsilane (ODS)

The most popular reversed-phase in HPLC and SPE. Octadecylsilane phases are bonded to silica or polymeric
packings. Both monomeric and polymeric phases are available.

Octylsilane

A popular stationary phase in reversed-phase chromatography; usually has slightly less retention than the
more popular C18; both monomeric and polymeric phases available.

Off-line SPE

The normal practice of SPE in which SPE cartridges, disks, pipette tips, etc. are handled using manual
processes (i.e. vacuum manifolds, pipette transfer, etc.); opposite of on-line SPE.

On-column injection

In GC, refers to the process of injecting the entire liquid sample directly onto the head of the column using
a fine needle that fits inside the capillary; see Chapter 6.

On-line column switching

See on-line SPE for operating principle; in column switching the second column is usually another HPLC or
GC column, rather than a short SPE column; the main purpose of column switching is to resolve more complex
mixtures than can be handled by a single chromatographic column; in GC, the use of Deans switching when
differential pressure is used to control the relative flow of gas through the two columns; in LC, switching
valves are most frequently used; see Chapter 13.
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On-line preconcentration

A precolumn is placed in front of the separation column to concentrate analytes prior to their separation;
different mechanisms may be used (e.g. hydrophobic interaction, adsorption, enzymatic reaction) to retain
analyte as a function of time and then by a displacement process (e.g. solvent elution, pH change, etc.),
concentrated analyte(s) are transferred to the separation column.

On-line SPE

Refers to the use of small cartridges packed with SPE packings placed across two ports of a 6- or 10-port
injection or column switching valve; the SPE trap is loaded with sample by an external pump or syringe
transfer and then the valve is switched so that the SPE trap becomes part of the HPLC flow stream and
analytes can be swept into the column based on the solvent being used for displacement; on-line SPE columns
are usually used multiple times while off-line SPE cartridges are generally used once; see Chapter 13.

Packing

The adsorbent, gel, or solid support used in the HPLC or SPE column. Most modern analytical HPLC packings
are less than 10 µm in average diameter with 5 µm currently being the favorite. SPE particles are much
larger (>20 micron).

Paper filtration

Using porous filter paper (mainly cellulose) to remove particulates from liquid samples; papers with different
porosities are available. Low porosity filters will remove very fine particulates but may have a lower flow
rate while high porosity filters filter out larger particulates at a higher flow rate; paper filtration is often used
in wet chemistry to filter, combust, and then weigh insoluble materials; ashless filter paper is also used for
this purpose; see Chapter 5.

Particle size reduction

The general process of reducing larger particles down to a size that can be more conveniently extracted; the
smaller the particle, the more quickly it will dissolve, or if insoluble the more quickly analytes can be extracted
for further sample cleanup. Typical methods for reducing particle size include pulverizing, milling,
homogenizing, chopping, blending, and so on; see Chapter 4.

Particulates

Generally refers to small particles found in the mobile phase that can cause backpressure problems by lodging
in frits; can also refer to the small particles packed into HPLC columns.

Passive sampling

In passive gas sampling, an air sample is pulled through a ﬂow controller into an evacuated canister over a
chosen period of time, ranging from 5 minutes to 24 hours. The sampling period and the ﬂow rate determine
the canister volume required.

Peak tracking

A way of matching peaks that contain the same compound between different experimental runs during
method development; relies upon detection parameters of each pure analyte; diode array detectors and
mass spectrometers are among the best detectors for peak tracking due to their speciﬁcity.
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Phenol extraction

A sample preparation technique used for the isolation of DNA from biological samples; see Chapter 15.

Pipette tip

Replaceable tips used in automation of liquid handling chores; used once and discarded to avoid
contamination.

pKa

An acid dissociation constant, Ka, (also known as acidity constant, or acid-ionization constant) is a quantitative
measure of the strength of an acid in solution. It is the equilibrium constant for a chemical reaction known
as dissociation in the context of acid-base reactions. The equilibrium can be written symbolically as:
HA <---> H+ + A- where HA is a generic acid that dissociates by splitting into A-, known as the conjugate
base of the acid, and the hydrogen ion or proton, H+, which, in the case of aqueous solutions, exists as the
hydronium ion – in other words, a solvated proton; The dissociation constant is usually written as a quotient
of the equilibrium concentrations (in mol/L), denoted by [HA], [A-] and [H+]: Ka = ([H+] [A-] )/[HA; due to
the many orders of magnitude spanned by Ka values, a logarithmic measure of the acid dissociation constant
is more commonly used in practice. The logarithmic constant, pKa, which is equal to −log10 Ka, is sometimes
also (but incorrectly) referred to as an acid dissociation constant.

Polar

A molecule may be polar as a result of polar bonds or as a result of an asymmetric arrangement of nonpolar bonds and non-bonding pairs of electrons; Polar molecules are generally able to dissolve in water
(H2O) due to the polar nature of water; polar molecules do not prefer non-polar organic solvents such as
hexane. Polar molecules have slightly positive and slightly negatively charged ends; oftentimes we refer to
a compound's polarity.

Polarity index (P')

A measure of the relative polarity of a solvent and is useful for identifying suitable mobile phase or extraction
solvents. The polarity index increases with polarity; examples: hexane P' = 0.0; isopropanol P' = 3.9;
THF P' = 4.0; methanol P' = 5.1; acetonitrile P' = 5.8; water P' = 9.0.

Polymeric packings

Packings based on polymeric materials, usually in the form of spherical beads. Typical polymers used in LC
and SPE are polystyrene-divinyl-benzene (PS-DVB), polydivinybenzene, polyacrylamide, polymethylacrylate,
polyethyleneoxide, polydextran, or polysaccharide.

Polymeric SPE

The use of a polymeric base material (e.g. PS-DVB, methacrylate) rather than an inorganic material (e.g.
silica, alumina); polymers generally have a wider pH range and higher sample capacity than some of the
inorganic materials; see Chapter 9.

Polystyrene-divinylbenzene
resin

The most common base polymer for ion exchange chromatography. Ionic groups are incorporated by various
chemical reactions. Neutral PS-DVB beads are used in RPC. Porosity and mechanical stability can be altered
by variation of the crosslinking through the variation of the DVB content.

Pore size

The average size of a pore in a porous packing. Its value is expressed in A or in nm. The pore size determines
whether a molecule can diffuse into and out of the packing; see mean pore diameter.

Post-column derivatization

See post-column reaction; see Chapter 20.
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Precolumn derivatization

See precolumn reaction; see Chapter 20.

Prefilter (SPE)

In some cases when samples contain a large amount of particulates, regular SPE cartridges and disks may
become clogged and flow is reduced; prefilters are filter devices that have higher porosity that will filter out
large particles and allow the SPE bed to operate more efficiently; some SPE devices have prefilters built in,
others one can add a prefilter; in some cases, the use of an inert packing such as glass beads serve the
same purpose as an actual filter; see Chapter 9.

Pressing

The general process of squeezing liquid from a semi-solid material (e.g. plants, fruit, meat); see Chapter 4.

Pressurized fluid extraction

See accelerated solvent extraction; see Chapter 14.

Pressurized solvent extraction

See accelerated solvent extraction; see Chapter 14.

Primary sampling

The collection of one or more increments or units initially taken from a population; the primary sample is that
taken from the primary source; proper statistical sampling protocols are recommended; see Chapter 4.

Programmed temperature
vaporization (PTV)

Sample introduction technique in which sample is introduced into the inlet liner at a temperature slightly
below the boiling point of the solvent; the solvent is continually evaporated and vented through the inlet
split line; once the solvent is gone, the temperature of the inlet is heated very rapidly to transfer the sample
into the column; using PTV, there is less sample discrimination and less thermal degradation of sensitive
compounds compared to hot inlet injections; see Chapter 6.

Protein crashing

Term used in removing/reducing the protein concentration in a biological fluid such as plasma; after slight
dilution, an organic solvent such as acetonitrile is added to the plasma and the proteins being insoluble are
precipitated (crashed). By the use of centrifugation or filtration, the protein is removed and the supernatant
liquid used for injection into an HPLC or worked up further; see Chapter 16.

Protein precipitation

See protein crashing.

Pulsed splitless injection

A form of GC injection recommended for large volumes (up to 5 µL) of sample in which a short-term high
pressure pulse is imposed on the inlet such that there is not a large volume of solvent vapor generated and
most or all of the sample is directed to the column; once the sample is transferred, then normal pressure is
resumed; using this technique, highly volatile compounds cannot be lost through the split vent line and
thermally unstable compounds spend less time in the hot injection port so there is less degradation; see
Chapter 6.
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Pulverizing

Electromechanically driven rod or vibrating base devised to reduce particle size of solid samples; a freezer
mill can be used with liquid nitrogen to treat malleable polymers or those with low glass transition
temperatures; see Chapter 4.

Purge and trap sampling

Dynamic headspace technique in which the headspace vapors over a liquid or solid sample are continuously
removed by flow of gas over the sample (purging); volatilized analytes are usually concentrated by trapping
on an adsorbent or by cyrogenic means. Most often used for volatile trace analytes when concentration is
needed; see Chapters 2 and 6.

Pyrolysis

The process of heating a sample hot enough to break its chemical bonds, thereby forming smaller molecules
that can be analyzed by GC; see Chapter 6.

Quaternary methyl amine

A strong anion exchange functionality popular in resin-based packings; usually supplied in chloride form.

QuEChERS

A technique initially used for the extraction of pesticides from fruits and vegetables. It consists of two steps:
1) Salting out extraction using buffered or unbuffered solvent (usually acetonitrile), and 2) Dispersive SPE in
which solid adsorbent is used to treat an aliquot from step 1 to remove interferences and matrix compounds.
QuEChERS is mostly used with GC/MS and LC/MS (or MS-MS) to more selectively analyze the pesticide
extracts; more recently, QuEChERS has expanded to other matrices such as cooking oil, meat, fish, biological
fluids, etc., and to other analytes (e.g. pharmaceuticals, antioxidants, toxins, etc.); see Chapter 8.

Removable well plates

See array 96-well plate; see Chapter 9.

Representative sample

A sample resulting from a statiscally worked out sampling plan; it can be expected to adequately reﬂect the
properties of interest of the parent population.

Residual silanols

The silanol (-Si-OH) groups that remain on the surface of a packing after chemically bonding a phase onto
its surface. These silanol groups that may be present in very small pores may not be accessible to the reacting
bulky organosilane (e.g., octadecyldimethylchlorosilane), but may be accessible to small polar compounds.
Often, they are removed by endcapping with a small organosilane such as trimethylchlorosilane.
See endcapping.

Resin

A solid polymeric packing used in ion exchange separations. The most popular resins are polystyrenedivinylbenzene co-polymers of small particle size (<10 µm). Ionic functionality is incorporated into the resin.

Restricted access media (RAM) Sorbents used for the direct injection of biological fluids, such as plasma or serum, into an HPLC flow stream;
they contain an outer hydrophilic surface that provides minimal interaction with proteins and when combined
with small pores on the sorbent exclude them; the inner surface is hydrophobic and when small molecules
diffuse into the pores, they interact by reversed-phase mechanisms and are retained; the small molecules,
such as drugs and their metabolites, can be removed by rinsing with an organic solvent; RAMs are most
successfully used in a column switching setup in which the secondary column is used to resolve the small
molecules and the proteins are directed to waste so as not to foul the secondary column; see Chapter 10.
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Riffler

A manual or automated mechanical device used in sub-dividing solid powder samples into smaller units;
sub-division is achieved when material samples are cut into two smaller portions by a single pass; further
sub-divisions can be attained by multiple passes; see Chapter 4.

Rinse step (SPE)

Also known as the wash step, the third step in the SPE process; once the sample is loaded, the rinse step
is designed to eliminate interferences including various matrix compounds; here, a solvent(s) or buffer is
selected to remove interferences, but not the analytes of interest; see Chapter 9.

Round well plates

96-well plates that have round-shaped wells resembling 96 small test tubes; see 96-well plates.

Salting out effect

The use of a high concentration of salt buffer in the mobile phase to cause a low polarity analyte to have a
decreased solubility in water and therefore precipitate or come out of solution; most often used for the
hydrophobic interaction chromatography of proteins when proteins are first precipitated at high salt
concentrations then eluted by gradual dilution using reverse gradient elution; can also be used in liquidliquid extraction; see salting out extraction; see Chapter 8.

Salting out extraction

See QuEChERS or salting out effect; in this extraction approach, high concentrations of salt in the aqueous
phase will cause certain compounds to migrate into an organic phase or perhaps vice-versa; high
concentrations of salt will also force normally miscible solvents (e.g. water and acetonitrile) to become
immiscible and be used for further partitioning more polar analytes than could be achieved by an extraction
using a non-polar organic solvent; see Chapter 8.

Sample division

The process in sampe reduction to divide the sample into smaller portions while retaining the representative
character of the primary sample; see Chapter 4.

Sample pre-treatment

Often synonomous with sample preparation; the process of manipulating the sample to make it easier
to analyze later.

Sample size reduction

The process in sampe reduction to divide the sample into smaller portions while retaining the representative
character of the primary sample; see Chapter 4.

Sample tracking

The process of tracking primary, secondary, laboratory, and further samples through the analytical cycle; it
is important for chain or custody reasons to be able to ensure that the sample ﬁnally analyzed in the instrument
was from the original sample collected at the source; sample tracking can be as simple as writing a sample
number on a container to have bar coded vials or RFI tags to automatically keep track of sample ﬂow.

Sampling

The process of collecting a representative sample at the source; sampling can also refer to further sample
division as it more closely approaches the laboratory analysis; it is important to make sure that the ﬁnal
sample analyzed represents a sub-sample of the original sample without any imposed bias or discrimination.
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Sampling error

Incurred when the statistical characteristics of a population are estimated from a subset or sample of that
population. Since the sample does not include all members of the population, statistics on the sample, such
as means and quantiles, generally differ from parameters on the entire population. Since sampling is typically
done to determine the characteristics of a whole population, the difference between the sample and
population values is considered a sampling error. Exact measurement of sampling error is generally not
feasible since the true population values are unknown; however, sampling error can often be estimated by
probabilistic modeling of the sample; see Chapter 4.

Scavenger

Special type of solid phase particle that, instead of molecular interactions that occur in SPE, uses chemical
reactions to remove undesired species, such as undesired reaction products or excess starting material from
an organic synthesis; mostly operate on the basis of covalent bonding; packing materials contain reactive
groups that can be used for organic or inorganic species such as catalysts; see Chapter 9.

Secondary sampling

Refers to the process of taking a representative portion of the primary sample in order to further reduce its
particle size, or to prepare a laboratory sample for eventual analysis; see Chapter 4.

Sieving

Process of passing a sample of solid particles through a metal or plastic mesh of a uniform cross-sectional
area (square opening from 3 µm-123 mm) to separate particles into uniform sizes; can be performed under
wet and dry conditions; see Chapter 4.

Silanol

The Si-OH group found on the surface of silica gel. There are different strengths of silanols depending on
their location and relationship to each other and based on the metal content of the silica. The strongest
silanols are acidic and often lead to undesirable interactions with basic compounds during chromatography.

Silanophile

A compound which has high affinity for active (acidic) silanol groups on the surface of silicas. Usually a
strongly basic amine.

Silica gel

The most widely used HPLC packing. It has an amorphous structure, is porous, and consists of siloxane and
silanol groups. It is used in all modes of LC as a bare packing for adsorption, as the support for LLC, or for
chemically bonded phases, and, with various pore sizes, as an SEC packing. Microparticulate silicas of 3, 5,
and 10 µm average particle diameter are used in HPLC. Compared to irregular silicas, in modern analytical
HPLC columns, spherical silicas are preferred due to their packing reproducibility and because they have
lower pressure drops; sometimes referred to as silica.

Single drop microextraction

One drop of solvent (a microliter or two) suspended in the headspace can partition volatile analytes into the
solvent; the drop can be withdrawn into the syringe and injected into a GC; see Chapter 7.
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Solid phase extraction (SPE)

A widely used technique for sample preparation using a solid phase packing (dp of 20-40 µm) contained in
a small plastic cartridge, disk, or well of a 96-well flow-through plate. The solid stationary phases used are
no different than HPLC packings. However, although related to chromatography, the principle is different
and is sometimes referred to as digital chromatography. The process as most often practiced requires four
steps: 1) Conditioning the sorbent, 2) Adding the sample, 3) Washing away the impurities, and 4) Eluting
the sample in the smallest volume possible with a strong solvent; Can be performed in a variety of formats:
cartridges, disks, pipette tips, 96-well plates, etc., and in a variety of modes, such as reversed-phase, ion
exchange, normal phase, etc.; see Chapters 9 and 10.

Solid phase microextraction
(SPME)

A technique in which a small polymer-coated solid fiber is placed into a solution or above the headspace of
a solid or liquid sample; analytes will diffuse into the coating until equilibrium is established; for GC, the fiber
containing the sorbed sample is transferred to the GC and the trapped analytes are thermally desorbed into
the column; in HPLC, solvent is used to rinse the sorbed analytes for eventual injection into the LC column;
less popularly used in LC than in GC; see Chapters 2, 6, 7, 9 and 10.

Solid phase trapping

The use of an SPE cartridge or packed column to trap speciﬁc analytes that ﬂow through the device; the
packing material is chosen to selectively retain the analytes of interest and let non-interest compounds to
pass through unretained.

Solvent exchange

The process of exchanging one solvent that may not be compatible with the analysis method for a solvent
that is more compatible; in some cases, evaporation is used to remove a volatile solvent and the sample is
reconstituted in a different solvent.

Solvent strength

Refers to the ability of a solvent to elute a particular solute or compound from a column. Described for HPLC
by Lloyd Snyder for LEAC (LSC) adsorption chromatography on alumina; solvents were quantitatively rated
in an eluotropic series. Less extensive data is available for silica and carbon adsorbents.

Sonication

Use of ultrasound to create vigorous agitation at the surface of a ﬁnely divided solid material; direct method:
uses a specially designed inert acoustical tool (horn or probe = sonotrode) placed in sample-solvent mixture;
indirect method: sample container is immersed in ultrasonic bath with solvent and subject to ultrasonic
radiation; Dissolution is aided by ultrasonic process; heat can be added to increase rate of extraction; safe,
rapid, best for coarse, granular materials; for indirect method, multiple samples can be done simultaneously;
efﬁcient contact with solvent; see Chapters 2 and 14.

Soxhlet extraction

A well-accepted technique for the extraction of compounds from a solid sample; the sample is placed in a
disposable porous container (thimble); constantly reﬂuxing fresh condensed solvent ﬂows through the thimble
and dissolves analytes that are continuously collected in a boiling ﬂask; special glassware (a Soxhlet extractor)
is designed to perform the extraction unattended; see Chapters 2 and 14.
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Spin column

A small column that usually contains a packing material for sample cleanup or isolation; the sample is added
to the column, which has a selective packing material; the column, in turn, fits into a small collector tube
and is placed in a centrifuge; the spin tubes are very popular in handling biological samples for isolating
DNA, RNA, and other biocompounds of interest; see Chapter 15.

Spin filter

Similar to a spin column, but, rather than the packing portion, a membrane filter is placed; the purpose of
the filter is to remove particulates.

Spin tube

See spin column.

Split injection

An injection technique for GC in which only a portion of the sample is directed to the column (called the split
ratio, 100:1, 50:1, etc.) so as not to overload the column and to ensure a representative sample reaches the
column; the technique is simple, rugged, and protects the column. However, sample discrimination is possible;
splitless injections are usually performed automatically; see Chapter 6.

Splitless injection

Rather than splitting the sample going to the GC column, all of the sample is directed into the GC column;
this process ensures higher sensitivity than split injections, but ﬂashback can occur, and a higher possibility
of sample degradation is possible due to longer residence time in the hot injection port; see Chapter 6.

Square well plates

96-well plates that have square-shaped wells rather than the normal round bottom wells; see Chapter 9.

Standard addition

Process used to improve quantitation; necessary to have a pure standard of known concentration. An
unknown concentration of sample is first injected to give a peak area; then to the unknown concentration is
added a measured amount of pure compound. As a result of a new peak area, one can determine the
amount of the original concentration; an alternative procedure is to add a constant amount of unknown
concentration to a series of standards of pure substances and to plot the peak areas obtained against the
known concentrations of the original standards. The slope of the line obtained gives the concentration of
the unknown.

Standards

A sample that contains known quantities of the compounds of interest; Used to help identify sample peaks
by comparing the time in which they elute to the retention times obtained through the injection of the sample
under the same conditions. For quantitation, external standards are compounds that are used to construct
calibration curves of detector output (peak area or peak height) vs. concentration; the concentration of
unknowns are determined by fitting the detector output to the calibration curve. Internal standards are
compounds of known concentration with different retention times that are added to the sample and relative
detector responses between the internal standard and the unknown are compared in order to quantitatively
measure unknown compounds.

Stepwise elution

Use of eluents of different compositions during the chromatographic run. These eluents are added in the
stepwise manner with a pump or by a selector valve. Gradient elution is the continuous version of changing
of solvent composition.
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Steric exclusion
chromatography

A major mode of LC in which samples are separated by virtue of their size in solution. Also known as size
exclusion chromatography (SEC), gel permeation chromatography, gel filtration chromatography, or gel
chromatography. SEC is most often used for polymer separation and characterization and sample cleanup;
see Chapter 11.

Stir bar sorbent extraction

Prinicple similar to solid phase microextraction (SPME), but rather than the use of a coated fiber, a polymercoated stir bar is used, greatly increasing the surface area, thus higher capacity and greater mass sensitivity;
similar to SPME, equilibration requires tens of minutes; for GC, a special thermal desorption unit is needed
to handle stir bar; in LC, bar is usually rinsed off-line; see Chapter 9.

Straight phase chromatography

See normal phase chromatography; see normal phase SPE.

Strong anion exchanger

Anion exchange packing with strongly basic ionogenic groups (e.g. tetraalkylammonium).

Strong cation exchanger

Cation exchange packing with strongly acidic ionogenic groups (e.g. sulfonic).

Strong solvent

In general, refers to a solvent that is a good solvent for a chemical compound; in chromatography, refers to
the mobile phase constituent that provides a higher solvent strength that causes an analyte to elute more
quickly from the column; in a water-acetonitrile binary solvent system for reversed-phase LC, acetonitrile
would be considered to be the strong solvent.

Sulfonyl cation exchanger

A strong cation exchange functionality found in resin-based packings; usually propyl-SO3H; may come in
other cationic forms such as sodium, ammonium, silver, and calcium.

Supercritical fluid extraction
(SFE)

Uses supercritical fluid, most often carbon dioxide along with, or containing a small % of organic modifier
for more polar analyte, to extract analytes from solid materials; supercritical fluid has the diffusivity of a gas
and the solvent power of a liquid; requires a special SFE unit allowing precise control of pressure and
temperature; analytes are collected in a cold trap, on an adsorbent, or in a liquid; a "green" extraction
technique; see Chapter 14.

Superheated water extraction

Water is heated well above its boiling point in a closed pressurized system; heating changes dielectric constant
and increases the solvating power such that it becomes "organic-like;" a "green" method for extracting
organic analytes from solid matrices.

Supported liquid extraction
(SLE)

A technique based on the principles of liquid-liquid extraction in which the aqueous phase is supported on
a bed of highly purified, high surfce area diatomaceous earth (in a tube, cartridge, or 96-well format); this
aqueous phase may be buffered and may contain the sample to be partitioned; the organic phase is then
percolated through the packed bed allowing for intimate contact with the dispersed aqueous phase. The
effluent collected at the exit of the column contains the extracted analytes; compared to LLE, the SLE
technique is miniaturized, easily automated, and provides excellent extraction efficiency; see Chapter 7.
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Surface area

In an adsorbent, refers to the total area of the solid surface as determined by an accepted measurement
technique, such as the BET Method, which uses nitrogen adsorption. The surface area of a typical porous
adsorbent, such as silica gel, can vary from 100-600 square meters per gram.

Surrogate samples

A pure analyte which is extremely unlikely to be found in any sample, and which is added to a sample aliquot
in known amounts before extraction, and is measured with the same procedures used to measure other
sample components. A surrogate behaves similarly to the target analyte and is most often used with organic
analytical procedures. The purpose of a surrogate analyte is to monitor method performance with each
sample.

Syringe filter

A small plastic holder containing a membrane ﬁlter which has Luer lock ﬁttings at both the top and the
bottom so that it can be afﬁxed to a syringe (which also has a Luer lock ﬁtting) to pass a sample through the
ﬁltration media; syringe ﬁlter diameters can range up to 90 mm; see Chapter 5.

Tedlar® bags

Used for grab sampling of air or other gases; sampling bags are a whole-air sampling device for high-level
VOCs and permanent gases. Several EPA, NIOSH, and OSHA methods exist for bag sampling for a variety
of applications: stationary sources emissions, workplace atmospheres, ambient, indoor air quality, and breath
analysis. The unique design of these Tedlar® sample bags incorporates the sampling septum directly in the
valve (polypropylene or stainless steel construction), providing easier use and lighter weight than other styles.

Thermal desorption

The use of heat to desorb analytes from SPME fibers, SBSE bar, or solid matrices placed in a thermal
desorption tube; see Chapter 6.

Thermal extraction

Uses high temperatures (below pyrolysis temperatures) to extract stable analytes from porous solid matrices;
samples are placed in thermal desorption tubes, just like in thermal desorption; see Chapter 6.

Time-integrated sampling

In gas sampling, in order to obtain a more representative sample, time-integrated sampling is required.
A flow restrictor is used to spread the sample collection flow over a specific time period to ensure an
“average” composited or time-weighted average (TWA) sample. A TWA sample will accurately reflect the
mean conditions of the ambient air in the environment and is preferred when, for regulatory or health
reasons, a typical exposure concentration is required for a situation that may have high variability, as in an
occupational setting.

Titania

TiO2, an uncommon adsorbent used in adsorption chromatography; also used as an SPE sorbent primarily
for removal of phosphorous-containing compounds (e.g phospholipids).

Trace enrichment

Technique in which trace amounts of compounds are retained on an HPLC or precolumn packing out of a
weak mobile phase or solution and then are eluted by the addition of a stronger mobile phase in a
concentrated form. The technique has been most successfully applied in the concentration of trace amounts
of hydrophobic compounds (e.g. polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons) out of water using a reversed-phase
packing. A strong solvent such as acetonitrile serves to elute the enriched compounds; see Chapters 2, 7, 9,
13, 16 and 18.

Trapping

Process of using a solid material (e.g. silica gel, polymer, inorganic sorbent, etc.) or liquid solution to physically
or chemically retain solutes of interest from a diluted stream of liquid or gas; frequently used to concentrate
analytes for more sensitive analysis.
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Tryptic digestion

A method of selectively and reproducibly dissecting peptide chains of proteins to yield a characteristic pattern
of smaller units which allow analysis of the parent protein by gradient elution RPLC; see Chapter 15.

Turbulent flow chromatography

Chromatography performed at very high linear velocities with large particles under conditions using high
Reynolds numbers; at these conditions the H vs. v curves show a decrease in H with increase in v turbulent
flow chromatography can be used for separation or sample preparation; see Chapters 16 and 17.

Two-dimensional
electrophoresis

Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis, abbreviated as 2DE or 2D electrophoresis, is a form of gel
electrophoresis commonly used to analyze proteins. Mixtures of proteins are separated by two properties in
two dimensions on 2D gels. 2D electrophoresis begins with 1D electrophoresis, but then separates the
molecules by a second property in a direction 90 degrees from the first. In 1D electrophoresis, proteins (or
other molecules) are separated in one dimension, so that all the proteins/molecules will lie along a lane but
that the molecules are spread out across a 2D gel. Because it is unlikely that two molecules will be similar
in two distinct properties, molecules are more effectively separated in 2D electrophoresis than in 1D
electrophoresis; see Chapter 15.

Ultrafiltration

Variety of membrane filtration in which hydrostatic pressure forces a liquid against a semi-permeable
membrane. Suspended solids and solutes of high molecular weight are retained, while water and low
molecular weight solutes pass through the membrane. This separation process is used for purifying and
concentrating macromolecular (103-106 Da) solutions, especially protein solutions. Ultrafiltration is not
fundamentally different from microfiltration, nanofiltration, or gas separation, except in terms of the size of
the molecules it retains. Ultrafiltration is applied in cross-flow or dead-end mode, and separation in
ultrafiltration undergoes concentration polarization; see Chapters 2, 15, 17 and 18.

Ultrasonic sieving

Used for the acceleration of sieving processes alternatively or complementary to the classical low frequency
vibrators; especially useful for very fine powders in cases when ultrasound is often the only possibility to
enable the sieving process.

Ultrasonication

The irradiation of a liquid sample with ultrasonic (>20 kHz) waves resulting in agitation. Sound waves
propagated into the liquid media result in alternating high-pressure (compression) and low-pressure
(rarefaction) cycles. During rarefaction, high-intensity sonic waves create small vacuum bubbles or voids in
the liquid, which then collapse violently (cavitation) during compression, creating very high local temperatures;
several regulartory methods for environmental samples (e.g. soils, solid waste) specify ultrasonication; see
Chapters 2 and 14.

Vacuum distillation

Method of distillation whereby the pressure above the liquid mixture to be distilled is reduced to less than
its vapor pressure (usually less than atmospheric pressure), causing evaporation of the most volatile liquid(s)
(those with the lowest boiling points). This distillation method works on the principle that boiling occurs when
the vapor pressure of a liquid exceeds the ambient pressure. Vacuum distillation is used with or without
heating the mixture. Often used for higher boilers that might degrade at atmospheric pressure distillation;
see Chapters 2 and 7.

Vacuum filtration

Using a vacuum to help pull liquids through a filter; especially useful for viscuous liquids or very fine, low
porosity filters; see Chapter 5.
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Vacuum manifold

A manifold designed for SPE cartridges and SPE disks that uses a vacuum to pull liquids through the packed
beds; pressurized manifolds are also available. Vacuum manifolds can process multiple samples from 8 to
24 at a time; see Chapter 9.

Wash step (SPE)

See rinse step; see Chapter 9.

Weak anion exchanger

Anion exchange packing with weakly basic ionogenic groups (e.g. amino, diethylamino ethyl).

Weak cation exchanger

Cation exchange packing with weakly acidic ionogenic groups (e.g. carboxyl).

Weighing

A most fundamental sample preparation process in conducting sample preparation.

Zirconia

Porous zirconium oxide; used as a chromatographic sorbent usually coated or bonded with polymeric
organic phase.

Zwitterionic packing

A packing material for HPLC that carries both positive and negative charges on its surface; zwitterionic
packings are useful in the HILIC mode.
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